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Foreword
Like every young industry, the information technology (IT) business is rife with confus-

ing, competitive, and cockamamie terms and acronyms. I have often wondered at the

industrywide propensity to invent and promulgate TLAs (three-letter acronyms, of

course!). It seems almost refreshing when a new acronym sports four or five letters,

or better yet, eschews compressed forms altogether. But no, the favored approach to

technology innovation remains confusing acronyms.

This is not an invention of the 21st or even the 20th century. Electric lamps and the

internal-combustion powered automobile, both introduced in the late 19th century,

were young technology industries that thrived on spurious differentiation. And youth

lasts a long time in a technical industry: The battle royal fought between the Edison

group of companies and the Westinghouse company over the electrical standard for

the United States was at its peak when Nikola Tesla plied his trade in Westinghouse’s

workshops (after leaving Edison’s employ) in the late 1880s; it had already been a

decade since the invention of the light bulb and would be some two decades more

before the war was over and Westinghouse’s embrace of Tesla’s polyphase alternating

current had succeeded.

It is unlikely, however, that more than a few consumers of electric lamp technology had

any idea what the direct current vs. alternating current debate was about. The level of

complexity was obviously far too high for the average buyer; the same can be said about

the technical choices in the automobile purchases by the vast majority of car buyers,

prompting automotive marketing departments to simply train us that fuel injectors

are good and carburetors are bad.

Unfortunately, the same technology complexity and resulting market simplification

continue to plague our young IT industry. The resulting apparent “speed of innovation”

that worries chief information officers might or might not reference true technical inno-

vation, but it certainly pertains to the innovation in new terminology! Certainly there is

constantly changing technology in corners of the IT industry, but much of it is simply

new wine in old bottles.

The good news is that old bottles form a strong, solid container for that new wine, and

the smart consumer of “new technology” can see through the terminology, the acro-

nyms and the labels, to the real business problems and the ways technology can have

a positive effect on operations along the only axes that really count: better, cheaper,

and faster. That’s where the “agile enterprise” comes in—an “agile” organization reacts

quickly to change, recognizes both internal and external (customer and supplier
xv



Forewordxvi
change) quickly, perceives the need for change in the future, and accepts that need as a

cost of doing business.

The next step is the hard one and in fact the reason for the book you are holding (and

the nexus of the TLAs on the cover). The hard part of IT integration isn’t the technology

per se; the reason we can see further is that we stand on the shoulders of giants. The

complex chemistry and optics used to create our integrated circuits are far below our

level of detail; we can depend on others to solve those problems. No, the hard part

of IT has always been, and remains today, the enormous gap between management of

operations and technology that supports those operations.

How can this be? After more than 50 years of computing, well over 30 years of computing

in large organizations, and some 20 years into the pervasive (personal) computing revolu-

tion, why should it still be difficult to recognize business challenges in a way that technical

solutions clearly address those challenges? The answer is simple: Like other young tech-

nology fields, from the marine architecture field a half a millennium ago to the century-

old technologies just mentioned, shared languages are just coming into use.

By“shared languages” I do not mean the languages of management (natural languages

such as English or abstract but unstructured languages such as spreadsheets and presen-

tations); nor do I mean the languages of computer technologists (such as Java, LISP,

and Cþþ). I mean languages that are readable from both sides of that divide: modeling

languages. This isn’t a new idea, of course; in marine and building architecture we use

blueprints. Blueprints speak to the buyer, the seller, the builder, even the makers of

parts and the builders that use those parts. Blueprints can be turned, relatively directly,

into three-dimensional models for the home buyer as well as parts lists for the electri-

cian. Blueprints are standardized, structured, and well accepted. What we need to do

is take that broad step in the IT industry.

Though this book starts off with three TLAs on the cover, you’ll find that the real cover-

age is both more and less. “More” in the sense that you will find more acronyms and

ideas inside, but connected together in a way that makes sense; and “less” in the sense

that all these ideas sum to one basic idea: If modeling works in other engineering fields,

it will work in the IT field. Agility in the enterprise—better, faster, cheaper—comes from

being able to structure organizations to take advantage of reusable business capabilities;

from the ability to recognize, precisely capture, store, and retrieve the definitions of

those capabilities; and from the ability to capture all that information in a shared,

widely understandable model of the enterprise.

Those are, respectively, service-oriented architecture (SOA), business process manage-

ment (BPM), and model-based management (MBM)—thus the title and contents of this

book.
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You will find herein a wealth of knowledge about how models change the way a busi-

ness can, should, and will operate. Though there are technology underpinnings to these

ideas, don’t miss the fact that these innovations are about organizational management

more than about IT. Some of the ideas surely are new wine in old bottles; have a sip,

though, because those old bottles definitely add flavor!

—Richard Mark Soley, Ph.D.

Chairman and CEO

Object Management Group, Inc. Lexington, Massachusetts

8 June 2008



Preface
Enterprise management is at the dawn of a new era. Information technology has created

global markets; changed enterprise relationships with employees, customers, and busi-

ness partners; and accelerated the pace of change. These forces, alongwith service-oriented

architecture (SOA), business processmanagement (BPM), andmodel-basedmanagement

(MBM), change the way enterprises will be organized and managed in the future.

We in the IT industry are focused on applying the technology. We can reduce the costs

of development and maintenance, we can improve the performance and quality of sys-

tems, and we can provide better information about the operation of the enterprise. We

can make it easier to change the information systems to meet new business require-

ments. However, these improvements have only a fraction of the potential value that

can be realized by changing the design of the enterprise to exploit the full potential

of information technology.

The need for change is driving widespread interest in SOA, BPM, andMBM. SOA provides

a flexible business structure; BPM streamlines and adapts how work is done, and MBM

provides models to support the management of complexity and optimize enterprise

operations and agility. The business benefits of these disciplines can far exceed IT benefits

from the associated technologies. Realization of these benefits requires transformation

of the enterprise. Enterprises that fully exploit this paradigm shift are identified as agile.

They continually improve the speed, cost, and quality of operations, and they rapidly

respond to new business opportunities.
TARGET AUDIENCE
Within the enterprise, the chief information officer (CIO) is positioned to lead the trans-

formation. The CIO has a broad view of enterprise operations, responsibility for the

enabling technology, a supporting role in the implementation of business improvements,

and a staff with skills in systems analysis and design as well as knowledge of current infor-

mation systems.

This book provides a vision of the future for IT leaders—CIOs, chief technology officers

(CTOs), enterprise architects, and management consultants. They must bring to top

management the insights, skills, and resources to accomplish enterprise transformation.

The next wave of changes cannot simply be driven by incremental automation and inte-

gration of computer applications; it requires redesign and reorganization of business

functions, driven from the top down. Supporting technology exists and can be

improved with an understanding of the requirements. The challenge is to gain top man-

agement commitment and support, to establish the necessary governance and infra-

structure, and to define a roadmap for achieving a strategic transformation.

xix
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BOOK ORGANIZATION
These concepts and more are developed throughout the rest of this book. Each chapter

describes a major aspect of the agile enterprise from a business perspective. The goal is

to equip IT leaders to understand and communicate the business impact of the agile

enterprise as well as the business requirements that must be supported with informa-

tion technology. The chapters are summarized in the following subsections.

The Agile Enterprise (Chapter 1)
Chapter 1 outlines basic concepts along with the challenges and objectives addressed by

the agile enterprise. The SOA Maturity Model provides the foundation for development

of an enterprise transformation roadmap.

Service-Oriented Architecture (Chapter 2)
SOA defines discrete capabilities as sharable service units and establishes an enterprise as

a composition of sharable business capabilities that can be rapidly rearranged and

adapted to meet changing business needs. This architecture supports optimization of

resource utilization, economies of scale, and improved accountability, control, and

agility.

Business Process Management (Chapter 3)
BPM is a management discipline for the design, management, automation, and continu-

ous improvement of business processes. In an agile enterprise, business processes define

how services are performed—including the organization of activities to meet a service

objective, the integration of supporting services, and the choreography of relationships

and operations among organizations.

Business Rules (Chapter 4)
Business rules support concise expression of management intent, independent of the

implementation technology. Mechanisms for integration of business rules enable the

enterprise to rapidly adapt to changes in regulations, enterprise improvements, and

technological capabilities. A number of types of business rules affect the operation of

the enterprise in different ways.

Enterprise Information Management (Chapter 5)
The enterprise must operate on the basis of a common Enterprise Logical Data Model

(ELDM) to support meaningful communication and interaction of people and systems.

This model must be complemented by appropriate data access and analytical tools so that

business decision making and planning can be optimized from an enterprise perspective.
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SOA Security (Chapter 6)
The electronic integration of disparate organizations and the sharing of data across the

enterprise and with business partners and customers greatly increase the potential for

harmful exposure of operations and information. Access must be controlled to ensure

that it is appropriately authorized, that enterprise facilities are not vulnerable to attack,

and that data communications are appropriately protected. In addition, exchange of

electronic business documents affecting enterprise assets and government regulations

requires electronic signatures to ensure that participants are authenticated, authorized,

and accountable.
The Agile Organization Structure (Chapter 7)
The enterprise will evolve to a network of interacting service units that manage enter-

prise capabilities to deliver business value. The organization structure must define

how people participate in the operation and management of service units. Service units

must be aligned to an organization hierarchy that manages the service unit capabilities

for optimal performance. Additional relationships must support collaboration, coordi-

nation, innovation, and control, all of which allow the enterprise to optimize and adapt

to deliver customer value.
Event-Driven Agility (Chapter 8)
Though services are most often performed in response to a request, some services are

initiated by disruptive events that indicate a need to respond outside the bounds of nor-

mal operating processes. Processing of disruptive events is the starting point for automa-

tion of processes for adapting the enterprise to changing requirements. Various

techniques must be used to identify and capture relevant events. Some individual events

may be of little interest, but in combination with other events, the “complex events”

may be significant.
Agile Governance (Chapter 9)
Initial efforts to implement SOA may be bottom-up transformations based on business

opportunities. However, in the long term, the agile enterprise requires a top-down

design that defines the enterprise structure and the context in which local improvements

can be developed. This requires a management commitment and governance structure

to design, transform, and continuously improve and adapt the enterprise from an over-

all perspective, with IT support. The recommended governance structure provides sup-

port for continuous strategic planning, top-down leadership of enterprise design and

transformation, and improved visibility and accountability to executive management

and the board of directors to ensure appropriate leadership and control.
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Model-Based Management (MBM) (Chapter 10)
Today’s enterprises and the ecosystems in which they operate are very complex. Man-

agers need models connected to the business operations and the business environment

in order to gain a better awareness of problems and a greater understanding of the fac-

tors involved in solutions. Such models enable more timely and appropriate responses

to threats and opportunities. Management of the agile enterprise is supported by an

Enterprise Business Model (EBM) that is the integration of a number of different view-

point models.
THE VISION
This book presents a vision of the agile enterprise based on current industry trends and

standards. There are no current examples of such an agile enterprise as described here.

The fundamental business concepts have existed for many years, and supporting tech-

nology exists but must be appropriately applied. Executive leaders must adopt a new

approach to business design and management in order to realize the vision.

Key to this vision is an understanding of the role played by service-oriented architecture

(SOA), business process management (BPM), and model-based management (MBM)

on an enterprise level rather than on an IT level. SOA, BPM, and MBM are supported

by technologies that emphasize reuse of software functions, systems integration stan-

dards, automation of business processes, and use of interactive, computer-based busi-

ness models, thus improving technical consistency and efficiency as well as achieving

economies of scale.

This book uses the terms SOA technology, BPM technology, and MBM technology to distin-

guish supporting applications, tools, and standards from the broader business disci-

plines used to create and manage the agile enterprise; these terms are used when the

context is the supporting IT technology. When the context is enterprise agility, the terms

SOA, BPM, and MBM are used without qualification.

Though this book covers many of the most important issues that need to be addressed

in applying SOA, BPM, and MBM technologies, its primary intent is to describe how

these technologies enable more effective design, optimization, and adaptation of the

enterprise as a whole.

Thus the book describes the transformation of an enterprise’s existing business architec-

ture to an agile enterprise architecture. This requires the application of SOA principles in

creating a service-oriented organization, the application of BPM principles in the defini-

tion and control of all business activities, and the use of MBM to increase visibility into,

and understanding of, all business-related operations.
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This book draws on many years of experiences with EDS and General Motors, along

with insights gained from work on the development of industry standards, to pull

together a consistent view of the agile enterprise. It is hoped that this provides insights

for both transformation of enterprises and the further development of industry stan-

dards to complete the MBM picture developed in Chapter 10.



Chapter1
The Agile Enterprise
1

Agility is an essential quality of the enterprise of the future. An agile

enterprise rapidly adapts to changing business challenges and oppor-

tunities. It continuously improves to optimize cost, quality, and speed

of delivery. It enables top management to quickly implement new

strategies and control key business parameters to gain competitive

advantage. Agility resolves some common business challenges faced

by many enterprises. But the agile enterprise does not fit current busi-

ness models. It requires a new business paradigm—a new way of

thinking about the business and new ways of planning, organizing,

operating, and controlling the business.

SOA, BPM, and MBM are important aspects of this new agile enterprise

business paradigm that is enabled by the supporting technologies. The

change in thinking applies existing concepts and develops new con-

cepts and relationships developed in considerable detail in the remain-

der of this book. This chapter introduces basic concepts.

These concepts and relationships are applicable across many industries.

Manufacturing provides a rich diversity of business functions and chal-

lenges, and it touches on most other industries. In financial services,

much of the ability to develop and deliver new products depends on

information technology. Telecommunications and financial services

typically have great opportunities to exploit SOA, since these companies

tend to experience many unresolved mergers and acquisitions. The tele-

communications business is just starting to undergo major transforma-

tion with wireless technology and convergence with cable, the Internet,

and entertainment.

The telecommunication industry has also developed eTOM, the best

practices process framework that provides a good starting point

for definition of services, as described in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.



CHAPTER 1 The Agile Enterprise2
The nature of telecommunications has caused that industry to be

more receptive to development of standards and to be less secretive

about its practices.

Regardless of the industry, top management must understand the

necessity of agility, assess the current state of the enterprise, and com-

mit to a transformation that may take a number of years. This chapter

provides a foundation for later chapters by identifying major business

opportunities to be realized by the agile enterprise, positioning its

emergence in the evolution of information technology, and outlining

the new way of thinking that is the basis of the agile enterprise. Later

in this chapter we introduce the SOA Maturity Model, which provides

a basis for assessment and planning phases of improvement leading

to enterprise agility. Finally, several critical success factors (CSFs) are

suggested to drive the transformation.

Readers are probably familiar with the information technology

notions of service-oriented architecture (SOA), business process man-

agement (BPM), and model-driven architecture (MDA) because so

many IT organizations are investigating these technologies, if they

haven’t already begun adopting them. SOA technology has enabled

rapid and flexible integration of systems across organizational bound-

aries. BPM technology is improving flexibility and optimization of

business processes. MDA technology is an enabling technology for

MBM. MDA introduced standards for generating applications from

models and more recently supports business modeling languages.

The current awareness of and experience with these technologies is a

good thing, for two reasons. First, it means that most readers are

familiar with the basic concepts as well as the reasons behind apply-

ing them (reuse, consistency, economies of scale) for IT cost reduc-

tions and systems flexibility.

The second reason is that in applying these technologies, IT organiza-

tions are beginning to understand that realization of the full business

value of these technologies requires changes in the operation of the

business. The traditional delivery of information technology is bot-

tom-up, opportunistically introducing automation and integration

but leaving the design of the business fundamentally the same.

The new economies of scale and flexibility are not just in the use

of shared code and component software architecture but in consoli-

dation of business functions and an adaptive business architecture.

Applying SOA, BPM, and model-based management (MBM) to

create the agile enterprise requires a transition to a “top-down,”
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business-driven approach that puts bottom-up automation, integra-

tion, and optimization in a proper business context.

Thus readers can benefit from this book no matter where an enter-

prise is on the adoption curve for SOA, BPM, and MDA technologies.

Whether an organization is at the investigation, design, or implemen-

tation stage, it is never too late or too early to use these IT approaches

as a springboard to creating an agile enterprise. And though many

enterprises will achieve significant benefits from implementing these

IT technologies, the most successful enterprises will be those that

exploit these technologies to achieve enterprise agility.
WHEN AGILITY PAYS OFF
The following discussion outlines several major challenges faced by

many enterprises today. An agile enterprise is prepared to face these

challenges, mitigating the risks and realizing the opportunities.

Consolidations
A major source of business benefit in early adoption of SOA, BPM,

and MBM is through consolidation of redundant business opera-

tions. Opportunities for consolidation are particularly prevalent as a

result of mergers and acquisitions. Typically, the combined enterprise

organization reflects aggregation without consolidation. This is com-

mon in financial services companies, telecommunications compa-

nies, and information technology companies. But the synergy and

economies of scale that might have been envisioned are typically

not achieved, because each organization continues to operate in its

own silo, each with its own computer applications. Large corpora-

tions with decentralized divisions or product-line organizations often

have similar opportunities for consolidations.

With considerable effort, some consolidation of operations may occur

over a period of years. But because mergers and acquisitions occur fre-

quently, especially in the industries noted, it is difficult for operational

consolidation efforts to keep up.

In contrast to the norm, an agile enterprise is able to define a plan for con-

solidation and consolidate key redundant operations very quickly—

perhaps even before themerger or acquisition is finalized. The agile enter-

prise achieves this at a fraction of the time, cost, and risk experienced by a

conventional enterprise. If each of the original companies has an agile

architecture, this consolidation can be faster.
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Consolidation is the primary source of benefits in the early stages of

SOA adoption. Table 1.1 outlines benefits of consolidation that were

captured by the SOA Consortium. These examples highlight actual

projects in various industries.
ts Through Consolidation by Industry

efits

omer satisfaction
cation of customer data and near-real-time access to vehicle information
y through a governance focus
on with partners

speed in changing business processes
ization and risk mitigation: accurate real-time commercial, financial,
y data across the value chain
ity: simplification of interfaces by duplicate master data reduction
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el
ncy by masking systems complexity from users $80 million in value over
improved efficiency, responsiveness, and adaptability of the organization
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market for new services
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In the short term, as an enterprise ismoving toward agility, consolidation

of redundant capabilities is a major source of value, even when the enter-

prise is still in the early stages of transformation. These consolidations

will often have an IT focus, but they necessarily involve the consolidation

of the associated organizations. This will demonstrate the business value

of shared business capabilities and is representative of the current level of

transformation of most early adopters. Other benefits of SOA, discussed

in the following sections, are not as apparent in the early stages.

New Product or Line of Business
Top management may recognize an opportunity to introduce a new

product or enter a new line of business in an emerging marketplace

in a way that builds on some of the key strengths of the current enter-

prise. Though some weaknesses will need to be addressed, rapid entry

into a new market will be critical to long-term success.

A traditional enterprise might address this opportunity by forming a

separate division or acquiring an existing company to avoid the burden

and risks of adapting existing operations to the new market, because

existing processes and computer applications are designed to optimize

those current lines of business. However, at the same time, smart man-

agement understands that a new business silo cannot utilize the

strengths and potential economies of scale of the parent enterprise.

The agile enterprise is able to engage existing capabilities of the enterprise

in the new line of business without penalizing the existing business. Top

management is able to quickly assess the impact of the new business,

determine realistic operating costs and competitive pricing, assess the

required investment, and implement the new product-line capability.

The benefits of agility in introducing a new product line or business have

been realized in a number of industries, including telecommunications,

pharmaceuticals, and transportation. The benefits include (1) increased

visibility and control into the product line, (2) the ability to utilize a core

architecture to improve data integration and consistency of implementa-

tions, (3) significant improvements in development schedules and time

to market, and (4) higher customer satisfaction, in part due to reduced

cost of using services.

Outsourcing
Much of the cost of doing business goes into necessary operating activ-

ities that are not part the enterprise’s core business and do not provide

competitive value. Business operations such as finance and accounting,
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human resourcemanagement, and information technology require spe-

cial skills and are increasingly complex, particularly for multinational

enterprises. At the same time, these activities require considerable man-

agement attention and are challenged to achieve industry best practices

for regulatory compliance, efficiency, and effectiveness.

Large enterprises have adopted outsourcing as a long-term strategy tomit-

igate these problems. IT outsourcing has been adopted in all industries.

Outsourcing of financial and human resource management services is

gaining inpopularity. The agility benefits for outsourcing include (1) scal-

ability—the ability to quickly accommodate increased or reduced work-

load, (2) expertise—outsourcing providers can maintain skilled people

to deal with change such as regulatory requirements, and (3) internation-

alization—a outsourcing provider should be prepared to support the cli-

ent in expansion into new countries. It should be noted that small

enterprises and startups in all industries can benefit immediately from

agile outsourcing thus reducing the barriers to entry of new competitors.

Outsourcing offers the opportunity to exploit the expertise and

economies of scale of a service provider while reducing the manage-

ment burden associated with these operations. However, these sup-

porting services are often intertwined throughout the enterprise,

and the division of responsibilities may be inconsistent across the

enterprise. The disruptive effect of a transition to an outsource service

provider could have a major impact on the rest of the business.

The agile enterprise is able to quickly identify the business activities

to be outsourced and their relationships to other business activities.

The business units are components of the enterprise, just as an engine

is a component of an automobile. A more powerful engine might

require some changes in other automobile components, but the rela-

tionships to the controls and other components should be relatively

easy to identify, evaluate, and resolve.

Thus outsourcing is another source of substantial business value that

can be realized in the early stages of enterprise transformation, as

long as the integration is compatible with a strategic information

technology infrastructure.
Government Regulation
Government regulation is an increasing concern. Managers are being

held responsible for the integrity of their operations and protection

of stockholder interests. Multinational enterprises must comply with
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business regulations of countries in which they operate as well as

regulations for products or services in countries in which they sell.

Not only are regulations constantly changing, but changes to the

business organization itself can create risks of violations. Regulatory

compliance affects all industries.

Implementation of compliance is a challenge in conventional organi-

zations because the affected processes may be undocumented and

may be performed in multiple organizations in different ways.

The agile enterprise is able to quickly and reliably assess the implica-

tions of regulations to the business and plan appropriate changes and

controls to ensure compliance. The consistent business architecture,

along with consolidation of sharable business capabilities, clarifies

responsibility and accountability for compliance. Formally defined

business processes and business process automation support the

implementation and enforcement of regulations.

An important aspect of regulatory compliance is reliable recordkeep-

ing. Formal definition and automation of business processes sup-

port the capture of appropriate records. Electronic identity and

signatures ensure proper authorization and accountability for record

content.

Outsourcing regulated activities such as accounting, human resource

management, and IT reduces an enterprise’s burden and provides

greater assurance that appropriate expertise is applied to implementa-

tion of regulations and related changes.
Governance
To optimize enterprise operation and ensure appropriate accountability,

control, and agility, enterprise design requires a disciplined approach

and consistent architecture.

The conventional enterprise reflects adaptations from enterprise design

that, in many cases, predates the use of computers. Responsibility for

continued design has been delegated to large departments or lines of

business that focus on optimization within their local spheres of influ-

ence. Large departments or product lines tend to be geographically

isolated or located in separate buildings so that their internal capabil-

ities are easily coordinated. In many cases, capabilities are developed

rather than shared because it is easier to develop and adapt a capability

if you own it yourself.
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Electronic technology has substantially reduced the barriers to coordina-

ting and sharing capabilities, but many opportunities for improvement,

particularly from an enterprise perspective, have not been realized.

Organizations will resist shared capabilities because they represent a loss

of control. Furthermore, this evolved organizational design has made the

enterprise increasingly complex, making it difficult to maintain account-

ability and control and difficult to adapt to changing business needs.

For example, a large information technology company entered the IT

services business and incurred substantial losses. The board of direc-

tors was not aware of the extent of the losses because the losses were

obscured by profits from its successful hardware business. In contrast,

an agile enterprise has a clear picture of product costs so there is rec-

ognition of successes and accountability for failures. The agile enter-

prise is also better equipped to assess the challenges and risks of a

new product or line of business because applicable existing capabil-

ities and new capability requirements can be defined as elements of

a rigorous product value chain.

The agile enterprise has a consistent architecture and is composed of

service units with well-defined interfaces and performance objectives.

This provides a consistent basis for evaluation of performance and

accountability. In addition, the performance of service units can be

evaluated in the context of contributions of value to customer pro-

ducts and successful operation of the enterprise. Consequently, top

management has a clear view of the operation of the enterprise and

its strengths and weaknesses, and the board of directors can better

assess whether the enterprise is doing the right thing and doing it well.

Technology Modernization
Technology modernization may encompass any technology upgrade

or improvement to a business capability. Many enterprises are captive

to information systems developed long ago, many of which have

locked the enterprise into ways of doing business that were optimal

at the time but have since become outdated. The design of the sys-

tems as well as the technology used to implement them may be obso-

lete and difficult to support or change.

Obsolete technology is a challenge in enterprises in every industry. The

challenges are particularly pronounced in industries such as financial

services and telecommunications, where there have been multiple

mergers and acquisitions, with systems implemented in different tech-

nologies and tightly coupled to particular product lines or markets.
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The challenge becomes not only the upgrade of technology but consol-

idation of the business logic and processes and integration of consoli-

dated solutions with the remaining legacy systems that support

different lines of business.

Duplication of functionality also occurs where the legacy systems can-

not easily be adapted to support new lines of business, so the legacy

functions are duplicated in new systems. Replacement of legacy systems

almost always requires major investments and entails substantial risk.

But replacements of legacy systems without also providing enterprise-

wide shared services only leads to more inefficiency and inflexibility.

The agile enterprise makes business processes visible and adaptable

and relies on more focused and finer-grained applications that can

be individually upgraded or replaced without major upheavals. Here,

application modernization tools can help in the transformation of

legacy systems, making business processes more visible and support-

ing more finely grained shared services.

Agility in technology modernization, like governance, tends to provide

more benefit to SOA-mature organizations because fewer business pro-

cesses are embedded in applications and because applications (and

other technology) will be more fine-grained and therefore replacement

can bemore limited in scope. Thismakes it possible to replace a capabil-

ity’s implementation with less impact to related services.
HOW WE GOT HERE
It is useful to consider the evolution of the business use of informa-

tion technology to understand how the current “hairball” of systems

and communications developed over time and why the time for the

agile enterprise has come. This mish-mash is the legacy that we must

transform to realize the agile enterprise.
Task Automation
Early, widespread applications of the computer were for task automa-

tion. The computer could do monotonous, repetitive tasks faster,

cheaper, and more reliably than people could. Computers were kept

in controlled environments, and people brought the work to the

computer and picked it up when it was done.

As more tasks were automated, they were bundled together into

increasingly large applications. People interacted with the applications
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online, so the data stayed with the applications and was eventually

stored in departmental databases. Some workflow management sys-

tems emerged to direct the flow of records between tasks performed

by people. But most of the flow of work between the tasks was built

into the systems, sometimes through the transfer of magnetic tapes

and sometimes embedded in program code.

Large applications grew within departments to streamline their

operations, and files were transferred between departments, initially

on magnetic tapes and later through electronic transfer of files. The

movement of files between applications was automated for effi-

ciency and control. Within large applications, embedded business

processes could move transactions between tasks as they occurred,

but records were still batched for transfer to the applications of

other organizations.

The transfer of files between applications extended outside the

enterprise, to suppliers, large customers, health care insurers, and

financial institutions. Industry standards were developed for elec-

tronic data interchange (EDI). File transfers were typically a daily

occurrence—batches of records from the day’s business activity. This

movement of files between applications was generally point-to-

point communications, as depicted in Figure 1.1a. For remote appli-

cations, the communications occurred over dedicated telephone

lines.
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Enterprise Application Integration
Enterprise application integration (EAI) middleware emerged in the

marketplace. It brought the hub-and-spoke communication model

depicted in Figure 1.1b. Within an enterprise, the middleware could

route messages from many sources to many destinations, reducing

the number of communication links and improving control. In addi-

tion, there was no longer the need to send records in batches, but indi-

vidual records could be sent as messages as they became available.

EAI middleware enabled a transition from batch-oriented enterprise

integration to transaction-driven integration. The EAI middleware

provides a buffer so that a message can be sent when a receiver is

not yet ready to receive. It can also provide a buffer between legacy

batch processing systems and those systems that process and send

transactions as they occur. EAI middleware products provide adapter

software to integrate systems implemented with diverse technologies

and message transformation services, to make the data structures

compatible between applications. Transaction-driven systems acceler-

ate the delivery of results; for example, a customer order for stock

items might be processed and the order shipped the same day.

Of course, the hub-and-spoke configuration relies on the use of shared

middleware. Unfortunately, this is a barrier to integration between

enterprises and sometimes within a large enterprise, particularly in

the absence of interoperability standards for message exchange.

The Internet
As EAI was gaining widespread adoption, the Internet and the World

Wide Web were gaining momentum. The Internet opened the door to

many-to-many communications in a different way: The public Internet

was the global hub through which messages could be directed from any

Internet subscriber to any other Internet subscriber. Dedicated tele-

phone lines were no longer needed between business partners.

There is no industry standard for message exchange using EAI middle-

ware, so a standard format was required for communicating between

diverse systems over the Internet. Web pages were already being com-

municated between diverse systems, so this technology was adapted

to communication of messages between business systems.

Hyper Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) from the Internet Engineering

Task Force (IETF) and theWorldWideWeb Consortium (W3C) became

the accepted messaging protocol, and HyperText Markup Language
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(HTML) from W3C became a basis for exchange of content; it was

already allowed to pass through corporate firewalls for Web access.

Since the messages were not intended for graphical display, HTML per

se was not appropriate for application integration, but eXtensible

Markup Language (XML), also from W3C, shares the underlying tech-

nology of HTML that enables interpretation by diverse computer sys-

tems, but it also provides greater flexibility for content specification

and transformation. XML is discussed further in Chapter 5.

The Internet became the medium of exchange for business-to-busi-

ness communications. IT industry leaders recognized a potential for

ad hoc relationships between businesses to be established automati-

cally, at a moment’s notice, if only there were industry standards by

which these relationships could be specified and discovered.

Web services and SOA
The concept of “Web services” emerged. Figure 1.2 illustrates the

vision. The arrows depict request-response relationships. In concept,

an enterprise posts a service offering on a public registry. Another

enterprise in need of a service queries the registry to obtain informa-

tion on available services. The registry includes information about the

service and the protocol for using the service. The service user then

sends a message to the service provider, initiating the exchange. All

this is expected to be performed automatically by applications of

the participating enterprises. Within the enterprises, the exchanges

are mediated by automated business processes.

Standards for Web services have been developed, but the ad hoc,

automated selection of services has not caught on. Business leaders

are not ready to trust computer systems to establish and manage busi-

ness relationships, not least because the current abilities to express

the actual semantics of a given service offering leaves a lot to be
Service
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desired. However, much of the technology has been adopted, and

relationships established by humans can quickly be automated for

exchange of business transactions over the Internet.

The concept of accessing services over the Internet and the develop-

ment of standards for communications with services led to a new

kind of service-oriented architecture (SOA) in which Internet-based

technologies support an integration of systems offering services and

using services. Not only can the technology be used over the public

Internet, it can be used within enterprises to integrate systems. This

greatly expanded the market for a new breed of middleware to per-

form Internet-based communications and drive interactions with

automated business processes.

Within the enterprise, SOA has been viewed as a way to implement

shared application components. Functionality used in different areas

of the business could be implemented as shared services and invoked

by other applications. Web services technology was promoted as an

alternative to EAI middleware. Rather than route all messages

through a central hub, Web services technology would enable direct

communications between applications over the enterprise intranet

(an internal network using Internet technology). The concept of the

enterprise service bus (ESB) emerged as middleware that enabled

applications to be connected over the intranet using Web services

technology. Essentially, an ESB is decentralized EAI middleware with

standards-based communications.

However, the major impact of SOA will be realized as a business archi-

tecture rather than an IT architecture. For the business community,

SOA is an approach to the design of an enterprise in which distinct

business capabilities are offered through well-defined mechanisms

and media of exchange so that the capabilities can be used in multiple

business endeavors now and in the future. This enables the capabilities

to be managed for consistency and economies of scale, allowing the

enterprise to more easily adapt to new endeavors by making these cap-

abilities shareable.

The idea of SOA as a business architecture is beginning to emerge

in the industry. Unfortunately, though the potential benefits are

great, the challenges are also great. The principal challenge is to

change the way both business people and IT people think about the

way the enterprise is organized and managed and the way it is sup-

ported by IT. We return to these concepts in the discussion of SOA

infrastructure in the next chapter.
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A NEW WAY OF THINKING
Intense competition, a changing world, complexity, and increased

risks demand a new approach to enterprise management to optimize

enterprise performance and agility. SOA, BPM, and MBM, with sup-

port from related information technology, enable and require a man-

agement paradigm shift—a change in the way of thinking about the

operation and management of the enterprise.

SOA brings a fundamental change to the structure of the enterprise.

Traditionally, an enterprise operates as a number of distinct depart-

ments or divisions, each with its own systems and business operations

in its own silo, as depicted in Figure 1.3. In the diagram, A and B might

be different divisions or product-line organizations. Each division has

its own specialized business units, contributing capabilities to the divi-

sional efforts. Some of these are duplicated between the divisions as

indicated by the boxed letters, which represent business capabilities.

Each division has its own applications used by people within the divi-

sion. Interactions between divisions and with outside customers and

suppliers are through well-defined channels. Access to the internal cap-

abilities is restricted by locked doors and passwords.

Initially, these silos were connected through transfers of files; later,

EAI improved the speed and flexibility of communications. But those

communications, for the most part, are in controlled environments

between known and trusted systems. Typically, the transfer of busi-

ness transaction data from one department to another also transfers
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responsibility and control for the transaction. The sending system is

trusted to send valid records and the receiving system accepts respon-

sibility for subsequent action. The sources and destinations of these

data transfers are well known and stable. Changes to business pro-

cesses are restricted by the flow between systems and the hardcoded

processes that integrate capabilities within the systems.

SOA (with the help of SOA technology) opens up these silos and

makes capabilities within them available for use as sharable services.

Similar capabilities can be consolidated for economies of scale and to

achieve consistency across the enterprise.

As a result, a SOA has interorganizational interactions and sharing of

capabilities at a lower level of granularity, as depicted in Figure 1.4,

that represents a transformation from Figure 1.3. Each of these boxes

represents an organizational service unit providing and/or using a ser-

vice. The arrows represent request-response relationships.

Each of these service units can contribute their capabilities to address

similar needs in different contexts. The divisions or product lines,

A and B, still exist from a product management and marketing per-

spective, but they share common capabilities.

A service unit (further defined in a moment) participates as a service

provider to support a requester’s objective. The same service provider

may participate as a requester to incorporate the capabilities of other

services. Consequently, a request for one service may propagate to

many other services. The smaller granularity of service units enables

the capabilities to be more stable and usable in different contexts,

both as the enterprise currently operates and in future business
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endeavors. The service units can be used selectively, instead of the

larger, more complex “department” being adapted for the specific

requirements of each new undertaking.

This sharing of capabilities across the enterprise has been enabled by

information technology. Information technology has become an inte-

gral part of the fabric of doing business. It’s no longer just about

automation of tasks and faster communications. Information tech-

nology has changed the business equilibrium.

Traditional organization structures, work environments, access to

information, international trade, and customer expectations have

changed. They are still changing, and technology has accelerated the

pace of change. Optimization of enterprise operations not only

involves more variables, but the enterprise must continuously change

to adapt to new challenges and opportunities. Agility has become a

competitive necessity, and the bar is rising.

SOA, BPM, and MBM are important components of enterprise agility.

Though SOA is being driven by information technology, it reflects a

change in organizational responsibilities and relationships as a result

of IT. BPM is primarily a business process management discipline,

but it reflects technological support for monitoring, modeling, and

automating business processes.

Though managers have financial models, MBM brings computer-

based tools to manage complexity and to plan and validate rapid

changes to business operations and relationships. Together these dis-

ciplines and the supporting technologies enable the more effective

governance, leadership, planning, and decision making needed for

the agile enterprise.

The new paradigm changes the design and management of the busi-

ness. The following sections highlight some of the key concepts.

Service
A service is an application of a business capability to provide business

value needed by a community of service users. A service is requested

to fill a need. It is important to distinguish the service—the value

provided—from the request for a service and the capability used to

deliver the service, since we often call all of these services. Examples

of potential services are when a customer receives a product, a machine

is repaired, a product is designed, a package is shipped, an account is

credited, benefits options are selected, or a purchase is completed.
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The corresponding requests are a customer order, a machine repair

order, a product design request, a shipping order, an account credit

transaction, a benefits selection request, and a purchase order. We

define a service unit as providing the capability. In fact, every enterprise

capability that contributes value in response to a defined business

need can be designed to provide a service or a related set of services.

Applying business capabilities through services allows the capabilities

to be shared, enabling economies of scale and improved consistency,

accountability, and control of operations.

Service Units
A service unit is a business unit responsible for management of a busi-

ness capability to provide services—the processes, resources, facilities,

intellectual property, computer applications, and operations that per-

form the service. The service unit is not expected to do everything

itself but delegates some responsibilities to other service units for

specialized capabilities and for support services, such as human

resources, accounting, and information systems services, that support

its capability. A service unit is a focal point of responsibility and con-

trol for the service delivery capability it offers. Offering capabilities as

distinct building blocks that provide stable, sharable services enables

the enterprise to adapt more quickly to changing business needs.
Service-Oriented Enterprises
An entire enterprise can be configured as a network of interworking

service units to become a service-oriented enterprise. In a service-oriented

enterprise, each service unit provides a well-defined mechanism by

which services are requested, and it assesses costs for each service it per-

forms. Economies of scale are achieved in the development, integra-

tion, and support of services, and the consistent architecture provides

enterprise transparency, accountability, and control for more effective

governance and agility. The consolidation and sharing of capabilities

across the enterprise requires a top-down, enterprise perspective to

properly select and scope service units, to avoid local suboptimization,

and to overcome resistance to loss of ownership and control.
Agile Enterprise
An agile enterprise incorporates an SOA along with BPM techniques

for process design and optimization and an effective governance

structure. In addition, the agile enterprise uses MBM tools to manage
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complexity, support optimization of enterprise operations, and

enable rapid reconfiguration of service units to respond to changing

business threats and opportunities. Aspects of an agile enterprise are

more fully developed throughout this book.

Process-Driven Services
A business process defines the orderly performance of activities that

achieve a desired business result. Business processes drive the opera-

tion of each service unit and its use of other services. Each business

process operates within the scope of an associated business unit

(a service unit) that is responsible for the management and optimiza-

tion of that business process. When another service is invoked, the

action should be viewed as invoking a business process within the

other service unit to access the capability of the target service unit

for a particular purpose. Consequently, service units define a frame-

work for the definition and integration of business processes.

Model-Based Management
MBM is the use of computer-based models of the enterprise to enable

managers to understand, analyze, plan, and make decisions regarding

the operation of the enterprise and to respond quickly and effectively

to threats and opportunities. Models are linked to the business opera-

tions to reflect the current and evolving state of the enterprise, and

models are used to plan, evaluate, and manage transformations of the

enterprise.
Value Chain
A value chain is a dependency network of activities that contribute to

the value delivered to a customer. A customer may be an internal

business activity, so an enterprise has multiple value chains. A primary

value chain defines the direct contributions to the value of a unit of

production delivered to an end customer. In an agile enterprise, the

value chain identifies the contributions of cost, quality, and timeli-

ness of each of the participating service units. The value chain sup-

ports product costing and becomes the focus of analysis for pricing

and competitive improvement.

There are different points of view on modeling the creation of value.

Some of these have been given different names, such as value network

and value stream. We believe the dependency network representation

used in this book fits the agile enterprise architecture needs and captures

the fundamental concepts to support different analytical viewpoints.
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Disruptive Event
A disruptive event is an event that suggests the occurrence of an enter-

prise threat or opportunity. The agile enterprise recognizes, analyzes,

and responds to disruptive events that occur in the enterprise ecosys-

tem. Event resolution services must drive adaptive changes or bring

the events to an appropriate level of management attention. Events

that cannot be resolved by operational or tactical adjustments must

be addressed by strategic planning activities that determine the need

for more pervasive changes.

Governance
Governance is the set of responsibilities and practices exercised by top

management and the board of directors to perform necessary enter-

prise design, oversight, and control to achieve the desired owner value.

In the agile enterprise, governance is not simply the management of

budgets, priorities, and sales objectives. Executive staff service units

provide enterprise design, metrics, intelligence, modeling, and analysis

capabilities as well as mechanisms for accountability and control.

These services support effective guidance and leadership by the board

of directors and top management. With effective governance, service

units have clear responsibilities, visibility, and accountability for

(1) management of their capabilities, (2) compliance with policies,

laws, and regulations, and (3) delivery of results.

Information Technology Management
Effective utilization of information technology is the responsibility of

top management as well as the managers of individual service units.

The IT organization, and ultimately the CIO, have responsibility for

making appropriate technology available to the service units and opti-

mizing the utilization of IT resources. This availability is provided

through supporting infrastructure, operation of data processing and

communications services, and development and support of informa-

tion technology applications that service units require.

The IT organization is itself an aggregation of service units and thereby

leverages special skills and resources. The agile enterprise manages the

application of technology for enterprise-level optimization of IT invest-

ments and economies of scale in the utilization of IT resources.
SOA MATURITY MODEL
Transformation to the agile enterprise is a major, long-term undertak-

ing. Many more books will be written about planning and managing
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transformation as well as the technology to support the transformation

and implement the capabilities. Here we provide insight into the

phases of transformation and the dimensions of change.

The SOA Maturity Model developed by EDS and Oracle is depicted in

Figure 1.5. The model defines criteria to assess the degree to which an

enterprise has realized the potential of SOA and associated disci-

plines. There are many paths to the future that are well beyond the

scope of this book. The SOA Maturity Model provides guidance for

planning the enterprise transformation and a basis for objective eval-

uation of progress.

The SOA Maturity Model is similar in concept to the Capability Matu-

rity Model Integration (CMMI), from the Software Engineering Insti-

tute and Carnegie Mellon University. The model provides criteria for

assessment of (1) the readiness of an organization to accept and man-

age the associated discipline and (2) the degree to which the neces-

sary organizational structure, disciplines, and supporting elements

are in place.

Some reviews of this maturity model have failed to recognize the sig-

nificance of the business perspective. It is the business perspective

that sets this maturity model apart and provides a foundation for dis-

cussion of transformation in this book.

A maturity assessment based on this model identifies the maturity

level of an enterprise and the issues that should be addressed to
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progress to the next level. Each level builds on the capabilities of the

levels beneath it. Just as the construction of a building must start with

the foundation, progression to SOA maturity and enterprise agility

must progress up the levels of the maturity model.

Investments in enterprise capabilities are needed to support future

advances. These investments increase some costs in the near term. At the

same time, the transformation plan should achieve incremental improve-

ments through projects that each realize business benefits along the way.

Each of these levels is assessed from two perspectives: business with

five dimensions and technology with six dimensions. Each of these

dimensions has criteria for assessment at each of the five levels.

The details of the intersections of levels and dimensions are not

presented here, but we briefly consider each of the levels and each

of the dimensions to provide some further insight on the phases of

transformation.
Maturity Levels
An enterprise achieves a maturity level when it has substantially

achieved the capabilities identified for that level. Though some of

the capabilities of higher levels may also be achieved, the overall

capability of the enterprise is still limited by those capabilities that

have only reached a lower level of maturity. The level of return on

investment is lower for transformations undertaken at lower levels

of maturity, but the risks are higher if an undertaking is too ambi-

tious for the current level of maturity. Each of the maturity levels is

discussed briefly here:
1. Explored. An organization is aware of SOA and may be studying the

potential impact or doing some proof-of-concept development.

This is the current “status quo” level of most enterprises. Typically the

SOA awareness is in the IT organization (in other words, it is aware-

ness of SOA technology). If other organizations are aware of SOA,

they most likely view it as another wave of technology. The business

side of the enterprise is more likely to be focused on BPM and process

improvement where automation of business processes is viewed as a

technique to be considered, but the focus is on the operation of the

business.

A proof-of-concept development should be selected to demon-

strate the business potential and organizational capability to
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consolidate and integrate a capability. In most cases, this will be

driven by IT and will focus on consolidation of applications, but

the business value and organizational implications of the consoli-

dation should be highlighted. This includes economies of scale,

consistency, and accountability as well as delegation to shared ser-

vices (perceived as loss of control) and commitment to delivery of

services in compliance with formal specifications.

2. Applied. Top management is committed to SOA, the organization

has developed a basic capability to design and implement service

units, and selected shared services are being used (bottom-up).

The Maturity Model does not distinguish between a service as

value delivered and a service as an organization responsible for

the supporting capability; in this book we resolve that ambiguity

by referring to the organization responsible for the supporting

capability as a service unit, as discussed earlier.

At this level SOA has become recognized as an important approach

to improvement of operating costs, product quality, and agility of

the enterprise. It may still be viewed as primarily an adoption of

new technology, but there is a realization that it must be driven

by top management to achieve strategic value and avoid subopti-

mal solutions. There is an understanding that SOA and BPM are

complementary views of an enterprise architecture, and that service

units are shared business capabilities managed by business organi-

zations. There is an initial commitment to an SOA infrastructure

and enterprise standards. Development of service units is essen-

tially bottom-up, based on business value, and should be guided

by an industry best-practices framework perspective.

3. Adopted. The organization has an SOA infrastructure in place and is

committed to standards. There is a system of governance to plan

and manage transformation of the organization and to manage

the definition and implementation of service units (top-down).

At this level, the transformation has shifted from being driven bot-

tom-up to top-down. Definition of service units is driven by top-

down analysis and design by a business architecture activity, and

transformation is driven from an enterprise level. Priorities and

funding for IT budgets and transformation initiatives are managed

at an enterprise level. Service costs are captured, and a charge-back

mechanism has been defined to support evaluation of the full cost

of services. The enterprise is not yet fully service-oriented, but

development of new applications is in a service-oriented context.
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Data exchange for established services is consistent with an enter-

prise logical data model.

4. Measured. Service units are monitored and measured for cost, time-

liness, quality, and availability and refined for enterprise optimiza-

tion; in other words, Level 4 capabilities are value chain driven.

The contributions of services to the value chain can be reported

and analyzed.

The enterprise is sufficiently service oriented that the value chains

can be evaluated as compositions of services. The cost, quality,

and timeliness of a value chain are reported and can be traced to

the individual service units that contribute value. The organization

structure reflects alignment of goals, incentives, and economies of

scale in the management of service unit resources. Service perfor-

mance is monitored in real time, and performance is evaluated

against formal service unit performance specifications. Disruptive

events, both internal and external, are captured and directed to

appropriate service units for resoltion.

5. Agile. The organization has a continuous change culture and busi-

ness processes to adapt the enterprise in response to disruptive

events. The enterprise senses disruptive events and, when required,

responds to them by reconfiguring relationships between existing

service units, with minimal need for capability enhancement or

development of new services.

The governance structure ensures that the enterprise is doing the

right thing and doing it well. The enterprise accepts change as a

way of life. Continuous strategic planning is responsive to change

and drives strategic changes to the enterprise. There is rapid

response to disruptive events through business processes based

on comprehensive risk management and an understanding of the

enterprise ecosystem. Service unit managers work to continuously

improve their services based on needs of service users and enter-

prise objectives. Service units are sharable building blocks that

enable rapid configuration, evaluation, and implementation of a

product life-cycle model to address new business opportunities.
Business Dimensions
Each of the maturity levels is evaluated, from a business perspective,

in five dimensions. The following points briefly describe the business

dimensions:
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n Processes. Business processes must first be documented and repeat-

able. They must then be aligned to service units and measured.

The agile enterprise has business processes that determine the oper-

ation of the enterprise but also processes that drive change.

n Organization. The business organization evolves to an organization

of service units that are later organized for effective management of

capabilities and incentives for improvement.

n Governance. Governance evolves from delegation of optimization

and change in business silos to enterprise-level planning, priority

setting, accountability, and control, to achieve a consistent enter-

prise design and responsive, coordinated change.

n Portfolio. The portfolio of shared business capabilities goes from a

functional organization chart to a well-defined collection of shared

service units and, finally, a comprehensive model of a network of

service units contributing to value chains.

n Finance. Funding of information systems evolves from departmental

discretion to investment based on enterprise priorities. The cost of

services is determined and supported by a billing mechanism for

assessment of the full cost of each service rendered, including other

services used.
Technology Dimensions
The six dimensions of the technology perspective are focused on par-

ticular concerns of the IT organization and the capabilities needed to

provide information technology support to the rest of the business:

1. Infrastructure. Infrastructure moves from ad hoc, point-to-point

integration of systems to a common messaging and integration

infrastructure with single sign-on and role-based access control.

Business process automation and, later, event notification and

complex event processing are included in the infrastructure.

2. Architecture. The architecture evolves from support for integration

of applications to design of technical solutions to support and inte-

grate service units and, later, support for detection and resolution of

disruptive events. Technical standards and product selections sup-

port economies of scale in IT development and operations.

3. Data. Data models evolve from project-driven data modeling to

development and application of an enterprise logical data model
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that defines data exchanged between service units, the content of

master data records, and the integration of data to support enter-

prise intelligence (which includes analysis of events and trends).

4. Governance. Technology governance evolves from project-based to

program-based (multiple organizations and projects) to enter-

prise-based management of technology investments, standards,

and product selection. Technology governance becomes an aspect

of enterprise governance.

5. Organization. The IT organization evolves from a departmental/

application focus to a capability focus with development of special

skills to support the design and implementation of an agile

enterprise.

6. Operations. The IT operations activities move from management

of individual applications to monitoring and management of ser-

vice unit dependencies and a virtualized computing environment.

In the latter, computing devices are no longer dedicated to partic-

ular organizations or applications in order to enable operational

economies of scale, dynamic performance optimization, and high

reliability and security.
CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS ON THE JOURNEY
TO AGILITY
The transformation to agility is a journey up the levels of the maturity

model. The roadmap for the journey differs for each enterprise

because each enterprise faces different challenges. However, we can

highlight some critical success factors (CSFs) to help top management

drive the transformation in the right direction.
Governance for Enterprise Optimization and Control
Top management must ensure that investments, improvements, and

economies of scale are considered from a strategic enterprise perspec-

tive. In particular, information technology must be managed to con-

trol proliferation of diverse technologies and to achieve economies of

scale in technical resources. Departmental or line-of-business silos

must give up control of duplicated capabilities to realize enterprise-

level economies of scale and flexibility of shared services. Service

units must be held accountable for compliance with service specifica-

tions, business rules, and security requirements.
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Enterprise Models
To optimize enterprise operations and respond effectively to challenges

and opportunities, top management must have models that provide

information about the enterprise ecosystem, current operations,

operating cost, quality and performance, and opportunities for improve-

ments as well as new business. These models go well beyond the “execu-

tive dashboard,” to enable analysis of disruptive events, consideration of

what-if scenarios, and exercise of operational controls. Value chain anal-

ysis must provide an understanding of the contributions to cost, quality,

and performance for each current or planned product or service. Busi-

ness activity monitoring should identify exceptions and trends in perfor-

mance. Recognition of events and distribution of notices should keep

top management aware of the changing ecosystem.

Technical Infrastructure
A shared technical infrastructure must be established and maintained

for economies of scale, integration, flexibility, reliability, security, and

support for robust enterprise intelligence. This infrastructure requires

initial investment that cannot be justified for individual application

development projects; it is intended for use by most or all applica-

tions. The technical infrastructure includes services such as messag-

ing, security, naming, business rules repository, logging, and more.

Service-Based Management
Service-based management is fundamental to the paradigm shift.

Managers must start to think in terms of providing services either

directly to end customers or to other parts of the enterprise. This

means formalizing capability offerings and the form of requests,

responses, and related information exchanges. It means determining

the costs of service units and the unit cost of using individual shared

capabilities, including the costs incurred from other services used. It

also means accountability for performance measures, security, com-

pliance with policies and regulations, and responsibility for continu-

ous improvement and adaptation to change.

Optimization of service-based management is enabled by an SOA,

which is the focus of the next chapter.
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Service-Oriented Architecture
A service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a new business design para-

digm, a fundamental aspect of the design of an agile enterprise that

supports improved speed, cost, and quality. Service units are its build-

ing blocks. An SOA does not require electronic technology, but auto-

mation, integration, and modeling using electronic technologies are

essential to an optimal implementation of SOA. The full implementa-

tion of SOA transforms the enterprise from top to bottom. This chap-

ter provides a first step in understanding the fundamental nature of

this new business design paradigm. As we move through later chap-

ters, we discuss other aspects of the agile enterprise and examine

how they complement or support SOA. In Chapter 9, we see how

SOA is driven by and supports agile enterprise governance for more

effective leadership and accountability.

SOA enables the sharing of business capabilities where those capabil-

ities may be used in a variety of business contexts. SOA provides the

transparency that allows a shared capability to be provided by a ser-

vice unit within the enterprise or as a service of a different enterprise.

This offers the following business benefits:

n Economies of scale are realized through sharing resources and opti-

mizing use of those resources.

n Quality and productivity are improved by enabling the develop-

ment of special skills and capabilities that would not be justified

for multiple, smaller operating activities.

n Improved consistency and control are achieved by placing respon-

sibility for management of a capability in a single organization.

n Distributed operations are enabled through loose coupling and

Internet-based communication of interactions between service units.
27
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n Process optimization is enhanced by enabling each service unit to

optimize the processes of the services it provides, with minimal

impact on other service units.

n Greater assurance of regulatory compliance can be achieved through

consolidation of regulated processes and related business functions.

n The enterprise gains the ability to utilize the most effective alterna-

tive sources of services such as outsourcing or operations in other

countries.

In this chapter we begin to establish how these benefits are realized.

This starts by developing an understanding of the nature of business

services. Next we discuss the supporting infrastructure that is needed

for services to be accessed and shared. Then we describe how services

needed in an enterprise are identified and specified. We take an initial

look at the relationship between SOA and value chain analysis. Finally,

we briefly discuss approaches to enterprise transformation to SOA.
BUSINESS SERVICES
Many in the IT industry have viewed services in a SOA as computer

applications, components of applications, or technical services that

support applications or IT operations. SOA gained popularity as a

basis for an enterprise to engage the services of other enterprises over

the Internet. The expectation is for a computer application in one

enterprise to automatically invoke an automated capability provided

by another enterprise through communications over the Internet. This

differs from previous systems integration technologies because indus-

try standards now enable the participants to communicate over public

facilities, effectively and securely, even though the participants use

diverse application technologies and hide their internal operations.

However, this use of services of another organization implies more than

just a computer application. It implies the existence of an organization

responsible for the application, the existence of a business capability

that is offered by a service provider and needed by the service consumer,

and a commitment to the exchange of value between the participating

organizations. SOA is an architecture for business relationships.

SOA should not be viewed as applicable only to interchanges

between enterprises but as an architecture for the composition of an

enterprise. The same integration standards that enable integration of

services over the Internet also enable organizations within the enter-

prise to provide and consume services among each other.
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In this book we view a service as the delivery of business value

through the application of business capabilities. We titled this section

“Business Services” to clarify that we are talking about a business per-

spective and that the services are visible and sharable across organiza-

tional boundaries. Throughout this book, when we talk about a

service, we are referring to the delivery of business value; when we talk

about a service unit, we are referring to an organization that manages a

business capability to deliver services, not just an information tech-

nology application or component.

So a “service unit” may offer a repair capability (repair services), and

the performance of a specific repair is delivered as a “service.” A ser-

vice unit is not required to use electronic technology, but as a practi-

cal matter in most cases it uses electronic communications and

computer applications to support the management of its capability

and delivery of value.

In this section we explore in greater depth the nature of services and

service units as components of the enterprise.
Service Units
A service unit is a sharable capability, as depicted in Figure 2.1. The

capability is shared through the exchange of information and value

in forms that are understood by the service provider and each service

user. We refer to the specification of this interchange as an interface

specification. A well-defined interface enables different service users
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to incorporate the services into their business activities. It also enables

the service provider to change the implementation without requiring

implementation of changes by service users.

The interface may involve the exchange of information and assets. The

interface specification may include the forms of data exchanged, an

exchange protocol, rules regarding restrictions, and levels of

performance and quality. For the most part, electronic technology is

expected to provide themedium of exchange of information. However,

there are still other forms of media, particularly paper forms and voice

communications. Whereas electronic media require technical interface

specifications, exchanges using paper forms may rely primarily on the

specifications embodied in the paper forms and the mechanisms for

transport, security, and accountability traditionally accepted for

paper-based business transactions. Protocols and content requirements

for voice exchanges may be guided by contracts, documents, or spoken

instructions. Voice communications are typically captured on paper or

entered into an online system. As with other, nonelectronic forms of

exchange, mechanisms are required for transformation between paper

and electronic forms for integration of services.

The exchange between a service user and the service provider gener-

ally begins with a request from the service user. The request defines

the requirements that address the specific needs of the user; it estab-

lishes the context for the service delivery. In some cases, such as

where a service provider solicits business, the exchange may not be

initiated by the service user. The common element is that the service

user defines the context in which the service is used. So the response

to a solicitation may be a specific request that identifies the applica-

tion of the service to a specific need.

The service is provided by a business entity that takes responsibility for

the result. The capability may involve people, raw materials, facilities,

and intellectual property.

Some services, such as a tax computation, for example, may be fully

automated and on the surface involve only a computer application.

However, there is an organization responsible for the computer applica-

tion and for ensuring its accuracy and reliability. Though people might

not be directly involved in the operation, people maintain the tax rates

and computations. This may involve other people or other services to

identify changes to tax rates and regulations. There may be still other

people involved in technical maintenance such as adapting the compu-

tation to new information technology. All these capabilities and
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associated responsibilities are part of delivering a tax computation ser-

vice. To the user, the tax computation service provides tax computations

in response to requests. The implementation of the service obviously

involves much more, including the use of other services. These imple-

mentation considerations are not a concern of the service user, and

the implementation is most likely hidden from the users.

The people, materials, facilities, and intellectual property of the ser-

vice unit are the responsibility of the service unit manager. A service

unit is an organizational component that in some cases may be an

independent enterprise but in most cases is a team of people within

an enterprise, along with the assets and resources they use to fulfill

their responsibilities. So a service unit is a business unit that manages

a capability to provide one or more services.

A service unit does not necessarily contain all the capabilities required

to deliver its results; some parts of its responsibility may be delegated

to other service units. Delegation removes control of the delegated

operations and associated resources, but it does not relieve a service

unit of the responsibility for delivering its value.

Figure 2.2 illustrates a service unit that uses other service units. A request

for a service invokes a business process within service unit A. That busi-

ness process may engage a person, an application, or other service units

(B and C) to fulfill its service objective. Business processes play a key role

in the operation and integration of service units, as we will explore in

detail in the next chapter. Other supporting service units may be used
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by the primary service unit to contribute their special capabilities to the

original request or tomaintain or improve the primary service capability

as support services.

This use of services within an enterprise is not new.Many formerly paper-

based services are still evident in today’s organizations and are typically

embedded in the computer applications that support them. The paper

has been replaced by electronic transactions. This is particularly evident

with customer order processing, accounting services, human resource

management, and purchasing activities. Unfortunately, many internal

services that were automated 50 years ago are locked into the processes

that are embedded in enterprise applications used to automate them.

SOA for the Enterprise
So an SOA is not simply an approach to designing computer systems;

it is an approach to designing the enterprise. Shared capabilities are

utilized in different contexts to achieve economies of scale and con-

sistency of operations or control. The computer systems should be

designed to align with the design of the business.

In fact, everything an enterprise does can be structured as a composi-

tion of service units. These service units are knit together by business

processes. If the service units are defined with appropriate granularity,

they can be shared and incorporated into new business endeavors as

the business continues to change over time. We discuss an approach

to identification of appropriate service units later in this chapter.

The organization of a tool and die shop illustrates how SOA supports

agility. The shop uses job routings of work to engage a combination

of services and to define the sequence of operations needed to deliver

custom products. The shop has a number of specialized tools and

machines, along with groups of specialized tool and die makers who

operate particular machines and apply their skills. The various specia-

lists provide different services. As a job comes into the shop, a dispatcher

prepares a job routing (that is, an ad hoc business process) that defines

the sequence of services to be performed. The skills, tools, andmachines

used in each department remain unchanged, but a wide variety of pro-

ducts are produced. The shop is highly adaptive.

Service Unit Template
Figure 2.3 depicts the general characteristics of a service unit. The ser-

vice unit contains the business processes, applications, rules, resources,

and assets to achieve the desired capability. Usually there will be a pri-

mary service and ancillary services such as to cancel, change, or request
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status of a service previously requested. There might also be a request

for a quote to establish the charge for a service, given certain para-

meters, before the actual service request is submitted. The arrows indi-

cate the direction of initiation of an exchange: from the service user to

the service provider.

A service unit uses input materials and produces a work product that

contributes business value. These materials may be supplied with a

request, and the work product may be returned to the requester. How-

ever, often the service unit acquires materials in other ways, and the

result may be delivered to a consumer other than the service requester.

The arrows formaterials and work products depict the flow of value con-

sumed and value produced.

For example, in a manufacturing department, a production schedule

may direct the manufacturing department to produce batches of certain

parts and deliver them to another department. The schedule may also

direct source departments to supply batches ofmaterials used to produce

the parts. Consequently, the flow of material from source departments

and resulting parts to consuming departments is distinct from the flow

of control exercised by the scheduling system. This value flow is impor-

tant when discussing value chains and will be visited again later.
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A service unit provides a capability, not necessarily just a single service,

so a service unit may offer a variety of services to address the different

needs of users (usually through different request types defined for the

same interface). At the same time, if there are toomany different services

to access the same capability, the implementation of the service unit

may become more complex and less flexible. Multiple services will

require multiple processes that will all require consideration if the ser-

vice implementation changes. It is also likely that specialized services

will result in tighter coupling with users, in turn resulting in propagation

of effects to users when the service unit makes internal changes. The ser-

vice unit should be designed to accommodate a variety of service para-

meters and specifications that enable a generic service to meet a range

of user requirements.

Note that billing for services is not explicit in the diagram, but it is an

essential aspect of any service. Each service unit must recover its costs,

and the cost of each servicemust include the costs of services it uses. This

is essential for effective motivation and governance and will be dis-

cussed more extensively in Chapters 7 and 9. The cost of services inter-

nal to the enterprise is determined by financial cost analysts, whereas

the cost of external services is determined by negotiation of service

prices with external providers. Billing is typically incorporated in

accounting services, but a statement of charges may be incorporated in

the response to a request, particularly if the charges vary depending on

the specifics of the request. The behavior of service consumers is influ-

enced by the cost of services, and information on the cost of individual

requests may drive cost improvements. Where there is a choice of alter-

native provider, a quote request may provide the basis for selection.

The service unit may not directly perform all aspects of the service

itself. Thus there are requests to other services depicted at the bottom

of the diagram. These are other shared capabilities that either do not

fit well with the capability of this service unit or are shared by yet

another community of users. A requester of this service should not

be aware or concerned that other services are invoked to fulfill part

of its request.

The Value Chain Services arrow represents the use of services that con-

tribute direct value to the units of production. For example, a product

sales service may incorporate an order fulfillment service, and the order

fulfillment service may incorporate a stock picking service, a packaging

service, and a shipping service. These are all value chain services that

contribute directly to the delivery of value to the end customer.
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The other services indicated with dashed arrows at the bottom of the

diagram are support services that are necessary for the service unit to

maintain its capability, but they do not contribute directly to the

value of each unit of production. These support services—accounting

services, IT services, HR services, and procurement services—have

their own value chains that deliver value for the management of the

enterprise and the individual services they support. These support ser-

vices also have value chains that are the focus of analysis in consider-

ing the design and performance of support services.

Service Ownership
From an organizational perspective, a service unit, or more specifically,

the service unit manager, owns (has financial responsibility for) the ser-

vice capability. The manager that “owns” the service unit is responsible

for the efficiency, reliability, quality, and responsiveness of the services.

The service unit employs skilled people and technology to achieve its

objectives. It must manage its resources to achieve appropriate business

value.

The manager is responsible for maintaining and improving the service

capability and for managing the performance of services that meet the

specifications of the service unit interface. The manager is responsible

for ensuring that delegated services meet the needs of the service unit

even though the manager does not have control of the capabilities

for the delegated services.

Responsibility also includes the functionality of computer applications

used by the service unit, even though technical development, support

and execution of the applications generally is delegated to information

technology services. The manager may be more directly involved in the

specification of automated business processes, depending on the usabil-

ity of available business process management tools.

The ITorganization is oneof the service providers that enable other service

units to fulfill their responsibilities. From the viewpoint of the requesting

service units, the services of the IT organization are business services as

well. Managers of IT services have responsibility for effective use of the

technology and must manage their services to minimize technical diver-

sity for economies of scale, quality, and responsive support. IT may

employ a variety of shared services not visible to the users of IT services.

The interface to a service unit, the specification by which services are

requested and delivered, should be well defined and, at the same time,
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appropriate to utilization of the service in a variety of contexts. Though

the service unit owner cannot unilaterally change the interface, it should

be possible to change and improve the internal implementation of

a service unit with minimal effect on the users of the services or

other services it uses. We examine the organizational implications

of the service unit in greater detail in Chapter 7, as well as the implica-

tions to governance, enterprise optimization, and agility in Chapter 9.

The carving up of the enterprise into well-defined service units assigns

responsibility based on the nature of the work. The separation of service

use from service implementation enables management to empower ser-

vice unit managers to take the initiative to improve their operations.

It enables management to identify specific service units to resolve pro-

blems and to be accountable for results. In Chapters 7 and 9 we will

discuss the design of organization structure and governance to drive

improvements.
Service Groups
Sometimes services are bundled into a service group that is managed

by a single organization. The service group represents a composite

capability that exposes interfaces to distinct services but may or may

not be organized, internally, as a collection of service units. A com-

plex capability that supports a number of interdependent services

may be managed in this way for consistency and economies of scale.

The IT organization or the application development and data proces-

sing operations segments should be organized as service groups. An

outsourcing service provider may be viewed in this way where the

provider offers interfaces to various services but does not expose the

internal design of its operations. A legacy enterprise application

may be “wrapped” (hidden behind a technically compatible inter-

face) to provide services but may not be easily partitioned to support

separate service units, so it can be viewed as a service group. A service

group may also be used as a phase of transformation where a com-

posite capability is consolidated and later partitioned into separately

managed and more independently sharable services.

Services in Electronic Commerce
In general, electronic commerce between enterprises can be viewed as

an integration of services in much the same way that services are used

within the enterprise. Suppliers in a supply chain are providing the

service of delivering products to the production process. Banks
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provide services for accepting and distributing funds, and transporta-

tion carriers provide services for pickup and delivery of packages. The

primary difference between internal services and electronic commerce

involves concerns about security and trust.

In some cases the information exchanged might not be private and the

interaction may be trivial, such as in a request for a stock quote. The

service provider may not be particularly concerned about the identity

of the service user, but the service user is dependent on the identity

of the provider for an accurate and timely stock quote. In other cases,

such as the transfer of funds, identities of the service user and service

provider are both critical and the information content is highly confi-

dential. Security considerations for SOA are discussed in Chapter 6.

Trust requires a business relationship beyond technical compatibility.

Each party must be assured that the other party will fulfill its obliga-

tions. Reputation may be a factor in determining the quality and reli-

ability of the service. This assurance still requires human participation

in the establishment of business relationships. In some cases this will

be established by consortia or other general affiliations that screen

members and provide assurance of good faith relationships among

them. A discussion of establishing trust is beyond the scope of this

book, but electronic signatures that establish legal obligations are

addressed in Chapter 6.

Services in a Value Chain
A service delivers value to a service user. If the service unit uses other

services to produce its value, we can view the linking of services-

using-services as a chain of value contributions—a value chain.

Because each service unit contributes in response to a request, the

relationships form a tree structure. For a made-to-order product or

service, there is a value chain that starts with the service that accepts

the customer order and directly or indirectly links to all the services

required to produce the customer value.

Figure 2.4 illustrates a service request tree in which the solid-line arrows

represent the request-response relationships from services requesting

value to services providing value. The dotted line arrows represent value

contributions—the value chain. This is a simplified portrayal, since

value contributionsmay not be aligned with the request-response paths,

but they can be transfers directly to service units that require them as

inputs. Nevertheless, the customer value is a composite of the value con-

tributions of each service unit. If the chain is sequential, the time from
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the request to the delivery of customer value is the sum of the times it

takes each service to contribute its value. The quality of the product or

service is dependent on the quality of the contributions.

This value chain concept is fundamental to the management of the

agile enterprise. Customer value is delivered by management of

the production value chain. There are other value chains internal to

the enterprise, such as the value delivered to internal customers by

accounting or information systems. The cost, quality, and timeliness

of future products can be analyzed by consideration of a new product

value chain. Analysis of value chains provides insights and priorities

for improvement of performance and analysis of feasibility and risk

associated with new products.

At the same time, each value chain is a use case of the services it uses.

Different lines of business use some of the same service units, with

somewhat different requirements, to deliver their value. A goal of

the agile enterprise is to define service units that can be incorporated

in different value chains with little or no change to the service units.

We will return to further discussion of value chains later in this chapter.
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The Organizational Dimension
The service request tree is not an organizational hierarchy. The service

unit request tree and the value chain both cross organizational

boundaries and engage service units managed by different organiza-

tions. Figure 2.5 depicts the relationship between a hypothetical value

chain for delivering customer value and the various organizations

that contribute value.

The dotted-line boxes represent organizations and the smaller boxes

represent service units in those organizations. Though some service units

invoke other services within the same organization, the service units are

most likely peers within the organization structure. The Process Order

service unit manages the customer order from start to end and invokes

other services to achieve the desired result.

In contrast, in a traditional enterprise, the left-to-right order of the

organization boxes might also be the process flow, starting with the

receipt of the order and finishing with the receipt of payment. Each

of the departmental systems would complete its responsibility and

pass control to the next department. However, such a process flow

is very inflexible, and nobody is accountable for the overall result.
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Each department must know where the order goes next. If a different

product line is introduced, each department must change its pro-

cesses to add, modify, or bypass functionality for the new product

line and properly direct the result to the next department.

For example, suppose the enterprise decides to sell some products for

delivery direct from the manufacturer instead of from a warehouse.

There would be no warehouse activities, back orders, or shipment

activity for those products. The Process Order service might simply

request shipment of the product by the manufacturer and track the

shipment once the product was shipped. In the service-oriented value

chain, the change would be accomplished by modification of the busi-

ness process for the Process Order service unit for the new delivery

model.

However, it is important to note that material flow does not necessar-

ily follow the service request paths. In Figure 2.5 the products would

likely flow from Pick Order to Pack Order and to Ship Goods. The

material flow generally aligns with the value chain dependencies that

we will explore later. The material flow recipients may be designated

with a parameter in the associated service request.

In Chapter 7 we explore in greater detail the relationships between

service units and the organization structure.
SERVICE UNIT MANAGEMENT
Service unit management can be viewed from two perspectives: man-

agement controls, which govern how the service unit participates in

enterprise endeavors, and management of the service unit implementa-

tion and operation, which determines how the service unit produces

business value.

Management Controls
Figure 2.6 extends the earlier service unit template with management

inputs and outputs. The left side of the diagram depicts inputs that

affect the operation of the service as a result of disruptive events, shifts

in workloads, changes to requirements from service users, investment

for changes, or business rules reflecting changes in policies or regula-

tions. On the right side are outputs required from the service unit to

support accountability through cost and performance reporting as well

as escalation of opportunities and threats that cannot be addressed

effectively by the service unit alone.
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Service Unit Management 41
A service unit is required to comply with its service interface specifica-

tions. These specifications are effectively a contract with the rest of the

enterprise. They may be changed as a result of new requirements or

improvements in the service unit implementation, but they cannot

be changed unilaterally. Performance metrics are based on perfor-

mance against these specifications, and users of the services, as well

as potential future users, rely on conformance to the specifications.

Note that the cost of services reported on the right of the diagram

includes both the total cost of the service unit and the cost that is

billed for individual units of service. The overall service unit cost is

a more accurate specification of cost elements and reflects the cost

of the service unit during a particular time period with a particular

volume and product mix. The cost that is billed is based on a cost

analysis that determines the direct costs plus an allocation of
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overhead costs for each unit of value produced. The requirements of

cost accounting are discussed further in Chapter 9. Ideally, for a par-

ticular time period, the total computed for production unit costs and

the total cost of the service unit are close to the same.

Service Implementation Management
Internally, the manager of a service unit and his or her management

chain have responsibility for operational management and change

management. Service unit management may have considerable dis-

cretion in how the services are performed, as long as they comply

with the service interface specification. From a business perspective,

the service interface specification includes specifications for the form

and content of the request, the specification of interactions, and the

level-of-service specifications.

A primary role of the manager and the employees is to optimize oper-

ation of the service unit. In a sense, the manager is responsible for an

internal enterprise, and the manager and his or her team must work

together for the success of their enterprise. In many cases this requires

collaboration with related service units to resolve problems and

refine interface specifications.

Managers must also respect enterprise rules and standards. Rules include

government regulations and constraints that mediate risks. Standards

ensure effective integration as well as optimization of other enterprise

operations such as consistent use of information technology to achieve

IT economies of scale.

A service unit manager is expected to operate the service unit reliably

and at minimal cost. At the same time, a service unit manager is

expected to continuously improve service unit operations, respond

to threats or opportunities within his or her discretion, and adapt

to new enterprise requirements that affect how the service unit capa-

bility is applied. From an enterprise perspective, service unit perfor-

mance must be considered in the context of the value chains to

which it contributes, and an appropriate balance must be achieved

among cost, quality, timeliness, and risk while meeting regulatory

and policy requirements. Some changes are strictly within the discre-

tion of the service unit manager, but others, such as investment in

new tools or technology changes, may require approval at an enter-

prise level to ensure enterprise optimization. In Chapter 8 we discuss

further the role of the service unit manager in response to disruptive

events.
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SOA ELECTRONIC INFRASTRUCTURE
SOA for business does notmean that all services are accessed electronically

nor that all services use computer applications in their implementation.

However, in today’s world, the normal case is that integration and imple-

mentation are supported by electronic technology. Manually performed

serviceswithpaperorvoiceinterfacesaretheexception.Eventhosearelikely

to require some formof integration through the electronic infrastructure.

Therefore, an electronic infrastructure—computing, communications,

and associated software and supporting resources—are essential to SOA

and the agile enterprise. The infrastructure must support standards and

consistent implementation to minimize cost and complexity, to enable

sharing and flexibility, and to enhance speed, reliability, and economies

of scale.

This infrastructure, along with adaptation of existing systems, requires

an up-front investment that increases the costs of early SOA projects

but provides significant benefit and lower costs in the long term.

There are several fundamental components that must be part of the

enterprise electronic infrastructure to support the integration and

operation of service units. Figure 2.7 depicts the key infrastructure

components discussed in the following sections.
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Reliable Messaging
In an SOA, requests for services and the interactions between

requester and provider are communicated as messages. The commu-

nications are usually in a store-and-forward mode so that a message

can be sent by one participant but held until the recipient is ready

to receive and process it. A participant may send a message and con-

tinue to do other work rather than suspend activities until the recipi-

ent responds. This is described as loose coupling (more specifically,

temporal loose coupling) because senders don’t need to wait for recei-

vers to be ready or respond, and receivers don’t need to take immedi-

ate action.

An integration component (including messaging, transformation,

and access control) is associated with each of the services in Figure 2.7

(the gray areas). Each service unit is capable of exchanging messages

with any other service unit, and these exchanges could extend outside

the enterprise.

Generally, messages are communicated with reliable messaging. This

means that the messaging system ensures that each message is deliv-

ered to a recipient once and only once. In a paper-based world, reli-

able messaging is accomplished with the use of original documents

(so there is only one) and transaction numbers such as an order

number or invoice number.

In some business environments, it is necessary for service units to be

more tightly coupled to meet performance objectives. These environ-

ments may use synchronous messaging technology whereby requests

are communicated immediately and the requester waits for a response.

The disadvantage of such tight coupling is that when one of the partici-

pants fails, everything stops. There is also less flexibility in the integration

of different application technologies, and loose-coupling technology

enables easier integration of diverse technologies. Tight coupling is

acceptable for applications within the responsibility of a single organiza-

tion but should be avoided, if possible, when crossing significant organi-

zational boundaries.

Security
The infrastructure must provide appropriate protection for the com-

munications between service users and service providers using

encryption as required. It must provide the means for determining

the identity of participants (called authentication) and for determining
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whether participants are permitted to make certain requests or receive

certain information (called authorization). These access control

mechanisms must be complemented with logging and audit support,

to ensure accountability and expose inappropriate accesses.

Each service unit in Figure 2.7 has an access control component that

uses the security service. The security service unit includes identifica-

tion, authentication, and authorization services.

In an SOA, many users are expected to directly or indirectly access many

systems. This is partly because optimization of operations requires

cross-enterprise access to data and because shared services may be used

in a number of contexts. Users should be able to sign on once and then

be able to access a number of systems for which they have authoriza-

tion; this is called single sign-on. In addition, this authentication should

be supported with a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) that providesmanage-

ment of identifiers and keys for encryption and electronic signatures.

Auditing also becomes more complex because the behavior of many

users, potentially in many different locations and organizations, must

be assessed to identify security risks and violations. Security issues for

SOA and the agile enterprise are discussed in Chapter 6.
Message Transformation
Message transformation is required to convert the format of message

content to be consistent with an enterprise logical data model for

exchange or to convert the format of a message being sent to meet

the requirements of a receiving service or application. Initial service

implementations must be integrated with existing systems, so mes-

sage transformation is required.

Since commercial software products (e.g., enterprise applications) are

unlikely to conform to the logical data model of the particular enter-

prise, transformation is probably required on messages exchanged with

these applications. In the long term, there may be less need for trans-

formation, but when there is a change to meet new requirements, mes-

sage transformation may be required for the transition until all senders

or receivers of a message type have been upgraded.

Figure 2.7 depicts a transformation capability at the interface to each

of the service units. This anticipates that at various times, as new ver-

sions of services are implemented, there will be a need for transfor-

mation, if only on a transitional basis.
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Registry Services
Registry services maintain current information about available services.

At a minimum, a registry should provide links to available services so

that users of a service can refer to a logical name of the service and be

directed to the appropriate network address that may change over time.

In addition, the registry should identify different versions of service

interfaces so that either a compatible version can be located or the inter-

actions can be properly adapted or transformed. The registry should

provide criteria for the selection of a service from among similar ser-

vices. Within an enterprise, there is typically only one appropriate

service for a shared capability, but that is not always the case. For exam-

ple, there could be services based in different time zones or different

countries, specialized for different product lines, or located in different

physical facilities. The registry might also be extended for identification

of approved external services such as supplier services, including, for

example, suppliers that might be eligible to bid on a particular class of

purchase request.

It may be useful to include additional information on each service for

general reference, business management, system configuration, and

change control purposes. The registry services should complement or

extend the configuration management database (CMDB) of IT opera-

tions that supports management of applications and IT infrastructure.

It is necessary for data processing operations people to have access to

information about the interoperation of service units, to understand

the implications of system failures and to plan for disaster recovery

contingencies.
Business Process Management System
Automation of business processes should be an integral part of an

SOA implementation. A business process management system (BPMS)

is a set of applications used to define business processes, execute

them as automated processes, and analyze them for process improve-

ment. Though an enterprise may have multiple BPMS software prod-

ucts, a preferred BPMS should be available for automation of

business processes anywhere in the enterprise so that it is readily

available as new processes are defined and deployed. Use of a single

BPMS reduces licensing costs, eliminates incompatibilities, and

enables everyone to use the same tools and representation in design-

ing business processes.
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In general, the scope of business processes should align to service unit

boundaries, and BPMS products should be integrated through exchanges

of messages between processes in different service units using the SOA

infrastructure.

In Figure 2.7 the BPMS is depicted as a component of the service

units. This is to indicate that the business processes executed by the

BPMS are components of the service units, but they may, in fact, be

executed by one or more shared BPMS products.
Portal Support
Services are not only used by other service units but by humans as

well. Even where a service is always invoked by an automated system,

there likely is a need for human access to obtain information about

the status of a request or associated data. The human users may come

from across and outside the enterprise and include employees, inves-

tors, business partners, and customers. They need a way to find the

appropriate services and to submit requests. This need for visibility

of services to human users should be addressed by appropriate

portals.

Generally, each portal is designed for use by a particular stakeholder

community, and a community portal provides access to a variety of

services of potential interest in that community. Community portals

should provide Web pages that link users to services of interest. Each

portal should be owned by a service unit that manages the interac-

tions with the associated community.

The design of a portal should address the particular needs of the

stakeholder community; should have a consistent look and feel, at

least for each community; and may include personalization features.

Some portals may need to support internationalization and access

with mobile devices. In addition, the service unit can address the

need to translate the form of expression of requests and responses

between the stakeholders’ point of view and the internal services that

respond to their requests. The infrastructure should support the nec-

essary portal technology.
Service Performance Monitoring
Effective management of the service-oriented enterprise requires that

performance data be captured and made available for monitoring

and analysis. It should be possible to obtain current performance
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data on any service unit and aggregate service data to assess perfor-

mance for a value chain. The nature and implications of value chain

analysis are discussed further later in this chapter and in Chapter 9 on

governance.

Performance monitoring is depicted as a service unit in Figure 2.7.

The service unit may accumulate and report performance data, but

the BPMS associated with each service unit being monitored should

provide the raw performance data for business activity monitoring

(BAM).
Billing for Services
Though costing is primarily a financial responsibility, the IT infra-

structure must provide the mechanisms by which service uses are

tracked and charges are computed and billed. A billing infrastructure

may not be essential in the early stages of transformation to SOA, but

it should be part of the strategic infrastructure design.

Each service unit must include in its billing both the costs of its

operation and materials and the costs of services it uses, and it must

recover its costs from its consumers. Thus a billing represents the

full cost of the value delivered by each service, regardless of whether

the service unit uses other services to achieve its results or performs

all the activities itself. For internal services, these costs do not

include any profit margin; for external services the cost is the price

charged by the service provider and can be expected to include

profit.

As with performance monitoring, the business processes in each ser-

vice unit must provide billing data to the billing service unit for ser-

vices rendered.

These charges propagate up the value chains to reflect the current pro-

duction cost of products and services. This, in turn, supports process

improvement planning, pricing, and profitability analysis. Cost

accounting is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 9.
DEFINING SERVICE UNITS
How big is a service? From a service user’s perspective, services come

in all sizes. A tool crib activity is a service. A payroll processing activ-

ity is a service. An auto repair shop is a service. A transportation

carrier is a service. A Web search engine (such as Google) is a service.
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A travel reservation system is a service. Manufacture of a jumbo jet

can be viewed as a service. What do these services have in common?

They apply business capabilities to deliver value in response to

requests from a variety of service users.

The value delivered by these services ranges from application of a spe-

cific capability to integration of contributions of multiple capabilities.

Whereas a complex service can be delivered by a single service unit,

the result may be achieved by engaging other service units that

may, in turn, engage still other service units. Delivery of a complex

product may engage, directly or indirectly, most of the service units

of a large enterprise and potentially some outside the enterprise.

The question is not how big is a service but how big is a service unit.

Service units should be relatively small so that they focus on the

application of a distinct business capability. The size should repre-

sent an appropriate balance between a focused capability and

economies of scale. In our examples, the tool crib may be a simple

service unit, while a travel reservation system may have a service

unit that interacts with the customer but then engages other services

to arrange for hotel reservations, rental cars, and airline reservations.

The jumbo jet manufacturer may involve multiple service units

just to capture and validate an order, and then many services

are engaged, directly and indirectly, to build and deliver the jumbo

jet.

In this section we describe the process of identifying service units

that are the building blocks of an agile enterprise architecture. This

is a top-down analysis based on value chains. It identifies service

units of a strategic architecture as a basis for understanding business

transformation requirements and development of a transformation

roadmap. Most enterprises are not ready to undertake such an anal-

ysis until they are ready to move to level 3 in the SOA Maturity

Model.

Service-Oriented Analysis
This analysis starts with a conventional value chain model. As we

have discussed earlier, the enterprise has multiple value chains.

Generally, analysis for an enterprise starts with the primary value

chain(s) that delivers end-customer value. As the enterprise matures,

the scope of analysis expands to include product life-cycle value

chains (including product development) and value chains for sup-

porting services.
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The ideal approach to identification of services is analysis of the enter-

prise from the top down. This ensures that the definition of services is

driven by the business of the enterprise and avoids repackaging the

same old way of doing business. It also provides the greatest opportu-

nity to identify sharable capabilities and to understand how the same

capabilities may be used in different contexts. At the same time, it

requires a substantial investment in analysis, planning, and design.

Note that the goal of service-oriented analysis is to break out the var-

ious business capabilities such that, as much as possible, individual

service units experience little or no need for change as the enterprise

pursues new business opportunities and goes through substantial

transformations. The expectation is that the line-of-business processes

may change, and some of the detail of tasks may change, but the

service interfaces and their fundamental capabilities persist.
Value Chain Analysis
Figure 2.8 illustrates a conventional value chain model used in strate-

gic planning for a made-to-order product. This value chain depicts

broad areas of responsibility and a general transition through those

responsibilities to deliver customer value. We refer to each of these

responsibilities as a role. The figure represents the role of the asso-

ciated capability in producing value for the end customer. Each of

the high-level roles is broken into supporting roles.

We distinguish this conventional value chain from a robust value chain

(RVC), which is a dependency network defining the contributions of

value to the customer result. The conventional value chain represents

the common approach used by most enterprises and is sufficient for

service-oriented analysis at the lower levels of the SOA Maturity

Model. The RVC model is important for achieving the benefits of

maturity levels 4 and 5. We will discuss the RVC model in greater

detail later in this chapter.

It may be useful to use alternative forms for the value chain decom-

position. The conventional value chain model is equivalent to a work

breakdown structure, as depicted in Figure 2.8b. Figure 2.8c illustrates

the same model in the form of an outline. The outline form is often a

more convenient way to capture additional levels of detail, since it is

easier to expand multiple levels, but it might not be convenient for

capture of the requirements of the specific roles. Regardless of the

form, a conventional value chain model is a useful starting point

for analysis.
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The value chain decomposition is sometimes described as a process

model, but it is at most a high-level abstraction of the processes that

actually deliver customer value. A value chain is not intended to be

a process model but rather an abstraction of the flow of value contri-

butions. Nevertheless, at times it is helpful to think in terms of a pro-

cess breakdown to help identify the required capabilities.
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We refer to these capability requirements as roles because they define

the need for a capability to produce a particular result. A role defines

a use of a capability. Therefore, the work breakdown structure

becomes a hierarchy or tree structure of roles. Using the concept of

roles, we focus on what needs to be done rather than who will do

it, thus separating the structure of the analysis from the existing orga-

nization structure. We’ll expand on the concept of role in a moment.

The enterprise may have several lines of business with different kinds

of products and services. Each of these has a value chain. If they all

require generally the same roles, the analysis can proceed with the

simplifying assumption of a single value chain. However, as the level

of detail increases, it is likely that a need for different roles will

emerge. The objective is to identify the various roles that must

be filled to meet the needs of all products, since all such roles must be

filled to support all product lines. We discuss mechanisms for addres-

sing the requirements of various products in Chapter 3 as an aspect of

managing process variations.

A value chain should be viewed as a use case of enterprise capabil-

ities. The variations in uses of similar capabilities provide the basis

for defining the capabilities of shared service units. The roles define

the contexts and associated requirements for which the service units

will be used. More value chains and thus more use cases help define

more robust and reusable service units.

Not every role defined in this decomposition will be filled by a service

unit. The goal of this analysis is to break down the roles to a level of gran-

ularity that requires a distinct capability that either is appropriate for

assignment to a single team or member of a team that does a type of

work or is a capability that is provided by an external organization. So

the important roles are the leaves of the tree where actual work gets done.

It is important to note that a level in this hierarchy does not establish

a degree of complexity or magnitude of the underlying capability. For

example, in a manufacturing hierarchy, “ship the product” might be a

simple action at the end of the value chain, but it can invoke a variety

of processes involving many facilities and personnel of external orga-

nizations to get the product delivered to the customer. The manufac-

turer views this as the use of an abstract capability that results in the

customer receiving the product.

Each role is broken down into subordinate roles that would need to

be performed to fulfill the requirement, and the capabilities needed
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to satisfy each of those roles must be considered. If a subordinate role

capability requirement is reasonably consistent with the parent role

requirement, it may be performed within the same service unit, but if

it is a distinct capability, particularly if it requires different resources,

disciplines, or independent control, it should be identified as a role

for another service unit.

The size of an organization providing the capability is a factor to con-

sider. A larger organization provides more opportunity to specialize

and thus may be further segmented into different service units.

For example, in the job shop we described the routing of a job to dif-

ferent types of tool-and-die operations. In a small shop, all the tool-

and-die makers and their machines would be in a single service unit

because some would operate multiple machines and perform differ-

ent tasks, depending on the workload. In a large shop with maybe

hundreds of machines and personnel, service units might be defined

for each type of operation, such as milling, grinding, shapers, lathes,

fabrication, assembly, and so on. Service unit managers would then

focus on the specialized skills and performance of their workers and

the supports needed to achieve high levels of efficiency and quality.

The enterprise might also offer specific tool-and-die services to out-

side customers.

Roles
A role defines a need for a capability. It defines what needs to be done

and the context in which it is to be done. At an operational level, the

context is specified in a request to a service unit. A participant in a role

may be a service unit, a person or persons, or a machine (e.g., a com-

puter application). Fundamental capabilities are satisfied by people or

machines. That is where work actually gets done. The analysis proceeds

iteratively to break down roles, to define supporting roles until funda-

mental capability needs are identified.

As the analysis proceeds, the following characteristics are captured for

each role:

n An objective to be satisfied, or, in other words, the value to be

produced

n The context in which its objective is to be accomplished, including

relevant specifications and parameters

n An output that defines the resulting work product and the value

produced

n A description of the capability needed to fill the role
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n Input material used to produce the output; the material is often a

work product of another service unit or business entity

n Qualifications, selection criteria, that characterize the needed capa-

bility; qualifications might include a person’s job code and required

credentials

The participant in a role may be required to have some or all the fol-

lowing types of capabilities to fulfill the role and achieve the objective:

n Intellectual capital

n Tools and facilities

n Raw materials or work product components

n Information resources

n Personnel with particular skills

n Proximity to related resources or business activities
Service Unit Consolidation
Roles that call for similar capabilities represent the potential for the

needs of these roles to be met by the same service unit, i.e., a shared

capability. Some roles may call for a similar capability, but the con-

text and result are sufficiently different that they could not be satisfied

by the same service (yet possibly by the same service unit). These

similarities should be noted, but consolidation should be deferred

to ensure that the implications of each of the services are considered

in the further breakdown. Once the breakdown is complete, services

that require similar capabilities can be consolidated into service units

representing shared capabilities that may provide multiple services.

When this consolidation is applied, the relationships of services are

no longer a tree but a network where some branches are joined

together to use a shared service unit.

The consolidated service units need not come from the same level in

the hierarchy; in fact, there could be recursion where a higher-level

service unit uses other service units and one or more of those uses

the higher-level service unit again in its context.

This consolidation achieves two important objectives: (1) it identifies

multiple contexts in which a shared service unit can be applied, and

(2) it reduces the explosion of detail, since the detail of a consoli-

dated service unit need be expanded only once.

It may be necessary to modify the definition of some roles to fulfill

them with shared services. In some cases, a parent and peer nodes

may need to be modified to provide a more appropriate scope or
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objective for a role and thus the shared service it uses. In other words,

the groupings of what needs to be done are modified to achieve con-

sistency of shared services.

When a role has no similar role, an associated service unit may not be

shared. We might not define an associated service unit but instead

include it within the service unit supporting its parent role. It may

then be viewed as a subprocess within the parent role’s service unit,

but such subprocesses are not intended to be shared outside the ser-

vice unit. They are essentially more detailed specifications of the way

a capability may be applied. This could be fine if the required capa-

bility is similar. However, it may still be appropriate to support the

role with a distinct service unit if (1) the responsibilities or capabil-

ities of the host node or peer nodes are quite different from the target

node, (2) the capability is such that it may be shared in future business

activities, or (3) the capability should be managed independently for

accountability, optimization, or control.

Services that require similar capabilities but are expected to require

different processes should be reviewed for potential consolidation.

Consolidation depends on the similarity of the capability and the

work to be done. The service requirements should be compared to

determine whether they can be reconciled to a single service request

type, potentially with different request options, or whether distinct

service request types are needed. If there is an opportunity for econo-

mies of scale, consolidation is more desirable. Consolidation also

should be considered in the context of organizational design criteria,

discussed in Chapter 7.

Work Management Service Units
Each service unit should have the business processes to manage its

work. The design of the business process is often a major factor in

the performance of the service unit, and the service unit manager

should have as much discretion as possible to make internal improve-

ments to service unit operations.

However, there is a need for some service units to manage work

across other service units. At the enterprise level, this takes the form

of customer order management. For major enterprise undertakings,

there may be a program management office.

There also may be needs for intermediate work management service

units. These work management service units coordinate and control

the work of multiple service units to achieve optimization that cannot
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be achieved within the individual service units. The following are exam-

ples of factors to be considered for consolidated work management:

n Batch production, balancing setup costs against responsiveness and

inventory costs

n Sequencing of requests as for an automobile production line, to

avoid bursts of high work content at individual stations

n Sharing resources across service units

n Selecting operating location for utilization of special machines or

product distribution

n Designing a solution and selecting contributing services

n Sequencing work to manage priorities

n Managing change and rework

Generally, the work management service unit will be in the same

organization as the service units for which work is managed so that

a single manager is responsible for achieving the appropriate balance

between service unit optimization and customer service. Placement of

work management service units in the organization must be consid-

ered in the organization design discussed in Chapter 7.

Thework breakdown structure should not be confusedwith themanage-

ment hierarchy. Though the high-level value chain responsibilities may

correspond to major business units, the business unit responsible for a

particular service unit in the work breakdown structure may use service

units managed in very different parts of the enterprise organization.

The management hierarchy is essentially an aggregation of service

units. Service units are brought together to achieve further economies

of scale and flexibility based on their similarities and work manage-

ment requirements. We discuss this aggregation in greater detail

in Chapter 7, where we focus on the agile organization structure,

and in Chapter 8, where we detail the implications of decision

making and agility.

Service Unit Interfaces
The service units are further refined by definition of the service inter-

faces. This clarifies the nature of the shared capability or the need to

define separate service units. This reconciliation of the interface spec-

ification may uncover the need for alternative services (i.e., different

request types), some differences in the input and output content, or

generalization of the objective. A service unit may involve multiple

interactions or related requests (e.g., change or cancel). This analysis

helps clarify the capability and performance expectations for the
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service unit. It is preferable for all users of a service unit to invoke the

same primary service process, since differences in service processes

increase complexity and coupling between the service and its users.

Once service units have been identified, it is useful to look at the

existing enterprise activities to identify where the capabilities cur-

rently exist. This provides additional context examples as well as

more detail for the specification of service unit interfaces. This may

also help identify additional capabilities that are needed to fully

address business requirements.
Service Unit Specifications
As service units are identified, developed, deployed, and integrated,

the specifications must be captured, refined, and maintained in an

enterprise repository. We refer to this as the Enterprise Architecture

Repository, which is a component of enterprise governance (discus-

sed in Chapter 9) and the Enterprise Business Model (discussed in

Chapter 10). This is distinct from the service registry that supports

operational selection of services.

Note that though the focus is on service units that are electronically

integrated and rely on automated business processes and applica-

tions, equivalent information must be included for manual services

and exchanges based on paper or voice communications.

The following paragraphs describe key elements of the service unit

specifications:

n Service unit name. A unique identifier for the service unit, typically

the name of the primary service offered by the service unit or its

capability.

n Offering description. This is a description of the capability being

offered. It should be sufficient to qualify the service for roles as

defined in the service definition analysis previously discussed.

n Interfaces and versions. Every service unit must have one or more

service provider interfaces through which services are requested by

people, applications, or other service units. An interface includes spe-

cifications of service requests and choreography if applicable. A single

version of a service unit implementation may have multiple versions

of an interface to accommodate the transition of users of the service

unit from one version to another. Interface versions should also have

effective dates, both when available and when deprecated.
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n Versions and life-cycle status. There may be multiple versions of a ser-

vice unit implementation in different stages of their life cycles:

There may be versions under development, multiple current ver-

sions during a rollout to multiple sites, or versions that are no lon-

ger active but could be restored if a serious problem is encountered

with a current version. Distinguishing features should be described.

Service unit versions include software, business process specifica-

tions, resources, skills, facilities, or other aspects of the service unit

that change to achieve a new service unit implementation.

n Billing specifications. This defines the basis for computation of ser-

vice charges to be billed to service users.

n Level of service specifications. These are the performance targets for

the service, primarily response times, scheduled availability, and

quality of results that are measurable at the service interface. These

are equivalent to level of service agreements; they define the basis

for performance measures and should reflect the requirements

and expectations of service users.

n Security and business continuity requirements. The level of security and

business continuity requirements of the services go beyond the

interface and level of service specifications to address implementa-

tion considerations involving other forms of exposure or disrup-

tions of service. This includes the security of stored data and the

recovery time after a system failure.

n Used interfaces and versions. These are references to the interfaces of

other service units used by the specified service unit. Different ver-

sions of a service unit may use different versions of interfaces of

other services.

n Scalability. Capacity limits or nonlinear impact of changes in vol-

ume on cost, timeliness, or quality. Of particular interest is the

extent to which the impact of change in volume of production

reaches a hard limit or becomes nonlinear so that, for example, a

higher volume increases the unit cost.

n Strategic service architecture mapping. The enterprise should have a

strategic architecture for the ideal services structure of the enterprise.

This structure should specify the way each current service unit maps

to that architecture. The strategic architecture is an enterprise-specific

framework that may have been developed based on an industry

framework (discussed later) or through the service-oriented analysis

we discussed earlier.
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n Access authorization policy. This is a statement of who qualifies to use

the services offered and the process by which authorization is

granted.

Development of these specifications should evolve over time but

increase in importance as the enterprise becomes increasingly service

oriented. These specifications are a component of the Enterprise Busi-

ness Model (EBM) discussed in Chapter 10. It must be linked to other

aspects of the EBM to support effective governance. Agile governance

is discussed in Chapter 9.

Outsourcing
Outsourcing is the use of an external entity to provide client services

that would otherwise be provided by an internal service unit or service

group of the client. The purpose of outsourcing is to realize econo-

mies of scale and specialized capabilities that cannot be achieved

within the enterprise. As the enterprise organization is transformed,

it is important to consider outsourcing as an alternative to the

transformation of existing capabilities.

When a group of capabilities are outsourced, their roles in value chains

must be examined. Services of an outsourcing provider will typically

replace capabilities of the client enterprise. If the client capabilities

being replaced were shared among some other client service units that

are not outsourced, the implications of losing these capabilities must

be resolved. The outsourcing provider can be viewed as a service group

with multiple interfaces that may or may not be supported by multiple

internal service units. Potentially these interfaces will provide access to

the shared capabilities replaced by the outsourcing provider. Of course,

it is unlikely that the interfaces of the provider’s shared services are

compatible with the interfaces of the client’s replaced service units, so

there will be adaptation requirements.

If outsourcing is already established, it is not useful to expand the

detail of capabilities that are expected to be internal to the outsour-

cing provider unless the provider has defined services that can be

shared in other contexts. Generally speaking, the service provider

implementation will be a black box, preserving the capability of the

service provider to change its implementation to address new busi-

ness challenges and opportunities. Exposing more shared services will

limit this flexibility. At the same time, the services that are offered by

the outsourcing provider should be reconciled with the capability

requirements of the value chain breakdown.
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Risks

Inability to take direct corrective action
operations

Service provider failure could bring the
to a standstill

No service employee loyalty to the user
enterprise

Burden of contract management—moni
performance and enforcing service agre

No competitive advantage
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The enterprise must manage the outsourcing relationship primarily as a

service user. Managers within the enterprise do not control the resources

or the operations of the outsourced service units. The enterprise must

manage the services on the basis of a service contract, costs, and perfor-

mance metrics, along with assessment of the satisfaction of internal

users with the outsourced service.

The service interfaces require close attention. The interfaces are more

difficult to change because the same services are being used by other

enterprises. In addition, all requirements must be reflected in the inter-

face specification; otherwise, there is no basis for corrective action if

the service is not meeting expectations.

The service interfaces should be based on industry standards, if avail-

able. The enterprise should be able to switch to an alternative service

provider if the current provider is not meeting expectations. Further-

more, the ability to switch to alternative services maintains competi-

tion between service providers to drive improvements in cost and

performance.

Obviously, if the same services are available to competitors, they can-

not be a source of competitive advantage. At best it moves the enter-

prise to a best-practices level of performance. At the same time, the

management of the enterprise does not have the burden of managing

the implementation or ongoing operation of the service, although it

is important for enterprise management to measure performance

and enforce service agreements.

The risks and benefits of outsourcing are outlined in Table 2.1.
tsourcing

Benefits

in service Economies of scale across multiple enterprises (cost savings
and workload leveling, driven by competition)

enterprise Service can leverage and retain specialists to ensure quality

client Service should be able to absorb changes in scale

toring
ement

May enable entry to new markets (e.g., address regulations
in another country)

Should implement best practices
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Role of Industry Frameworks
Industry frameworks provide prototypical designs of enterprises in a

particular industry, based on generally accepted approaches and best

practices. The frameworks tend to define characteristic breakdowns of

functionality and business processes similar to the conventional value

chain discussed earlier. The structure and content of an industry

framework can be helpful in defining the SOA for a particular enter-

prise. Note, however, that each enterprise may be different due to

individual circumstances or manner of doing business.

Service Units
A primary contribution of industry frameworks is to guide the defini-

tion of service units based on industry best practices. These service

unit definitions tend to align with implementations of service unit

capabilities in commercial enterprise applications and outsourcing

services. Though industry frameworks are based on best practices,

these practices reflect current approaches to doing business in the par-

ticular industry. Frameworks must be considered in the context of the

particular enterprise under analysis. Care must be taken to define ser-

vice units that enable future changes to the business. Use of an indus-

try framework does not mean that a well-defined conventional value

chain should be abandoned; instead, together they define more use

cases for the definition of service units.

Data Models
An industry framework should include an enterprise data model. The

role of a consistent, enterprise logical data model is discussed in

Chapter 4. Use of a framework data model should be strongly consid-

ered early in the development of an SOA for a particular enterprise,

for two reasons. First, development of a good enterprise logical data

model is a very large and time-consuming undertaking that will delay

the SOA transformation and exceed the cost of acquiring a model.

Second, the framework data model is more likely to be consistent

with commercial software systems and outsourcing services as well

as industry standards, so data exchanged between services have fewer

data transformation problems.
Processes
An industry framework may include best-practice business processes.

These processes should not be assumed to be the best for a particular

enterprise but should be considered as a starting point or basis of
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comparison to current practices. The most important value of these pro-

cesses is to put the use of service units into context. The design of service

units is more robust when a greater variety of usages is considered. The

processes may also help identify resource and skill requirements.
Rules
Some frameworks may include business rules, which are discussed in

Chapter 4. As with business processes, business rules should be con-

sidered points of reference but not necessarily the right rules for a

particular enterprise.

Rules expressing government regulations may well be useful as they

are. Rules expressing tax computations may be directly applicable.

However, regulations, in general, still require interpretation in the

context of the particular enterprise.

Framework business rules provide a basis for development of busi-

ness rules for the particular enterprise, by focusing attention on par-

ticular issues and decisions that affect the operation of the business.
A Framework Example
The enhanced Telecom Operations Map (eTOM) from the Tele

Management Forum (TMF) is a widely recognized industry frame-

work. It is a business process framework for all processes of a tele-

communications service provider. eTOM defines a process hierarchy

similar to that previously described for the service-oriented analysis.

The TMF has also defined a companion enterprise data model called

Shared Information and Data (SID) that supports the Enterprise Log-

ical Data Model requirement discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 2.9 illustrates the eTOM framework at the enterprise level. It is

described as a process framework that defines the business processes

of the enterprise in a hierarchy. There are three major process cate-

gories: (1) operations, (2) strategy, infrastructure, and product, and

(3) enterprise management. These are described as level-zero processes.

The Operations category reflects the primary business operations. The

Strategy, Infrastructure, and Product segment defines processes for

changes to the business; that aspect of agile enterprise architecture

is addressed in Chapters 8 and 9 of this book. The processes in Enter-

prise Management are typically viewed as support services—those

processes that are part of managing the enterprise, such as finance

and human resources, but are not a direct part of the value chain.
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The Operations and the Strategy, Infrastructure, and Product cate-

gories of Figure 2.9 are each divided by vertical and horizontal parti-

tions described as level 1 processes. The vertical partitions reflect

functional capabilities. The horizontal partitions reflect primary

enterprise objectives that cut across the functional capabilities. For

example, customer relationship management (CRM) is an enterprise

objective that requires participation and support from each of the

functional capabilities. These objectives are optimized operationally

in the Operations segment and optimized from a business change

perspective in the Strategy, Infrastructure, and Product segment.
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Figure 2.10 shows more detail for the Operations process. These

level 2 processes are shown at the intersections of the vertical and hori-

zontal level 1 processes; each is in both a horizontal and a vertical level 1

process within the eTOM specification. Each of these level 2 processes is

further detailed in subprocesses. Note that some level 2 processes span

level 1 processes; these are effectively shared capabilities that may
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represent either shared work management service units or capabilities

that can be further broken down to define shared operational service

units. A similar breakdown is defined for the Strategy, Infrastructure,

and Product level 1 process. More detailed breakdowns also exist for

the Enterprise Management process. eTOM process models provide

additional insights on capability requirements and the contexts in

which they are used.
ROBUST VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS
SOA brings added importance and rigor to the value chain concept.

The general concept is to model the contributions of value toward

the delivery of customer value. The value chain models that have been

used for many years for enterprise analysis and strategic planning start

with this general approach as a high-level abstraction, but as detail is

expanded, they become essentially a work breakdown structure of cap-

abilities needed to deliver value, but the chain of dependencies is lost.

We introduce a robust value chain (RVC) to be distinguished from the

conventional value chain models and emphasize that it provides

more rigorous support for strategic planning for new products as well

as for improvement of existing products. It also supports better

understanding of the consequences of operational problems. For

brevity, we will refer to this dependency network model as a value

chain or RVC model through the rest of the book.
Dependency Network
The RVC model is a dependency network of contributions to customer

value where the customer may be an end customer of the enterprise or

an internal customer. For example, value is provided for an internal

customer when IT implements a new application or when human

resource management enrolls an employee in a benefits program.

At a detailed level, the RVC is a use case of service units that contribute

to the value delivered to the customer. We will refer to the participa-

tion of each of the service units as a value chain activity. The value

chain is a dependency network because it depicts the dependencies

of each activity (the service unit use case) on value provided by preced-

ing activities. This is similar in concept to a PERT diagram of a project

plan, where activities are shown as dependent on the work products of

preceding activities. Unlike a PERT diagram, however, there may be no

single start activity that enables the initial activities of a value chain.
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Figure 2.11 depicts a value chain dependency network. The value deliv-

ered to the end customer is designated a functional product in the diagram.

The product may be maintained in reliable operation through a preven-

tive maintenance program, and it may be repaired based on a warranty.

The product, per se, is shipped by a shipping service unit either from a

warehouse service unit or from the assembly service unit. The assembly

service unit depends on parts manufactured by other service units.

The dependencies represent transfers of value. Examination of depen-

dencies supports analysis of:

n The way capabilities impact customer value

n Significance of risks

n Product delivery weaknesses

n Significant sources of product costs

n Potential sources of identified problems

n Timeliness of customer response

Consequently, an RVC model is a valuable tool for management.

It is useful to develop the value chain starting with the completed value

and working backward, just as it is useful to work backward from a

completed project to develop a project plan. Generally this is not the

way work gets done, although in some cases the dependency could

be implemented as a request for the delivery of value and the

request-response arrow would be in the opposite direction. For exam-

ple, referring to Figure 2.11, warranty work generally gets done before

the warranty repair organization receives payment. The warranty repair

organization may actually request payment from the warranty claims

processing organization and receive payment in return.
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Abstract Activities
Except for the functional product, each of the activity circles in

Figure 2.11 could be a service unit, or it may represent the contribu-

tions of several service units that have been aggregated to provide a

higher-level abstraction.

We might provide a still higher-level abstraction by aggregating some

of these activities, as indicated in Figure 2.12. These abstract activities

look similar to the activities in the conventional value chain dis-

cussed earlier. It is desirable that these abstract activities correspond

to organizational responsibilities so that there is accountability at

higher levels as well as in the detail. For example, the Manufacturing

organization should be accountable for the Produce Part activities

and the Assemble activity. But note that the Manufacturing organiza-

tion may do other things in other value chains or in the same value

chain, so these aggregations are not comprehensive of the responsi-

bility of the associated organization.

The objective of a RVC model is to develop the activity detail to the

point where each value chain activity corresponds to a use of a service

unit. Then, for each of the activities, the service unit should be able to

provide a cost and duration for a service unit use case as a basis for

product planning or analysis of operational performance for a partic-

ular product.
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n FIGURE 2.13 Hierarchy of Value Chains.
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These activity costs and durations can then be aggregated to provide an

overall cost and time to deliver the product to the end customer. Note,

of course, that some activities occur in parallel, and some activities may

occur before a customer submits an order, for example, the parts may be

produced in anticipation of orders. Consequently, not all activities are

part of the critical path from receipt of order to product delivery.

The example value chain we discussed is a primary value chain—it

focuses on the contributions of value for an end customer product.

However, there are other value chains that contribute value within

the enterprise. These value chains may contribute value for develop-

ing or maintaining service unit capabilities, or they may contribute

value to the enterprise for effective management and governance.
Hierarchy of Value Chains
As the enterprise achieves higher levels of SOA maturity, the scope of

service-oriented analysis and value chain modeling should expand.

The models should not only encompass the activities directly involved

in customer value creation, they should also address all aspects of the

enterprise. Figure 2.13 depicts this “enterprise value chain” perspective.

The production value chain focuses on the services that contribute value

to the individual units of production—the primary value chain that is

the focus of initial analysis. The product value chain expands the scope

to include the product or service life cycle, including one-time efforts
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to develop the product and the production capabilities. The enterprise

value chain encompasses the entire enterprise, including the services

that are not directly involved in providing value for a particular prod-

uct or service but are required for the successful operation and viabil-

ity of the enterprise.

We will return to discussion of the value chain later in this book, partic-

ularly in Chapter 9, where it has a direct impact on strategic planning

and governance.
ENTERPRISE TRANSFORMATION PERSPECTIVES
Enterprise transformation requires significant business changes that

may be disruptive to current business operations and are likely to

involve significant investment in the transformation or development

of information systems. This section briefly describes alternative

approaches, first from a business perspective and then from an infor-

mation technology perspective.
Business Perspective
Transformation to an SOA enterprise is a lengthy journey. It must be

undertaken a step at a time, with each step along the way providing

business value.

The ideal approach to transformation is to perform a top-down, service-

oriented architecture analysis with reference to an industry framework,

if available, to develop a strategic architecture, and then use the strategic

architecture as a basis for defining a roadmap for implementation of

service units with high business value. This ensures that all existing con-

texts for the use of service units are identified so that the definitions of

these service units aremore robust. It also ensures that full opportunities

for economies of scale are realized and that service units are defined for

optimization at the enterprise level.

However, a full, top-down analysis is very ambitious, takes consider-

able time and investment, and may be difficult to justify to managers

who are not yet sure what a service-oriented architecture is or are

skeptical about the benefits and risks. The SOA Maturity Model, dis-

cussed in Chapter 1, suggests that a top-down analysis is appropriate

at level 3, where the enterprise has developed a capability, has estab-

lished an infrastructure, and has realized business value from the

implementation of some shared services.
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Here we present several strategies for less ambitious efforts to start the

transition to SOA. An actual undertaking may combine aspects of

more than one of these approaches. All of them should take advan-

tage of an industry framework to provide insight into the appropriate

scope and capabilities of candidate services.

Note that any approach has the burden that some SOA infrastructure is

needed to support a solution even of small scope, resulting in a higher

cost for initial projects. Failure to invest in the strategic infrastructure in

the beginning results in greater expense later, when the necessary infra-

structure is finally implemented and must be retrofitted. Demonstra-

tion of the benefits of SOA to justify infrastructure investment, as well

as minimization of retrofitting expense, should be factors considered

in the selection and design of initial projects.

Departmental Scope
A top-down analysis may be performed on a division, department, or

other segment of the business. Essentially this analysis defines how the

department might be restructured to provide shared capabilities in dif-

ferent contexts. Of course, this does not identify other contexts outside

the department for use of these services elsewhere in the enterprise.

Therefore, the service definitions are likely to be less robust and more

vulnerable to need for change as the scope of the SOA is expanded or

the business continues to evolve.

Address an Identified Business Need
An identified business need may be associated with a business require-

ment to improve operations, replace a legacy system, or develop a new

business capability. This can be approached from an SOA perspective,

designing the solution as a composition of services. Since this is less

likely to be within the scope of a single service unit, there may be sig-

nificant coupling with other systems and business activities. Therefore,

the analysis must consider the nature and number of points of integra-

tion to systems in other parts of the organization.

Identify an Opportunity for Economy of Scale
Particularly where an enterprise is a product of mergers and acquisi-

tions, it is likely that there are capabilities replicated in the formerly

independent companies. These may offer opportunities for significant

economies of scale through consolidation. A service unit, or poten-

tially a service group, may be identified as the best solution and

adapted to provide appropriate service interfaces to the lines of
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business derived from the formerly independent companies. Depend-

ing on the number of implementations and scope of consolidation,

this could demonstrate substantial savings from SOA.
Information Systems Transformations
Existing information systems can be a major barrier to enterprise trans-

formation. Large enterprise applications have business assumptions

and processes embedded in them, and it is likely that their scope spans

multiple services that would better be defined separately. Most existing

systems are not designed to accept electronic messages as requests and

return appropriate responses, let alone exchange messages to use other

related services. In addition, when a new service is created, other sys-

tems for which it accepts input or provides output must be adapted

to behave like service users or providers.

Nevertheless, enterprise applications have evolved from traditional

organizations that reflect some clustering of similar capabilities. So it

may be possible to recognize potential strategic services, even if it is dif-

ficult to improve or adapt them independently. Enterprise application

vendors have recognized the need to provide finer-grained capabilities

to meet more specific customer needs, and the design of these more

granular applications provides reasonable services designed for integra-

tion and gaining customer acceptance.

The following sections describe some information systems transfor-

mation scenarios. As noted, all scenarios require the implementation

of an appropriate infrastructure.
New Application
Implementation of a new service unit application can provide the best

alignment of the application to the service unit requirements. It can be

designed to comply with the SOA infrastructure standards, it can

utilize a BPMS for process flexibility, and it can be designed to make

appropriate use of other services. However, it also is likely to be the

most costly and risky approach.

Regardless of the approach used, a new service unit still requires imple-

mentation of adaptors for other systems with which it must communi-

cate, as illustrated in Figure 2.14.

The new service application does not need to be adapted, but all the

related services do. The nature of the legacy applications, the adapter
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functionality required, and the number of adapters is a significant

factor in the cost and risk of the project.

COTS Application
A commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) application could be available to

support desired services. This substantially reduces the cost and risk

of a new application, and, if it is designed to be service oriented,

may provide a service interface that reflects industry best practices.

It is important that the COTS application be designed to be driven

by a BPMS, to provide maximum process flexibility and the ability

to incorporate other services in support of the service unit activities.

Outsourcing
Outsourcing should be considered an option for commodity services—

services that do not provide any competitive advantage. To implement

outsourced services, the outsourcing service provider takes on most of

the technical risk and much of the organizational risk by providing

and integrating the needed capabilities as external services. Of course,

there are other business factors to be considered when trusting an out-

sourcing provider to fulfill necessary business responsibilities.

Adapted Legacy Application
The primary reason to adapt a legacy application would be to consol-

idate operations that currently use different applications to perform

the same business functions. This means that there are multiple leg-

acy applications from which to choose. In addition to considering

the functionality of the alternatives, the technology and architecture

of the systems should be considered for flexibility, maintainability,

and the cost of integration.

The legacy system may aggregate capabilities that should be available

as separate services. If possible, it is desirable to provide separate ser-

vice interfaces so that the services are available in different contexts,

and users of the services are not affected if and when the legacy appli-

cation is replaced.
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Batch Process Legacy
Some legacy applications may be operating in batch mode rather than

processing individual business transactions as they occur. Some applica-

tions should continue to operate in batch mode to achieve optimal

results. For example, scheduling and distribution applications need to

operate on a batch of transactions to optimize the relationships in terms

of production sequencing, tooling change-over, vehicle loading, or

timely delivery. Analysis and reporting activities generally reflect a

point-in-time state of multiple transactions or elements.

For whatever reason, it may be appropriate to adapt batch applica-

tions to the service-oriented architecture. This effectively requires

buffering. Input messages are held until a particular time or a thresh-

old is reached, and then the batch processing is performed. Output

messages go into message queues to be processed one at a time by

receiving applications or services.

Rearchitecting
A variation on the adapted legacy application scenario is rearchitecting

the legacy application. There are two potential benefits: (1) the applica-

tion might be partitioned to provide more independent support of

more granular service units, and (2) embedded business processes

could be extracted and implemented in a BPMS for flexibility as well

as service integration. Modernization tools are becoming increasingly

powerful for analysis and transformation of applications. This effort

could be limited to restructuring the application to provide better

alignment with the strategic SOA.

Exposing and documenting business processes is a first step. Aligning

business processes to SOA is fundamental to achieving the agile

enterprise. In the next chapter we will examine the nature and role

of business processes in greater detail.
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Business process management (BPM) is a management discipline that

focuses on the design of business processes and continuous improve-

ment of the speed, cost, and quality of business operations. BPM

emphasizes the documentation of repeatable business processes as

the basis for analysis and improvement. This includes both manual

and automated business processes.

Information technology provides the ability to model business pro-

cesses for more precise specifications and the ability to automate

processes for controlled execution. Though not all business processes

are automated, the speed, reliability, and discipline of automated

processes suggests that most business processes should be automated,

if possible. In particular, the processes that drive the integration and

high-level execution of service unit activities should be automated

to support consistent and effective operations. Consequently, though

the agile enterprise includes manual business processes, our emphasis

here is on the automated business processes that, for the most part,

drive the operation of an agile enterprise.

In this chapter, we see how BPM complements and extends SOA to

enable the definition, integration, and continuous improvement of

services.

SOA brings a fundamental pattern to the design of business processes.

Business processes do not exist independent of service units, and pro-

cesses are confined to management of activities within an associated

service unit. Business processes specify how service units produce

value. For readers who are familiar with object-oriented programming,

service units are like objects and business processes are like methods.

This represents a fundamental change in process thinking: A process is

initiated with a request to accomplish some objective. The process and

its associated capability belong to a service unit, and the process
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defines how a capability is applied to achieve that objective. Thus

when a customer submits an order, order processing is the responsibil-

ity of a service unit.

In a small business, a service unit’s responsibilities might include

picking the products from bins and packing them and shipping them,

whereas billing would likely be performed as a request to a billing

process that is the responsibility of another service unit—possibly

an outside accounting service.

In a large enterprise, the order-processing service unit has a more lim-

ited role so that various order-processing responsibilities can be ful-

filled by specialists and may occur at different locations. So the

order-processing service unit validates the order and maintains the

order information and status but delegates other activities, such as a

customer credit check, order fulfillment, and billing. The order fulfill-

ment service unit may check inventory, delegate production to

replenish inventory, and delegate packaging and shipment when the

products are available. Therefore, from a customer perspective, the

order-processing service fulfills the order, ships it, and bills for it,

but internally these activities are performed by several different

service units.

Each service unit has its own processes by which it receives and pro-

cesses requests. Each service unit is responsible for the results, the

management of the capability that it owns, and the use of other ser-

vice units for delegated capabilities. Each service unit is a customer

of the service units to which it delegates.

As a result, SOA provides an architectural context for business pro-

cesses that support sharing of optimized processes and the associated

capabilities in multiple contexts, producing economies of scale and

improved enterprise agility. New standards for business process mod-

eling support this architecture and provide a level of abstraction that

enables businesspeople to understand and manage their business

processes, including both those that are performed by humans and

those executed by computers.

The work of the enterprise is performed by service units and driven by

processes. The fully agile enterprise has been achieved when a significant

new business opportunity can be addressed by specification or adapta-

tion of a fewbusiness processes that extend, engage, or complement exist-

ing business services to develop and deliver a new product or service to

customers. The introduction of information technology has enabled the
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execution of business processes to be automated, increasing the efficiency

of process coordination and control and adding the ability to more

quickly define and change business processes.

Since business processes drive the performance of work and relation-

ships between services, they also are a major factor in the optimiza-

tion of business performance. They determine the coordination of

tasks and thus address factors that are beyond the scope of control

of individual task performers. As such, business processes provide

an important management perspective on the speed, cost, and quality

of enterprise operations as well as the contributions of individual

performers.

Information technology can greatly improve process visibility. Busi-

ness process models expose the design of business processes. Runtime

monitoring tools enable workloads and performance to be observed

in real time. Operating statistics and audit trails support analysis of

processes for process improvement and accountability.

In this chapter we begin by discussing business process concepts and

modeling tools. We then consider how processes are used to imple-

ment different operating modes that consequently affect the design of

services.We then focus specifically on the impact of SOA and the nature

of choreography for the specification of service unit interactions.
BUSINESS PROCESS CONCEPTS
A business process is an orderly execution of activities to achieve a

desired business result in response to a request or event. A process

defines the work to be done, who does the work, when the work is

done, and why (that is, the process objective). A process starts when

there is a need to achieve the process objective in a particular context.

We discuss processes initiated by events in Chapter 8.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the definition of a simple order process. The pur-

pose is to respond to customer orders. The circle on the left designates

the starting point. The bold circle on the right designates the end. The

rounded rectangles in the middle represent activities to be performed.
Edit Order Fill Order Bill Order

n FIGURE 3.1 A Simple Order Process.
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An activity is an element of a business process that defines a unit of

work to be done. It may be work done by machine or human or dele-

gated to another process. The arrows designate the sequence in which

the activities will occur. The process has three activities: Edit Order,

Fulfill Order, and Bill Order. We have not determined in this diagram

where the order comes from nor whether the activities are fully auto-

mated or performed by humans. We might later decide that the activ-

ities use other services to fulfill their responsibilities.

This process is performed for each customer order received. If multiple

orders are received, each order follows the same process. We may refer

to each of the executions of the process as a process execution (that is, an

execution of the process definition). The customer order is an input to

the process and defines the context in which the process operates. Typ-

ically, instead of referring to the process execution, we refer to the

order that is being processed, so order 101 may be completed while

order 102 is being filled and order 103 is being edited.

We have not indicated any consideration of the management of

resources to process these orders. It could be that each activity is per-

formed by a single person, and thus orders are processed by each activ-

ity, one at a time. It could be that due to the cost of getting the orders

from the Edit Order activity to the Fill Order activity, the orders are col-

lected in batches. On the other hand, it could be that orders move

through the activities, independently, as they are received. Such issues

are considered in the implementation of the process based on the tech-

nology involved, the resources and optimization of timeliness, cost,

and quality. We have not defined the technology used to implement

this process; it could be electronic or it could be performed solely

by people working with paper orders and voice communications and

carrying the orders from one desk to another.

We have also not indicated what happens if the process cannot pro-

ceed as expected. For example, the order may have errors that must

be corrected before it can be filled, or there could be insufficient

inventory to fill the order. These issues must be addressed as the

process is developed in greater detail.

Process Context
In Figure 3.1, the order defines the process context—who it is for, the

products being ordered, data about the quantities, and prices.

Though the process definition describes who, what, when, and why

in general terms, the order contains specific data provided by the
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requester that further defines what is to be accomplished. We may

think of this as a document with fields containing the appropriate

data. The document has an identifier—for example, the order num-

ber—that can be used to refer to the request and the state of the activ-

ities performing the request.

As the order is processed, additional data may be accumulated about

the manner in which it is processed. For example, there may be a

translation of the customer requirements to the actual parts that sat-

isfy the requirement, or there may be a reference to the storage bin

from which a part is to be pulled. Such information may become part

of the process context—that is, relevant information about the pro-

cessing of each particular order.

Some of the context data is important for processing the order but is of

no interest to the requester. However, the data that come with the

order and the data returned to the requester must be meaningful to

that requester. These data should be described by a shared data model

so that there is no confusion about their meaning. Within an enter-

prise, these data also should be part of an enterprise logical data model

so there is a common understanding of data exchanged even if a

service unit implementation uses a different representation internally.
Roles
Processes don’t actually do work; they direct the performance of

work. To actually accomplish work, the process delegates responsibil-

ity to a person or team, to a computer application (for recordkeeping

or computations), to a machine (for example, a manufacturing cell

controller), or to another service unit that defines how the work is

done in greater detail.

To delegate work, a process definition specifies a “role” for the per-

former. A role is the specification of a relationship that defines expec-

tations, the capability required, and other qualifications that ensure

the performer’s ability to meet the needs of the process. For some roles,

particularly where an internal, shared service is used, there may be only

one candidate, but where people are the performers, there typically is

more than one candidate. When the process is executed, the selection

of performer may be further refined based on the specifications of

the particular request.

Figure 3.2 depicts people assigned to roles (this is a non-standard

notation for illustration purposes). This might be a process in a small
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n FIGURE 3.2 Process with Human Roles.
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enterprise where two people do the work of processing and filling

orders. In this process the roles define the need for persons to do

the work of editing and filling orders. There may be several people

available to do this work, but the roles specify the qualifications of

persons required to do the specific work.

For a particular order in a process execution, a particular personmust be

assigned to edit the order and a particular personmust be assigned to fill

the order. Typically, the need to fill a role is posted on work queues of

qualified persons, and an available person accepts the assignment.

The Editor role qualifications might also be based on the context of

the process execution such as the class of product being offered. So

the qualifications might include a requirement that the performer

be skilled in editing orders for the particular product group. The same

concepts can apply when the performer is a computer application or

another service unit. Different applications or specialized processes

may be appropriate for editing different product groups.

Particularly where the performer is a human, we give the role a name; in

our example, wemight name the roles Editor and Filler. This is useful in

dealing with humans as shorthand for describing an assignment. Where

the performer is an application or another process, we don’t necessarily

assign a name to the role, because the selection may be predefined, so

we just specify the participant (for example, the application or service).

Collaboration
Briefly, a collaboration is an interaction between peers to achieve a result

with mutual benefit. We might describe the relationship between a busi-

ness process and a person that fulfills a role as a collaboration, particu-

larly if the person interacts with the process to perform multiple,

related activities. It is more important to formalize the collaboration

when the participants are not people but processes of other service

units. In both these types of collaborative relationships, the service user’s
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process specifies the role of a service provider and the service provi-

der’s process specifies the role of the service user. The collaboration

specification defines the interactive relationship between these roles for

exchange of information and delivery of value. The roles defined by

the user and the provider may each define qualifications for the other

participant.

Under some circumstances, the name of a role has additional impor-

tance within a single process. Suppose that the process in Figure 3.2

would be more efficient if both roles were performed by the same per-

son for any particular order. We could specify this in the process defi-

nition by giving both roles the same name. So when the process

executes, John Doe might be assigned as Editor in the first activity.

When the process reaches the Fill Order activity, the performer role is

specified again as Editor, and John Doe has already been assigned to

that role for this process execution. As a result, John Doe is expected

to perform the Fill Order activity as well.

John Doe may actually be working on several orders. Each of these

orders is being directed by a separate execution of the Simple Order

Process. When John is asked to fill an order that he edited earlier,

he doesn’t necessarily know which order he is now being directed

to fill. The process context provides this information, specifically

the order number. So John may have a paper file for each order,

and when he’s asked to fill an order, the order number directs him

to the appropriate file. John’s relationship with the process is no lon-

ger a request-response relationship that ends with completion of

a specific activity, but rather we characterize it as a collaboration,

a continuing interaction regarding a particular subject matter.

Applications and other processes may also engage in collaborative

roles. Let’s consider that the Simple Order Process is being used in a

large company. The Edit Order and Fill Order activities each may be

delegated to specialized service units that focus on particular product

lines or geographical areas. The appropriate service unit for each activ-

ity can be selected based on request parameters and invoked when that

activity is executed. Again, the same specialized service unit may edit

the order and fill the order, so it interacts with both the Edit Order

and Fill Order activities. The use of the specialized service unit is no

longer a simple request-response; it has become a collaboration.

For further discussion of the nature of roles, see the discussion of

choreography later in this chapter and role-based access control

(RBAC) in Chapter 6.
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Organizational Context
Processes not only direct the performance of work, they also provide

the opportunity for control. Figure 3.3 illustrates an Expense Report

Process whereby one of the activities is approval of an expense. This

same process might be used throughout a large corporation. The

Expense Approver role may be filled by many different managers.

For a particular expense report, however, acceptable approvers are

very limited because the Expense Approver role specification restricts

approvers to people with a specific relationship to the expense

submitter.

For expense approval, as with many other approval actions, the

appropriate approver is determined by reference to the organization

structure. Generally, the preferred approver is the manager of the per-

son reporting the expense. If that person is not available, the man-

ager’s manager may be the alternative approver. Furthermore, the

amount of the expense may be a factor. Approval may be required

by the manager, and if the manager does not have sufficient author-

ity, the expense may be referred up the chain of command for

approvals until it reaches a manager with sufficient authority.

Thus approval is most likely a subprocess or a separate service. Differ-

ent kinds of approval may involve different approval processes.

Approval for a capital expenditure may require review of the details

of the proposal by another organization and review of budget consid-

erations by yet another organization. The approval process is a critical

aspect of accountability and control. We might define the approval

process as a process of a shared approval service to implement consis-

tent controls throughout the enterprise. In the case of the expense

report, the expense submitter and approver are participants in the

approval process, but they are most likely not employees of the service

unit that owns the approval service.
PROCESS MODELING
The design and refinement of business processes is fundamental to

management of an enterprise. Managers should be able to participate

in the design of processes and understand the operation of the
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business in terms of the process specifications. When something is

late, a cost is excessive, or there are frequent defects in a product, a

manager should be able to understand the source of the problem in

terms of the processes and the service units responsible for those pro-

cesses in order to ensure a prompt problem resolution.
Modeling Languages
Before computer-basedmodeling tools, managers and systems analysts

would draw diagrams on paper with boxes and arrows to depict the

flow of control or work products, or they would write “playscripts”

expressing the sequence of “who does what” in a tabular structure.

These models were cumbersome and inflexible.

Computer-based tools were developed to help design and manage

these models. The computer can draw the boxes and arrows more

quickly and precisely, the boxes and lines can easily be moved, and

the computer can do some basic checks to see that the diagrams are

consistent with process concepts.

These tools can provide specifications of processes that can be auto-

mated. Some tools provide high-level “business” views of processes.

These high-level process models might be viewed as “requirements”

for process automation specifications. Some tools are designed to

specify process details, to resolve exceptions and abnormal termina-

tions that must be precisely defined for automated processes.

Standards of the Object Management Group (OMG), an international

standards organization, have been developed to provide robust mod-

eling for business processes, including both those performed by

humans and those that are automated. Business process modeling nota-

tion (BPMN) was developed to give businesspeople standard graphi-

cal modeling elements so that they could share and collaborate on

business process diagrams.

The BPMN graphics have been implemented in many business process

modeling systems (BPMS) for specification of automated processes.

However, due to differences in interpretation and technical approaches

along with proprietary extensions, BPMN diagrams are not entirely

consistent from one tool to the next. Until recently, there was no stan-

dard for exchange of BPMN diagrams. XML Process Definition

Language (XPDL) was developed by theWorkflowManagement Coali-

tion for this purpose. However, though XPDL may repeat the same

diagrams in the new tool, due to variations in interpretation of the
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graphics a process model transferred from one tool to another still may

not produce the same runtime result.

The Business Process DefinitionMetamodel (BPDM)was developed by

OMG as a computer-based representation of BPMN diagrams to pro-

vide a platform-independent modeling (PIM) language for business-

level process modeling. The rigor of designing the computer language

clarifies the meaning of BPMN graphics. Insights on modeling pro-

cesses for SOA have made BPDMmore robust than BPMN, particularly

for reconciling an internal process with a specification for interaction

with another process (that is, a choreography). Finally, BPDM supports

XML for Metadata Interchange (XMI) a standard form of model

exchange, so business process models can be exchanged between tools

and interpreted consistently. At the time of this writing, anOMG initia-

tive is under way to reconcile BPMN and BPDM to a single language

specification, called Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)

2.0, preserving the BPMN brand.

Some tools translate BPMN models to languages designed for auto-

mation. For example, Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)

is an alternative language used for specification of automated pro-

cesses. It is likely that tools relying on BPEL will be phased out in

favor of tools that implement BPMN models more directly and dis-

play the processes in terms of BPMN graphics during actual execu-

tion. This will simplify BPMN application and will improve

understanding and control of the business processes.

BPMN 2.0 will provide full representation and integration of choreog-

raphy. Choreography provides a shared specification of the interaction

between participants in a collaboration. BPEL andXPDLdonot address

choreography. There are currently two alternative choreography speci-

fication languages: Web Services Choreography Definition Language

(WS-CDL) from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and

e-business Business Process (ebBP) from the Organization for Advance-

ment of Structured Information Systems (OASIS). Both these languages

are based on XML. It may be appropriate to transform the choreography

specification of a BPMN model to a choreography specification in one

of these languages for runtime specification of service interactions.

Process Modeling Notation
BPMN has been widely accepted as a business process modeling nota-

tion (that is, a form of expression) even though in practice there are

some variations in the interpretation as well as some proprietary
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extensions. However, with the more robust capabilities developed

through BPDM, it is unlikely that another standard graphical nota-

tion will emerge in the near future. The following subsections provide

a brief presentation of BPMN that enables managers to participate in

process design and understand the specification of processes that

drive the enterprise.

Figure 3.4 provides examples of the use of some BPMN elements. Par-

ticipants in the overall process are designated by the separated boxes

(pools) with the names of the participants at the top. The focus of the

diagram is on the process of the Seller. The Seller process (contained

in the Seller pool) is started by a message from the Buyer. The Seller

is partitioned into “lanes” representing different internal respon-

sibilities. The Order Management organization (lane) edits the order,

notifies the Buyer of acceptance or rejection, and obtains payment

through the Biller after the order is shipped. The Warehouse (lane)

fills and ships the order using the Carrier. Messages are exchanged

between the Seller and the other participants. The Seller process ends

if the order is rejected or after the Seller receives payment from the

Biller.

Figure 3.4 indicates exchanges between participants that could be

expressed in a choreography, but the sequence of exchange is defined
Edit
Order

Reject
Order

Accept
Order

N
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Buyer
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Warehouse
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Fill
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BillerCarrier n FIGURE 3.4 Seller Internal Process.
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by the internal process of the Seller, and a choreography would not

expose that detail. In addition, a choreography would include the

sequencing of exchanges of the Biller and Carrier with the Buyer along

with the relationships of those exchanges with the Seller exchanges.

BPMN has 11 basic graphical shapes, as shown in Figure 3.5. The fig-

ure also shows examples of frequently used variations on the basic

shapes. Each of these shapes and some of their variations are dis-

cussed briefly in the following sections.
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Event
An event causes a process flow to start or stop. There are three basic

types: a start event designated with a simple circle, an end event desig-

nated by a bold circle, and an intermediate event designated by a

double circle. A default process start is an empty circle, and a default

process end is an empty bold circle. Icons appearing within the circle

define specialized types of events—for example, an envelope desig-

nates a message, a clock designates a timer, a lightning bolt designates

an error. A message can start, delay, or end a process. A timer can start

or delay a process. An error can interrupt or end a process. There are

other less commonly occurring events.

Activity
An activity is where work is done. The default is a task, which denotes

that there is no more detailed specification of the activity. A subpro-

cess, designated with a plus sign (þ) in a small box, indicates that

the activity is performed by a more detailed process. The process

may be embedded and the activity can be expanded to show the

detail, or the subprocess can be independent, meaning that it exists

outside the current process and may be shared with other processes.

Other activity specializations represent activities with repeated or

concurrent executions.

Gateway
A gateway is a point in the process where flows converge or diverge.

The default gateway (empty diamond) is an exclusive or. It provides

for inputs from alternative paths to proceed on a single output path.

If there are multiple output paths, only one can become active as spe-

cified by conditions on the outgoing paths. The exclusive or may also

be designated with an X in the box. An and gateway, on the other

hand, requires all inputs (from concurrent paths) to be active before

it proceeds, and multiple outputs proceed concurrently, creating par-

allel paths. It may be called a fork for multiple outputs or a join for

multiple inputs. The and gateway is designated by a plus sign (þ)

in the box. There are other less frequently used gateway types desig-

nated with other icons.

Sequence Flow
The solid arrow designates the sequence of execution of activities,

events, and gateways. The arrow enables the execution of a target

activity, event, or gateway when the activity, event, or gateway at

the start of the arrow is completed. Where there are alternative paths,
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as from an exclusive-or gateway, the default path may be designated by

a hash mark across the arrow.

Message Flow
A message flow is designated by a dashed arrow. A message flow comes

into or goes out of a business entity (that is, a pool, discussed in a

moment). Messages may be exchanged between processes or between

a process and another system. With BPDM, the agreed-upon specifi-

cation of the sequence of message flows can be expressed in

choreography.

Association
A document or other object may be associated with the process ele-

ments using a dashed line or arrow. The arrowhead is optional and

may be used to indicate whether the object is an input or output to

the associated process element.

Pool
A pool designates a business entity responsible for the process contained

in the pool. Processes are bounded by the boundary of the pool.

Actions that cross pool boundaries must be represented with message

flows. In Figure 3.4, Buyer, Seller, Carrier, and Biller are pools because

they represent independent organizations. The Buyer, Carrier, and

Biller pools are shown as empty because the focus of the diagram is

on the Seller process, but the diagram implies that they have processes

that send and receivemessages, even though details of the processes are

not known from the perspective of this diagram.

Lane
A lane is a segment of a pool that represents a organization or person

within the pool organization that is responsible for the process ele-

ments contained in the lane. Lanes represent the roles of various par-

ticipants in a process within a pool. In Figure 3.4, Order Management

and Warehouse are lanes within the Seller pool. They represent roles

within the Seller organization. The Seller has overall responsibility for

the process. The Warehouse has responsibility for the activities in its

lane—Fill Order and Ship Order—and Order Management has

responsibility for the activities in its lane.

Data Object
A data object is a unit of information that may be produced or used by

a process element within a pool.
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Group
A group is a graphical representation of a shared characteristic of the

process elements it contains. A group is not expected to have func-

tional significance to the process flow but is used essentially for

documentation.

Text Annotation
A text annotation is information added to a diagram to clarify the

intent. It is documentation only. It is usually linked to a model ele-

ment with an association line.

Attributes
BPMN also defines attributes associated with the graphical elements.

These attributes are additional data that do not appear in the diagram

but would typically be accessed in a BPMN tool by selecting the

graphical element (for example, in a popup window).

Business Process Management Systems
BPMS manage the automation of business processes. Some of these

have evolved from workflow management systems where the focus

was replacement of paper flow for coordination of human activities.

BPMS became the popular terminology as business process manage-

ment (BPM) became a popular management discipline and automated

processes became a more integral part of enterprise integration and

electronic commerce.

Business processes should first bemodeled at a business level where both

manual and automated processes canbemodeledwithout concern about

the details of process execution in the particular implementation technol-

ogy that is used. It is desirable to have a single modeling language to

design business processes across the enterprise. A modeling tool that

is BPMN compliant is recommended for this purpose. A tool that is also

BPDM compliant supports robust modeling capabilities, where comple-

mentary executable processes (orchestration) and exchange processes

(choreography) can be represented and where the models can be

exchanged in a standard form between different modeling tools.

However, when processes are to be automated, it may be necessary to

transform the process models to the language and design constraints

of a particular BPMS product. Most enterprises already have one or

more BPMS. Some BPMS will support BPMN and BPDM directly so

that no transformation is necessary, and it will only be necessary to

extend the process models to deal with all variations in the process
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that may result from unusual requests, violations of business rules, or

error conditions. In other cases, the process models must be trans-

formed to a proprietary language and may require adjustments to

accommodate different design constraints imposed by the BPMS.

With the development of BPDM, BPMS vendors are more likely than

before to provide automated transformation capabilities from BPMN/

BPDM models to their proprietary languages. There may still be man-

ual involvement in design decisions required in the transformation as

well as the development of additional process detail.

Where processes are not already automated or systems are being

replaced, a BPMS should be selected that not only minimizes the

work of transformation but also provides additional capabilities that

improve the ability to analyze and improve business operations and

to rapidly implement significant business changes. The following list

highlights some important capabilities:

n Active processes can be displayed in a form equivalent to the mod-

els developed at a business level for monitoring current activities.

n A specific process execution (for example, the process for a particu-

lar customer order) can be examined and modified for that order,

online if necessary, to resolve a problem.

n Statistics on process execution can be captured for process monitoring

and analyzed to identify delays, bottlenecks, and possible sources

of defects.

n Limits can be set on the duration of specific processes or activities

to raise alarms when individual process executions are delayed.

n Process execution can be simulated using statistics derived from

actual operations and assigned parameters, to evaluate problems

or alternative process designs.

n Complex decisions should be implemented as rules (for example,

order editing or claims processing). These rules may be incorporated

directly into the BPMS, or a rules engine product may be invoked at

points in the process where such decisions are made.

The BPMS marketplace is continuing to evolve as a result of emphasis

on BPM, the development of standards, the need for integration of

processes that span the enterprise, and the implementation of SOA.

Design Objectives
As an enterprise moves toward an implementation of SOA, business

processes are analyzed, formalized, and redesigned. In addition to

the design objectives specific to particular business activities, general
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process design objectives should be considered. Examples of process

design objectives are as follows:

n Process visibility. Business processes should not be embedded in

application code but should be expressed and deployed in a form

consistent with the business process models that are meaningful

to the businesspeople that own and use the business processes.

The BPMS should expose the status of executing processes in terms

of the processes as modeled.

n Minimum coupling. The purpose of a process should be clearly

defined and should minimize dependencies on other processes,

such as shared data or complex message exchanges.

n Separation of duties. An action that could personally benefit a partici-

pant must be approved by an authorized person who does not have

personal gain or other conflict of interest associated with the action.

n Service boundaries. A business process must be owned by the service

unit responsible for capabilities the process applies, and the process

must begin and end within the service unit. The process may use

other, shared, external services through defined interfaces, but the

owner remains responsible for the overall result.

n Continuity of roles. A business process should minimize the transfer

of responsibility among people within the same service unit, to

reduce individual orientation overhead and improve accountability

for results.

n Participant discretion. Actions delegated to human participants

should avoid unnecessary limitations on discretion to enable the

individual to optimize his or her performance and deal with cir-

cumstances that cannot be anticipated in the design of the process.

n Accountability. Individuals and external entities (for example, busi-

ness partners) must be accountable for the actions they take and

the data they provide when supporting or participating in a busi-

ness process through electronic signatures.

n Request-response structure. In general, interactions between processes

should be based on initiation by a request, with a response when

the request has been satisfied or the action has been otherwise ter-

minated. In this way the requestor retains responsibility and can

take appropriate actions if the request is not satisfied or the

response is not timely.
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n Process-level integration. Integration of services and applications

should occur only through the interactions of business processes.

Service requests and responses are interactions between service reques-

ters and service units and should be mediated by business processes

that can be monitored and controlled by service unit personnel.
OPERATING MODES
Business processes can have different operating modes to achieve

different kinds of business objectives. These modes affect the overall

design of the process and may require specialized BPMS capabilities.

Examples of a number of different process modes are discussed in the

following sections.
Workflow
The traditional workflow mode moves a request through a predefined

ordering of activities. This is typical of a paper-driven process in

which an order moves from one activity to the next or often one desk

to the next, where the necessary tasks are performed. Some workflow

processes will provide for sequences of activities to occur in parallel.

Case Management
Case management represents a variation on the workflow mode. Here

a case represents an ongoing, long-term obligation to manage ser-

vices. The case manager may initiate a variety of processes (that is,

services) as particular needs arise and is responsible for ensuring that

the desired result is achieved in a timely manner. Typically, the pro-

cess is tailored for the particular case and may be modified, ad hoc,

as new requirements arise. Requests for services for a patient in a hos-

pital might be handled in this way. The patient’s hospital stay is an

overall process that manages the specific services required for admis-

sion, diagnosis, treatment and discharge. The overall hospital-stay

process is part of the inpatient service provided to the patient.

Job-Shop Mode
In a job-shop mode, a unique, one-time process may be defined for

each incoming request. For example, let’s say that a special machine

tool is to be built, and sequences of tasks are defined for each part

and for the final assembly. This may be viewed as a schedule of

fine-grained services, each contributing their specialty as required to
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produce the desired, final result. Each of the services may be capable

of a wide variety of outputs, defined by input specifications and con-

fined to the associated resources and skills of that service.

Provisioning of some services in a telecommunications enterprise

may take this form. In this case, the customer order may be translated

to a schedule of installations and activations of service. Though the

bulk of customer orders may be the same, the enterprise is capable

of delivering a wide variety of service combinations.

This mode may be implemented using a rule-based system that

configures a unique schedule based on requirements. This is distin-

guished from the rule-driven mode, discussed in a moment.

Production-Line Mode
In production-line mode, tasks are driven by the movement of the

production line. The duration of each task is bounded by the length

of production line allocated to the participant’s station and the speed

of the production line. Essentially, each station may be viewed as

providing a service. Each unit of production may have specifications

for the tasks to be performed at each station.

The ordering of units on the production line affects each participant’s

ability to complete his or her tasks since some units may require

more or less work and some operations build on previous results.

Production optimization is achieved by optimal “line balancing” of

the order of production units so each operator can complete his or

her work within his or her workstation.

Relay Mode
In relay mode, there is a defined sequence of services, but the overall

process is driven by completion of processes. As each process com-

pletes, its work product is made available to the next service with

no continuing responsibility. Typically, work products accumulate

in buffers between services so that disruption of one service does

not immediately affect continued operation of the other services. This

mode is often used in combination with the production-line mode,

where there are multiple production lines separated by staging areas.

There is an implicit process that drives the sequence of services, but

there may be no organization responsible for managing the overall pro-

cess to ensure timely completion of the sequence of services. Generally,

progress will be reported to a monitoring activity that tracks completed
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orders at either the completion point or at relay points along the way.

Orders not completed may be resolved by backtracking to identify the

points of delay.
Rule-Driven Mode
Rule-driven processes use automated reasoning to determine the ad

hoc ordering of activities based on requirements and circumstances

encountered during the process. This might be viewed as managing

a trip. As the traveler proceeds along the trip, different routes may

be selected depending on road conditions, availability of overnight

accommodations, and unforeseen problems.

A rule-driven process might be used where each customer order

requires a unique product configuration that reflects consideration

of dependencies between components such as configuration of a

computer, an automobile, or an insurance policy. It also might be

appropriate for field service operations where there may be a number

of service requests outstanding and the work required for each may

not be apparent until the technician arrives to diagnose the problem.

In this case the focus of the process may be on managing the techni-

cian assignments to minimize travel time while ensuring a reasonably

timely response to each service request.

Rule-driven processes are not common and require special tools, but

they can be very effective where the operations are well defined but

highly variable.
Development Projects
Development projects include product engineering and software devel-

opment processes. These processes have the following characteristics:

(1) each project has a distinct process, (2) they are typically long-

running—months or sometimes years, (3) segments of the process may

be iterative, converging on a solution, (4) specification changes may be

common, resulting in rework, and (5) resource allocation is a significant

management responsibility. Time and cost are subject to a number of fac-

tors, and completion is often driven by a target date. The process requires

extensive planning and continuous monitoring and revision. The activ-

ities and processes are nonrepetitive so they are difficult to optimize.

The Systems Engineering Process Metamodel (SPEM) from OMG

defines modeling elements for definition and management of such

projects. Eclipse Process Framework (EPF), an open-source product
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from the Eclipse Foundation, is based on SPEM. These solutions sup-

port construction of projects from method libraries that specify com-

mon patterns. This is a still-evolving field.

Such processes apply to enterprise transformation initiatives. By struc-

turing the enterprise as a composition of service units, SOA helps

reduce the scope of transformation efforts and provides a structure,

based on service units, to partition the work.

Product Configuration
Service units are expected to be shared by different value chains. The

capability requirements may be the same, but the actual work done

may differ. Product design often has a significant impact on process

design. For example, in assembling a complex product, there is usu-

ally a logical order in which parts can be added. In some cases, there

may also be collaborations with a customer or with other participants

in the value chain where the collaboration requirements restrict the

process design.

Differences in product configurations may be accommodated at three

different levels: (1) the product components differ but operations are

the same or equivalent, (2) each product has different requirements

for the activities to be performed, or (3) different products or product

categories require different processes. Some or all of these approaches

may be required.

Where a single process is used for different products, the service unit

accepts different request parameters and/or product specifications.

The parameters and specifications may alter the process flow or the

specifics of tasks performed. The objective of the service unit should

be to support the implementation of product variations without

tailoring processes for particular products.

The use of different processes for different products or product groups

may be necessary, but it increases service unit complexity and reduces

flexibility. Some of the operating modes discussed previously provide

ways of addressing product diversity without defining specialized

processes.

Note that service units may participate in different value chains and not

all value chains produce end-customer products. Value chains for prod-

uct development, support services, and executive staff services may also

have variations that should be driven by request parameters and “prod-

uct” specifications. Variation in purchase requests is a good example.
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Generally, it is desirable for variations to be based on generic para-

meters either expressed in a service request or in referenced product

specifications. Service parameters may be used to indicate differences

in the context of the request, such as the originating country or lan-

guage, whereas product differences should be expressed in parameters

of referenced product specifications. The processes should be

designed to operate correctly for all combinations of parameters

unless some are defined as impossible or always unacceptable.

In all cases, agility is enhanced by the ability to change a value chain

or create a new one by defining new parameter values and product

specifications, but without changing the implementations of partici-

pating service units.

PROCESSES IN SOA
SOA brings new dimensions to the design, management, and technical

support of business processes. The fundamental concepts of business

processes have not changed, but SOA brings a discipline for composi-

tion, security, accountability, and sharing of capabilities. SOA brings

the fundamental design principle that a process begins and ends

within its associated service unit so it is under the control of the service

unit manager. Capabilities delegated to other service units are engaged

by requests to the other service units, invoking their internal processes.

While SOA defines an architecture for processes, processes define

how services are performed and interact. A service unit is not imple-

mented with a single process but is a bundle of processes that provide

access to its capability in different ways, provide information to ser-

vice users, and internally manage its capabilities. Processes support

the exchange of messages between service units that is required for

loose coupling and different modes of interaction. Finally, services

sharing creates the need for control of access to processes. These con-

cepts are discussed further in following sections.

Process-Driven Services
In general, the manner in which a service unit functions is driven by

its business processes. These business processes, where appropriate,

engage other services by initiating the business processes of the other

service units. Consequently, the integration of service units is typi-

cally a relationship between business processes. Note that not all

business processes are implemented with a BPMS—some may be

manual and some may be embedded in applications.
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These relationships are depicted in Figure 3.6. Service Unit A accepts

two kinds of service requests (two arrows entering from the top). These

invoke two different business processes, M and N. Process M has an

activity that invokes an application, an activity that invokes another

service, and an activity that invokes a shared subprocess. The activity

that invokes another service has a role filled by that service (designated

by the small, pentagon element). The shared subprocess is used by dif-

ferent processes within Service Unit A but is not shared outside Service

Unit A, so it is not a service offered by Service Unit A. It is not selected

from alternatives, so it is not filling a role that would be selected based

on a role capability specification.

Process N shares the subprocess with process M. It also has an activity

that contains an embedded subprocess and another activity performed

by a person. The embedded subprocess is essentially a bounded set of

activities within Process N that supports treating those activities as a

unit for such actions as termination and compensation (reversing the

effects when a failure occurs). The person fills a role (again designated

by the small pentagon element).

The key point of this diagram is to show the relationship of processes

and service units. Service units contain one or more processes, and

processes within service units may invoke other services, so the inte-

gration of service units occurs through processes. This is important
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for agility so that the use of service units can be defined and changed

through the specification of processes.

Multiple Services of a Service Unit
The general concept of a service is commonly interpreted as accepting a

request and providing a result. This is consistent with the concept of a

process, in which a request initiates a process and a result is returned

when the process is completed. However, a service unit provides a capa-

bility that may be offered in different ways; that is, requests may invoke

different services. Different services initiate different processes within

the service unit. So a service unit is not a single business process but

rather a bundle of processes that provide access to a shared capability.

There may be one process that reflects the primary purpose of the ser-

vice, but in many cases that is not enough, particularly if the

requested process is long running or the same capability is used in

different ways. The request requirements are more likely to change

during a long-running process. For any requested service, the service

user may want to change or cancel the request, or the user may want

to obtain information on the request status. A service unit may offer

the ability to obtain a price quote or forecast of delivery date prior to

sending a request for its primary service. Complex processes are likely

to involve specialized subprocesses within the service unit.

Services such as change, cancel, or status check, however, are depen-

dent on a pending request. The initial request establishes a context

and an identifier for reference to that context, such as an order num-

ber. Subsequent requests related to that original request contain the

context identifier and are expected to perform appropriate actions

in the identified context. The process maintains data regarding that

context until the request is either completed or otherwise terminated.

Afterward, historical data may be accessed using the same identifier.

A service may also accept different forms of request for different cate-

gories of customers or different product lines. Though this may

increase the complexity of the service, it can improve the service’s

usability for service users. Different forms of request may also be used

to enable a transition when technology or changing business require-

ments call for modification to the service interface. A new form of ser-

vice request can be made available to transitioned service users while

the old form of service request continues to be available for those ser-

vice users who have not yet implemented the change. Internally to

the service unit, it might be necessary to define different business
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processes for each of the input forms, but those may invoke shared

internal business processes to drive the internal activities.

Loose Coupling
Loose coupling is commonly used to describe a store-and-forward,

messaging linkage for integration where the relationship is defined

by the messages exchanged. Service units generally interact through

loose coupling to enable autonomy of participants. For a service

unit to most effectively manage its resources and processes, it

should not be driven immediately and directly by the processes of

its users nor controlled by the processes of the services it uses.

And from the service user’s viewpoint, there may be delay between

the receipt of a request and action taken on the request. Therefore,

the service user should consider proceeding with related work

rather than stopping to wait for the requested service to be com-

pleted. Loose coupling also enables a service user to abandon

a request if there is not a timely response, although this assumes

that actions can be taken to compensate for activities already

completed.

Service users should anticipate that a service provider may encounter

disruptions or delays and should design their operations to minimize

the impact of these problems, depending, of course, on the level of

service commitment of the service provider. In some cases, a service

user may want to be prepared to switch to an alternative service pro-

vider to maintain desired levels of performance and continuous busi-

ness operation.

Loose coupling also enables continuous improvement of a service.

The expectations of service users should create minimal constraints

on how the service is performed. The service provider should be

able to design its internal processes with an understanding of the

types of requests it will receive to support optimization, but it

should not need to know how its users are performing their pro-

cesses. The service provider should be able to continuously improve

its processes without requiring changes by its users. It should also

design its services to support future users addressing new business

needs.

A higher degree of coupling implies limited autonomy. It may affect

performance, quality, and flexibility of the user, the provider, or both.

The following list describes aspects of a relationship that affect the

degree of coupling:
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n Serialization. Serialization refers to a relationship where the service

must be completed before the user activity can proceed. This is

often the case. The alternative is for the user to proceed and recon-

cile the result later. This may create a risk that the result of the ser-

vice adversely affects the additional work done by the user, thus

causing rework and possible defects.

n Collaboration. Collaboration occurs when the user and provider con-

tinue to interact during the performance of the service activity. This

implies that some activities on each side are waiting for responses

before proceeding and/or there may be a need for rework. Figure 3.7

depicts a collaboration relationship where the requesting process

interacts with the requested service as the service is being performed.

The dashed arrows represent messages exchanged between the pro-

cesses executing in different organizations, depicted by pools. Changes

to either the service requester or the service provider are constrained

by the degree of coupling in this interaction. Such interactions may

be specified with choreography, discussed later in the chapter.

n Shared work product. If the service user and service provider concur-

rently work on the same work product, there is a risk that there

could be conflicting changes or competing access requirements that

could delay progress. Certainly the processes of each are con-

strained by the need for cooperation and coordination.

n Shared resources. Shared resources could include equipment, people,

or other facilities that must be scheduled or require coordinated use.

It may be more difficult to ensure performance if a service unit does

not control all its resources, but sharing can reduce costs through bet-

ter utilization of the shared resource. Sharing is less likely to occur

between a service user and service provider than is sharing between

peer services that have similar capabilities or multiple executions of
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the same process. Requirements for liaison or progress review may

involve sharing personnel and schedules for certain activities.

Transfer of Value
In Chapter 2, we discussed the relationship of a value chain to service

units. The most straightforward transfer of value occurs when a ser-

vice requester provides the required work product and materials with

a request and the resulting work product is returned with the result.

Then the value chain dependency corresponds to the request-

response transfer.

However, service units often receive materials from sources other

than a service requester—thus another dependency, and the resulting

value or work product is often delivered to a recipient other than

the service requester, in other words to a different destination than the

service response—to satisfy another dependency. These transfers of

value may take a variety of forms from a business process perspective.

They are essentially exchanges with other service units.

The transfers could be implemented as request-response exchanges

with the other services units. For example, a warranty repair service

may receive a product with a request for repair and then after it is

repaired give it to a shipping service to send it back to the customer.

The response to the original request would confirm that the product

was returned to the customer. To make the repair, the warranty repair

service may diagnose a problem and then request replacement parts

from other sources, potentially from a spare parts inventory activity

or from an outside source. This is input of materials that did not

come with the request but are required to comply with the request.

These exchanges can be modeled with the business process modeling

capabilities discussed earlier. Requests for parts can be assumed to

obtain value to be added to the work product, but these are not

explicitly different from the request for shipment except in the direc-

tion of movement of the physical work products.

On the other hand, a typical manufacturing operation does not use

request-response exchanges for these transfers of value. Parts are pro-

duced in batches and delivered to designated assembly stations. The

delivery of parts does not initiate a process to perform the next stage

of production; the parts are available when the next stage of produc-

tion occurs. A product being assembled is delivered to the next activ-

ity for subsequent work. This may or may not initiate a process in

the next stage.
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An operation performing assembly may have different instructions

for assembling each unit of production, essentially a request for

assembly, but probably not in the form of a typical service request.

The completed assembly is then moved to the next station. These

transfers of value are more like exchanges of business process events;

the producer sends the work product to the next consumer.

In either case, these represent value chain links and service unit

inputs and outputs. Each consumer depends on one or more produ-

cers to provide their work products before the consumer can proceed

with its activity. As of this writing there is no standard way to repre-

sent these value transfers in a business process model.

A local convention can be adopted for designating messages or events

that transfer input materials or output work products. These then pro-

vide the linkage from the business process models to the service unit

inputs and outputs as well as the value chain dependencies. It may

also be appropriate to distinguish the delivery of commodity materi-

als. By viewing these as support activities rather than value chain

activities, we avoid superfluous detail in the value chain model.

Security
Sharing services increases security risks. Services may be engaged by

many more people from across the enterprise and possibly from busi-

ness partners. Systems of many different organizations may submit

requests, and a service unit may submit requests to services in many

different organizations. Some of these other organizations may be

external to the enterprise, and it is possible that service units that

are internal today could be outsourced tomorrow.

A requester of a service as well as the provider should be authenticated to

each other, their authorization to participate should be determined, data

exchanged should have protection from disclosure or alteration, and

accountability and control may require that electronic documents be

signed. These issues are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. They affect both

the requirements for BPMS support and the design of the processes.
CHOREOGRAPHY
Some services are used through a simple request-and-response inter-

change. The service user requests information and the information

is returned, and there is no need to specify the interaction further.

However, many transactions, particularly in an e-business context,
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are more complex and take the form of a collaboration. Often the

exchange involves negotiation and possibly the participation of

multiple organizations such as for financing and transportation after

a sale.

Sequence of Exchange
In these more complex exchanges, it is important that participants in

the exchange agree on the sequence of exchange and possible alterna-

tive responses. A specification of the agreed-on sequence of exchanges

is called a choreography. A choreography is an essential part of a busi-

ness-to-business agreement between service users and service provi-

ders. Again, the parties may understand the default choreography to

be a request followed by a response.

Figure 3.8 depicts a choreography for a simple order placement. The

notation is compatible with BPMN but is not yet adopted as a stan-

dard. The choreography is a description of the interactive behavior of

the participants. The interaction is a product of the internal operations

of both parties. The choreography is not executed like a typical busi-

ness process but instead defines an agreement between the parties.

The choreography has a start and end the same as other processes.

The rounded boxes designate interactions, that is, a message exchange

as opposed to work being done. The solid arrows between interactions
Submit
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n FIGURE 3.8 Order Placement Choreography.
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define the sequence of exchanges. A dashed line indicates the communi-

cation of a message from one participant to another. Note that BPMN

also uses a dashed line or arrow to depict an association. Order

Place and Order Taker are roles in the choreography representing

participating entities. The choreography starts with a message contain-

ing an order from the Order Placer to the Order Taker. The Order Placer

is the service user since it initiates the exchange and sets the context

with the order content. The Order Taker receives the order and either

accepts it or rejects it. The gateway (diamond-shaped) element in the

choreography indicates alternative paths. The path taken is determined

within the Order Taker’s internal process that is private. The choreogra-

phy only specifies that there are two possible responses to receipt of the

order.

A choreography specification defines only the interactions between

the parties and not how the parties perform their responsibilities,

internally. Each party is free to define their internal processes as they

like as long as they comply with the requirements established by the

choreography. Of course, the content of the exchange or other agree-

ments between the parties defines obligations of each as a result of

the exchange, such as an obligation of the provider to deliver a prod-

uct and the obligation of the requester to pay for it. This example

choreography is quite trivial, but more complex choreographies

may involve additional exchanges and participation of multiple

parties that are coordinated to accomplish a shared result.

Complementary Internal Process
Figure 3.9 depicts an internal process of the Order Taker that supports

the choreography of Figure 3.8.

Within the Order Taker’s internal process, the Order Placer is a role. Up

to this point, roles have designated the need for a capability to meet a

requirement. Here, the Order Taker is the service provider, and its pro-

cess interacts with a service user that takes the role of Order Placer.

Although the Order Placer has initiated the exchange, the Order Taker

may still have restrictions on the qualifications of the entity that fills

the Order Placer role. The Order Taker’s process is aligned to the cho-

reography, but its internal process is actually more complex involving

two decisions and fulfillment and billing activities.

This use of role may seem inconsistent with the earlier discussion of a

role as a specification for delegation. Essentially the Edit Order activ-

ity depends on receipt of a message from an external participant.
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There could be different external participants involved, such as a

transportation carrier, and they would each be assigned different

roles for their interactions with the process. These are peer relation-

ships, but they depend on each other and define roles to specify their

expectations and relationships with each other.

The Order Taker internal process contains a determination of whether

the order specification and customer credit are valid. This process is

where the decision is actually made, and it determines the response

to be sent to the Order Placer. These decisions correspond to the

alternative flows of the choreography.

Extended Choreography
The Order Placement choreography may reflect only part of an over-

all business transaction. The complete service of the Order Taker,

assuming the order is accepted, is to fill and deliver the order and

receive payment. The Order Placement choreography may be viewed

as a predefined component of a more complex choreography that we

might call the Purchase choreography, shown in Figure 3.10. In the

Purchase choreography, the Order Placer role of the Order Placement
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Choreography will be associated with the Buyer role, and the Order

Taker role will be associated with the Seller role.

The Purchase choreography may involve additional roles. The prod-

uct may be delivered by a transportation carrier, and the payment

could be handled as a credit sale where the payment is collected by

a bank.

Figure 3.10 depicts the Purchase choreography that includes the

aforementioned Order Placement choreography, along with two

additional choreographies: Credit Sale Choreography and Shipment

Choreography. The illustration does not show the individual

exchanges, but it does show the relationships of the parties to the

choreographies and to each other. The component choreographies

are depicted as ovals between the participants because they describe

the interactive relationships between the participants.

The arrow goes from the Buyer (the service user), which initiates an

order to the Seller using the Purchase choreography. The Seller fills

the order and engages the transportation carrier using the Shipment

choreography. The transportation carrier engages the Buyer identified

in the shipment order for delivery of the product, thus filling its role
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as Carrier in the original Purchase choreography. The Seller also con-

tacts the Credit Billing service for payment. The Credit Billing service

sends a bill to the Buyer identified in the credit payment transaction,

performing its role as Biller in the original Purchase choreography.

The complex Purchase choreography of Figure 3.10 involves partici-

pants in four different roles. The Credit-Sale and Shipment choreogra-

phies are independent of the Purchase choreography. The Purchase

choreography contains three different pair-wise relationships: the

buyer-seller relationship, the biller-buyer relationship, and the carrier-

buyer relationship. In each case, a service user initiates the interaction

and defines the context for the exchange. When the Buyer is contacted

by theCarrier and then the Biller, the context of these relationships is tied

back to the original purchase order, based on the order number, so the

Buyer knows the basis for delivery and billing.

The Purchase choreography defines how these four participants inter-

act to accomplish a sale, delivery, and payment. Three of the roles,

Seller, Carrier, and Biller, could be performed by the organization act-

ing as Seller. The Purchase choreography allows the Seller, Carrier,

and Biller to be separate business entities but does not require it.

The delegation of responsibility from the Seller to the Carrier and

the Biller are not visible in the Purchase choreography, because those

relationships are established independently. The Seller could perform

the Biller and Carrier capabilities internally and still comply with the

Purchase choreography, but there might be no Credit Sale choreogra-

phy or Shipment choreography.

The three choreographies define interactive relationships between

independent business entities. If these were interactions between ser-

vice units within an enterprise, the interactions would likely be sim-

pler, and there might even be informal agreements on the protocol.

However, in a e-business relationship there must be a more formal

basis for the collaboration. The choreography provides a formal spec-

ification of what is exchanged and when. The content of the

exchanges or other business commitments must establish the neces-

sary obligations and trust to support the business transaction.

Also notice in Figure 3.10 that the Buyer requests goods with an order

and receives goods delivered by the Carrier, so the Buyer experiences

the satisfaction of the request. This is not a simple request-response

interaction with the Seller because there are several interactions

through the Purchase choreography. However, the Buyer receives

closure.
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The Seller may have a somewhat different relationship with the Car-

rier. In this case, the Seller could transfer the goods to the Carrier with

a shipping order and consider the delivery done, trusting the Carrier

to complete delivery to the Buyer. This is often the case with goods

delivered by mail. For some goods, and for time-critical deliveries,

however, buyers may expect the Seller to keep track of the shipment

and take action if delivery is not completed within a reasonable time.

The Seller has yet another relationship with the Biller. Here the Seller

may request and receive payment from the Biller before the Biller

takes any action to receive payment from the Buyer. The Seller’s

requirement for payment is satisfied, but the Seller has passed the

obligation of the Buyer and burden of collecting payment to the

Biller. The Biller must request payment from the Buyer, so the Buyer

responds to the Biller’s request with a payment and satisfies the obli-

gation held by the Biller.

The Purchase choreography along with the Credit Sale and Shipment

choreographies describe a complex set of relationships where chore-

ography is essential to achieve orderly interactions.

It is important to note that although the examples have involved

business-to-business interactions, choreography applies to interac-

tions within an enterprise as well. Two departments may have pro-

cesses that involve interactions over a period of time as the work

progresses.

As noted earlier, simple request-response interactions don’t require

explicit choreography, but conceptually they have a choreography

as well. Essentially, every relationship between processes has a chore-

ography, though it may not be explicit.

Often a process interacts with the same person several times, as

defined by the role assignment. This sequence of interactions with

the person can be described as a choreography, and this specification

may be useful for understanding the responsibilities of the person

assigned to the role. Often, what at first appears to be a simple

request-response relationship evolves to a more complex interaction,

particularly if the request is not immediately followed by the

response.

Choreography essentially defines the restrictions participants must

observe to achieve a mutually beneficial outcome from a relationship.

In the next chapter we will discuss business rules that are used to

specify other forms of restriction on business operations.
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Business rules enable businesspeople to express requirements regard-

ing what is required without needing to define the details of where

and how the requirements are enforced in the operation of the busi-

ness. Effective specification and management of business rules can

ensure consistency in operating practices and compliance with regu-

latory requirements. The ability to change and quickly deploy busi-

ness rules can have a significant impact on enterprise agility.

The value of rules in automated business systems is that they enable a

businessperson to understand and express a requirement, based on

understanding the business implications but without the need to

understand the technology that applies it. Rules can also support

complex decision making where all possible results are not explicitly

programmed. For example, rules can be used to configure a product

without explicitly defining all possible configurations, or rules might

be used to load a truck with packages of different sizes and shapes. So

rules can be used to enforce a spectrum of requirements, from config-

uring complex products to discovering a design defect. Rules are an

important form of expressing knowledge and control.

There are significant differences between the various types of rules that

may be called business rules. It is important that the types of rules be

understood because the contexts of application, the forms of the rules,

and the mechanisms of implementation vary. Based on consideration

of the various types of rules, we consider the implications of SOA.

TYPES OF RULES
The term business rule has a variety of interpretations, depending on

the context of discussion and the background of the participant. In

general, a rule is a statement of truth of a relationship of two or more
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facts. So we might say “A customer must have an account number,”

or “A valid purchase order must have the signature of a person with

appropriate authority.” Or we might define an action to be taken

when a condition is true: “If a customer does not have an account

number, then one must be assigned.”

Some rules may be incorporated in automated business processes or

computer applications, and some rules must be applied to the behav-

ior of humans. Where possible we should look for ways to manage

and implement rules in automated processes and applications to

ensure consistent application and improve control and flexibility.

The following subsections describe seven types of business rules: reg-

ulations, enterprise rules, production rules, diagnostic rules, event

rules, qualification rules, and data integrity rules.

Regulations
Government regulations are effectively rules that define the bounds of

legal behavior. Most regulations are expressed in a natural language

(e.g., English), a form that requires some interpretation. In some cases

regulations are intentionally vague to accommodate special interests or

political pressures or to allow for a range of circumstances.

Regulations must be interpreted in the context of a particular enter-

prise, and the approach to application of the regulation may reflect

consideration of risks of violation such as the likelihood of accidents,

oversights, or mistakes, as well as the potential consequences to the

enterprise and individual employees.

Some regulations are quite abstract, expressing an objective rather than

a clear restriction on operations. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act, for example,

requires accountability and control. Executives must ensure accurate

corporate reporting. This requires measures such as separation of

duties, disclosure of conflicts of interest, restrictions on spending

authority, and independent review of operations. These measures are

pervasive and must be addressed in the design of enterprise processes.

On the other hand, some regulations can be very specific. Tariffs, for

example, define the rates to be charged for specific types of service.

Taxes are usually very specific as well. Similarly, hazardous materials

regulations can be very specific about precautions and prohibitions

regarding use, storage, and transportation. It may be relatively

straightforward to implement such regulations. But some regulations,

such as the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) regulations,

are very specific but cannot be controlled directly since the target
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average depends on production schedules that are driven by market

demand.

Most regulations are not published in a form that can be used directly

by automated systems. There must be some transformation by humans

to codify the required intent and identify where, if possible, the con-

trols can be implemented in business processes or computations.

In the future, regulations may be codified so that they can be inter-

preted and analyzed by computers. The Semantics of Business Vocab-

ulary and Rules (SBVR) specification from the Object Management

Group provides a formal way to capture and express rules in a natural

language-like form. In fact this facility enables the same rules to be

expressed in alternative natural languages. The rules are represented

in a computer model that can be used to analyze the rules for incon-

sistencies. The formal structure of the rules helps remove ambiguities.

Eventually, it may be possible to use such rules to analyze business

processes for potential risks and violations.
Enterprise Rules
Enterprise rules are those expressed by management to define constraints

on the operation of the enterprise. These rules are referred to as business

rules by a community of management consultants who specialize in the

capture and application of rules expressed by executives. However, a ref-

erence to business rules is ambiguous outside that community.

An enterprise rule is a declarative expression of intent independent of

specific business operations. For example, an enterprise rule might

express that “any purchase of a personal computer or laptop com-

puter must conform to an approved hardware and software configu-

ration.” The rule does not define an action to be taken but rather a

constraint on business operations. At the same time there may be

degrees of enforcement from a level of discretion, where deviation

might be authorized under special circumstances, to a level of abso-

lute compliance in cases where there could be civil or criminal liabil-

ity. The computer purchase rule we mentioned might have a level of

enforcement that allows exceptions with prior approval—perhaps

approval by the manager of the personal computer support activity.

Enterprise rules are a mechanism for managing the enterprise. Other

management directives such as strategic initiatives, high-level busi-

ness processes, organization structure, and allocation of resources

are important aspects of enterprise management, but they have only

indirect effect on how the enterprise actually operates. Enterprise
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rules define management controls that can have direct effect on daily

operations as well as longer-term activities.

Ideally, executive management should create and modify enterprise

rules, and the rules should have immediate effect on the operation of

the business. For example, consider an enterprise rule that “returnsmust

be in original packaging, accompanied by the original receipt and

received within 30 days of the sale.” This rule might discourage some

potential customers and alienate some current customers. The manage-

ment might want to adopt a more accommodating return policy, such

as “returns must be in original packaging suitable for resale, goods must

be current stock items, and refunds are in the form of a company gift

card.” In a large retail enterprise, this not only has direct effects on the

product return activities but also on advertising, and it should be

expressed to customers when they are considering a purchase.

Technology for deployment of enterprise rules is still evolving. A major

step forwardwas accomplishedwith the adoptionof thepreviouslymen-

tioned Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) specifica-

tion. SBVR defines a standard computer-based modeling environment

for enterprise rules. This formal, computer-based representation of rules

provides a basis for automation of deployment. Since themodel can sup-

portmultiple vocabularies, the same rules and the concepts referenced in

the rulesmight be expressed alternatively in English, German, French, or

other natural languages or vernacular. This can be important for proper

understanding of the rules throughout a global enterprise, particularly if

the rules must be implemented in human activities. In addition, the

models support capture of themeanings of the concepts beingmodeled,

independent of the language used to express them.

Using SBVR, we might express the personal computer purchasing rule

suggested earlier in the following form:

It is obligatory that the equipment configuration of each personal

computer is an approved configuration.

Obligatory, as defined by the SBVR specification, indicates that the

rule is expected to be true but may have exceptions. The key concepts

are the personal computer, the equipment configuration characteristic of

the personal computer, and the approved configuration that identifies

one or more specifications. Though this rule might be enforced by

the purchasing department, it should be applied wherever the pur-

chase of new personal computers is being considered.

Application of this rule might be manual or automated. Evaluation

requires the ability to access approved configuration specifications
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and the ability to compare the configuration of the computer to be

purchased against the approved configurations. Since automated com-

parison of the configuration specifications might be quite complex,

the comparison might be done manually, or the approved configura-

tions might each have an identifier that is used to specify the configu-

ration of the computer being purchased. Purchase requests that are not

specified with an approved configuration designation could be

assumed to be noncompliant.

Consequently we have an enterprise rule that may be applied in many

places throughout the enterprise where purchase requests are being

prepared while the rule is enforced in the purchasing department prior

to issue of a purchase order. In the various departments originating pur-

chase requests, the rule should cause a noncompliant request to be

directed to an appropriate level of approval so that when it reaches

the purchasing department, the exception has already been approved.

However, note that the action taken from the rule differs depending

on the context. In the originating departments, the purchase request

should be routed for appropriate approval. In the purchasing depart-

ment, if the nonconforming purchase request does not have the

required exception authorization, the request is rejected. This high-

lights the difference between enterprise rules and production rules,

discussed in the next subsection.

Enterprise rules should be managed centrally, in a rules repository or

repositories for specific categories of rules (e.g., operating rules, prod-

uct rules, contract terms), and their deployment should be tracked for

accountability and to enable reliable deployment of changes. This

provides the opportunity to ensure that rules are consistent and to

support traceability of rule applications.

Production Rules
Production rules define an action or result to be produced under speci-

fied circumstances. These can be thought of as if-then or condition-

action rules. For example, “if a customer automobile order includes

the exterior appearance option, then add chrome trim and decals to

the bill of materials.” Production rules might also be used to plan a

trip or load a truck with packages of different sizes and shapes. In

some cases, production rules implement enterprise rules in a particu-

lar context; in other cases they simply reflect the application of exper-

tise, design requirements, or operating decisions appropriate to the

particular situation. Where they implement enterprise rules, it would

be desirable that there be traceability between an enterprise rules
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repository and the associated production rule to support change

management and accountability.

Production rules are generally applied by a rules engine, as depicted in

Figure 4.1. A rules engine is a software product that applies rules to a

problem. Generally, the rules reside in the runtime environment and,

on request, the data representing a problem to be evaluated is loaded

into the rules engine working storage. A Rete network (pronounced ree-

tee) is created to link the rules to the working storage for efficient pro-

cessing. The rules engine determines whether any of the rule condi-

tions are met. If the conditions of more than one rule are met, the

rules engine has logic to decide which rule to “fire” (i.e., execute).

When a rule fires, its action is performed. This action likely changes

the data in working storage that defines the current situation; it

may also cause some external effect. When the data changes, the con-

ditions of a different subset of the rules may be met, and the rules

engine again selects a rule to fire.

This general class of rules processing is called forward chaining because

the action of each fired rule affects the selection of the next rule and

the subsequent chain of actions. The generally accepted mechanism

for evaluating, selecting, and firing rules is the Rete algorithm.

Production rules are used for planning and configuration. Most often

they are used for complex configurations, such as computation of the

payment for a health care claim or configuration of a complex product

such as an automobile or a computer. For example, a rule may specify

that “if a customer automobile order includes air conditioning, and if

the order also includes an optional V-8 engine, then air conditioning

compressor 1234 is added to the bill of materials.” Another rule may

specify that “if air conditioning compressor 1234 is included, and the
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order also includes power windows or power door locks, then the alter-

nator must be replaced by a heavy-duty alternator.”

Production rules might also be used for such computations as process

planning, in-process inventory computation, design of experiments,

or forecasting.

In general, a rules engine and an applicable set of rules are invoked at

a particular point in a business process where there is a need for a

complex computation to produce a desired result. This is typical of

claims processing or product configuration. The rules engine is pre-

sented with all the relevant data, and the rules are applied. The rules

engine returns a result, or it may return a failure to produce a desired

result—the claim is invalid, the product cannot be configured, the

solution cannot be reached.

The specification of production rules can be quite complex. The firing

of some rules is dependent on the firing of other rules, as in the auto-

mobile configuration we mentioned. The rules engine defines a con-

trolled environment in which the rules operate on a specific set of

data that is affected only by the actions of the rules during the rules

processing. For example, for automobile configuration, the rules

engine would use the data that specify the requirements of the specific

automobile to create a representation appropriate for rules processing,

and it would produce a bill of materials in that specialized environ-

ment. It would not deal with other customer order information or

other process variables. In addition, the rules engine introduces pro-

cessing overhead for linking data to rules and rule selection. Conse-

quently, a rules engine typically is not active throughout the

execution of a business process but only at those points where appro-

priate, complex computations are required.

Alternatively, a process can be dynamically defined by rules. Where a

process involves many variables and different actions for different

results, production rules can actually determine the activities to be

performed and their sequence as appropriate for the particular situa-

tion. Based on the state of the request and the work product, certain

rules are available to fire. When one fires, it may perform an activity

that changes the state of the subject matter, making other rules avail-

able to fire. In such a process, there is no obvious, predefined flow,

just a set of rules. This differs from the typical rules engine because

here activities are performed that are equivalent to activities in a conven-

tional business process. Such processes can become very complex

and difficult to manage, so this is not common practice.
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Within conventional processes, if-then or condition-action rules are

often applicable at many points in a process. These rules take the

form of decision points, or gateways, of a process in BPMN terms.

For example, a rule might state, “if acceptance of an order will cause

the customer’s credit limit to be exceeded, then the order must be

rejected.” This rule is quite straightforward and does not require a

rules engine to perform the computation. Sometimes the same rule

may be applied at multiple points in different business processes.

For example, instead of rejecting the order in our example, the rule

might be changed to offer the customer an alternative payment

option. The credit limit rule might be applied in an order-change

process as well, and a rule change should be reflected in both

processes.

Today many production rules are embedded in application logic.

When there are relevant changes to business operations, program-

mers must search program code to identify decisions that embody

the current production rules. This can be expensive, time consum-

ing, and subject to errors. There are application modernization

tools available for mining business rules from legacy applications,

but this still requires human analysis to distinguish business rules

from less significant program logic. Even when these decisions are

implemented in automated business processes, they may be over-

looked when a change is required. Specification and implementa-

tion of processes and applications using computer-based models

can provide this traceability, both to identify where rules are

applied and to trace from the application of a rule back to the busi-

ness requirement.
Diagnostic Rules
Diagnostic rules are used to search for an answer, such as to find a

diagnosis that is consistent with a set of symptoms. These solutions

are generally developed with logic programming. Prolog is the best-

known language for logic programming. The rule-processing mecha-

nism is also called backward chaining because it starts with a result

and searches for an explanation.

We might think of the basic form of a logic programming rule as

then-if. For example, the “result” might be, “the car won’t start.” We

then look for potential reasons—in other words, things that, if true,

would cause the car to not start. So, in a rather informal form, the

rules might look something like this:
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Car-wont-startð?Þ <¼Battery-deadð?Þ or Floodedð?Þ or Out-of-gasolineð?Þ
Battery-deadð?Þ <¼ Lights-dont-go-onð?Þ

Floodedð?Þ <¼ Smell-gasolineð?Þ
Out-of-gasolineð?Þ <¼ Fuel-gauge-shows-emptyð?Þ

Here the question mark (?) represents a reference to the particular

vehicle under consideration. More complex rules might reference

additional relevant entities or values.

If implemented as Prolog statements, the execution would start with the

first rule, where we are interested in finding a potential reason that Car-

wont-start could be true. In order for Car-wont-start to be true, one of

the subsequent statements must be true, i.e., Battery-dead or . . . . If we

consider Battery-dead, we see that the next rule evaluates Battery-dead. If

Lights-dont-go-on is true, then Battery-dead is true and the cause of Car-

wont-start is found. If Lights-dont-go-on is false, then Battery-dead is false

and we return to the first rule (we backtrack) to examine the next possib-

ility: Flooded. The nesting of rules can be very complex. The ordering and

structure of the rules determines the order in which questions are asked.

For example, if Lights-dont-go-on is true, we have completed the search

and we need not ask about Smell-gasoline or Fuel-gauge-shows-empty.

The example is quite trivial; it fails to demonstrate many capabilities of

Prolog, it does not cover all possible causes of nonstarting car, and the

result is fairly obvious. Muchmore complex problems can be addressed;

among the most sophisticated is mathematical theorem proving.

The following are examples of potential business application areas for

diagnostic rules:

n Diagnosis of failures or malfunctions in complex products or

equipment

n Diagnosis of problems and causes of variance in complex

manufacturing processes

n Analysis of designs for identification of product defects

n Analysis of causes of market trends

Note that rules engines that implement production rules (forward chain-

ing) also usually include backward-chaining capabilities where an evalua-

tion of a condition requires examination of other conditions on which it

depends. Thus, in the automobile configuration example, instead of add-

ing a heavy-duty alternator when air conditioning and power windows

are ordered, the analysis might add a heavy-duty alternator if the power
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consumption is high, and power consumption might then be defined in

terms of multiple other alternative factors. These rules engine facilities

may not include backtracking, so they would not be able to search for

alternative solutions. The use of forward and backward chaining together

may make the design and maintenance of the rules more complex.

Logic programming is important for implementing complex searches.

The programmer can focus attention on defining the rules and does

not need to deal with the mechanics of backward chaining and back-

tracking. Nevertheless, logic programming does require special skills

and attention to the order in which statements are executed.

Event Rules
Event rules define changes of state that are of interest. There are an

infinite number of events that occur in the operation of an enterprise,

so it is essential that the multitude of enterprise events be filtered

down to those events that require consideration. Rules can be used

to accomplish that filtering.

There are certain events that are of interest outside the normal

operating activity. These events may be of interest simply for report-

ing certain activity, or they may be disruptive events, which can reflect

a failure, a variance beyond normal limits, an opportunity, or a trend.

The implications of disruptive events are discussed in Chapter 8.

From an information systems perspective, an event happens when a

system is updated to reflect an associated change of state in the enter-

prise. So completion of an order entry is an event, issue of a purchase

order is an event, an account reaching a zero balance is an event,

completion of a business process activity is an event, shipment of a

customer order is an event, and a power failure is an event (if there

is a power-monitoring system to sense it).

Event notices are often managed in a publish and subscribe infrastruc-

ture whereby sources of events send the event notices to an event

notification service, which redistributes the event notices to interested

recipients. So event rules should be considered at three levels: at the

event source, at a point of distribution, and in a resulting action.

Event source rules identify events of interest and restrict the publica-

tion of event notices to those events that have been identified as

being of interest. For example, an order entry event might be of inter-

est if the order is greater than $1 million or the salesperson exceeds

her quota. Rules must limit the event notices so that the system is

not flooded with event notices of no particular interest.
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When an event notice is forwarded to an event notification service, rules

define which subscribers should receive the notice. Some notices may

have multiple recipients; some may have none—for example, “notify

sales manager John Jones if a $1 million sale occurs in his region.” The

notification service thus further limits the proliferation of notices and

at the same time enables interested recipients to subscribe to notices

of certain types of events, without the need to know where the notices

originate. The distribution rules generally consider the type of event

and associated information about the event.

Finally, recipients of event notices may use rules to decide what, if

any, action is required. These rules might be characterized as event-

condition-action (ECA) rules. They may consider the type of event

and information associated with the event as well as other relevant

information about the state of the enterprise or its environment

and then perform an appropriate action. ECA rules are most often

embedded in business processes or applications because they tend

to stand alone. Rules may be used to evaluate the occurrence of

related events, to infer the occurrence of a situation of interest. This

is called complex event processing and involves specialized systems for

event analysis. Complex events are discussed in Chapter 8.

In someways these rules are similar to production rules because they are

driven by changes in the state of the enterprise and they perform some

relevant action. However, these rules operate in a loosely coupled, often

distributed environment, and the actions taken are generally quite inde-

pendent of the activity in which the precipitating event occurred.

Events generally drive side effects of primary activities. The primary activ-

ity is not concerned about others who are interested in the event. At the

same time, the recipient is not required to know the source of the event

notices. The difficulty of implementation is that though the recipient

may expect to receive notices for all events of interest, (1) there may

be unknown sources of potentially interesting events so that some

events are not reported, and (2) a source may be applying an overly

restrictive event condition so some events of interest are blocked.

Qualification Rules
Qualification rules define constraints on participation of people, ser-

vices, or organizations in associated activities. These are of interest

for process role assignments, for personnel assignments to positions

in an organization structure, and for access authorization. Process

roles are discussed in Chapter 3, access control roles in Chapter 6,

and organizational positions in Chapter 7. Though rules can be used
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to express these various types of qualifications, the form of the rules

and mechanisms of application vary. Qualification rules in an SOA

context are discussed later in this chapter.

Data Integrity Rules
Data integrity rules are incorporated in data models and the design of

databases. These rules may also be called business rules by developers

of data models and designers of databases. These rules reflect con-

straints that exist in the real world. For example, a person cannot

have a birth date in the future, and two people cannot have the same

tax ID number. These rules do not change, and violation of these

rules would indicate that the integrity of the associated database has

been compromised. Consequently, in addition to being implemented

in databases, these rules should be applied as data entry constraints

and for validation of data received from other sources.

In some cases the rules incorporated in data models and databases are

essentially enterprise rules—management decisions enforced by restric-

tions on data. This may be an effective way to enforce an enterprise rule,

but rules embedded in database schema may not provide visibility and

flexibility for the management of such rules. As discussed earlier, enter-

prise rules should be centrally managed and their deployment tracked.

IMPLICATIONS OF SOA
The primary implications of SOA are a result of two characteristics:

(1) similar capabilities are consolidated and (2) users of services may

come from across the enterprise as well as the extended enterprise.

Consolidation provides better focus for the application of rules,

whereas an expanded user community increases the need for well-

defined controls. Application of the different categories of business

rules in an SOA environment is discussed in the following subsections.

Regulations and Enterprise Rules
Regulations should not be applied directly to the enterprise but

should be translated into enterprise rules appropriate to the particular

enterprise. There should, nevertheless, be clear traceability between

the regulations and the enterprise rules. This is not unique to SOA.

However, SOA makes it more straightforward to determine where an

enterprise rule applies precisely because the affected operations are

consolidated. In general, enterprise rules affect certain capabilities,

so SOA makes it easier to identify the service units and processes that

must be held in compliance. In addition, where an enterprise rule
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affects many capabilities, implementation may be facilitated through

creation of a shared service that applies the enterprise rules and is

invoked at key points in the processes of affected services. This paral-

lels the use of purchasing, accounting, and personnel services to con-

trol vendor selection, ensure control of financial records, and achieve

consistency in personnel administration throughout the enterprise.

Even more focused control may be realized where there is a service

that manages relevant master data (see the discussion of master data

management in Chapter 5). Changes in the state of the enterprise are

reflected in the master data. Rules are relevant when changes occur

that violate the rules. Rules can be evaluated at the point at which

the database is updated.

Again, traceability of rule deployment should be maintained so that

the effects of the rules can be assessed and changes to rules can be

quickly and consistently implemented.
Production and Diagnostic Rules
Where production or diagnostic rules are used to solve complex pro-

blems, they are applied by a rules engine or specialized language

(e.g., Prolog). Essentially they provide a specialized capability that

must include the expertise to maintain the rules. Thus the specialized

capability should belong in a consolidated service. In some cases the

rules and associated engine should be provided as a distinct service

that is used in multiple contexts. Diagnostic services, in particular,

may be useful to a variety of users.

Rules implemented with rules engines are relatively easy to locate

because they are already separated from the processes that use them.

Rules that define decisions within processes are not so visible. How-

ever, the consolidation of capabilities within services should help

identify the processes where certain rules should be implemented to

narrow the search and reduce the number of implementations for

changes of a single rule.

Consolidation of capabilities may also provide greater opportunity for

the codification of complex decisions. Generally, a rules engine is used

at a point in a process where a complex problem is to be solved. Consol-

idationmay yield the economies of scale thatwould justify a rules engine

solution. For example, computation of billing for specialized services

might be a time-consuming manual process performed by individual,

field service units, whereas consolidation of the billing function as a

shared service might justify the development of a rules-engine solution.
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Event Rules
SOA facilitates the identification of sources of internal events of interest

because capabilities aremore likely consolidated and processesmore con-

sistent. At the same time, the current approach to publication of events

requires that each event be explicitly programmed. In other words, a pro-

cess that is the source of an event must be designed to recognize the event

of interest and publish a notice. The result is that either there are many

unnecessary event notices published in anticipation of interest or there

is a need to modify processes every time a new event notice is needed.

Events occur when the state of the enterprise changes, just as enterprise

rules apply when the state of the enterprise changes. If there is a service

responsible for master data management, then, like enterprise rules,

event rules could be evaluated when the master data are updated. This

would allow a generalized capability to implement event triggers when

there is at least one subscriber and remove the triggers when there are

no subscribers. The result would be a high degree of flexibility in the

detection of relevant events, with no unnecessary overhead for either

evaluation of rules or creation of network traffic for events of no inter-

est. Of course, for rules that detect violations or errors, detection of the

condition in a master data update may occur after the fact and result in

more difficult corrective action.

Qualification Rules
SOA involves three different applications of qualification rules: people

qualifications, service policies, and access control rules.

People Qualifications
In business processes that engage people to perform tasks, there are rules

in the form of attribute requirements and constraints that determine

who is qualified to fill a role. Typically, the qualifications are applied

to a local group of people that are members of the department respon-

sible for the process. The rules may focus on the experience, training, or

job functions of the people involved. They may also focus on the pro-

cess context and subject matter, such as where there is value in having

the same person do a sequence of related tasks, or the same person can-

not be assigned to multiple tasks where there is a requirement for sepa-

ration of duties. The form of expression depends on the BPMS product.

In an SOA, people who are candidates for a process role may come

from various parts of the organization, as opposed to traditional pro-

cesses, where they are within the same department. As a result there is
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a need for a consistent representation of people qualifications so that

qualification rules can be applied consistently, regardless of where the

person is in the organization.

Service Policies
Where there is a choice of alternative services, such as where one

enterprise is selecting from alternative vendors, there is a need to

determine which of the alternative services qualify. In this case, there

could be requirements and capabilities expressed by both the

requester and the provider. Each potential participant must deter-

mine whether the other potential participant qualifies to fill its role.

WS-Policy from OASIS is a standard language for expression of these

requirements and capabilities policies. Policy expressions might spec-

ify an encryption algorithm to be used or the time allowed for a

response. A service may specify alternative policies from which pro-

spective service users may choose. Both service users and service pro-

viders may have policies regarding acceptable participants and

exchanges. To collaborate, the participants must have a combination

of policy alternatives that are complementary. The service users and

service providers also must have a common vocabulary for expression

of policies.

Access Control Rules
SOA increases the population and diversity of persons or processes

accessing each service. This requires role-based access control (RBAC)

to enable managers to control access and grant authority, without the

need to get into extensive technical detail. Each employee may

require authorization to access many operations and data in many

systems to meet their responsibilities. With RBAC, rules specify the

access authority of roles. These rules are specified by the manager

responsible for protecting the operations and data, and he or she is

able to focus on controlling what can be accessed if a user has been

assigned to a particular role. The manager of an employee can then

assign certain roles to an employee and the employee thenhas the author-

ity granted to these roles. RBAC is discussed further in Chapter 6,

in the discussion of security.

Data Integrity Rules
SOA does not affect the implementation of database integrity rules

except that each service should apply the same rules to data received

from other services, just as it would apply them to data entered by a
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human. A service should be designed to be used in a variety of con-

texts and cannot assume that all data inputs are reliable. Similarly,

a service may use other services that could be independently

upgraded or replaced in the future, resulting in incompatibility.
RULES MANAGEMENT
There is a need to manage some rules at an enterprise level. Production

rules, diagnostic rules, and qualification rules are generally applicable

to specific activities and can be managed at that level. However, enter-

prise rules, event rules, and data integrity rules may be applicable in dif-

ferent activities throughout the enterprise. A rules repository provides a

central source in which the relationships between rules can be analyzed,

the rules can be found to be incorporated in appropriate activities, and

links can be maintained to identify where the rules are being applied.

Figure 4.2 illustrates a basic data model for a rules repository

expressed in Unified Modeling Language (UML). UML modeling is

discussed briefly in Chapter 5. Each rule is parsed (broken down)

to identify the entities, attributes, and relationships referenced in

the condition part of the rule. Rules are stored in the repository based

on these associated condition elements.

Rules are of interest to a developer when the rule condition depends

on an entity, relationships, or attributes that can be changed by the

process or application under development. So process and
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application developers can retrieve relevant rules from the repository

on that basis. The developer should then identify the process activity

or the application component where the rule is applied. This provides

the ability to determine whether a rule has been applied in all the

right places and the ability to change the rule in all those places, if

that becomes necessary. Of course, this assumes the existence of an

enterprise logical data model (discussed in the next chapter) so that

the entities, attributes, relationships, and rules can be expressed in

consistent terms.

As depicted, rules operate on data—the attributes and relationships of

business entities. Rules that are deployed to various activities through-

out the enterprise are meaningless if their references to data are not

understood across the enterprise. The development of a consistent

Enterprise Logical Data Model is discussed in the next chapter.
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Enterprise Information Management
Information is the lifeblood of the enterprise. Without information

there can be no coordinated activity, no record of accomplishments,

no plans for the future. Management of information is a critical

responsibility and becomes increasingly critical as enterprises

become international and require greater agility. Enterprise infor-

mation management (EIM) involves the validation, transformation,

storage, communication, and presentation of data to provide infor-

mation to support the pursuit of enterprise objectives. Data are the

raw materials typically managed by computers; information is the

organized presentation of data in context that has business meaning

to humans.

In this chapter we first consider the information management issues

of a service-oriented, agile enterprise, and then we discuss their

implications for EIM. This chapter is not a comprehensive discus-

sion of EIM requirements and methodology but rather a discussion

of EIM from a business perspective and a focus on the aspects of

EIM that require particular attention in a service-oriented, agile

enterprise.
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ISSUES
We focus on the agile enterprise as defined by the SOA Maturity

Model discussed in Chapter 1. Briefly, an agile enterprise is one that

has implemented SOA, automated business processes, business rules,

and performance metrics and has established governance that opti-

mizes and adapts from an enterprise perspective. The following sec-

tions highlight the information management issues.
127
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Consistent Data Representation
Integration of service units involves the exchange of data. The sending

and receiving service units must have a common understanding of

the data being exchanged. The data exchanged often represent agree-

ments regarding the exchange or consumption of assets. Many of the

records exchanged must be recognized as business documents that

should have legal effect. So documents must represent common

understanding and be retained for accountability and enforcement

of agreements in the future.

Optimization of enterprise operation requires the ability to integrate

data from multiple sources in the enterprise to support planning

and decision making. Agility also requires data integration, both to

sense the need for change and to formulate plans for adaptation.

The diversity of sources and uses, along with the need to combine

data from different sources, requires that the enterprise have a shared

understanding of the business meaning of shared data elements and

relationships and that each data element value be expressed in a con-

sist format and terms or units of measure.

Differences in format, terms, and units of measure cause incompati-

bility that is relatively easy to correct. For example, dates may be

expressed in different forms, such as dd/mm/yyyy, mm/dd/yyyy, ddd/yyyy

(Julian), or other variations. Different terms might be used, for exam-

ple, to describe employee status, such as temporary, part-time, salaried,

and so forth, where they might be expressed in different languages

but have the same meanings. Units of measure might be feet and

pounds or meters and kilograms. Again, these are relatively straight-

forward but necessary conversions.

More significant inconsistencies are with respect to identities, refer-

ence times, and scope.

The same business entities may be represented, but different identi-

fiers may be used for each individual entity. Then there must be a

cross-reference source to support a conversion. There can be pro-

blems if the records are historical and the identifiers from the differ-

ent sources have changed over time.

Fields that provide information based on reference date and time or

time duration must be based on the same date and time or time

period. For example, if sales figures for one system are weekly and

for another system are monthly, there is no way to convert weekly

sales figures to monthly sales figures, or vice versa.
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Also, if there are data based on groups, categories, or geographical

domains, the boundaries of the groups must be identical. There is no

way to convert statistics on groups in one system to the associated

groups in another system if themembers of the groups are not identical.

For example, “shipping weightmust be defined as the weight ofmaterial

being shipped, including packaging, andmust be expressed in pounds,”

or “periodic sales revenue is expressed in dollars worth of goods sold

(but not necessarily delivered) Sunday through Saturday of each week.”

Without this common understanding, inconsistent data may be com-

bined or compared, resulting in misunderstanding of the business

reality and inappropriate plans and decisions.

Note that it is not essential that the terms used to describe the data

elements are the same throughout the enterprise, but the business

concepts and the meaning of the data must be consistent. So data

may be presented in a report or display in New York with English

captions and annotations, and the same data may be presented in a

report or display in Paris with French captions and annotations,

and there need be no misunderstanding.
Multiple Links Between Service Units
Conventional business functions are supported by large-scale applica-

tions that automate the departmental silos. These large, departmental

applications are often called enterprise applications. Integration of activ-

ities within a silo is accomplished by the processes and databases embed-

ded in the enterprise application. Integration of the silos is accomplished

with enterprise application integration (EAI) inwhichmessages are com-

municated, primarily source to destination, between applications.

The agile enterprise breaks down these silos into relatively autonomous

service units. The integration is not just a transfer of data between appli-

cations but request-response and collaborative exchanges. Message

exchange relationships are not source to destination but many to one

and sometimes many to many. A service unit can expect to get requests

from multiple users in different parts of the enterprise organization or

even outside organizations and return results to each of those reques-

ters. It may, in turn, use multiple services to honor those requests, and

it may select from alternative provider service units.

A service unit should be designed to anticipate requests from users

currently unknown to it, including users addressing future business

requirements. The exchange cannot simply be defined through an
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agreement between one user and one provider but must be designed

for sharing, where the request and the response, as well as other

exchanges, are meaningful in the different contexts of different users

and for variations in customer products and services. In addition,

the exchange should be designed such that the provider service unit

could be replaced by an alternative provider in the future with little

or no impact on the service user.

Cross-Enterprise Views
Conventional enterprises tend to operate in silos. Each department

assembles the necessary resources to fulfill its enterprise role. Delega-

tion is to employees and groups within the department, and account-

ability is up the management chain. The results achieved by the

department are achieved, for the most part, within the department.

In an agile enterprise, service units respond to requests from other

parts of the enterprise and may, in turn, delegate tasks to service units

in still other parts of the enterprise organization. Accountability for

performance is still up the management chain, but accountability

for results also often crosses organizational boundaries. Optimization

of results at an enterprise level is a consequence of the participation

of multiple service units. Service units that are optimized in isolation

may be suboptimized from an enterprise perspective. Service unit

operating decisions may be based on data from other service units

that either use or are used by the service unit. Managers and other

decision makers must be able to access information through cross-

enterprise views, to assess performance, resolve problems, make deci-

sions, and plan for changes for enterprise optimization.

SOA drives centralization of many planning and decision-making

activities to ensure effective integration of services, optimize perfor-

mance from an enterprise perspective, and maintain or improve enter-

prise agility. This strengthening of enterprise governance requires that

enterprise leaders have access to a wealth of data from many sources

and the ability to combine data from those different sources to gain

appropriate insights and ensure accountability and control.

Distributed Databases
Data that has been managed by an enterprise application in a large,

shared database may, in an SOA, be distributed among several service

units, managed in their separate databases. Some service units may be

implemented with legacy systems or purchased software that has not
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been designed for compatibility with the enterprise view. Data from

these different sources must be accessible and combinable to provide

an consistent view of enterprise operations.

A unified enterprise view requires not only consistent format (the data

structures and values) and semantics (the meanings) but also that the

data in an enterprise view represent a consistent point or period in time.

Conventional enterprise applications control the relationships

between the data they manage so that, within the scope of the enter-

prise application, data retrieved for a particular view are consistent. In

contrast, service units are loosely coupled and do not synchronize their

database updates to ensure that they are always consistent in time.

Some data are replicated in the databases of different service units.

Some data within a service unit database may be tentative working

data or data that represent an earlier point in the development of a

particular result. There must be a clear identification of the sources

of data that represent the current state of the enterprise as well as reli-

able records of results.

In addition, because the enterprise is composed of a network of ser-

vices participating in different enterprise endeavors, it is essential that

managers have a consistent view of service unit performance and its

impact on enterprise value chains.

Shared Knowledge
Enterprise agility requires access to shared knowledge about how the

enterprise works as well as knowledge that provides the basis for

competitive advantage. This includes knowledge expressed in docu-

ments and knowledge known by subject matter experts.

Traditionally, relevant documents and subject matter experts were man-

aged within a departmental silo, often at a single office location. With

SOA these functional capabilities are divided into more granular, shared

services. The services may be geographically distributed and some

employees may work from home. In addition, in support of adaptation

initiatives, it is necessary to share knowledge more widely so that many

factors can be considered to optimize from an enterprise perspective.

Business Models
Models would not be important if the enterprise were operating suc-

cessfully, there were no problems, and there were no changes occur-

ring in the ecosystem. Obviously, particularly in the modern world,
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change is constant. The agile enterprise must have a culture of con-

stant change. Models are essential for understanding the current state

of the enterprise as well as evaluating potential future states. Models

that reflect the state of the business are built on data.

The agile enterprise requires top management to deal with greater

complexity as a result of the multitude of relationships among service

units, along with continuous change. In addition, due to increased

competition, there is less margin for error. Strategic initiatives must

get it right the first time.

We explore the need for business models in greater depth in Chapter

10, but here we recognize that models must be linked to the realities

of the enterprise and its ecosystem. That means access to relevant,

consistent, and reliable data and knowledge about the current state

of the enterprise, capabilities, and trends as well as a wealth of knowl-

edge about risks, regulations, threats, and opportunities.
LOGICAL DATA MODEL
Fundamental to these requirements is the need for consistent data for

(1) understanding the state of the enterprise from different view-

points and (2) communicating unambiguously between service units.

A logical data model (LDM) provides the specifications for data that

describe the concepts, relationships, and interpretation of values of

data. It is a logical data model because it does not define the physical

structures in which the data may be stored in files or databases or

transmitted between service units—these simply reflect technical

design considerations. An LDM is a business abstraction of the data

specifications.

Metadata
An LDM is data about data such that it describes the form, relation-

ships, and identifiers of data. This is commonly called metadata—data

that describe data. Data models are metadata.

An LDM can define a wide variety of data. The data may be about

many things, including people, orders, facilities, and products. The

data may be about information, data in a business context. It may

be about knowledge such as rules or reports, or it may be about wis-

dom in such forms models or strategies. From a computer perspec-

tive, it’s all data in the sense that it is stored and manipulated with

the same technology. The purpose, context, and meaning of the data
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determine whether is the data are simply raw facts or represents infor-

mation, knowledge, or wisdom.

A customer order form provides metadata that describe the data

fields. Data about the source, reliability, and timeliness of a record

are metadata. Data about the structure of rules, neural networks,

and business models are metadata. Computer programs are meta-

data, although they are not usually described that way. So computers

not only capture, store, and communicate data that represent things

about the enterprise; they also capture, store, and communicate data

that specify what the data mean and what computers do with them.

Metadata that specify the meaning and relationships of data elements are

often called technical metadata because they are used for the design and

implementation of systems. Business metadata refers to metadata that

defines the quality of the data, such as the timeliness, source, and reliabil-

ity. These metadata are important to businesspeople because they can

affect the quality of their interpretations and their resulting decisions.

An LDM focuses on technical metadata that specify business con-

cepts; attributes of those concepts such as an identifier, a color, an

age, or a value; and relationships between the business concepts such

as ownership, parts of an assembly, or interactions. Physical data

models are used by technical people to define how the data are actu-

ally stored in databases as well as the data structures that may be

exchanged by services and used within applications.

As a practical matter, there are data inconsistencies within the enter-

prise. The business and supporting systems change over time; con-

cepts evolve and new concepts emerge. Mergers and acquisitions

require the integration and consolidation of systems of different com-

panies. Commercial software products are installed with data defini-

tions and formats that may not be entirely consistent with the rest

of the enterprise. For these reasons, there must be a capability to

transform data to achieve consistency.
Enterprise Logical Data Model
At the same time, there must be a consistent target for these transforma-

tions. There must be an enterprisewide understanding of the form and

meaning of data to be exchanged, particularly since service user/provider

relationships may be many to one or many to many and may change

over time. This common form and meaning should be specified by an

enterprise logical data model (ELDM)—a logical data model with
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enterprise scope. The ELDM provides the common language for the

exchange of data between service units and for coordination, record-

keeping, planning, and decision-making activities at all levels.

Development of an ELDM is a major undertaking, but some of the

work has already been done. The enterprise would not function today

if there were not some common understanding of the data in reports

and records and the data communicated between systems. Sometimes

the inconsistencies are not in the data per se but in what it is called in

different departments. The current ability to exchange data requires

that some degree of common understanding was developed in the past,

although that may not have been captured in a shared data model.

From an industry perspective, understanding the data exchanged

between enterprise applications was a major challenge of EAI. Suppli-

ers of enterprise systems realized that the integration of their systems

would be less costly and disruptive if they could exchange data con-

sistent with a common data model, so they promoted the develop-

ment of standards for exchange data. Many such standards were

developed by the Open Applications Group, Inc. (OAGi).

Common data models are evident in industry standards such as those

developed by the United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and

Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT), XML Business Reporting Lan-

guage (XBRL), and Human Relations XML (HR-XML). In the telecom-

munications industry, the TeleManagement Forum (TMF) has

developed a substantial ELDM called Shared Information/Data (SID).

As the scope of electronic integration of the enterprise expands to include

relationships with customers and suppliers, the scope of need for data

consistency expands. When orders were exchanged and coordination

was accomplished by human-to-human communications, the people

involvedwere able to compensate for inconsistencies, translating the ter-

minology and the data formats as required. Computers are not so

forgiving. Thus, there is a need for a shared specification for data

exchanged.

As a result of these forces, the world of information systems is con-

verging toward a common LDM. Although new concepts emerge,

we can expect this industry convergence to continue so that most dif-

ferences will be only where innovative business solutions provide an

enterprise with competitive advantage. For the most part, even signif-

icantly different business processes and product designs will use

accepted data models.
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To the individual enterprise, convergence on a common data model

reduces the cost of developing data models and database designs;

reduces the cost of developing, maintaining, and executing data trans-

formations; and improves the ability to measure and analyze

operating performance and key indicators from an enterprise perspec-

tive. Consequently, it is the interest of every enterprise to align as

much as possible to the emerging global logical data model.

Logical data models that should reflect the emerging common model

are available for purchase or as a basis for consulting and integration

services. Work on an ELDM should not start from scratch.

Data Modeling
In the meantime, each enterprise must establish and maintain an

ELDM as the basis for exchange, storage, and retrieval of consistent

data. The primary form of enterprise data modeling is class models,

generally associated with object-oriented programming. These models

provide a relatively robust way of representing business entities, their

attributes, and their relationships. Implementations of computer appli-

cations usually employ relational databases, so for database design,

entity-relationship (ER) modeling is more suitable, but we do not get

into that level of detail here. We focus on class models that are the gen-

erally accepted form of logical data models.

A class represents similar persons, places, or things in the business

domain. Classmodels rely on a concept called inheritancewhereby a class

may inherit characteristics defined for a more general class. Figure 5.1

illustrates a class diagram for a customer-order example. A class may rep-

resent a generalization of similar things, such as Customer, or it may be

specialized to represent a more specific type of things, such as Retail Cus-

tomer orWholesaler. Themore specialized class is said to inherit from the

more general class, so characteristics of Customer are inherited byWhole-

saler, as indicated by the open-headed arrow from Wholesaler to Cus-

tomer in the diagram. This is a Unified Modeling Language (UML) class

diagram. UML is the generally accepted standard developed by OMG

for modeling a number of aspects of an object-oriented application.

Inheritance provides a way to describe similarities between classes.

Several different classes may inherit common characteristics from a

shared parent class, or a specialized class may be defined as adding char-

acteristics to a more general class. In the class diagram in Figure 5.1, the

Order, Customer, and Order Item classes show attributes of the classes

within the boxes. The Wholesaler class is a specialization of Customer.
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Wholesaler inherits AccountNo,Name, and Address fromCustomer and

has an additional attribute that is a discount specification that presum-

ably is not meaningful for most customers. Wholesaler implicitly has

all the other attributes and relationships of Customer, so a Wholesaler

“is” a customerwith an additional attribute. AWholesaler can occur any-

where in a model or database that a Customer can occur. The numbers

on the relationships indicate the cardinality, e.g., an order must have

one customer, but a customer can have zero or more orders.

Class models can express logical data models, but the data may be

expressed in different forms for storage and exchange. Generally, data

exchanged between services are expressed in XML. Data stored in

databases are most often in relational tables. Data warehouses have

specialized data structures to support retrieval and analysis. Transfor-

mations between these and other representations can be modeled

with tools based on the OMG Common Warehouse Metamodel

(CWM), discussed more later.

An ELDM should represent everything that may be the subject of data

processing. This may be thousands of classes, but not all these classes

are implemented in a single database. A database stores a subset of

the data that are of interest to a particular application or group of

applications used by a particular organization. Some classes are

stored in more than one database but may not include all the asso-

ciated attributes and relationships in each of the databases.
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For example, in a manufacturing enterprise, orders are stored to

capture sales data, then additional data are captured as the basis for

production. The manufacturing database includes some associated

customer information, such as the shipping address, but probably

does not include financial information. The linkage between data-

bases is the data exchanged between applications and the keys asso-

ciated with the business entities, such as the order numbers and

account numbers.

To get a comprehensive report on a customer, it might be necessary to

query several databases that hold data related to that customer. When

such reporting or analysis occurs, the ELDM ensures that the data

from different sources can be combined to produce a consistent rep-

resentation and the meaning will be generally understood.

Semantics
Class models do not provide a precise way to capture data semantics,

the meaning of the data classes, attributes, and relationships. Defini-

tions are captured in textual descriptions. The enterprise and interen-

terprise scope of data models calls for more rigorous specification of

semantics. Standards such as Web Ontology Language (OWL) and

Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) have been devel-

oped for the representation of semantics and should become

incorporated in data-modeling tools in the future.
DATA EXCHANGE
Service units don’t do anything without exchanging data to submit

and accept requests, return results, and potentially collaborate,

receive event notices, or issue event notices. Shared services exchange

data with multiple users.

Data exchanged with a service unit must be consistent for all users so

that the service deals with all requests in the same way. The data

models of records exchanged should be subsets of the ELDM. These

subsets are often called views because they represent that subset of

the ELDM data elements that is viewed by the participants in the

exchange for the particular subject matter. This is similar to a display

or a report that shows selected data elements from a database.

The data exchanged among service units are generally communicated

by automated business processes. Requests to a service unit should

be received by a business process and results should be returned by a
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business process. Requests for status of a process as well as receipt and

publication of event notices involve exchange of data with business

processes. Electronic business documents are created and managed

by business processes and must be archived for future reference.

Though some service units may have their business processes embed-

ded in applications, it is important to understand that, for the most

part, the exchanges of data between service units are essentially

exchanges between business processes within the service units.

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) was recognized fairly early in the

1990s as a useful form of data interchange. It has several important

characteristics:

n XML documents (i.e., records) are somewhat self-documenting.

Each element is tagged with a descriptive name.

n The fields are variable in length, with special characters designating

the beginning and ending so that the format remains valid, even if

the length of a field changes, and text fields can take whatever space

is required.

n A receiving program can select fields of interest based on the tags

and ignore any other fields that may have been added by the

sender, so the receiver can continue to use documents that have

been expanded for other purposes.

n XML is used to specify the structure of XML documents (using XML

Schema) so that shared specifications can be used for computa-

tional validation.

n XML is also used to express the transformation of XML documents

by using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) so

that there is a standard, computer-interpreted language for docu-

ment transformation.

n XML is independent of the computing platform and computer lan-

guages used to send or receive it, so there is compatibility between

diverse sending and receiving technologies.

n XML can be exchanged using HTTP and HTTPS, protocols of the

World Wide Web, so that existing ports are compatible and the data

can pass through existing firewalls.

n A widely accepted standard for electronic signatures is based on

XML. Standards for encryption and signatures for XML documents

are discussed in Chapter 6.
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XML, along with XML Schema, XSLT, HTTP, HTTPS, and related stan-

dards, has been developed by the World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C). Though other forms such as electronic data interchange

(EDI) are still widely used, XML has emerged as the preferred form

for exchanging electronic documents between systems and enter-

prises. The flexibility of XML is a trade-off with the verbosity that

increases communication overhead.

An example use of XML follows. This XML document is structured to

contain a collection of customer orders—in the example there is only

one order:

<?xml version¼"1.0" encoding¼"utf-8" ?>

<Orders>

<Order orderID¼"103">

<Customer customerID¼"1234"/>

<OrderItems>

<Item>

<Product productNo¼"223445"/>

<Description>

100-watt speaker, Mahogany case

</Description>

<Quantity> 2 </Quantity>

<UnitPrice> 235.95 </UnitPrice>

</Item>

<Item>

<Product productNo¼"234523"/>

<Description>

CD Player, Mahogany case

</Description>

<Quantity> 1 </Quantity>

<UnitPrice> 167.95 </UnitPrice>

</Item>

</OrderItems>

</Order>

</Orders>

The XML expressions are indented for readability. Each expression

begins with <name> to identify the data element (where name is the

name of the data element) and ends with </name> (a slash prefix)

to specify the end of the data element. An element may contain a prim-

itive value (that is, a data type that is not defined in terms of other data

types), another element, or multiple elements. A primitive element
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may be expressed with both a name and value together, for example

the Product element in the example, by ending the value segment with

/>, and other attributes can be expressed with the name such as at the

beginning of the Order element in the example. <Orders> could con-

tain multiple orders, but in this case only one order is shown, which

starts with <Order> and ends with </Order>. Within the Order are

elements for Customer and Order Items. The Customer element only

specifies the customer ID. There are then two order items, each con-

taining several order-item attributes. XML structures are specified with

a specialized XML language called XML Schema so the format can be

validated by a generalized computer program.

Application adapters provided by integration middleware should pro-

vide for transformation between the application internal representa-

tion of data and an appropriate XML representation.

In many cases, these XML documents capture work products and

decisions for which people should be held accountable, and some

of these represent legal agreements. These implications are discussed

further in Chapter 6 on security.
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
Business intelligence (BI) refers to technical capabilities that provide

information about the state of the enterprise and changes in the

enterprise as well as in the business ecosystem. In Chapter 9, we will

discuss the broader business requirement for enterprise intelligence

that ensures availability of appropriate information and knowledge

for management of the enterprise. SOA creates more sources for input

to BI systems. In addition, the agile enterprise has a greater need for

cross-enterprise data to support enterprise analysis, planning, and

decision making for optimization and adaptation. Several BI technol-

ogies are described in the following sections.
Operational Data Stores
The current state of an enterprise exists in many databases throughout

the enterprise. With the implementation of more granular service

units, it may be necessary to integrate data from more databases to

obtain a view of the enterprise’s current state. In some cases the needs

for cross-enterprise views are well defined and routine; in other cases,

the needs are ad hoc, arising from disruptions in the business ecosys-

tem that must be understood and resolved.
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For routine views involving multiple data sources, the typical solution

is an operational data store (ODS). An ODS receives inputs from mul-

tiple sources and updates its database for an integrated view of the

data. The inputs are typically taken as periodic batch extracts from

the production systems. The general assumption is that the cross-

enterprise reporting is not time critical, so periodic updates provide

data that are sufficiently current.

Themechanism for feeding anODS,depicted in Figure 5.2, is often called

extract transform load (ETL) because the relevant data must be extracted

from the production systems, transformed to a common format, and

loaded in an appropriate manner to be reconciled with data from other

sources. The OMG Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) specifica-

tion provides a standard for modeling the transformation of data from

different sources and different format technologies; the Information

Management Metamodel (IMM) specification currently under develop-

ment at OMG will further enhance this modeling capability.

Transformation may include “cleansing” the data and merger of related

data from different sources. A similar approach is used for feeding data

warehouses, except that data warehouses typically receive data on com-

pletion of transactions, so, for example, a specific order would only be

loaded into the data warehouse when completed.

The use of ODS databases generally limits the scope of possible views of

the state of the enterprise, and there is often some delay between the
Extract Transform Load

Production
Databases
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Data
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n FIGURE 5.2 Extract Transform Load (ETL).
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occurrence of events andupdate of theODS. There is an industry trend to

shift from periodic batch ETL to updates based on events, so that the

ODS is closer to a real-time representation of the state of the enterprise.

The need for real-time datamust be evaluated in the context of the kinds

of decisions and actions that depend on the timeliness of the data.

Enterprise Information Integration
An alternative to ODS is to use an enterprise information integration (EII)

tool. EII tools provide access to multiple databases based on a virtual

database. In other words, the user submits a query expressed in terms

of a shared data model, and the query is translated into appropriate

queries in supporting databases. The data retrieved from the databases

are then transformed and integrated to be a proper response in terms

of the data requirements of the original query. The OMG CWM speci-

fication is also used to specify data transformations for EII.

For the agile enterprise, the virtual database should be consistent with

the ELDM. Each service unit that maintains relevant data must also

maintain the specifications for transformation of its database to a

form consistent with the ELDM.

Though EII enables queries to access current (up-to-the-minute) data—

operating data—it does not provide amechanism to ensure that the data

reflect a consistent point in time. Some databases may be updated more

quickly than others in response to operational events. Consequently, the

resultsmay not add up. For example, a querymight show that shipments

from inventory are less than inventory reductions because the inventory

records are updated more quickly than the shipment records.

An ODS provides the opportunity to improve the consistency of data by

performing cleansing and filtering operations before updating the ODS

database. Consequently, it may be desirable to have anODS in addition

to EII capabilities for different timeliness and accuracy requirements.

Business Activity Monitoring
Business activity monitoring (BAM) is intended to provide real-time

tracking of enterprise activities. Occurrences of events such as com-

pletion of various activities are reported as they happen. This activity

tracking may drive displays such as management dashboards and

reflect the current status of key performance indicators (KPIs).

BAM may also utilize transformation specifications as for an ODS or

EII system. Database extraction is not needed for BAM because

notices are generated by the operational processes as the events occur.
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However, BAM does not perform reconciliation the way an ODS or

data warehouse does, because the notices are used immediately to

update performance metrics.

In the agile enterprise, BAM should address performance metrics for

services and support management dashboards at all levels. The funda-

mental mechanisms of BAM are not different for the agile enterprise,

but the number of service units and performance-monitoring points

should be more extensive, to provide more specific detail when

required to resolve particular concerns, to provide cross-enterprise visi-

bility in support of enterprise optimization, and to provide prompt and

appropriate response to significant variances.

Data Warehouses
Data warehouses fulfill a different need; they provide historical

data—data that reflect changes in the marketplace and enterprise

operation over time. These data also come from mainstream systems.

Again, ETL tools have been used to periodically extract data from the

production systems, transform them to a consistent form, and load

them into the data warehouse, typically merging them with data from

other sources. This mode of operation is still appropriate.

The traditional approach, aswith theODS, assumes that analyses based

on a data warehouse need not be real time and up to the minute. Usu-

ally the focus is on trends and relationships over a period of time, and

the actions resulting from these analyses probably do not have immedi-

ate impact on enterprise operations. However, in some cases more

timely analyses could have beneficial effects on current operations.

To support analysis of current data, service units can provide updates as

relevant changes occur. Thismode of operation is somewhat less efficient

than batch processing, but the cost of this inefficiency ismuch less signif-

icant than in the past, and the pace of change in business is accelerating.

We’ll return to concerns about monitoring business change in

Chapter 8 with discussion of event-driven agility. In Chapter 9, we

consider the broader concept of an enterprise intelligence service unit

that has responsibility for providing access to information from

across the enterprise and the enterprise ecosystem.

Business Metadata
The integration of data from multiple sources involves data of differ-

ing quality and reliability. Within a single service unit, the quality

and reliability of that service unit’s data may be well understood,
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but as the users of data become more remote from the sources, the

users may not understand the inaccuracies that can occur in the data

they are using for analysis, planning, and decision making.

The ELDM is an abstract metamodel, disassociated from the actual

sources of the data. Business metadata describe the quality of the

actual data in an ODS, EII query, or data warehouse database. Some

descriptive data, metadata, are associated with individual records

such as time stamps and source identifier. Metadata that are not

stored with the data, metadata in a data model, should be provided

as information associated with the display or reporting of the data.

For aggregated data, it may be necessary to indicate the least reliable

source or require that the user query the detail behind the aggrega-

tion, to understand the sources.

In addition, certain data may require special attention for protection

of privacy, prevention of fraud, and retention for accountability.

Security requirements should also be captured as business metadata,

as a basis for restricting access and for ensuring users’ awareness of

their data protection obligations.

Business metadata are increasingly important in the agile enterprise

because of the diversity of users and their potential lack of awareness of

the credibility, timeliness, and sensitivity of the data on which they rely.

Query and reporting services may not always provide displays that

integrate business metadata, but associated metadata should be avail-

able, and users should be advised to use it to ensure their awareness

of potential inaccuracies and inconsistencies that may occur in the

data they observe.
MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT
Master data are the primary sources of data that represent the current

state and recorded actions of the enterprise. Unlike some definitions

of the term, we include a comprehensive set of databases or other

forms of data storage that represent the enterprise as a whole, not just

relatively stable reference data. This is conceptually the “single ver-

sion of the truth” that should be the common basis for enterprise

planning and decision making. In most cases, each segment of the

master data is owned by a service unit that provides related services

whereby the data are captured or updated. Also, some master data

may be managed by a commercial application or an outsourcing pro-

vider that has implemented a proprietary data model.
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Many enterprise data are distributed in multiple databases across

the enterprise, with overlaps and sometimes variations in semantics,

format, currency, and accuracy. Master data management has the goal

of defining the trusted sources and ensuring access to an integrated

view of the enterprise, even though data may be stored in multiple

databases.

SOA creates new challenges for ensuring that the enterprise operates

on a consistent and reliable version of the truth.

Primary Source
A single service unit should have ownership of the primary source of

each subset of master data for a well-defined domain. This service

unit is responsible for ensuring the integrity and security of the data.

It is the single version of the truth for these data. Typically, this own-

ership is aligned with the service unit that is the primary source of

updates and either has the greatest dependence on the data or is best

positioned to maintain alignment of the data with the realities of the

business. In some cases, the master data service unit may be dedicated

specifically to management of its master data.

Figure 5.3 depicts the common aspects of amaster data service unit. The

management of these data is a service to the rest of the enterprise. The

stored data should not be accessed directly by outside applications or

organizations for either reads or updates so that (1) changes are con-

trolled to ensure integrity, (2) access is appropriately authorized, and
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n FIGURE 5.3 Master Data Services.
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(3) the database can be changed without affecting the data structures

exchanged with other services. Data are requested as needed, and

changes are submitted as requests for updates.

The service should support access through an EII facility and may

issue update notices for coordination of related services and updating

replicated data.

A master data service should maintain appropriate audit trails, back-

ups, and controls to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data

and accountability for the content.
Data Hiding
In SOA, data are managed by each service unit, and the implementa-

tion of the service unit as well as its data are hidden behind the ser-

vice unit interface. The interface is intended to minimize constraints

on the technology employed and the design of the services, including

the design of the databases. So the interface hides both the data man-

aged within the service unit and capabilities delegated to other

services, where some of the relevant data may be located.

It would significantly undermine the implementation flexibility of

service units to expose their databases to direct access for other purposes.

In addition, common business functions are increasingly implemented

with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software and external service pro-

viders (outsourcing) that have their own versions of logical datamodels.

As a result, the data stored in a service unit may be in a quite different

form from the way they are viewed outside the service unit. Further-

more, the form might be changed, independent of uses of the service

unit, when the service unit is upgraded or even replaced. The goal is

to enable such changes to occur without being burdened by the poten-

tial consequences to service users. The concept of a master data service,

discussed earlier, provides the needed consistent version of the truth.

All updates should be submitted as requests to the service unit main-

taining the master data. The service unit must determine whether the

update is acceptable, and it may determine that consequential actions

are required, such as related updates or issue of change notices.

Queries from external applications should be submitted as defined data

requests. Responses to these requests should be throughmessaging using

XML with the data format consistent with the enterprise logical data

model. Necessary transformations should be internal to the service unit

and designed for an appropriate balance between performance and
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flexibility. Users of the data can utilize data transformation services if

their format requirements vary from the enterprise standard.

Where ad hoc queries are required, they should be supported by an

EII tool, as discussed earlier. The owners of each of the master data

services have a responsibility to maintain the mapping to the EII tool

for its database and to define access authorization requirements.
Service Unit Granularity
Service units should be expected to be more granular than conventional

enterprise applications so that they can be used in a variety of contexts—

the larger a service unit, the more assumptions are built into its imple-

mentation and the less likely it can be useful in another context. Instead

of a large enterprise application, the agile enterprise has multiple service

units to provide the same capability but as separable components.

The traditional enterprise application is supported by a single data-

base. Autonomy and flexibility of service units suggest that each

should have its own database. At the same time, there are data that

must be shared, and requests for data from another service unit could

impact performance.

There are two ways to address this problem: (1) service unit clustering

and (2) data replication.
Clustering
Service unit clustering brings together those services units that require

high-performance access to a shared database. These service units will

all be under the management of a single, higher-level manager. This

common, higher-level manager has responsibility for the shared data

and associated database. This cluster organization may be a reason-

able performance solution if the responsibilities and objectives of

the various services units are compatible. This may not be appropriate

if there is a need for separation of responsibility to ensure integrity of

the data. The risks of this approach are (1) a change to the shared

data structure affects all of the clustered services, (2) the organization

may not be as effective if the business roles of the various service

units are quite different and require different management skills

and organizational goals, and (3) as the number of services involved

in management of the master data increases, so does the risk to data

integrity, because responsibility for data integrity is shared by multi-

ple service units. Essentially, the autonomy and accountability of

the individual service units are eroded by clustering.
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Data Replication
Replication accepts that the various service units each require their

own database. Each of the service units then manages its own data

along with replicas of data from one or more master data services.

There are two primary technical approaches: change notices and

distributed directories.

An application can maintain a copy of all or a portion of the master

data and (1) subscribe to notices of updates and (2) request updates

when its operations change its copy of the master data. There is some

delay between update of the master data and updates to the replicas,

and vice versa, so this approach should not be used where synchroni-

zation is critical.

If synchronization is critical, requests to the master data service may

require that the data be retrieved with a lock (or “check-out” and

“check-in”) that prevents changes until the calling application has

completed the associated operation. Locks should be avoided if at

all possible due to the risk of performance consequences to other

applications that would be locked out and the risk that release of

the lock could be delayed.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) has been used to pro-

vide distributed access to data that do not change frequently but

where high-performance access is needed. There are two problems

with using this technology for master data management: (1) the mas-

ter data service may not be able to exercise adequate control of

updates and (2) the stored data structure is shared by all users so that

changing the data structure could be a major undertaking that would

require synchronized conversion of all users. LDAP can be an appro-

priate solution if used for relatively stable data such as customer

name and address.

With replication there is always a risk that the replica becomes out of

sync with the master for more than a brief period of delayed update.

Consequently there must be a capability to either restore the replica

from the master or validate it against the master. These add to the

complexity and operating responsibilities of the involved services.
Life-Cycle-Based Ownership
For some business data, the organization with the primary interest in

accuracy and integrity of the data changes over the life cycle of the asso-

ciated business concept. For example, as depicted in Figure 5.4, product
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orders are initially the concern of the sales organization, but they

become the primary interest of the manufacturing organization for

order fulfillment, and then they become the primary interest of the

financial organization for invoicing and receivables. Product specifica-

tions are initially the primary concern of the engineering organization

but become the primary concern of the manufacturing organization

with regard to products actually in production. Responsibility for per-

sonnel recordsmay change when an employee retires or leaves the com-

pany. Changes in the stages of the life cycle may correspond to changes

in the level of access activity and frequency of change, resulting in differ-

ent optimization approaches in the various areas of responsibility.

In some cases, there may be a clear change of responsibility so that only

one organization is responsible for any one order, person, or product at

a time. However, it is more typical that each retains responsibility for the

records associated with the particular entity during certain phases of the

life cycle. The sales organization continues to have responsibility for a

record of the order as received, regardless of how it is built, but the

manufacturing organization should be responsible for records about

how it was built, particularly if there are safety or environmental factors

and componentsmust be traceable to delivered products. Generally, pri-

mary responsibility for the record at each phase is with the organization

that performs the most frequent updates during that phase.

Consequently, data about a particular subject, such as a person, order, or

product specification, may be managed by different organizations and

have variations in associated content over the course of its lifetime. Some

data for a particular business conceptmay be in the different databases at

the same time. To some extent this may be replicas, but it may reflect the

state of that business concept at that period in the life cycle. For example,

the sales organization of Figure 5.4 may continue to hold the order data
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as received while the manufacturing organizationmay, for some reason,

produce the order differently and reflect that in its record, while the

receivables organization may record a final price that is different from

the estimated price in the sales record. Though this may seem likemulti-

ple versions of “the truth,” they are all correct in the context of their

phases of the life cycle. The truth is a function of the context, and queries

must be put into proper context to get the desired single version of

the truth.

So the truth about a particular order, person, or product design could

require queries to multiple databases. This is probably acceptable if

the context of the query aligns to one of the databases. Otherwise,

it may be appropriate to maintain a shared point of reference that

would track the status of each subject so that the appropriate data-

base can be queried. For example, it is probably useful to have a sin-

gle source for the status of an order, for response to customer queries.

This customer order database typically is the responsibility of the

organization responsible for the subject matter during the initial

phase. To keep it current, the service unit may receive updates as

changes occur in the other databases.

In traditional enterprises, life-cycle-based data responsibility may not

occur often, but with separation of data into more finely-grained ser-

vice units, it is likely to occur more frequently.

Outsourced Services
Services may be outsourced at a variety of levels of granularity. For

example, a service could be as simple as a stock market query about a

current stock price, or it may be outsourcing of a complex set of services

that provide a major portion of the human resources business function.

Where the outsourcing represents a substantial business function, it

includes management of enterprise master data, such as employee

records in the case of human resource management outsourcing.

The objective for outsourced services should be the same as for inter-

nal service units. Services should have well-defined interfaces that are

independent of whether the services are internal or outsourced. If the

outsourcing is a substantial business function, it conceptually

includes a number of service units within the business function char-

acterized as a service group. If the outsourcing provider implements

best practices, the conceptual service units should be consistent with

service units the provider and its competitors either have or will have

in the future. The outsourcing provider must then present interfaces

to these service units for sharing the particular services that are
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needed by other users within the client enterprise. Service unit inter-

faces must also provide services associated with master data manage-

ment. In the case of HR outsourcing, the client will need access to

employee records along with a variety of services related to employ-

ment, benefits, compensation, and so forth.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Knowledge management involves the identification, retention, and

retrieval of relevant insights and experiences. Much of this enterprise

knowledge is in the heads of the enterprise’s employees. Some of it

has been captured in textual documents. Still less has been codified

in business rules and models. Knowledge management is critical to

enterprise agility because it provides insights for determining what

changes are needed and how to make them.

Wediscussed business rules andbusiness rulesmanagement inChapter 4.

We have also discussed some business models, and we focus on business

models again in Chapter 10. Business models are generally developed to

address particular problem domains and are incorporated in the tools

and methods of specific functional capabilities. The primary challenge

of knowledge management is to access the knowledge of people and the

unstructured documents they have created.

Expertise of People
Though much of the routine work of an enterprise is automated, peo-

ple and their relationships are still important for agility—adapting

the enterprise to changing business needs. The expertise associated

with a particular business capability is most often found with the

people of the associated service unit. At the same time, relevant

detailed and technical knowledge may be in the heads of those peo-

ple that provide information systems development and support ser-

vices. These clusters of people are primary knowledge resources.

However, when there are problems with a customer product or ser-

vice, solution of a problem in one service unit may require insight

into the capabilities of other service units and collaboration between

people across organizational boundaries. In addition, when signifi-

cant business changes are required, knowledge will be needed about

how the business works beyond the scope of individual service units.

Since experts will tend to be highly focused on their own service

units, those with cross-functional expertise will be important

resources in these exceptional situations.
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People-focused knowledge management then requires identification

of knowledgeable people and support for collaboration so they can

exchange knowledge and develop new insights and solutions. With

SOA, needed knowledge may be more scattered among a variety of

service units and organizations. There are tools for cataloging and

searching employee skills, but the skill classifications do not necessar-

ily align well to the needs for finding knowledge. Currently, less for-

mal techniques appear to be most effective:

n Establish mailing lists of interest groups to share information, and

use them to solicit help using self-selection to identify people who

can help.

n Establish mailing lists of service unit leaders to share information

and use them to solicit identities of employees with relevant

expertise.

n Catalog documents with authors and contributors so that when rel-

evant documents are found, the authors and participants are iden-

tified for access to supplemental information.

n Maintain a searchable history of initiatives and the contributions of

participants so that the participants can be contacted when similar

initiatives occur.

These mechanisms help locate people with relevant expertise, but

there also must be incentives for them to participate—both for the

individuals and their managers. Service unit managers are heavily

focused on optimization of their service unit operations. This is a

strong disincentive to contribute their best people to other work. At

a minimum, managers should be reimbursed for the cost of resources

they contribute, but the incentives should go further. The incentives

do not necessarily need to be financial; they may be motivations such

as recognition or career opportunities.

In the long term, incentives may be the most important factor. With

effective incentives, the people and their managers find ways to iden-

tify opportunities to contribute, both with their time and with docu-

ments. Then finding the right people is much easier.

Unstructured Documents
Unstructured documents, for themost part, are data in a form prepared

by humans for human understanding. This includes textual docu-

ments, emails, spreadsheets, marketing literature, and some forms of

specification. Though spreadsheets may seem structured, many have

unique structures that cannot be easily transformed for database
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storage, and relevant metadata is typically in text expressions. These

data are just as important to the operation of the business as are

structured data and they consume larger volumes of storage, but they

are often given little attention from an IT perspective.

A key issue for unstructured data is to make it available to the right

person at the right time to address business needs. This requires that

the unstructured data artifacts be stored in accessible locations and be

catalogued, indexed, or searchable in a way that causes the right arti-

facts to come to the attention of a person in need of information.

As with other enterprise data, management of unstructured data

should be provided as a service or services. These unstructured data

service units should take responsibility for appropriate retention

and access control. Critical enterprise documents are most likely

already captured and catalogued to meet regulatory requirements.

Other documents and records should also be captured and catalo-

gued in an orderly way. This does not mean that all document storage

should be consolidated, but documents that are of cross-organiza-

tional interest should be stored in a form that makes them accessible

over the intranet. The centralized service unit should provide support

for locating and open sharing of some documents rather than

attempting to exercise centralized control.

A Wikipedia-like service can provide a forum for capture, develop-

ment, and sharing of knowledge. It can also include links to relevant

documents. This enables the development of consensus and integra-

tion of different perspectives. It will require the development of

appropriate cultural attitudes and attention to incentives and disin-

centives to achieve a meaningful level of participation.

Some artifacts have a natural home. Product specifications, for exam-

ple, should be accessible based on interest in specific products. Where

there is knowledge that must be shared between service units, such as

knowledge about manufacturing limitations for product engineers,

appropriate classifications can be developed for identification of rele-

vant documents based on the problem situation.

In some cases there is an ongoing need for sharing knowledge

between particular service units or business disciplines. For example,

product engineers need knowledge about manufacturing problems

and limitations. They also need knowledge about customer prefer-

ences, cultural differences, and government regulations in various

markets. Knowledge about these factors should be more formally
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captured, catalogued, and communicated, particularly when they

change, so that timely and appropriate action can be taken.

However, the interest in many unstructured data artifacts may not be

based on such predictable classifications. There may be ad hoc inter-

est in documents related to a particular standard, a particular design

pattern, a technology, an interaction, or various other concerns.

Search engines on the World Wide Web represent our best model for

accessibility of unstructured data for ad hoc needs. The enterprise should

have a comparable search service for unstructured data accessible on

the enterprise intranet. Current search engines retrieve documents based

on the presence of words or phrases. An enterprise should have an

equivalent capability for access to unstructured data within the enter-

prise. It is still necessary to at least classify artifacts according to access

authorization restrictions. A search engine should exclude from the

search those artifacts the requestor is not authorized to see.

Captured knowledge is not valid forever. Records must be updated

when circumstances change and deleted when no longer valid. We

are starting to see the effects of aging records on the World Wide

Web. When the Web was new, documents and other information that

were posted were current. The historical scope of Web searches was

limited. Now that knowledge is getting old and documents that pre-

date the Web are being posted. A Web search can bring up documents

that are decades old. The user must filter the knowledge, and there is

a risk that the age of a document, not the relevance, may be the pri-

mary criterion used for exclusion.

Searches based on words or phrases in the artifact content have great

value, but they still require some artful choice of words for the search,

followed by a human search through the retrieved items. It is prefer-

able to search based on semantic content—the meaning of the con-

cepts addressed by the artifact. The semantic Web and associated

capabilities are still emerging technologies. The need for better

searches is not unique to the agile enterprise, but these technologies

should be exploited as practical solutions become available.

Finding needed data is a fundamental problem. Protecting it is yet

another. In the next chapter we will explore the security issues asso-

ciated with the agile enterprise.
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SOA Security
With the advent of the public Internet and the World Wide Web,

security risks have increased dramatically. Systems are exposed to

public access and email messages can carry or link to corrupting soft-

ware. Automation and electronic communications have added new

dimensions to security concerns. Electronic integration of services,

extending beyond the walls of the enterprise, has created new security

exposures. Fortunately, SOA technology and related industry stan-

dards have created new opportunities for accountability and control.

Many enterprises still have access control defined at an application

level:

n Identity management uses local user identifiers.

n Authentication involves local user passwords.

n Authorization involves a local access control list for each user.

n Access control may be embedded in the application using the access

control lists.

n Accountability may be implemented by tagging records with user

identifiers and an application audit trail.

Such approaches are only suited to small, closed communities of users.

The design of security mechanisms has been delegated to technical

people and security administration has been delegated to clerical

people. Managers often don’t understand the nature of the risks and

the necessary countermeasures until they hear about failures. For

example, recently Societe Generale, one of France’s largest and most

respected banks, lost $7 billion in undetected fraudulent trades by an

employee.

Fragmented security systems increase complexity, diminish control,

and increase security risks. Government regulations such as the

155
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Sarbanes-Oxley Act demand that managers take responsibility for

ensuring accountability and control of enterprise assets and opera-

tions. Security is a fundamental aspect of accountability and control.

Agility and efficiency require infrastructure consistency and thus con-

sistency of security mechanisms. SOA improves accountability and

control through clarification of responsibilities, and though SOA cre-

ates a number of new security concerns, its consistent architecture,

technical infrastructure, and clarification of responsibility bring with

them opportunities for improving the quality and consistency of

security mechanisms.

The fundamental security issues have not changed and there are well-

defined standards to support the capabilities necessary to address

them. Nevertheless, the consistency, scale, and management partici-

pation necessary to an agile enterprise require significant technical

investment and organizational transformation. Security is a major

business issue for which top management and managers of each

service unit must take responsibility and exercise control.

This chapter does not engage in a comprehensive discussion of infor-

mation systems security but instead focuses on security concerns that

arise or are amplified for the agile enterprise, particularly concerns

raised by SOA. The chapter assumes that attention has already been

given to such concerns as physical security, threats of intrusion from

the World Wide Web, and virus protection. The purpose here is to

provide an understanding of the requirements and approaches for

optimizing security for services, from an enterprise perspective, so

that management can plan for and commit to the necessary enter-

prise transformation.

In previous chapters, we made references to the security fundamen-

tals of authentication, authorization, access control, and auditing.

This chapter expands on these topics and goes on to describe the spe-

cific technical mechanisms that provide data secrecy (assurance that a

message is not read by any but the intended recipient), data integrity

(assurance that the message has not been modified in transit), and

nonrepudiation (proof that the message was actually created or

approved by the stated sender).

The following are primary sources of security concerns for a service-

oriented enterprise:

n Expanded number of access points. When organizations are divided

into finer-grained service units, each of the services becomes a
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point of access from other systems and people. Each must have

appropriate access controls.

n Expanded communities of users. Each of themore granular service units

also has more users and more people interested in accessing data.

These people may be in various organizations that would previously

have been denied access. Each person must be identifiable, and

authorization may involve a greater variety of specific restrictions.

n Perimeter security. It is no longer sufficient to protect against intru-

sions by building barriers around the enterprise internal network.

The internal network is typically accessible from many insecure

sites, and there is an increasing number of internal points of access,

particularly with SOA.

n Dynamic service relationships. Service units can be replaced when

responsibility is assigned to a new organization or new technology

is installed. Service users should be redirected without disruption of

service, but there must be assurance that redirection does not give

access to an imposter.

n Access across trust domains. Some services require access from business

partner or customer organizations that manage employee identities,

authorizations, and access control policies independently, so there

must be a transformation from partner authorizations to appropriate

local authorization.

n Electronic documents. Paper is being replaced by electronic docu-

ments, which serve as the medium of exchange for assets and com-

mitments between organizations both inside and outside the

enterprise. Documents must be protected and participants must be

authenticated and accountable for their contributions and approvals.

n Indirect access. A usermay request a service that in turnmay access other

services that the user might not otherwise be authorized to access.

In the following sections we describe the security technologies that

most enterprises must upgrade or strengthen to achieve a security

capability appropriate for an agile enterprise.

ENCRYPTION AND SIGNATURES
Encryption is a fundamental security requirement. Data are encrypted

to protect them from exposure in an unprotected environment or

medium of exchange. Encryption may also be used to enable a recip-

ient to determine whether data have been changed.
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Simple encryption can be performed by a transformation using a

secret algorithm. Since it is difficult to define new, secret algorithms

for every situation, current practice is to perform encryption with a

standard encryption algorithm and a unique key. The key makes

the encrypted data infeasible to decrypt simply by knowing the algo-

rithm. Note that there is no perfect form of encryption; the more

secure forms simply make decryption exceptionally difficult.

Secret key encryption, however, requires that both the originator and

the intended recipient of the encrypted data know the secret key as

well as the algorithm. That requires, first, that the two parties estab-

lish agreement on a secret key, and second, that a different secret

key agreement be established for every exchange relationship. Secret

key encryption is, nevertheless, a commonly used technique.

Public Key Encryption
In another form of encryption, called public key encryption, an entity pos-

sesses two complementary keys: a public key and a private key. The pub-

lic key can be known by anyone, but only the owner knows the private

key. The application of public key encryption is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
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Data encrypted with one of the keys can only be decrypted by the

companion key. This allows a sender to encrypt data with a recipi-

ent’s public key, and only the recipient can decrypt the data using

the private key. Conversely, a sender can encrypt data with its private

key, and a recipient can decrypt the data with the sender’s public key;

this assures that only the sender could have originated the data and

the data have not been changed (but it does not keep the data secret).

This system not only authenticates the sender, it establishes nonrepu-

diation of the content (in other words, the sender cannot deny

sending it).

Public key encryption is the foundation of many industry security

standards supporting Web services and SOA. A fundamental applica-

tion is to create electronic signatures.
Electronic Signatures
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has used public key encryp-

tion technology to define XML-Signature as a standard for creation and

expression of electronic signatures in XML documents. An electronic

signature is formed by first processing the data to be signed with a

standard digest algorithm that creates a “hash value” that is unique (as

a practical matter) for the digested data. A change to the data would

result in a different hash value. The hash value is then encrypted with

the signer’s private key. To validate the signature, a recipient of the

signed data applies the same digest algorithm to the data to recompute

the hash value. This result is then compared to the signature value

decrypted using the signer’s public key. If the two hash values are the

same, the signature is valid and the integrity of the data is assured.

Though public key encryption alone can ensure message integrity, the

XML-Signature mechanism provides data integrity and nonrepudia-

tion without incurring the cost of encrypting/decrypting entire

documents.

The following is an example digital signature. Digest, key, and signa-

ture values are replaced with ellipses ( . . . ):

<Signature Id¼"SampleSignature"

xmlns¼"http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<SignedInfo>

<CanonicalizationMethod

Algorithm ¼"http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-

xml-c14n-20010315"/>

<SignatureMethod
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Algorithm¼"http://www.w3.org/2000/09/

xmldsig#dsa-sha1"/>

<Reference URI¼"#MySignedDocument">

<Transforms>

<Transform Algorithm¼ "http://www.w3.
org/TR/2001/REC-xml-c14n-20010315"/>

</Transforms>

<DigestMethod

Algorithm¼"http://www.w3.org/2000/09/

xmldsig#sha1 "/>

<DigestValue >. . .</DigestValue >

</Reference

</SignedInfo>

<SignatureValue>. . .</SignatureValue>

<KeyInfo>

<KeyValue

<DSAKeyValue> . . .</DSAKeyValue>

</KeyValue>

</KeyInfo>

</Signature>

A brief description of these elements follows:

n Signature. The signature element (includes all of the following):
n SignedInfo. Specification of the information being signed

(includes CononicalizationMethod, SignatureMethod, and one or

more Reference elements)

n CanonicalizationMethod. The algorithm used to structure the

SignedInfo in a standard way.

n SignatureMethod. The algorithm used to compute the signature.

n Reference. A link to the item being signed along with digest specifi-

cations (includes Transforms, DigestMethod, and DigestValue)

n Transforms. An optional set of transforms applied to the item being

signed (includes one or more Transforms elements).

n Transform. A specific transform applied to the item being signed.

n DigestMethod. The digest algorithm applied to the item being signed.

n DigestValue. The value computed by the digest method.

n SignatureValue. The value computed by encryption of the SignedInfo,

which includes the SignedInfo structure and the referenced content.

n KeyInfo. Optional information that may contain a key, certificate,

name, or other key management information since the key may

be available from other sources (includes KeyValue in the example).
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n KeyValue. The public key of the signer (contains DSAKeyValue in the

example).

n DSAKeyValue. The key value for DSA encryption as opposed to RSA

encryption.

There may be multiple Reference elements for signing multiple objects.

A reference may be to an element of the same document (which could

be a complex structure) or documents referenced by URL.
ACCOUNTABILITY AND NONREPUDIATION
Accountability is a deterrent to undesirable behavior and a basis for

enforcement of commitments. For example, employees are less likely

to embezzle funds if they know they will get caught. A customer is

more likely to pay for a service if the customer agreement cannot be

repudiated and acceptance of a product or service can be proven.

In the past, and still today to a great extent, accountability is established

through written signatures on documents. A signature on a paper docu-

ment can be written in the presence of a witness, and the identity of the

signer is established not only by the writing but by personal acquain-

tance of the parties and possibly credentials such as a passport or driver’s

license.

There are three important issues concerning enforcement of electronic

documents: (1) documents as evidence, (2) compound documents,

and (3) preservation of authenticity.
Electronic Documents as Evidence
Today, agreements and commitments are increasingly established elec-

tronically;many are in the formofXMLdocuments. Traditional computer

applicationswere developed for recordkeepingwithin departments. Users

of these traditional application must establish their identity to access the

system, and actions they take can be captured for accountability. Essen-

tially the computer record of their input is their signature. However, this

“signature” is meaningful only within the context of the application,

and it is reliable only to the extent that the records cannot be changed to

misrepresent responsibility.

When an enterprise records information or commitments from an

external person or organization, the existence of the record in a system

that belongs to the enterprise is not sufficient to resolve a dispute over
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the content. Enterprises are increasingly outsourcing business functions

that have traditionally been held within the corporation. Without

proof of message authenticity, a corporation cannot hold employees

of outsourcing providers or the providers themselves legally account-

able for the actions documented in electronic records. Even within

an enterprise, where substantial assets are at stake, individuals should

have greater assurance that their responsibility cannot be forged

through tampering with electronic records, and the enterprise should

have assurance that people really can be held accountable. In addition,

government regulations are requiring greater assurance of accountabil-

ity for operating decisions and controls.

For example, when an engineer submits a purchase request with an

attached specification, the engineer must be accountable for the con-

tent of the request and the associated specification. When his or her

manager approves it, the manager also becomes accountable. It

should be possible to prove what the originator submitted and what

the manager approved.

The solution to this dilemma is electronic signatures. The mechanism

for applying and validating an electronic signature was discussed

above. A signer is accountable and also protected from forgery because

the signature could only have been created with his or her private key.

Electronic signatures should be used wherever written signatures would

have been used in the past. This should include not only documents

created with customers and business partners but documents created

internally to authorize expenditures and transfers of assets. Support for

signing and exchanging electronic documents should be incorporated

into or associated with business process management systems so that

signed documents can be an integral part of business processes. Few if

any business process management systems currently support signatures

on associated documents. An SOA infrastructure with support for public

key encryption provides the necessary environment.

Compound Documents
The processing of business transactions frequently involves actions by

multiple people or organizations; each of them contributes or

approves aspects of the transaction, resulting in a compound docu-

ment. The document defines the context and data associated with

the particular business transaction. The document or portions of it

move from one participant or service to the next to establish the con-

text for activities and to capture results.
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For example, extending our example, a purchase request and attached

specification are originated by an engineer. That person’s manager

may be required to approve the expense and can add information

regarding the approval. The request may then be directed to the pur-

chasing organization to be reviewed and approved by a purchasing

agent for compliance with corporate policies. The purchasing organi-

zation then proceeds to issue a purchase order (which may also be

signed by the purchasing agent) that is incorporated by reference into

the compound purchase request document.

Approvers cannot change what they received since it has been electron-

ically signed by those who came before. Thus a compound electronic

document may pass through different organizations for different pur-

poses. The primary document may incorporate additional electronic

documents by reference—for example, the specification attached to

the purchase request might have been included by reference, and the

electronic signatures would apply to the primary document and the

referenced version of the specification.

Such situations are commonplace in paper-based systems. Current

automated systems generally rely on records that are captured,

processed, and retained in a single enterprise application with a

defined set of authorized application users. With the automation of

business processes and the movement of electronic documents

among shared services, there must be consistent document integrity

and participant accountability mechanisms that are effective across

multiple business units as well as in exchanges with other enterprises.

XML-Signature allows each signature to apply to different portions of

a compound document. Additional parts do not invalidate signatures

on previous parts as long as the signed parts are not changed.
Preservation of Authenticity
Signatures ensure the integrity of the exchange of electronic docu-

ments; however, electronic business documents must remain valid

for years. This fact places additional requirements on the handling

of these documents.

First, a signed electronic document cannot be changed without the

signature becoming invalid. In the signing and validation processes,

a canonicalization algorithm is applied to ensure that the document is

formatted in a standard way. This means that variations such as

indentations and extra spaces produce the same signature value. But
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if the document is modified in any other way, the signature is no lon-

ger valid. This might occur, for example, if the document is converted

to an internal computer form for processing and then regenerated for

forwarding.

Thus a document cannot be transformed to comply with alternative

data formats or element names required by a receiving application

or service. If a transformation is necessary, the result must be consid-

ered a working document to be used by the recipient but distinct

from the signed document. This creates some risk to the recipient that

he or she (or the entity) may act on a misinterpretation or erroneous

transformation of the original document as represented by the

working document.

Signed documents should be archived in their original form. Note

that documents included by reference must exist in their original

form at the URL referenced in the composite document, since the ref-

erence is part of the signed data. This should be considered in the

creation of the document so that the referenced documents continue

to be available and the signature continues to be valid.

Over time, signatures may become questionable. A signer may claim

that at the time he or she signed the document, his or her private key

was compromised, so the document is a forgery. Records of a certifi-

cate authority (discussed later) can provide evidence to the contrary.

If the signer gave no notice of revocation of the certificate within a

reasonable time of signing the document, that would suggest that

the signature was valid.

As a further measure, an “electronic notary” service might be employed.

The electronic notary should be operated by a trusted third party. The

notary can independently contact the signer to confirm his or her

signature on the document. The notary signs the document as an inde-

pendent third party. The notarized document and signatures can then

be archived.
IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION
Identification refers to associating a known identifier with a party.

Authentication refers to determining if the party is legitimately using

the identifier. There are three fundamental forms of identification

and authentication: (1) what you know (such as an identifier and pass-

word), (2) what you have (such as a credit card, preferably a smart card

with encrypted key), or (3) what you are (such as a fingerprint).
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The traditional form of identification and authentication is through

the use of an identifier and password. This approach has limited value.

We refer to the entity to be identified as the requesting party and the

entity requiring the identification as the relying party. The requesting

party and relying party must first establish an initial trust relationship

so that they agree on values of the identifier and password for the

requesting party. For subsequent contacts, the requesting party’s identi-

fier is recognized by the relying party, and the password is a secret asso-

ciated with the requesting party’s identifier and known only to the

requesting party and the relying party. If the requesting party uses the

same password for other relationships, there are multiple relying

parties that know the requesting party’s secret password, and there is

an increased risk of exposure where all relationships would be at risk.

In addition, various recipients may require different identifiers for the

same requesting party. Consequently, the requesting party must keep

track of multiple identifiers and passwords.

The use of multiple identifiers also makes it difficult to recognize where

the same person should be authorized to access the same business trans-

action from different applications or when a person is violating a sepa-

ration-of-duties requirement by performing two mutually exclusive

roles.

Digital Certificates
Public key encryption and electronic signatures provide a more robust

and convenient form of identification and authentication. To establish

an initial relationship, the identity of a participant is established with a

trusted third party. The trusted third party provides a digital certificate

that the third party has signed containing the identifier and public

key of the participant. The participant can then establish its identity

by demonstrating that it holds the complementary private key.

A standard form for a digital certificate is specified by International Tele-

communications Union-Telecommunications Standards (ITU-T)

X.509v3. A certificate authority (CA) is a trusted third party whereby enti-

ties can register their identities and public keys and obtain digital certifi-

cates signed by the CA. The CA also provides a certificate revocation list

(CRL) of certificates for which the private keys have been compromised.

An X.509v3 digital certificate typically contains the following fields:

n version. V1, v2, or v3, designating the version of the certificate

standard.

n serialNumber. A unique serial number that identifies the certificate.
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n signature. Identifier for the algorithm used by the CA to sign the

certificate.

n issuer. A unique identifier for the certificate authority that issued

this certificate.

n validity. The valid time interval, two times indicating the earliest

time the certificate is valid and the latest.

n subject. A unique name that identifies the entity for which the certif-

icate is issued.

n subjectPublicKeyInfo. Contains the public key for the identified

entity along with an identifier for the encryption algorithm used

with the key (next two items).

n signatureAlgorithm. Identifier for the algorithm used by the CA to

sign the certificate.

n signatureValue. The value of the certificate authority signature.

n issuerUniqueID (optional). A unique identifier for the CA that would

resolve possible reuse of the issuer identifier used previously.

n subjectUniqueID (optional). A unique identifier for the subject entity

that would resolve possible reuse of the subject identifier used

previously.

n extensions (optional). Optional extensions that address special cases

and restrictions, such as a certificate that identifies a CA and a cer-

tificate restricted to use for a specific purpose, such as for signatures

only.

A public key infrastructure (PKI) is a set of facilities to support the use

of digital certificates for identification and authentication. Minimally

this involves a registration authority (RA) that validates the identity

of entities seeking a certificate, a CA that issues and signs digital cer-

tificates and maintains a certificate revocation list, and directories

where the certificates (containing the public keys) are available for

access. An enterprise should implement a PKI for identification of

its employees and service units.

Authentication of a party presenting a digital certificate is somewhat

different from authentication with a password. The following steps

describe an example exchange:

1. A requesting party submits its digital certificate.

2. The relying party validates the signature of the certificate authority.

This establishes that the certificate is valid.

3. The relying party checks the validity time interval to ensure that

the certificate has not expired.
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4. The relying party checks the certificate authority revocation list to

ensure that the certificate has not been revoked.

5. If the certificate is valid, it contains the identifier and public key of

an identified party, but it is not yet established that this certificate

belongs to the requesting party. The relying party may then encrypt

a “nonce” (a unique bit string) with the certificate owner’s public

key and send it to the requesting party.

6. The requesting party returns a checksum computed with a stan-

dard algorithm and encrypted with its private key, using several

established elements known to both parties, such as the requesting

party’s name, public key, the nonce value, and the requested

service URL.

7. The relying party receives and decrypts the checksum and performs

the checksum algorithm on the same elements to verify that the

requesting party was able to correctly decrypt the nonce and

encrypt the checksum (with the private key). The nonce prevents

an imposter from copying an encrypted checksum from a different

exchange by the requesting party.

At the end of this exchange, a valid link has been established for

subsequent exchanges. If the requesting party is a person, essentially

the link is established with the person’s personal computer and

browser, with the assumption that the person is in control of the

computer. In high-security circumstances, it may be necessary to

establish that the person using the computer is actually the owner

of the certificate through other forms of identity verification, such

as queries about personal information or use of biometric devices

such as fingerprint verification. This is described as multitoken

authentication.

Two-Way Authentication
The described protocol shows how a requester can be properly

authenticated, but there are circumstances in which the provider must

also be authenticated. On the public Internet, people are often vic-

tims of identity theft or other fraudulent activities because they are

directed to interactions with an imposter of a trusted provider such

as their bank. Within an enterprise, service users should be able to

have their requests redirected when a service provider is replaced or

upgraded with a new address, but there could be a risk of being redir-

ected to a fraudulent service.
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Where these risks are a concern, the service user should also authen-

ticate the service provider. Service providers should provide a comple-

mentary protocol by which a requester can request and validate the

provider’s credentials.

Single Sign-On
A PKI provides the basis for single sign-on. An individual signs on to

his or her personal computer to enable access to the private key; gener-

ally users are not expected to remember their private key but have an

easier-to-remember password to sign onto their personal computer.

On the basis of their certificate and their private key, they can be auto-

matically identified and authenticated for multiple systems. Legacy sys-

tems can be enabled with adapters to accept the certificates for

identification. The approach reduces security administration and

improves security by reducing risk of exposure of conventional pass-

words, since the user never reveals the secret key.

For SOA, service units and personnel must have identities that are

recognized throughout the extended enterprise. It should be possible

to establish ad hoc interactions with services to support enterprise-

level planning and decision making and to quickly adapt to changing

business requirements. PKI and single sign-on are fundamental steps

to achieve this flexibility.

Unified identification and authentication also enable one service to

pass the identity of a requester through to other services needed to sup-

port the original request. This ensures that the requester does not do

indirectly what he or she is not authorized to do directly. It also pro-

vides support for accountability back to the originator of a request.

The WS-Security standard from OASIS defines a generally accepted

approach to integration of standard elements to convey authentica-

tion information and ensure message integrity.

AUTHORIZATION
It is not sufficient for a participant in an exchange to be authenticated

and have a reliable identifier. The participantmust also have appropriate

authorization to participate in an exchange or access certain resources.

System access control is no longer a matter of defining which mem-

bers of a department are authorized to perform particular operations

or access certain data. Users of a shared service may come directly or

indirectly from many different organizations, potentially outside
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as well as inside the corporation. Authorization and access control

must be addressed at an enterprise level and, eventually, at an

extended enterprise level, with an approach and administrative pro-

cesses that work for all users and all services.

An example authentication and authorization exchange is illustrated

in Figure 6.2. Central to this exchange is the use of Security Assertion

Markup Language (SAML), a standard developed by OASIS that

defines the form of expression of the authorization request and

response in steps 6 to 9 of the exchange described at the end of this

paragraph. Different security mechanisms may be used in conjunc-

tion with SAML, but a PKI is recommended. Note that in the dia-

gram, arrows that loop back past the requester are redirections of

the request through the requester, so responses always come back

to the requester from the last-requested site:

1. The requester requests Service X.

2. Service X access control determines that the requester is not cur-

rently signed onto this service and redirects the request to the secu-

rity service with an associated URL for the Service X artifact receiver

that expects to receive a SAML assertion.

3. Security service access control determines that the requester is not

currently signed on to the security service and issues a credential

challenge to the requester. If the requester has already signed on

to the security service, skip to step 5.

4. The requester responds to the credential challenge and the

response is processed by the authentication authority.
Security serviceService Web Site

Artifact
Receiver

Service

Access
Control Access Control

Inter-site
Transfer

Responder
Authentication

Authority

Requester

1
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9 32

n FIGURE 6.2 Access Authorization.
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5. The original request to Service X along with authentication infor-

mation is directed to the local intersite transfer service.

6. The request is then redirected to the original service site artifact

receiver function, along with a SAML “assertion” that specifies

the requester’s attributes, the “responder” (next step), and the

URL for the original service request being forwarded from the secu-

rity service.

7. The Service X artifact receiver submits a SAML authorization

request, which includes the SAML artifact along with information

about the request, to the security service’s responder.

8. The responder applies appropriate policy rules to the SAML artifact

and the request information and returns a decision.

9. An authorized request is redirected to the requested Service X; oth-

erwise the request will be rejected as unauthorized.

This architecture separates the determination of authentication and

authorization from the requested service. The attributes of the reques-

ters and the services as well as the security policies are managed and

evaluated by the security service. This allows these factors to be man-

aged and controlled independent of changes to the requesters and

services, and the overall permissions granted to individuals can be

analyzed for consistency and appropriateness. Specialized hardware

products, described as XML appliances, are designed for optimal per-

formance of these access control functions.

Since this approach removes access control decisions from the resource

being accessed, a legacy application may be protected by the same

mechanism as current applications and services. This enables single

sign-on within the scope of the enterprise and provides consolidated

specification of access control for improved analysis, control, and

accountability for authorization.
ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL, EXTENDED
Role-based access control (RBAC) is a widely accepted approach to

authorization. The general concept is that the “subject” (the person,

system, or other business entity to be authorized) is assigned certain

roles that associate authorization policies with resource access control

rules. RBAC relationships are depicted in Figure 6.3. The roles have a

user focus and effectively characterize the kinds of actions a user

should be able to take to fulfill his or her responsibilities within the
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enterprise. The policies and rules have a service focus and define the

details of the authorization of specific roles to specific resources.

The exclusive use of roles to specify access authorization has some lim-

itations. We extend basic RBAC by requiring that the subject have attri-

butes that are relevant to his or her authorization, such as the subject’s

position in the organization. These attributes can be references within

policies to further restrict authorization for particular roles.

An RBAC management facility should support a role inheritance

mechanism, as depicted in Figure 6.3. Roles may be defined as incor-

porating the characteristics of other roles. Elementary roles are the

most limited and specific, whereas compound roles incorporate the

characteristics of less complex roles. So, in the figure, the subjects

are assigned the roles that directly and indirectly point to them. This

reduces the duplication of access control specifications and allows

roles to be composed to more closely align to the access authoriza-

tion requirements of job assignments.

These roles represent a different perspective from the roles in business

processes and organizations. Process roles define a need for a performer,

with selection based on attributes required to meet the need, and the

process defines the bounds of required behavior—participation in the

process. Organizational roles, or positions, define a more generic need,

with qualifications (which may be more subjective), and the job

description characterizes the bounds of required behavior. Security roles

are assertions of the roles a person or system—a subject—is allowed to
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perform, and access control policies are the limits of expected behavior

with respect to accessing resources. The security role assignments reflect

consideration of the activities in which the subject is qualified to partic-

ipate based on his or her responsibilities.

Security roles tend to be more specific than organizational roles and

more general than process roles. So, a person in a given position

may be assigned several security roles that characterize different types

of activities, whereas a single security role may incorporate access

authorization that is adequate for the person to participate in a num-

ber of similar process roles.

Sometimes security roles and positions can be identified as the same—

for example, manager and salesperson—but these roles likely character-

ize only a primary responsibility of the position, so the same person

will likely require other security roles from time to time based on

assignments. Sometimes a process role and a security role can be iden-

tified as the same, such as editor or reviewer, but the process role desig-

nations are more likely to be meaningful only in the process context.

Note that the authorization specifications are also a protected

resource, and managers must be authorized to make role assignments

and specify resource security policies. This is discussed in more depth

later in the chapter.

The definitions of these various roles should be considered orthogo-

nal so that they can be managed independently; otherwise, a change

could mean that each of the others would require changes. That is,

job descriptions, process definitions, and security authorizations

would be tightly coupled. At a minimum, references to roles should

be appropriately qualified so that there is no confusion about roles

that have the same name but different meanings.

Security roles are defined as required to address the access authoriza-

tion needs of individuals and systems according to the nature of their

business activities. A person likely has several roles that together

define that person’s authorization. The grantor of authorization, the

person who assigns the roles to the person, should be able to think

in general terms about the things the person needs to be able to do,

and the roles should incorporate appropriate authorization.

RBAC is particularly important in SOA because of the expanded com-

munity of potential users of services and the need to authorize people

as well as systems for appropriate access before their activities are dis-

rupted and delayed by denials of access.
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Themanager authorizing access is not usually themanager of the service

for which access is required. RBAC enables a separation of responsibil-

ities so that the service manager can specify the access authorization of

certain roles, and themanagers of employees can assign roles to employ-

ees, giving them the necessary authorization to do their jobs.

Of course, assignment of roles, in many cases, is not a unilateral deci-

sion by an employee’s manager but instead involves an approval pro-

cess in which other managers, perhaps the service unit manager, have

the opportunity to scrutinize the authorization.

Development of a specification for business-oriented modeling of

RBAC specifications has been initiated at the Object Management

Group (OMG).

Definitions of Roles
The following are a number of examples of types of roles to be considered:

n Organizational role. The position of a person in an organization

determines certain types of authority, such as an expense authoriza-

tion limit as well as hiring and firing authority, that are applied by

approval processes. The position also implies certain access autho-

rization required to perform in the position.

n Financial role. The relationship of a person to a budget account

determines his or her authority with respect to that account. This

authority is usually related to organizational position. For example,

a person should only be able to approve expenditures against a spe-

cified budget account.

n Process role. A subject (person or system) may be assigned a role in a

particular process. The subject should have authorization to access

associated operations and data for that particular process instance

but not other instances of the same process.

n Process management role. A person may have authority to make pro-

cess role assignments, resolve exceptions, and approve variances in

specified business processes.

n Agent role. A subject may participate in certain types of activity or

agreements with specified authority to make commitments on

behalf of another person, organization, or enterprise. This may

reduce to authorization to participate in processes in which such

agreements are being established and the context defines the princi-

pal of the agreement as a client of this agent.
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n Surrogate role. A person (surrogate) performs as another person

(grantor) in certain designated roles of the grantor that the grantor

is authorized to delegate.

n Proxy role. A person grants authorization to another to act with the

grantor’s authority in a particular activity or process, so the autho-

rization is restricted to a specified context, as opposed to all similar

activities or processes.

n Employee role. Any employee should have authorization to access

certain personal information, submit time and expense reports,

and access other enterprise information related to employment

and employee benefits. Similar general controls may be defined

for contract employees and employees of business partners.

The goal of this complex set of role definitions is to improve the ease

and accuracy of authorization. A new employee is assigned one ormore

roles that are typical of the job. It is not necessary to examine each per-

son’s responsibilities and authority with respect to everything theymay

do and every system with which they might interact. The result is that

the authorization is actually more considered and complete because

it is expressed in appropriate business terms. The same applies when

the employee gets a new assignment. Furthermore, as systems change

or new systems are implemented, it is not necessary to change the

authorization of every potential participant, only to redefine the autho-

rization specifications for the affected, elementary roles.

Role Authorization Requirements
Each type of role discussed previously places different requirements

on the rules that specify the access authorization of a role. The most

straightforward specifications of authorization grant access to service

operations including requests for data. Rules for data access might

restrict access to certain classes and attributes or relationships on

those classes. However, there are often further restrictions on authori-

zation, such as those discussed in the following sections.

Attributes of the Subject
The subject (person or system being authorized) may have creden-

tials, such as a license or certification, that qualifies them for access

to certain resources, regardless of the person’s organization position

or current assignment. This can be addressed simply by assignment

of a role that reflects the necessary authorization in its access

policies.
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The Subject's Organizational Relationships
The policies associated with an organizational position may define

authorization based on the relationship of the position to people in

other positions. So a manager can access personnel records of subor-

dinates but not personnel records of other employees such as subor-

dinates of other managers. (This also requires reference to context

data, for example, the employee in the record.) For financial records,

a subject might be restricted to records pertaining to the organization

in which the subject has a managerial position.

Note that a person may be assigned to multiple positions at the

same time, such as department manager, member of a task force,

and project leader. Each of these positions may bring a different

set of roles.

The Subject's Relationship to a Process
A subject may be a requester of a process, a participant in a process,

or a manager of a process. A requester may have authorization to

initiate a process, but then, for an active process, access is restricted

to process instances he or she requested. A participant in a process

generally is restricted to access of processes and associated data for

process instances to which he or she is assigned to a role. Generally,

a process manager has administrative access to all instances of a pro-

cess type, but in some cases different organizations may use the

same processes and a manager might be restricted to administrative

access to process instances initiated within his or her department.

In all cases where the subject is restricted to less than all instances of a

process, the rules must refer to context data of the process instance, to

establish the subject’s relationship. For example, the rule for a process

participant must find that the participant identity matches the iden-

tity of the person assigned to the process role. Rules may then autho-

rize access to data associated with the context, such as product data

for the associated product.

The Subject's Relationship to Data Being Accessed
A subject’s access to data may be restricted to data that is in some way

related to the subject. For example, an employee is authorized to read

but not update his or her personnel records. In this case the reques-

ter’s employee identification must match the employee identification

of the record. A general policy might authorize an employee to read

any document that he or she signed.
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Grant of Authorization by Another Subject
Each grant of authority is made by someone else with authority to make

that grant of authority. A subject’s authorization should be by reference

to the authorization of the grantor. A grant may be constrained by

(1) the role(s) the grantor intends to delegate, (2) the role(s) the grantor

is allowed to delegate, and (3) additional restrictions imposed by the

grantor. This includes surrogates and proxies where the authority to des-

ignate surrogates or proxies may be restricted to certain persons and cer-

tain contexts. As in other situations, the subject should be accountable

for his or her actions, but here the grantor should also be accountable

for actions taken by the subject under the grantor’s authorization. In

all cases, an audit trail should identify the grantor of authorization

and when the grant of authorization was effective.
Runtime Authorization
At runtime, a service unit should not need to deal with the details of

the participant’s roles or the details of the policies. Those data are

maintained and applied by the security service, and the authorization

determinations are made by the security service.

When a participant requests a particular service operation, a request is

sent to the security service, specifying the participant, the type of

request, and context data. The security service retrieves the participant’s

role specifications, evaluates the relevant policies against the roles and

the context of the intended action, determines whether permission

should be granted, and returns that result to the requesting service.

Note that a request for authorization evaluation may occur not only

when the participant accesses a service but could occur when the ser-

vice is about to take a protected action or return a result that might

have different restrictions from the initial request.

When a party invokes a service and that service unit invokes another ser-

vice, the actions of the second service unit must be based on appropriate

authorization. This may occur in two ways: (1) the original party may

authorize the intermediate service unit to act on its behalf, so the access

to the second service is based on the party’s credentials, or (2) the inter-

mediate service unit acts on its ownbehalf on the basis that its actions are

authorized to fulfill authorized requests it receives.

The first alternative creates the risk that the intermediate service unit

could use the originating party’s credentials to access resources it

would otherwise not be authorized to access. This could be addressed
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by requiring both the originating party and the intermediate service

to have appropriate authorizations. The second alternative relies on

the intermediate service unit having an understanding of appropriate

limitations on use of the second service and the results it returns.
XACML POLICIES
eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) is an OASIS

standard for specification of policies and rules that define access

authorization. Figure 6.4 depicts an abstraction of an XACML autho-

rization structure.

A PolicySet contains one or more policies and may contain PolicySets,

making it potentially recursive. A Policy contains rules for determina-

tion of authorization.

A PolicySet contains a Target element, and a Target element may also

appear in a Policy or a Rule. The Target element limits the number

of policies and rules that must be considered for an authorization

request based on the context.
PolicySet

Obligations

Policy

Target

Target

Rule

Target

DisjunctiveMatch

ConjunctiveMatch

Match

Condition

Effect

n FIGURE 6.4 XACML Policy Set Structure.
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A Target defines circumstances and things for which the associated

PolicySet, Policy, or Rule applies. It contains DisjunctiveMatch (logical

or) elements that in turn contain ConjunctiveMatch (logical and)

elements that each contain Match elements. The result is a set of alter-

native sets of Match conditions that apply to one or more subjects

(that is, participants) of the authorization request and the resources,

actions, or environment to be accessed. Each Match contains an attri-

bute value and a reference to an attribute in the context or subject

attributes. When the target matches, the policy set, policy, or rule is

further evaluated.

A PolicySet or a Policy may contain Obligations. These are specifications

of required actions to be taken at the point of authorization enforce-

ment. There are currently no standards defined for obligations.

Within a policy, each Rule contains a Condition and an Effect. The

Condition contains expressions that evaluate to true or false. These

operate on attributes similar to those of the Match elements, but there

are more complex functions that may be applied to determine the

result. The Effect is the associated result if the condition is true and

returns a value of Permit or Deny. Policy qualifiers can determine

whether rule evaluation stops when the first Permit or Deny is

encountered.

This discussion has been an oversimplified representation of XACML

policy specifications. PolicySet and Policy have a number of other

elements that qualify the interpretation and application of the poli-

cies. Rule conditions can also be very complex. The language is capa-

ble of expressing diverse authorization policies. The difficulty is that,

as an XML form, it is quite verbose and the intent of the policies is

obscured by the XML details. A graphical tool is needed to provide

appropriate abstractions.

XACML 2.0 is expected to complement SAML 2.0 so that XACML

expressions can operate on SAML subject attributes. Of course, the

attributes referenced in an XACML policy must be present in the

authorization request and the roles and attributes of the associated

subjects, and the attribute names must match. Additional qualifiers

can determine the action to be taken if the attributes cannot be

found.

XACML policies should not be confused with policies defined by

WS-Policy, another specification under consideration by the W3C

for definition of service policies. The focus of WS-Policy is to express
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requirements and capabilities of services so that service users can

determine whether potential providers are compatible. The WS-Policy

assertions are essentially service specifications, whereas XACML poli-

cies are rules that must be evaluated to determine whether access is

allowed or denied.

ACCESS CONTROL ADMINISTRATION
Roles and policies must work together to achieve the desired access

control. Responsibility for access control policies is primarily the

responsibility of managers of the services to be accessed. Responsibility

for role specifications for a subject is primarily the responsibility of the

individual’s manager. When a service unit acts as a subject, it also

needs role assignments that, for the most part, are the responsibility

of the service unit manager.

Administration of roles and policies is a highly sensitive capability

and must be protected by appropriate access controls. For administra-

tion, the access control roles and policies must define authorization

to create or change roles and policies of others. Managers with autho-

rization to assign roles or define policies must be restricted regarding

the roles they can assign, the entities to which they can assign roles,

and the services for which they can define access policies.

Changes to roles, role assignments, and policies should be managed

through appropriate business processes. In the course of their work,

individuals encounter needs for access authorization and should have

a defined process for requesting authorization. The request should be

given appropriate approval, the change should be defined by a qualified

person, and, depending on the nature of the authorization, the pro-

posed change should be reviewed and approved by other managers.

Many of the changes are required only at the time a new service is

implemented or a person is assigned to a new position in the organi-

zation. However, other changes, particularly to role assignments, may

occur more often. Primary examples are delegation of authorization

such as the surrogate and proxy roles and temporary assignments

such as participation in a project or task force.

A surrogate role requires that the primary individual grant authoriza-

tion to their surrogate to perform with certain authorization defined

by the organizational position of the primary individual. The grantor

must be able to redirect requests to the surrogate and define the roles

the surrogate is authorized to perform.
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A proxy role is similar to a surrogate role except that the grant of

authorization is restricted to a specific context such as a process, a

project, or a design review. In this case, the delegation must include

an attribute that specifies the particular context.

Both these delegations require supporting policies. In general, security

policies should be generalized to avoid identifying specific personnel,

organizations, resources, or processes and should relate variables in an

authorization request to attributes of participating entities and the con-

text in which they seek authorization. So there should be general rules

to authorize the grant of surrogate and proxy authorization, and there

should be general rules to enable the surrogate or proxy to exercise their

restricted authorization at runtime. In addition, there must be account-

ability for changes to role assignments and policy specifications. It

should be possible to determine who granted authorization for an entity

to take a specific action, and grantors should be able to periodically

review the authorization (that is, role assignments) they have granted.

Clearly, the development of roles and policies is a complex undertaking.

Special skills and tools are required to establish the initial framework, to

define administration processes, and to enable businesspeople to man-

age routine changes such as assignments of roles by managers. This

may require assistance from a person skilled in the specification of poli-

cies, but the managers have clear responsibility and the policies should

not change very often.

On the other hand, assignment of roles to people does occur fre-

quently, and certain roles may be assigned frequently throughout

the enterprise. The assignment of roles, itself, must be the subject of

formal business processes that ensure appropriate criteria are applied

and appropriate approvals are obtained.

Modeling tools are needed to appropriately specify grants of authori-

zation. Managers must be able to easily express role assignments and

policies and to periodically review all the specifications for which

they are responsible as well as the subjects that have been granted

authority to access their resources by other managers. Modeling tools

are discussed further in Chapter 10.

FEDERATION OF TRUST DOMAINS
A large enterprise may have separate divisions or subsidiaries that

each manage security data about their personnel separately—that

is, those in different trust domains. At the same time, there is
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the potential for shared services that personnel from multiple

divisions or subsidiaries should be allowed to access. In addition,

an enterprise may have close relationships with certain business part-

ners where business partner personnel should be allowed to access

certain enterprise systems and services, and conversely, enterprise

employees should be able to access certain business partner systems

and services.

For example, a business partner employee may represent the business

partner in a business transaction, and the receiving service must deter-

mine whether the employee has the authorization to act on behalf of

the business partner organization. Similarly, different customers may

submit requests in the form of product or service orders. These

requests may be submitted by authorized customer personnel. The

receiving enterprise must determine that the customer is trustworthy

and that the request is appropriately authorized by the customer orga-

nization or other trustworthy entity.

Essentially, these participants come from other trust domains. They

are not known to the enterprise. Their trustworthiness must be estab-

lished by another source that has been previously established as suf-

ficiently trustworthy.

An extended enterprise may involve a number of suppliers and custo-

mers. Each of these has mechanisms for identity authentication and

authorization of their employees and others who are expected to

access their systems and services.

There is currently no industry standard for federation. AWS-Federation

specification has been proposed and is the subject of an OASIS techni-

cal committee formed in May 2007.

Federation involves a cooperative relationship between trust domains

so that participants known to one domain can obtain access privi-

leges in another domain. The following steps are an example of the

type of exchange required for service of one enterprise to allow access

to an employee of a trusted business partner.

1. The relying domain security service locates the participant’s home

trust domain.

2. The home trust domain provides the participant credentials that

specify attributes for relevant roles. These may be restricted to roles

and attributes that are allowed to be shared with other trust

domains.
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3. The relying domain security service must accept the identity of the

participant, probably as a temporary entity for the duration of the

login, to support subsequent authorization requests.

4. The relying domain security service must transform and filter the

participant’s credentials to its local requirements (including limita-

tions on acceptable roles), and the subject’s credentials must be

made available for subsequent access decisions.

5. The relying trust domain then proceeds with its normal response

to the initial request using the subject’s ad hoc identity and secu-

rity assertions.

The requested service subsequently requests authorization(s) that

apply the local policies and rules to the request context and the

participant’s credentials.

Theremay be different approaches to step 1. For example, the Liberty Alli-

ance has defined an approach toworkwithWeb browsers. This approach

requires that a participant first log in at a home trust domain. The authen-

tication service calls a common domain server to send a cookie to that

participant and create a record that the user is logged in. The common

domain server is accessible from all affiliated trust domains.

The relying security service acting in step 1 sends a request to the com-

mon domain service, which has access to the participant’s cookie. (A

cookie is only accessible to the domain that created it.) The common

domain then returns the identity of the user’s home security service to

the relying security service. The relying security service must then obtain

the participant’s credentials as described in steps 2 through 5. The com-

mon domain service tracks the domains in which the participant is

signed in so that it can propagate a logout or expiration of the session.

The Liberty Alliance protocol only works with Web browsers, involves

more message exchanges to establish access authorization, and relies

on a common domain server that represents a potential single point

of failure for all participating trust domains.

In the absence of an industry standard, the most straightforward

approach is to establish partner employee identities within the enter-

prise security system and grant restricted access similar to that granted

to contract personnel. This results in some increased administrative

effort but avoids the need to develop and implement custom strate-

gies and techniques that require continuing attention as business

partners or their systems change.
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PERIMETER SECURITY
Enterprise security has focused on access control at a protected perime-

ter, between the internal systems of the enterprise and the outside

world. In early data centers, the perimeter was the walls of the data cen-

ter. As the scope of access was expanded to remote access, the perimeter

expanded to controlled use of online devices. As access was expanded to

the Internet, firewalls controlled access from outside the enterprise.

Although the Internet does represent a major threat to security, there are

nevertheless threatswithin the enterprise fromboth employees and from

nonemployees who gain access to the intranet. Internal networks are

often accessible from conference rooms or other less secure sites. The

sheer size of internal networks and number of systems accessible from

the enterprise intranet represent a significant security risk.

Enterprises that implement the high degree of integration, accessibil-

ity, and flexibility represented by SOA have an increased risk of intru-

sion. This risk can be reduced by creating smaller protected domains

within the enterprise network.

SOA enables compartmentalization. Each service unit represents a

compartmentalized capability that is integrated through well-defined

interfaces. Service unit applications can be isolated behind their Web

servers. An access control perimeter with firewall and proxy server can

be established around each service unit that manages highly sensitive

data or operations. Consequently, access to service units is still lim-

ited when there is intrusion into the enterprise intranet.
VULNERABILITY SCANNING AND INTRUSION
DETECTION
SOA increases the number of access points for enterprise systems, and

many of these access points are exposed to the public Internet. XML

technology provides a common target for identification of vulnerabil-

ities by potential intruders. The widespread use of popular middle-

ware products, XML appliances, and XML processing algorithms all

increase the risk of exposure by enabling intruders to exploit vulner-

abilities in those products. Of course, critical business transactions

provide a very appealing target to intruders.

For requests from known requesters, strong authentication and

accountability mechanisms provide a deterrent. In addition, a new

class of product has emerged: XML hardware in the form of a firewall
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or appliance. These are hardware products that scan XML messages

for known problems essentially equivalent to the scanning of email

messages for viruses. The XML firewall extends traditional firewall

capabilities to address these XML concerns. By implementing these

capabilities in hardware, the performance impact can be minimized.

Increased exposure also results from efforts to detect and respond to

disruptive events from various external sources as discussed in the

next chapter. Fraudulent events could trigger false alarms or emer-

gency response that would disrupt business operations or worse.
MONITORING, LOGGING, ALERTS, AND AUDITS
Monitoring, logging, alerts, and audits are not new business require-

ments—they were common practice before computers. What has

changed is the volume of activity, the number of participants, the

obscurity of business operations occurring within computer systems,

and the exposure of systems and communications to Internet access.

The security service unit should produce a log of restricted activity

and provide reports for periodic review by the application or process

owners so that monitoring and analysis span the enterprise. Managers

should be aware of the ways in which their employees are using their

grants of authorization. Monitoring and query capabilities should be

provided for observation and investigation of potential improprieties.

The level of tracking accesses should reflect the level of sensitivity

of the resource and the type of operation so that queries about the

status of a purchase order are not tracked with the same level of con-

cern as queries against personnel records. It should also be possible

to program various alerts to provide notice when certain unusual

operations are performed or the occurrence of certain requests

exceeds normal thresholds. Periodic audits should be conducted to

assess controls, analyze authorization criteria, and sample current

activity.

Monitoring, logging, alerts, and audit support should be incorporated

into sensitive business processes and applications as well as the security

infrastructure. Commercial products are available to support monitor-

ing and logging at an access control level, but standards are needed for

monitoring and assessing process activity to identify questionable busi-

ness transactions. Such capabilities should be incorporated in business

process management systems (BPMS), discussed in Chapter 3, and

business activity monitoring (BAM), discussed in Chapter 5.
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Though organizational roles are orthogonal to security roles, organi-

zational roles define responsibility for resources. Consequently,

reporting of access activity should be directed to the management

chain of the protected resources. Furthermore, reporting of denied

requests for access to sensitive resources should be reported to the

management chain of the individual making the request. Thus the

organization structure is an important consideration in the monitor-

ing of security as well as the implementation of access controls. We

will discuss the nature of the agile organization structure in the next

chapter.



Chapter7
The Agile Organization Structure
An enterprise organization structure defines the relationships among

people, along with their respective responsibilities and authority, as

the basis of their collective efforts to achieve enterprise objectives. It

also defines the chains of command through which enterprise man-

agement exerts leadership, accountability, and control. An agile enter-

prise changes these relationships by breaking down departmental

silos into sharable service units and driving performance based on

an SOA. The participation and relationships of people continue to

be important in the agile enterprise, but the focus has shifted from

performing production tasks to managing exceptions and resolving

needs to address business challenges and opportunities.

Viewed from the bottom up, SOA is an approach to consolidation of

duplicated capabilities to achieve economies of scale or control.

However, when we view SOA as a fundamental approach to design

of the organization, it yields a different vision. The enterprise

becomes a network of services, contributing to value chains that

achieve enterprise objectives. Essentially, service units are enterprise

capabilities that can be engaged in a variety of enterprise pursuits.

This is a sort of “hyper-matrix” structure because the cross-func-

tional drivers are not restricted to a single dimension, such as pro-

ducts, customers, or markets. Instead, any new “matrix” can be

established through the implementation of a value chain that

engages the needed services to achieve particular business values.

In addition, people in the organization may have multiple roles and

functional relationships, as depicted in Figure 7.1. This diagram depicts

a hypothetical service unit and various relationships of personnel in

that service unit. They are all part of a traditional management hierar-

chy, but they will participate in various other collaborative activities to
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implement changes or resolve issues that go beyond the interests of

their individual service unit.

Some of these collaborative activities are with representatives of service

units that are users of or providers to the subject service unit—to resolve

service problems or negotiate changes in a service interface or level of

service specifications. Some collaborations, such as the Information

Technology Liaison, are to obtain support services from other service

units. Still other collaborations involve participation in executive staff

initiatives to design enterprise capabilities or implement changes. A

number of these relationships are discussed further in Chapter 9 on

governance. The diagram does not express the organizational aspects

of role assignments for access authorization or management chains

for approvals associated with the collaborative activities.

In the following sections we begin by examining design principles for

an agile organization. Then we discuss several high-level categories of

services that suggest primary departments of the organization struc-

ture. Next, we discuss design factors for grouping service units into

an organization hierarchy. Finally, we consider a general approach
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to transforming an existing organization to achieve the agility and

performance potential of a SOA.
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Several design principles are important to the design of an agile orga-

nization structure.

Centralization for Enterprise Optimization
A major design goal is enterprise optimization: economies of scale

and leveraged capabilities. This requires centralized management to

address the following requirements:

n Definition of shared services must overcome resistance of organiza-

tions that experience loss of local control.

n Changes to a service interface (specification of interactions with a

service) require consideration of the impact on related services

and the potential replacement by alternative services.

n Investments in development and improvement of capabilities require

setting enterprise priorities and balancing enterprise objectives

n Agility requires the ability to retrain and redeploy personnel for shifts

inworkload and transformations to address new business capabilities.

n Technical standards must be enforced, including product, produc-

tion, and information technology standards, to support both

economies of scale and enterprise flexibility.

n Purchase of equipment and facilities must be considered with

respect to optimal utilization of assets and shared support services.

These considerations are explored further in Chapter 9 on governance.

Management Hierarchy
The management hierarchy of an agile enterprise is, in many ways,

similar to the management hierarchy of traditional organizations.

However, in a service-oriented enterprise, every manager is a provider

of services. He or she is responsible to the service users for the cost,

quality, and timeliness of the services provided (i.e., what is done)

and to the management chain for the effective management of

resources in compliance with government regulations and require-

ments for enterprise optimization (i.e., how it is done).

Managers higher in the management hierarchy have responsibility for

an aggregation of services that generally have some similarities or

common objectives, as discussed later. These service groups may
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include specialists and support services for services units in their area

of responsibility. For example, a manufacturing manager may also

have materials management, machine repair, and product repair ser-

vice units to support the value chain operations for production.

The management chain has direct control of the way services are per-

formed but must negotiate service requirements to optimize utiliza-

tion of resources while meeting current and future needs of service

users. The manager must pursue continuous improvement and adapt

to changing business challenges and opportunities, to maintain at

least an industry best-practice level of performance, if not a competi-

tive advantage for the enterprise. In a sense, each manager is respon-

sible for a subordinate enterprise that must meet the needs of its

customers and achieve stockholder objectives.

Service Units as Building Blocks
Fundamental to the agile enterprise is the identification of service units

that provide distinct business capabilities. These capabilities, for the

most part, should survive changes in the business to deliver new pro-

ducts or pursue new markets. A service unit should be able to apply its

capability in a number of business contexts as requests are received from

different users of its services. As stable components of the enterprise, they

are the building blocks of current and future business endeavors.

Note that a service unit is an organizational unit that applies a capa-

bility to deliver a result. The manager of a service unit has direct

responsibility for resources except to the extent that management of

some operations is delegated to other service units. The manager

retains responsibility to ensure that either those operations that are

delegated meet requirements or that alternative providers are consid-

ered. An organizational unit that is formed to manage other man-

agers is not a service unit at all but rather an organization formed

to improve management of resources and pursuit of enterprise objec-

tives among the service units under that management.

Service Unit Autonomy
A service unit manager should have autonomy to improve the cost,

quality, and timeliness of the service within the constraints estab-

lished by enterprise-defined specifications for services, enterprise

policies, and budget. As a stable, enterprise-building block, a service

unit should have clear, long-term objectives and an expectation of

adequate and stable staffing. The service unit manager and the
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personnel of the service unit should be the experts for the particular

service, and they should be empowered to pursue improvements so

that the enterprise realizes the benefit of their knowledge and their

support for the implementation of change. The service unit manager

should be able to plan and pursue process improvement, technology

changes, and innovation within reasonable budgetary constraints.

Where more substantial investment or broader-scope changes are

needed, they should be proposed to higher levels in the management

chain. Conversely, new business requirements may be defined at a

higher management level, and requirements for adaptation may be

delegated to individual service units for implementation.
Accountability
An agile enterprise has new mechanisms of accountability. Service

units are accountable to their service users and to enterprise leader-

ship for meeting service cost, quality, and timeliness requirements.

This results from well-defined service specifications, performance

reporting, visible contributions to value chains, and the responsibility

of every service unit for its performance.

Though a service unit is directly accountable to service users for the

result of a request, it is indirectly accountable to additional service units

up the chain of requests along with the original requester. This account-

ability can be important in decision making regarding delivery of a ser-

vice. For example, a customer order is received by an order-processing

service that directs a request to an order fulfillment service, which directs

a request to a shipping service. The shipping service requires a decision

regarding transportation mode, which should be resolved by the origi-

nal customer. This resolution might be accomplished by direct contact

with the customer based on customer order information, but it should

be accomplished by referring the decision back up the request chain

so that appropriate controls and possible side effects (for example, a

change in shipping charges) can be applied to the customer’s specifica-

tion. The latter approach is more adaptable since it does not cause the

shipping service to make assumptions about the order, the options

available to the customer, or proper identification of the decisionmaker.

In addition, from an enterprise perspective, every service unit contri-

butes directly or indirectly to the enterprise value chain. The impact

of each service on the success of the enterprise should be periodically

evaluated from this perspective. This should be an important factor in

the performance evaluation and incentives for the management of
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each service unit. The performance of some service units should be

evaluated against similar activities in other enterprises and potential

performance of equivalent outsourced services.

Collaborative Relationships
In general, service units should be expected to have consumer-provider

relationships with services that are in separate management chains so

that where there are issues involving these relationships, most should

be resolved without appeal to a common manager—both because of

the delay in resolution and the fact thatmanagers at a high level probably

lack the necessary expertise. Consequently, the issues must be resolved

through collaboration. Anagile enterprise relies heavilyon collaboration

to resolve problems and adapt to new business requirements.

These collaborations may vary in duration and intensity. Where the

duration is longer or the level of participation is more intense, particu-

larly where participation involves an employee on a full-time basis, the

relationship should be formal and visible so that other members of

related organizations know who has responsibility. Where significant

resources are required, as with a full-time employee, participation

should be viewed as a service to a responsible organization, and the cost

of participation should be billed to that organization, assuming it is not

the employee’s home service unit that is the primary beneficiary of the

initiative.

Collaborative relationships, particularly those of greater duration and

intensity, often create alternative chains of command for review and

approval. For example, persons who incur expenses as members of

a project team probably need to have their expenses reviewed and

approved by a project leader and possibly the manager responsible

for the project. These relationships then provide the basis for business

processes to engage individuals for review and approval.

Development and support of IT applications typically involve a vari-

ety of collaborative relationships. In general, these involve assign-

ment of IT personnel as service providers and liaison persons to

other organizations that should be billed to the organization request-

ing the participation and support as an investment in improvement.
SERVICE UNIT TYPES
From an enterprise perspective, services may be classified into several

types based on their participation in value chains:
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n Line-of-business service units

n Value chain service units

n Support service units

n Product development service units

n Master data service units

n Work management service units

n Transformation service units

n Portal service units

n Executive staff service units

These service unit types affect the cost and performance of value

chains in different ways. In general, the differences in focus and

planning horizons of these service types suggest that they should be

in separate branches of the enterprise management hierarchy. How-

ever, though this is a significant factor at a high level, it is one of

many considerations in the design of the organization; additional

considerations are discussed later. In the following subsections

we discuss the distinguishing characteristics of each of these service

unit types.
Line-of-business Service Units
A line of business is a collection of similar products that are managed

together for production synergy, economies of scale, or focus on a mar-

ket segment. A line-of-business service unit is responsible for manage-

ment of the full life cycle of the associated products, from concept

through obsolescence; each product life cycle can be modeled and

evaluated as a product value chain and managed as a product life-cycle

project. The life cycle of a product is initiated by a management deci-

sion to develop a new product. For example, a manufacturing line-

of-business service unit uses product development services to develop

its products, uses operations engineering service units to develop the

production capability, uses marketing and sales service units to pro-

mote and sell its products, and monitors production service units to

ensure that the products are competitively produced and delivered.

The line-of-business service unit may be viewed as a special case of

the work management service unit, discussed later.

Line-of-business service units must respond to the marketplace to

refine products or develop new ones. They engage various services

from across the enterprise to support the product life cycle. They

are concerned with the life-cycle value of the product to the

enterprise—the return on investment.
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Production Value Chain Service Units
A production value chain defines the contributions to units of produc-

tion to achieve end customer value. Production value chain service

units are those directly involved in adding value to a unit of produc-

tion. This has been described as a line organization or an organization

providing direct labor. These services are distinct because they directly

affect the time to deliver the product or service as well as the cost and

quality of the product or service. Each participating service unit pro-

vides specialized capabilities required to produce the product. These

service units are the focus of initial SOA analysis because they are

usually the primary sources of enterprise costs and because they

directly affect the enterprise’s ability to optimize and adapt to new

business opportunities.

The goals and performance measures of a production value chain ser-

vice unit must be aligned with its contributions to the value chain.

The performance of value chain services rolls up, through the net-

work of service usages, to the production value chain, independent

of the organization hierarchy under which they are managed. Conse-

quently, the managers of these service units necessarily focus on their

contribution to value chains, and particularly contributions to cost,

quality, and response time.

Production value chain service units are a primary target for automa-

tion and process improvement because that is where much of the cost

of running the enterprise is incurred, they have direct impact on cus-

tomer value, and the operations are typically highly repetitive.
Support Service Units
Support service units come in a variety of forms. They do not engage

in activities that have a direct impact on a product value chain but

instead provide ancillary services that ensure the effective develop-

ment, availability, and management of the capabilities provided by

the service units they support.

At the enterprise level, there are support service units that consolidate

management functions from across the enterprise and enforce man-

agement controls. These services are generally organized into func-

tional groups or departments. They include finance and accounting,

human resources, purchasing, and information systems services.

These enterprise support roles are discussed in greater detail in

Chapter 9.
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At an operational level, there are support service units that may be

specific to particular segments of the business such as machinery

maintenance, inventory management, quality control, and facilities

management, but there are also operational-level aspects of the enter-

prise services, such as finance, human resources, purchasing, and

information systems.

Support services essentially provide separation of control, economies

of scale, or specialized capabilities that are more effective if managed

separately.

Support services may interact with employees at all levels, depending

on the nature of the service. In many cases, service unit managers are

their customers. Managers or employees, depending on their roles,

may request services and may be called on to participate in support

services, i.e., respond to requests for inputs or approvals. The man-

ager-customers may have different service expectations at different

management levels.

Though these services do not directly affect the value produced by the

user service unit, they are, nevertheless, part of the cost of adding

value and can indirectly affect the performance of their internal custo-

mers. The cost of these services, like other services, must be recovered

through a chargeback mechanism.
Product Development Service Units
Product development includes any activities that establish the capa-

bility to deliver a new or improved product (or service). Product

development service units contribute to an internal value chain that

provides value by developing a new product for a line of business.

The product development value chain is a component of the broader

product value chain that comprehends the entire product life cycle.

A new product design changes the enterprise capability to deliver a

new product. The cost defined by this value chain is associated with

a particular product and is an investment that should be recovered

through sales of the product.

Product development services define the product specifications and

production requirements—requirements for adaptation of the enter-

prise. They effectively define what the production value chain services

deliver. As such, their planning horizon is relatively long and their

success is measured by the timely availability, market acceptance,

and profitability of the new product.
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Product development includes product research and may include

development of special production tools, methods, specifications,

and processes to produce a new product.

The eTOM framework was introduced in Chapter 2. The Strategy,

Infrastructure, and Product segment is illustrated in Figure 7.2. In this

context, product life-cycle management is shown as one of the verti-

cal functional capabilities. It changes the enterprise capabilities to

support production of a new product. The development of new pro-

ducts, as well as the adoption of new technologies and methods, is

driven by the broader Strategy and Commit segment. We talk more

about strategic planning and the development of enterprise capabil-

ities in Chapter 9 on governance.

Master Data Service Units
Various service units throughout the enterprise have responsibility for

some segment of enterprise master data; the collective master data

records are the current truth about the state of the enterprise. These

service units are responsible for the integrity and confidentiality of

their segments of the master data. They control updates and access
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to it, and they must ensure that it is available as needed to support

other service unit operations.

A service unit need not be dedicated to master data management.

Often the service unit that manages the most changes to the master

data will include master data management responsibility. Neverthe-

less, the master data resource and effective management of it are key

capabilities.
Work Management Service Units
We discussed work management service units in Chapter 2. The pur-

pose of a work management service unit is to achieve a business

objective involving several service units that cannot achieve an opti-

mal result on their own. Most typical is a need to share resources to

achieve economies of scale across the multiple service units.

In general, the optimization conflicts with the optimum that would be

achieved by each of the service units acting on their own. So,

manufacturing production scheduling is a work management service

unit responsibility to optimize efficiency while minimizing the impact

on delay of individual orders. Examples of the objectives to be pursued

by work management service units were discussed in Chapter 2. Because

the work management may adversely affect some of the performance of

individual service units, the work management service unit generally

reports to amanager who also has responsibility for the participating ser-

vice units, so optimization is pursued from that manager’s perspective.

Customer order management may be viewed as an enterprise-level

work management service unit that is intended to optimize perfor-

mance of business operations to serve the customer.
Transformation Service Units
Transformation services are not focused on particular products but

instead on changing the way the enterprise does business. They

develop and implement changes to the capabilities and potentially

the design of the enterprise. These service units are separate from

the other service types because the other services and their inter-

actions become the work product of the transformation services.

They need to bring an enterprise perspective and typically operate

across organizational boundaries, sometimes making trade-offs

and resolving role disputes between services and their users.
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The scope and impact of transformation can vary widely from process

improvement to large-scale reorganization. However, these services

probably are not applicable to changes for a new product if the prod-

uct impact is limited to variations in specifications, components, and

configurations. They are applicable if the new product requires a new

value chain, significant changes to an existing value chain, or major

investment in service unit capabilities.

Enterprise transformations that involve multiple services and substan-

tial enterprise investment or optimization must be managed by the

Enterprise Transformation service group. The Enterprise Transforma-

tion service group is effectively both a transformation service and

an executive staff service (discussed in a moment). This service is also

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 9 on governance.

Large-scale business transformation occurs when there is a need for

fundamental change in the enterprise capabilities and organization.

These changes are driven by executive management as a result of stra-

tegic planning.

Service unit managers have primary responsibility for process

improvement. This responsibility is generally limited by the scope

of their service unit. Beyond the service unit scope, analyses must

identify changes that optimize performance from an enterprise per-

spective, and proposed changes must be subject to enterprise-level

review and approval.

The IT application development service units are transformation ser-

vice units. Their responsibility is to ensure effective utilization of

the technology and optimization of information systems and com-

munications services. The application development services are uti-

lized by individual service units to improve their capabilities and

adapt applications to new business needs, and they are used by the

enterprise transformation service to apply information technology

in support of enterprise transformations.

In the eTOM framework, shown in Figure 7.2, some transformation

services are represented by the Infrastructure Life-cycle Management

capabilities. This framework does not explicitly address fundamental

transformations to the design of the enterprise. It is focused more on

the replacement and upgrade of telecommunication facilities. As with

product development, the Infrastructure Life-cycle Management

segment is driven by the Strategy and Commit segment.
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Portal Service Units
A portal service unit provides services to a community of stakeholders,

typically employees, customers, suppliers, or stockholders. These ser-

vices may include call centers along with Web pages. The portal service

unit provides a single point of contact from the stakeholder’s perspec-

tive, directing requests to appropriate internal service units and track-

ing resolution of problems. The service unit tailors the portal to the

particular needs of the stakeholder community.
Executive Staff Service Units
Executive management and the board of directors are served by

executive staff service units that achieve coordination, control, opti-

mization, and economies of scale at an enterprise level. These service

units may respond to a variety of requests from executive managers

and may have a number of defined services to serve the rest of the

enterprise. For example, an executive staff process would review and

authorize deviation from standards or review and approve changes

to service interfaces. Strategic planning is an executive staff service.

Executive staff services must report to the CEO or a person reporting

directly to the CEO to ensure that they function with an enterprise-

wide perspective. The executive staff services provide the mechanisms

for governance and transformation of the enterprise. These services

are discussed in Chapter 9.
HIERARCHY DESIGN FACTORS
Design of the organization hierarchy is a complex ongoing task

involving many factors.

Current-day organization hierarchies often reflect groupings of peo-

ple engaged in functionally related activities. However, in some cases

the clustering is based on business operations required decades ago,

the remnants of mergers and acquisitions, or the independent evolu-

tion of various product lines.

In an agile enterprise, all management hierarchies are responsible for

managing services. The leaves of the hierarchy are where the work of

services is actually done. The hierarchy, for the most part, brings

together service units that have similar capabilities and objectives.

The primary objective of the management hierarchy is to optimize
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the operation of the service units and adapt the service units to

changing business requirements.

A blank-slate synthesis of an organization hierarchy would, ideally,

be both top down and bottom up. Top down, the service unit types

discussed in the previous section, along with general functional

groupings, provide a starting point. Bottom up, highly synergistic ser-

vice units should be brought together at the operating level; then less

intense synergy should bring together these clusters into larger

organizations. The analysis and aggregation should be repeated, iter-

atively, to build the detail of a hierarchy.
Aggregation Factors
The following sections describe factors that suggest which service

units should be grouped in the same organization. The aggregation

factors suggest grouping at a lower level. Separation factors, discussed

later, suggest grouping only at a higher level.

Functional Similarity
A basic factor in service unit clustering is still functional similarity—

particularly the similarity of skills and knowledge of members of

the service units. Similarity of work products suggests functional sim-

ilarity. This yields flexibility in the allocation of people to service

operations, and it yields other economies of scale for management

of the clustered service units in terms of improvement of personnel

capabilities, process improvement, and possibly sharing of resources

and facilities.

The resources may include people, facilities, tools, data, and intellec-

tual property. There are two primary goals: consistency and economies

of scale. Consistency leads to improved performance by enabling prob-

lems and improvements to be resolved once and monitored for com-

pliance. Economies of scale come from better utilization of resources

and potentially the opportunity to develop specialists and acquire

specialized tools. Some resources may be shared among multiple ser-

vices for high utilization, or may be reallocated when workloads shift.

Specialized support services may achieve economies of scale across

multiple service units that have similar capabilities.

Thus, we tend to bring together service units that perform engineering

functions, customer support functions, manufacturing functions,

accounting functions, and so on.
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Measures of Performance
The services brought together in an organization hierarchy should

have compatible measures of performance. Two different service units

are not expected to have the same service objectives, but the metrics

relating to quality, timeliness, methods, resource management, and

responsiveness to users should be compatible, particularly at lower

levels in the hierarchy.

Higher-levelmanagers also need consistentmeasures of performance for

the various services under their responsibility, but the measures may be

more generalized on service levels than the performance of particular

resources.Where possible,metrics should roll up the chain of command

so that the performance of different services and departments (groups of

services) can be compared. Managers need to be able to define policies

and issue directives without the need to significantly tailor the policies

and directives to the differences between service units.

For example, a manager might expect all service units to meet certain

metrics for employee satisfaction, employee turnover, salary levels,

and absenteeism. This allows the managers to employ common per-

formance measures and leverage improvements across multiple ser-

vice units. At higher levels in the hierarchy, there are broader scope

goals and fewer common operational performance measures.

Degree of Coupling
Traditionally, a high degree of coupling between business activities

suggested that these activities should be organizationally affiliated. This

was at least in part due to delays in communications between organi-

zations, particularly the formal communications required between

organizations that share only a high-level manager. With electronic

communications and automated business processes, the degree of cou-

pling should be a much less significant factor.

Today theremay be relevant couplings whereby there are concerns about

setting priorities or using complementary methods that may need to be

resolved by a shared manager. For example, a manufacturing machine

repair service unit and production operations should be affiliated closely

enough to ensure that preventive maintenance, machine repair techni-

ques, and response to failure are appropriate to minimize production

downtime. The degree of coupling between production engineering

and production operations probably overrides the potential consolida-

tion of engineering capabilities between product engineering and pro-

duction engineering based on functional similarity.
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Outsourcing
The relationship with an outsourcing provider must be “owned” by a

manager within the client enterprise so that there is a single point of

contact for negotiations and contract enforcement. The management

of the contractual relationship might be assigned to the purchasing

organization, but it would be more appropriate to assign it to a man-

ager positioned where the associated service units would be posi-

tioned if they were internal. The primary responsibility in either

case is to ensure that the needs of the internal users are met with

appropriate cost, quality, and timeliness.

There will be a need for adaptation and thus some negotiation of ser-

vice interfaces provided and used by the outsourcing provider. Addi-

tional issues may arise in the future as the provider introduces

operational improvements or changes for regulatory compliance.

These issues should be addressed at an enterprise level, as with other

transformation initiatives.
Separation Factors
The following sections describe factors that suggest that service units

should be in separate branches of the organization hierarchy.

Independence from Users
Asmuch as possible, all users of a service should be associated with the

management of the service unit at the same management level so that

all current and future service users have equal influence over the satis-

faction of their requests. Close affiliation of some users can be a prob-

lem, particularly when a shared service is created from a segment of

an existing organization and remains under the same management.

Other service units that are expected to use the shared service are likely

to believe that they are receiving lesser priority due to personal relation-

ships, even if the joint manager does not exercise such influence.

Separation of Duties
It is appropriate to separate service units that implement critical con-

trols from the service units to be controlled. This ensures that manage-

ment policies and controls can be quickly, reliably, and uniformly

enforced. This separation is evident in the separation of accounting,

human resources, and purchasing services from the services that they

support. Funding is controlled by the accounting organization, and

business units must establish budgets and obtain disbursements
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through accounting services. Generally, accepted accounting practices

define requirements for separation of duties for financial controls.

Hiring, along with administration of personnel compensation and

benefits, requires the use of human resource services. Purchasing of

materials and equipment must be done through purchasing services

to ensure objective supplier selection and negotiations.

Similar services might be implemented for such activities as customer

quote preparation, application of certain government regulations, or

allocation of expensive resources.

Separation of duties may also be needed where there are competing

objectives. For example, it is appropriate to separate inspection

operations from the manufacturing production organization or testing

services from a product development organization. This also applies

where critical records must be maintained or valuable assets could be

at risk.

Differences in Service Request Life Cycle
A service request life cycle is the time and activities required to respond

to a request. Amachine repair life cycle usually is completed in hours or

days, depending on the level of urgency and complexity, whereas a

product development life cycle could take months or years. Service

units and service groups should generally avoid combining services that

have short request life cycles with services that have significantly longer

life cycles because demands for immediate action on short life-cycle

services are likely to divert attention from longer life-cycle services. In

addition, performance metrics are likely to be significantly different.

Service Delivery Locations
Generally, we think of services as consolidations of similar activities

at one location so that the resources can be shared and economies

of scale can be realized. This is not always the best solution, and with

the Internet and collaboration services, colocation of personnel may

be unnecessary. In some cases, it is necessary for the service personnel

to have face-to-face contact with customers or others or to work on a

customer site for product maintenance and repair. These personnel

should be geographically distributed. It may be important to perform

the same services in different countries in a way that is more cultur-

ally sensitive. Government regulations may be best addressed by

providing certain services in specific political jurisdictions. Some ser-

vices may be distributed to different time zones to utilize daytime

work hours while providing around the clock services.
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These circumstances can be addressed in three ways: (1) a distinct ser-

vice is located in each area, (2) service personnel work remotely from

a central service unit operation, or (3) a single service unit has opera-

tions that are in multiple locations.

In all cases, there should be a consistent service interface. Where there

are distinct service units in different areas, the implementations might

not be the same in all locations. This might be a function of differences

in infrastructure, culture, regulations, or resource availability.

If there are strong differences among the various locations, it is likely

that a decentralized organization of separate service units is more

appropriate. Some services still may be brought together based on

their geographical proximity. At the same time, these services may uti-

lize centralized, shared services that achieve economies of scale and

consistency in certain aspects of their operations. This model is typi-

cal of retail operations.

Where the activities are primarily individual employee activities, there

could be a single service operation that manages and coordinates the

field activities, but the field personnel work remotely, interacting with

the service applications for support, assignments, and data entry. This

is typical of sales operations, where salespeople spend most of their

time visiting customers.

Finally, a single service unit may have distributed operations so that

the service users make requests of a single service and the service

determines where the activities are performed. This could be a model

for an engineering service where different specialists are located in

different operating sites. For a service that delivers a complex product,

various aspects of product development or production might be

located in different countries, to optimize the use of expertise and

variations in levels of compensation. Some service units may simply

operate with employees who participate remotely from home or cli-

ent sites, thus avoiding the need to relocate new employees and

making assignments to employees based on their proximity to clients.
ORGANIZATION MODELING
In traditional organizations, the organizational hierarchy defines

the primary responsibilities and authority of individuals and organi-

zations. Interorganizational communications are formalized at an

operating level, and managers collaborate to make interorganizational

decisions.
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In a modern enterprise, most employees are knowledge workers who

must often collaborate across organizational boundaries. This is par-

ticularly true of an agile enterprise in which employees must collabo-

rate with both users of their services and providers used by their

service. To be effective, individuals must be able to identify the per-

sons in other service units with whom they need to collaborate. The

traditional organization chart no longer does the job.

In addition, business processes that require review and approval of

certain actions or agreements must be able to identify appropriate

reviewers and approvers. These are not identifiable simply by refer-

ence to the organizational hierarchy. They may involve roles in work-

groups, task forces, projects, and committees.

New organizational modeling tools are needed to complement the

design of processes and services and represent the relationships dis-

cussed earlier. Extended modeling capabilities could assist in more

effective alignment of service units within the organizational hierarchy.

Management of a multitude of service units, coordination of changes,

management of risks, and optimization of enterprise performance will

require that managers have more robust tools for dealing with this

complexity. At this writing, initial work on a standard for organization

modeling is under way within the Object Management Group (OMG).

The organization model must reflect multiple management chains. In

addition to the conventional management chain, individuals will be

engaged in projects, task forces, or other initiatives that cut across tradi-

tional organizational boundaries, and they will have a leader and asso-

ciated management chain appropriate to the particular initiative. These

alternative management chains may have responsibility for expenses,

access authorizations, or other processes where review or approval is

required. The organization model must provide the information needed

for such processes to direct requests to the appropriate managers.
ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION
Development of a service-oriented enterprise seldom starts with a

blank slate but must deal with the realities of an existing organiza-

tion. The approach should change as the enterprise becomesmoremature

with respect to the SOA Maturity Model discussed in Chapter 1.

Organizations at level 1, Explored, and 2, Applied, should focus on

the creation of individual shared services that realize business benefit with

reasonable return on investment. In most cases this should result
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in service units that achieve significant economies of scale through consol-

idation. Alignment of these service unitswith the organizational hierarchy

should give consideration to the design principles and hierarchy design

factors discussed in this chapter.

At level 3 the enterprise should have a strategic view of needed service

units. This may focus on the product value chain and enterprise gov-

ernance requirements for creation of service units and development

and integration of service capabilities. Planning for transformation

of support services may be deferred except that consideration should

be given to outsourcing. The plan for services developed at level 3

may not include a comprehensive plan for the organizational hierar-

chy since that evolves as services are developed, and the evolution

depends on business priorities and the order in which service units

are established.

At level 4, much of the organization should be transformed, particu-

larly those elements involved in product and production value

chains. Service specifications should be formally defined, and the

capture and reporting of performance metrics should be supported

by the infrastructure, enabling greater empowerment of service unit

managers and their people to pursue improvements. The organiza-

tion structure should be evolving to a strategic design.

At level 5, the organization structure should be optimized based on

the design principles and hierarchy design factors discussed earlier in

this chapter. The executive support services described in Chapter 9

should be fully implemented to support continuous change and more

effective governance.

In the next chapter we will discuss how the organization structure

aligns with the management of disruptive events to adapt the enter-

prise to challenges and opportunities.
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Enterprises are not only driven by requests for services but also by

events that occur both within the enterprise and in the business

environment in which the enterprise functions. In this chapter, we

focus on how events drive change in the enterprise. As depicted in

Figure 8.1, the enterprise must recognize relevant events, analyze

the threat or opportunity to determine a resolution, and implement

appropriate changes to its business operations to maintain or

improve its role in the ecosystem.

Not all events drive change. There are many events that occur in the

normal course of business, such as receipt of a customer order, a pay-

ment became overdue, a defect was detected, a machine failed, a shift

ended. However, disruptive events are those that suggest that a change

has occurred in the enterprise ecosystem that impacts the ability of

the enterprise to achieve optimal value now or particularly in the

future.

Some disruptive events, such as departure of a skilled employee,

storm damage to a production facility, or a shortage of a critical pro-

duction resource, have only a temporary or limited effect. These are

part of the spectrum of disruptive events, but of greater concern are

those disruptive events that signal the need for a permanent change

in the operation of the enterprise, such as introduction of a new

product by a competitor or a new government regulation.

There has been considerable industry attention and confusion related

to event-driven architecture (EDA). For some, EDA means systems that

process business transactions as they occur in contrast to batch pro-

cessing. To others it means initiating business processes based

on events. From a technology perspective, it may be viewed as a

publish-and-subscribe integration model in which event notices are
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forwarded to applications or processes based on subscriptions rather

than request-response exchanges or explicit addressing by an origina-

tor. To still others, it means sensing relevant business events and

resolving associated challenges and opportunities.

We avoid reference to EDA and focus on this last perspective—sens-

ing and responding to disruptive events, which can be resolved with-

out information technology support, but in today’s world, a timely

response requires automation.

Response to disruptive events is essential to enterprise agility. Events

drive enterprise actions to resolve changing business circumstances

that may not otherwise be adequately recognized and resolved within

mainstream operations. As the enterprise extends its business pro-

cesses to respond to various exceptions, some events are anticipated

in the normal operation of the business. For example, an enterprise

normally anticipates that customers change their minds and unau-

thorized persons attempt to access protected resources. So some for-

merly disruptive events become routine events, resolved through

well-defined processes. Disruptive events remain those that require

some analysis and management planning or decision making. Man-

agement planning and decision making are the sources of transfor-

mation—adapting the enterprise to address business exceptions,

challenges, and opportunities.

SOA can make an enterprise more flexible, accountable, and efficient,

but it does not necessarily make it agile. The agile enterprise must be

responsive to disruptive events. At the same time, an enterprise that is

responsive to disruptive events is not agile if the responses are not

timely and effective. SOA enables changes to be implemented more

quickly and efficiently because (1) capabilities are consolidated

and consistent, so changes can be more easily defined and deployed,
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(2) service units can change their capabilities with minimal impact

on other service units, (3) automated business processes can be more

quickly changed, and (4) the impact of changes on related products,

services, and capabilities can be more easily understood and opti-

mized from an enterprise perspective.

In this chapter we consider how disruptive events drive agility.

In Chapter 9 we see how change is managed through governance.
EVENT RESOLUTION BUSINESS FRAMEWORK
Event-driven agility, in a sense, requires a second-order enterprise

architecture because it requires an architecture for changing the enter-

prise architecture. Increasingly, management attention must turn from

managing resources for performance (a control focus) to managing

how the enterprise must change (an adaptation focus).

We begin with the premise that the enterprise is currently designed to

operate in the current state of the world. The enterprise must adapt

when there are relevant changes to the state of the world, including

changes that occur within the enterprise itself—changes to the enter-

prise ecosystem.

A disruptive event may be a discrete change of state, such as a discov-

ery, a new regulation, a natural disaster, a new product announcement,

or a major sale. An event may also be the occurrence of a variance of a

business variable outside a normal range or exceeding an expected rate

of change. Such events may be based on business variables such as

market price, inventory level, customer complaints, or economic

indicators.

Figure 8.2 depicts an event resolution business framework—a man-

agement framework in which the enterprise should resolve issues

raised by disruptive events. The framework assumes that an affected

manager becomes aware of a disruptive event. Later we consider

how managers can become aware of disruptive events.

A manager at any level may become aware of a relevant event. If the

event can be resolved at a lower level, within the scope of specific ser-

vice units, the implementation may be delegated to those service units.

If the resolution requires more extensive change, the event resolution

may be escalated. The planning horizon is longer and the solutions

more significant when it is necessary to resolve the event at higher

levels. Management controls, business processes that initiate change,
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and service unit manager incentives must be appropriately applied to

achieve a balance between local initiative and enterprise optimization.

By clarifying the allocation of responsibility for enterprise capabilities,

SOA helps frame the responsibility for resolution of disruptive events.

Transformation, when required, involves changing one or more service

unit capabilities or the way service units are used. In the following sub-

sections, we consider the roles of service unit manager, line-of-business

manager, and executive staff within this framework.
Service Unit Manager
For a service unit manager, a disruptive event is one that either inter-

feres with the efficient and responsive operation of the service unit or

that may put the service unit at a competitive disadvantage—that is, it

might not perform as well as similar service units in competing enter-

prises or as well as it has in the past.

Some events have an effect specifically on the operating activities of a

particular service unit. Resolutions of these events can be implemen-

ted immediately by the service unit manager unless they require sub-

stantial investment or will adversely affect service cost, quality, or

timeliness. In a service-oriented architecture, the approach to imple-

mentation of service operations is internal to the service unit, as long

as it does not adversely affect service users or services used. If changes
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to internal operations affect the cost, quality, or timeliness of the ser-

vice, the service unit manager might need to negotiate with service

users to justify the change. Changes that do not affect the interface

and do not increase cost or degrade the level of service should not

be a concern to service users.

When faced with a disruptive event, the affected service unit manager

must consider solutions and determine whether there is an operational

solution, one that can be implemented internally. The operational

solution could be, for example, to hire a new employee, reallocate or

train personnel, change internal business processes, acquire new equip-

ment or use another service. The service unit manager’s responsibility

is to optimize the operation of the service unit, so in general terms

resolving disruptive events is his or her responsibility.

In some cases, there may be a need to change the service interface.

Figure 8.3 depicts relationships between service users and service pro-

viders. Service unit X is both a user of service unit Y and a provider to

service units A, B, and C. A change to the service interface of service

unit X may require changes to all the users of service unit X, here

represented by service units A, B, and C. If an event impacts the com-

petitive position of service unit X, it affects the competitive position

of service units A, B, and C, because A, B, and C must bear the cost

and depend on the results of service unit X in the delivery of their ser-

vices. Consequently, the solution should be the result of collabora-

tion between the service unit manager of service unit X and the

managers of the user service units A, B, and C. Consideration of

changes must include adverse effects on service units up the request

chain as well as affected products.

Note that enterprise governance should require that changes to ser-

vice unit interfaces be approved at an enterprise level to ensure that

the solution is optimal for the enterprise, particularly for future needs

that might not be represented by current service users.

A service unit may require changes to a service it uses. In the diagram,

service unit X may need changes to service unit Y. If so, the service

unit X manager should work with the manager of service unit Y to

develop the changes. However, service unit Y may have other users,

such as service units M and N, that are not apparent to service unit

X. Thus service unit X may need to engage both service unit Y and

all the users of service unit Y to accomplish the change. The change

should occur easily if all users see a net benefit; otherwise, they either

agree that it has value to the enterprise or the decision must be made
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at a higher level in the organization. This includes consideration of

the cost of change as well as any increase in operating cost as com-

pared to the business value of the change.

If a change to a service provider increases the cost or degrades the per-

formance of a user, that user is in turn accountable to its users. In the

diagram, suppose service unit Y makes a change to improve the quality

of its product, but this causes a cost increase. This cost increase is

incurred by service unit X along with the other services that use service

unit Y. This affects the obligation of service unit X to its users, A, B, and

C. This effect propagates up the chain of users until it becomes evident

in one or more value chains or otherwise affects enterprise perfor-

mance. At that level, the impact on the enterprise and the ultimate cus-

tomer can be evaluated.

Even if a service unit manager makes a change that reduces cost over

time, there may be an investment, and thus an increase in costs,

incurred in the short term. It would not be desirable for all improve-

ments to be impeded by opposition to cost increases by users. This

should be addressed with an appropriate funding mechanism. For

example, the cost of change might be recovered over time, so

improvements that would be recovered within a certain number of

years would be authorized and amortized for cost recovery. The ser-

vice unit management chain has primary responsibility for making

such changes. Changes that would increase the unit cost of services

to users should be approved by the service user managers and/or

the affected line of business managers. The enterprise must establish

appropriate procedures to ensure an appropriate level of budgeting,

approval, and concurrence by affected managers.

For example, a machine repair service unit may determine that an

investment in a diagnostic tool would reduce the cost of repairs. If

the return on investment is acceptable, the cost of the tool can be

prorated, reflecting the return on investment so that there is no net

cost increase to service users. This would not affect the service unit

interface. On the other hand, shifting from a failure-response mode

of machine repair to a preventive maintenance mode requires a dif-

ferent relationship with service users and thus a change to the service

interface—which may put an additional burden on service users

while reducing the impact of failures on the operations of the service

users. This also requires a change in the cost model. This can be

resolved through collaboration with service users but should still

require enterprise-level approval of the interface change.
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For a particular event, there may be no solution that can be imple-

mented within a single service or through a collaboration among

the service manager and service users. This may be because the dis-

ruptive event has long-term consequences or significantly impacts

the enterprise product or service. The resolution of these disruptive

events must be escalated to the line-of-business manager or man-

agers. In some cases the disruptive event may come to the attention

of a service unit manager but not have a direct bearing on his

or her operation. Notices of these events should be posted for distri-

bution to more appropriate recipients. Posting should involve a for-

mal mechanism for reporting event details and classification

of the event for distribution. If appropriate recipients have not

been predefined, the event notice must be escalated up the manage-

ment chain.
Line-of-Business Manager
The line-of-business (LOB) manager has a broader perspective on

needs for change. The LOB manager is concerned about the competi-

tive development and delivery of the products or services he or she

manages and thus can assess the implications of the disruptive event

in a market context. All LOB managers should be able to view the

delivery of customer value in the context of a product life cycle for

their line of business.

As with the service unit manager discussed previously, the LOB man-

ager may be able to work with one or more service units to resolve

events of limited impact. These are essentially operational adjustments.

Events that indicate a change in market demand or an opportunity

for competitive advantage should be primarily directed to LOB

managers. They must translate a change in market demand to a

change in sales forecasts, and then, using their value chain, they

must determine the implications to the services used to deliver their

product or service. This may have a significant impact on the work-

load of service providers, but it might not require any change in

functionality.

Some events call for significant changes to the product or service or

need to be coordinated across a number of services that are only indi-

rectly related. For example, a new product technology may require

changes in product engineering activities, production activities, field

service activities, and supply chain relationships. The design and
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implementation of these changes requires cross-organizational co-

ordination and control. Management of cross-enterprise change is

discussed in detail in the next chapter on governance.

The cost of such changes must nevertheless be determined and con-

sidered in the decision to change. Change implementation may be

owned by the LOB manager but managed and performed by transfor-

mation service units. The affected provider service unit managers have

the primary responsibility for change implementation. If the change

adversely affects their other users, the impact on those users is part

of the cost of change and could be an increased burden on other

product lines. Unless the affected product lines agree, the issue

should be escalated to the executive staff level in the organization.

Value chain relationships in a service-oriented architecture make

it possible to determine the full cost of change as well as the full

cost of a product, including the indirect impact on related products

and services. Each product is the result of contributions of value

and cost from the services used to develop and deliver the product.

Each service must report its true cost, including the cost incurred

in using other services and the recovery of costs for improvements.

In some cases a disruptive event has effects that reach beyond the

responsibility of the LOB manager. This may be an opportunity for

a new line of business, a severe competitive disadvantage, a need

for substantial realignment of business operations, a need for a

merger or acquisition, or a technology change that exceeds a thresh-

old for investment in new capabilities. These disruptive events should

be escalated to the executive staff.

Executive Staff
The term executive staff refers to the enterprise’s top management team

and their staff that supports them in managing enterprise strategic

planning, business design, and decision making.

The executive staff should be aware of any disruptive events that can

cause significant and sustained change in operating costs, personnel,

investment, and supply chain relationships. To ensure that operations

are optimized at an enterprise level, the executive staff should be

informed of transformation initiatives that require new capabilities

or make significant changes to service unit capabilities or interfaces.

This coordination and optimization of change is a management

responsibility addressed in the next chapter.
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Though the executive staff may be aware of the effects of disruptive

events and the changes being undertaken, the implementation of

many such changes can be delegated to the LOB managers or

the individual service managers, as long as the solutions are not

suboptimal from an enterprise perspective.

At the same time, the executive staff should be sensitive to patterns of

disruptive events that suggest more fundamental or pervasive problems.

In Chapter 9 on governance, we examine in more detail the enterprise-

level impact of disruptive events and the potential planning, decision-

making, and enterprise transformation actions that may result.
ORIGINS OF EVENTS
The enterprise must sense relevant changes in the enterprise ecosys-

tem to drive appropriate changes in the enterprise. The enterprise

cannot respond to events if it is not aware of them. Here we consider

the origins of events, to provide perspective on the broad range of

events that may be of interest and to stimulate thinking about how

these events might be detected. Later we will consider analyzing and

responding to events.

It should also be noted that event detection may still be sufficient if it

does not capture the specific events of interest but instead captures

events that suggest the likelihood that an event of interest has

occurred or will occur. For example, a property and casualty insur-

ance company can infer from reports of an approaching hurricane

that it will be getting damage claims and may want to suspend issue

of new policies in the area until after the storm has passed. A news

report of a death or serious injury attributed to a product defect could

suggest the occurrence of an engineering or production problem;

it could also be an indicator of an impending sales slump.
Business Environment Events
Business environment events are the most difficult events to capture

because they occur outside the control of the enterprise. Today, much

relevant information exists on the World Wide Web. The occurrence

of events of interest may be evident directly from certain Websites

or Web services, but for other events it may be necessary to refer to

Websites that reflect causal or consequential events. For example, an

increase in the price of crude oil will be of interest as a causal event
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if the enterprise is affected by the consequential increase in fuel

prices. News feeds may provide information on causal events such

as a hurricane and consequential events, such as an increase in prop-

erty damage claims or supplier shut-down, can be anticipated.

Though many events in the business environment are the root cause

of changes, many may be precipitating events that have no immediate

impact until the emergence of a new market that reflects changes in

attitudes, applications, or synergy with other external changes. This

is particularly true of new technology. The “invention” of the World

Wide Web did not transform our view of the world for several years.

Nevertheless, it is important to be aware of root-cause events and

consider their strategic consequences so that the enterprise can be

prepared for a timely response.

Some origins of events are highlighted here:

n Customers. Customers are of interest with respect to the business

they may bring to or take away from the enterprise. A change in a

customer credit rating may represent an increased or decreased abil-

ity to buy product. A change in customer satisfaction may also sug-

gest a likelihood of increased or decreased business. Customer

satisfaction may require a periodic survey or personal contact to

determine whether there has been a change.

n Supply chain. The supply chain affects the capability of the enter-

prise to deliver value to customers. Changes in vendor product

quality, price, or timeliness are of concern. A disruption or poten-

tial disruption of business operations of a supplier could stop or

impair operation of the enterprise. Similarly, if the supply chain

depends on transportation or communication carriers, disruptions

of these services could stop or impair enterprise operations. In

addition, changes in price or availability of raw materials used by

suppliers or carriers could have a significant impact on the enter-

prise. For example, the price of crude oil and limitations on refinery

capacity have resulted in significant increases in the cost of fuel,

affecting transportation costs and indirectly affecting the costs of

other products and services.

n Economy. A wealth of economic data is available on the Web. The

current values of these variables may be of interest, but what’s

important here are changes in these indicators. These include stock

prices, consumer confidence, interest rates, balance of trade, unem-

ployment, and currency values. It may not be necessary to monitor
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all such indicators but rather those that indicate when a significant

change has occurred. Even if all such indicators were monitored, it

is likely that further investigation would be required to identify the

root cause and implications of a change.

n Competitors. Actions by competitors that might gain competitive

advantage are certainly events of interest. There are a wide variety

of possible actions, but most reduce to new products or product

improvements, pricing changes, marketing campaigns, joint ven-

tures, or mergers and acquisitions. Most if not all of these are

revealed in news releases. Though the news releases may be readily

available, it could require human interpretation to determine the

exact nature of the event.

n Political. New regulations are an increasing concern for business,

particularly in a world market with many political jurisdictions.

Issues raised in political campaigns can influence the marketplace.

Military conflicts, regime changes, and boycotts can affect markets,

suppliers, and enterprise operations in affected countries.

n Social. Fads can very quickly create new markets or shift market

demand. Civil disturbances, particularly terrorist attacks or threats,

can distract consumer attention and change patterns of behavior

that can affect demand for products and services.

n Nature. Natural disasters such as storms, droughts, floods, earth-

quakes, and volcanic eruptions can have significant effects on local

markets, and they may affect the ability of the enterprise’s local

operations to function. The risk of spread of disease has been

heightened by a shrinking world. Individuals can carry infections

diseases around the globe, overnight. Concerns about a bird flu

pandemic have faded, but such risks remain. A pandemic could

have a major impact, not only on the marketplace, but on the abil-

ity of the enterprise to function.

n Technical. Technical discoveries and inventions are the root cause of

many changes in the way of doing business and in the products

and services delivered. Patents should be noted as potential indica-

tions of initiatives by competitors that may result in competitive

disadvantage to the enterprise. Scientific discoveries may take much

longer to affect business operations and markets, so they probably

affect strategic planning or research and advanced development

activities. They may become tactical issues when they are reflected

in announcements of new products, materials, methods, and tools.
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Operational Events
Operational events are those that occur within the enterprise. Often

these are consequential events resulting from an external event that

has affected the operating capability or marketplace. Several cate-

gories of disruptive operational events are described briefly here:

n Order volume. Significant changes in the volume or content of cus-

tomer orders received should receive attention.

n Customer delivery times. If times from receipt of an order until cus-

tomer delivery change significantly, this can be cause for concern.

Note that the average may remain stable while selected orders expe-

rience significant delays.

n Service response time. An event may be triggered when the response

time of individual, internal services varies beyond an accepted

threshold or level of service commitments are violated.

n Inventory levels. Inventory levels that are unacceptably high or low

should be identified.

n Defect rates. An increase in defect rates should be cause for concern.

A decrease in defect rates may suggest an opportunity to sustain a

lower rate.

n Operating costs. Significant changes in operating costs of internal

services or products should be reported.

n Process variables. There may be other, process-specific variables that

should trigger events if they vary beyond defined thresholds.

n Profit margin. Profit margin is certainly a dependent variable. With

an SOA, it should be possible to monitor profit more closely.

Events might be generated when profits fall below an acceptable

margin or when there is significant variance. Note that for some

products or services, the configuration of a particular delivery

may have a significant impact on profit for that delivery. For exam-

ple, a product sales mix may have a significant impact on automo-

biles that have a high profit margin for a fully loaded model and

minimal margin on a base model. Exceptional (high or low) profit

on individual deliveries may be worthy of consideration.

n Employee turnover. Employee turnover could put the reliable opera-

tion of the enterprise at risk. Changes in the rate of turnover should

be monitored. This may require consideration of a variety of cate-

gories such as enterprise total separations, those for particular job

or skill categories, and those for particular organizations or service

units. The loss of a key employee should merit special attention.
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Innovation Events
Innovation within the enterprise can create significant opportunities

to improve profit or gain competitive advantage, but there is no

benefit if the innovations are not given appropriate attention.

Filing a patent should be a clear indication of innovation that could

benefit the enterprise. Likewise, though innovations that are in-

corporated in products may not go unnoticed, some product innova-

tion opportunities do not get sufficient attention to make them into

products.

Many innovations may occur within operating activities such as new

methods or tools. If the benefit can only be realized by the particular

operating activity, there may be no need for further attention. How-

ever, there could be side effects or external markets for some innova-

tions, and these events should be escalated for attention with a

broader perspective.
Enterprise Change Events
Improvements to services can be made within a service unit or in col-

laboration with related service units. This could result in suboptimal

solutions if they do not receive tactical or strategic planning attention.

Consequently, the initiation of efforts to develop changes may be sig-

nificant events. Action on these events may be triggered by requests to

authorize funding for such efforts. Similarly, investments in new tool-

ing, training, or software may be events that should trigger consider-

ation at a tactical or strategic level. Many enterprise change events can

be identified in automated business processes, but there may be

many others that should be posted by people as they recognize the

emergence of problems or opportunities in current enterprise opera-

tions. Posting should formally capture the event information along

with attributes that support appropriate distribution of notices.
IDENTIFICATION OF EVENTS OF INTEREST
Obviously, the enterprise is not interested in every event happening

anywhere—this would be overwhelming. It is essential that we deter-

mine what notifications are needed and how they can be captured.

Some event notices are duplications produced by different observers.

Some represent different events resulting from the same root

cause. Some event notices are simply ignored if the frequency becomes

overwhelming. Consequently, we need to analyze what events are really
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needed and which event notices should be shared for different pur-

poses. For example, an increase in the price of crude oil increases costs

of materials and transportation and may result in a reduction in

demand for certain consumer products or services. These consequences

may be relevant to a number of different enterprise activities.

Relevant Events
There are two complementary approaches to analysis of event notice

requirements: anticipated events and broken assumptions. Each

service manager, LOB manager, and business executive should con-

sider both approaches in the context of their scope of responsibility

and planning horizon. The nature of all events and their potential

areas of impact on the enterprise should be captured in a repository:

n Anticipated events. Here the focus is on specific, identifiable events

that require attention. Either these events are expected to occur and

require attention, or they are unlikely to occur but the consequences

are such that if they occur they require immediate attention.

n Broken assumptions. The second approach is to identify business

assumptions that are the basis for current operations but could

become invalid. This might include assumptions like “there will

be timely delivery of inventory replenishment,” “our operations

can accommodate vacations and absences,” or “our operations will

not be affected by a tornado.” The next step is to identify the events

that could break these assumptions.

Some assumptions are shared by many managers and some are

unique. Managers should have access to each others’ assumptions

so they don’t duplicate effort. At the same time, they can each con-

tribute their own perspectives to a body of business assumptions.

The events repository should include specification of the entities and

the associated attributes and relationships that could change if the

assumption were broken.

Risk Threshold
Though there are many events that could affect the success of the

enterprise, it may still not be practical to capture and process all such

events. Figure 8.4 depicts a process for assessment of the level of

interest. Both the potential business impact and the cost of monitor-

ing an event must be considered. Essentially, the cost of capture and

analysis must be balanced against the risk to the business.
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The determination of tolerance for risk weighs the business impact

against the cost of responding quickly to the event. In most cases,

the potential loss to be considered is in the additional time it takes

to become aware of the event and respond if there is no active moni-

toring. In either case, if the event occurs, there will be some unavoid-

able consequences. If the probability of occurrence of the event is

high and the consequences of delay are significant, this may justify

early detection and response.

The event specification repository should include, for future refer-

ence, the assessment of impact and the estimated cost of monitoring.

Note that it may still be appropriate to define a response to the

event, even though it may be recognized through less formal means.
SOURCES OF EVENT NOTICES
The agile enterprise needs to tap into many sources of event notices,

both internal and external. Linking to event sources is an ongoing

activity since sources of events change and new events will emerge

as the ecosystem changes.

External Events
For external events, it may be very difficult to get event notices directly

from the source. For example, competitors are not going to provide

event notices that enable the enterprise to monitor their activities, or

if they did, the eventsmight not be a true representation of what is hap-

pening. Sowe need to look for consequential events—events that occur as

a result of the root-cause event. For competitor events, wemight look at

product announcements or patent applications, which are much less

likely to be misrepresented and more likely to be accessible.

There is a wealth of information on the Internet, but the holders of

the information may not be prepared to generate event notices. Some

might be willing to do so for a fee. Some data, such as stock trading

prices, may be available as continuous updates, but it could be neces-

sary to periodically poll various sources of data and watch for

changes of state or significant trends.

Internal Events
Internal events are easier because the enterprise potentially has control

over the sources. Some events can be generated by a business process,

such as a patent application, a project approval, a budget overrun, an
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inventory shortage, or delayed orders. Other events requiremonitoring

variables over time to identify trends.With internal systems, the sources

are more reliable, but the mechanism for recognition of trends may be

much the same as for monitoring trends on the Internet.

Some capabilities are already available in software products. Business

activity monitoring (BAM) captures data from business processes for

monitoring and analysis of exceptions and trends. Data warehouse

systems and analytical processes are designed to support recognition

of trends and correlation of events. Event notices might be automati-

cally generated from some changes, but less obvious events require

humans to realize insights and post event notices.

Business rules can be an important source of events, particularly

exceptions. Violation of a business rule or the need to get extra

approvals could be important for monitoring regulatory compliance

as well as the need to modify business processes to resolve the excep-

tion in a more appropriate way.

Some event notices require employee initiative to identify a threat or

opportunity and post an appropriate event. The enterprise must

establish appropriate incentives.
Complex Event Processing
Complex event processing (CEP) is a technology for inferring events

from other events and the surrounding circumstances. A CEP service

is both a subscriber and publisher of events. For example, the

National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) monitors news

feeds to analyze the relationship of company news events to stock

trades, to identify potential insider trading and fraud.

Inference of an event relies on timely and accurate information on

related events and circumstances. If the conclusion is to be based

on the occurrence of two independent sources of event notices,

there must be allowance for different delays in the delivery of the

event notices. If the inference depends on related circumstances,

there must be accurate and up-to-date information about those cir-

cumstances. The inferencing mechanism and event specifications

must take these timeliness and accuracy factors into consideration.

It is likely that the result of the inference can only be a probability

that a particular event has occurred. It may be appropriate to publish

an event notice only when the probability exceeds a particular

threshold.
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CEP technology is still evolving. An approach is to capture and retain

a sequence of events for a period of time or a number of events for

each event source or stream. Thus the sequences of events can be

viewed as relational tables. An SQL-like query can join entries from

multiple tables to find combinations of events that would suggest

the occurrence of an underlying event of interest. This allows

corresponding event notices to be considered together, even though

they may have been received at different times. These queries can

potentially include information about related circumstances. With

special tools, queries can be implemented such that they are applied

continuously as event notices are received.

At this point it would appear that CEP is primarily applicable to spe-

cific areas of concern such as fraud detection or security threats where

there is a fairly focused domain of expertise and relevant events and

the value derived from the inferred events is high. It essentially per-

forms as a real-time expert system.

Internal systems are more controlled, and it may be effective to infer

underlying events more directly, possibly adjusting for differences in

timing. For example, warranty claims might be correlated with pro-

duction events if the event notices are aligned based on the produc-

tion date of the product. In this case, the receipt of warranty claims

might trigger efforts to prevent or mitigate the consequences of simi-

lar production events. This, of course, requires a long history of

production events.

Look-Back
Events may be captured and stored in a data warehouse; many enter-

prises already have such data warehouses for certain categories of

events. Data mining is applied to data warehouse records to discover

patterns and relationships that occur over time. The analysis is not in

real time, so a data warehouse would not be considered an event

publisher. Analysts could still submit discovery of certain trends or

inferred events to a notification system, to be distributed to event

resolution processes.

Emerging trends in CEP go beyond the inference of an event by the

occurrence of a combination of related events. First, a broader spectrum

of events can be captured and retained for future reference. When an

event of concern occurs or is inferred, engaging in look-back at preceding

events helps put the event of concern into context, to both understand

the full nature of the event and discover potential causation.
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By analogy, suppose a person is discovered murdered, but there is no

source of information about events preceding the murder—no infor-

mation about how the victim got where he is, no telephone calls, no

witnesses, no information on where his acquaintances were at the

time of the killing. In this situation it is very difficult to identify

the perpetrator. These events are key to discovering the context of

the murder and, so, the murderer.

Beyond the potential to look back, the precursor event patterns can

be studied to discover patterns that might enable another unfortunate

incident to be anticipated and prevented. The focus of attention

can then shift to analysis of risk patterns to react earlier, to either

prevent or respond more quickly to mitigate the effects of the unde-

sirable event.

Verification and Consolidation of Event Notices
Besides inferring underlying events, there is a need to correlate events

from multiple sources to either confirm the occurrence of an event or

eliminate redundant reporting of an event.

Event notices from some sources may be unreliable. For example,

event notices derived from news feeds may be the result of misinter-

pretation. There is often a need to confirm the event from another

source. The speed of reporting may vary significantly, from minutes

to days or longer. It may be appropriate to separately report such

event notices, with an indication of the tentative nature of the

notice (that is, having business metadata that reflect the quality of

the event notice). The recipients of these notices would need to act

accordingly.

Some events have many observers. These people may observe the

event in different ways, characterize it differently, and publish event

notices through different channels. It would not be desirable or

appropriate to initiate an independent event resolution process for

every redundant event notice. It may be necessary to leave the resolu-

tion of these redundancies to the subscribers. In some cases, the sub-

scription criteria may limit reporting to certain event notices,

reducing the number of redundant notices received. However, there

is a risk that some events are not reported through all the possible

channels, and when we ignore some notices, some events may be

overlooked. Another approach is to notify event observers when res-

olution is identified (that is, a resolution event) so that they need

not give further attention to the event notices they have received.
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CEP systems may provide mechanisms for resolving these issues;

however, the resolution may differ depending on the action to be

initiated. The subscribers to such events should provide appropriate

criteria for analysis and filtering of events.
EVENT NOTIFICATION INFRASTRUCTURE
The event notification infrastructure provides automated support for

recognition, filtering, publication, and distribution of event notices.

The Enterprise Intelligence service unit (see Chapter 9) is responsible

for identifying the business requirements for capture of events and

initiation of specific business processes, whereas the Information

Technology organization is responsible for the technical infrastructure

for event processing.

Surrogate Publishers
As noted earlier, many sources of events do not publish event notices.

Instead, surrogate publishers are needed to determine when events

have occurred and to publish notices. Three kinds of surrogates are

described Here:

n Polling. It is necessary to periodically poll these sources to monitor

their state.

n Data stream analysis. This form of surrogate publisher analyzes a

data stream. Threshold values or patterns may be reported in differ-

ent notices so that subscribers can selectively monitor different

events in the same stream.

n News analysis. News feeds can be analyzed to identify relevant

events. The NASD news feed analysis, discussed earlier, identifies

securities trades and related news events.

For each of these mechanisms, the nature of the change must be

considered:

n If an event is a simple state change, the publisher must keep track

of the current state and send a notice whenever the state changes.

n If an event is defined as a variance outside a specified limit, the

publisher must compare the state variable to the threshold and

send a notice when the threshold is exceeded. The publisher must

still retain the new value of the variable so that it does not continue

to send event notices because the threshold remains exceeded.
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n If an event is defined as crossing a rate-of-change threshold, the

publisher must retain the state over a period of time and determine

whether the threshold rate of change has been exceeded. Here, as in

the case of variance outside a specified limit, event notices should

be repeated only if a specified period of time has passed since the

last notice was published.

The publication of event notices is further constrained by subscrip-

tion specifications.

Publish-and-Subscribe Facility
The core of an event notification infrastructure is a publish-and-subscribe

facility. This facility filters and delivers event notices. Typically, as

depicted in Figure 8.5 an event broker receives event notices from publish-

ers and forwards the notices to subscribers who have expressed interest in

certain types of events. Publishers send event notices to the event broker.

Events may be associated with topics and have attributes to describe the

nature and context of the events. Subscribers may specify constraints on

the event notices they want to receive. This may take the form of a topic

designation and rules that filter events based on event notice attributes.

Note that a subscriber may subscribe to multiple categories of events,

a publisher may publish events of interest on multiple topics, and

each event notice may be forwarded to multiple subscribers.

Publishers may publish event notices even though there are no subscri-

bers, and subscriber constraints may filter out many of the event

notices. There is a possibility that many event notices are generated

for which there is no interest, resulting in unnecessary network activity.
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There are a number of products that implement this event broker

capability. Some of them implement the Java Messaging Service

(JMS) specification from Java Community Process (JCP) that includes

the publish-and-subscribe capability.

More recently, the Organization for Advancement of Structured Informa-

tion Systems (OASIS) has adopted the WS-Notification family of specifi-

cations. Under WS-Notification, a subscriber can request notices directly

from a publisher. WS-Notification does not preclude the use of a broker.

Figure 8.6 depicts a nonbrokered notification topology. An event direc-

tory identifies sources of events. Publishers need to register with the

directory, and a subscriber then uses the directory to identify sources

of events of interest and subscribes directly to those sources. A sub-

scriber can define restrictions on the events of interest through specifi-

cation of a constraint that operates on the attributes of the event notice.

This removes the event notification broker as a potential bottleneck.

Before the general availability of Internet technology, a broker was

necessary to eliminate a multitude of point-to-point connections;

now with point-to-point connectivity and standard exchange proto-

cols, a broker no longer simplifies the network. Note that Publisher

C sends notices to Subscriber L and N, directly, whereas in the bro-

kered notification, Publisher C would send a single notice and the

broker would forward notices to Subscribers L and N. Subscription

requests should be recoverable so that if the publisher fails or is shut

down, notices will resume when the publisher returns to operation.

WS-Notification can enable publishers to avoid generating unwanted

event notices—no subscribers, no notices. The burden is that each

publisher must be able to turn the notification mechanism on or off.
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The absence of a notification broker makes management of event

notification totally decentralized. It may be preferable to at least use

a notification broker between internal subscribers and external provi-

ders to monitor the activity and contractual compliance for pur-

chased services. A broker also provides a central point of control for

directing notices to subscribers so that publishers can be replaced

when necessary without searching out all subscribers. As an alterna-

tive, the event directory could function as a broker of offers and

requests, whereas the publishers each send event notices directly to

subscribers.
EVENT RESOLUTION PROCESSES
A service-oriented architecture enables analysis of events to be decen-

tralized, leveraging the local knowledge of service unit personnel,

knowledge specific to lines of business or chief executive knowledge

of the enterprise. Everymanager receives events that could affect the ser-

vice unit, line of business, or the executive staff activity he or she man-

ages. Each service unit should have defined processes for responding to

disruptive events.

Event resolution specifications should be reviewed from an enterprise

perspective to ensure that they are directed to appropriate service

unit(s). This analysis of events is different from an analysis of services

or application requirements. The issue is, “when this event happens,

what should be the result of the enterprise response?” The result

should be appropriate for the enterprise, whereas if the event is only

routed to a service unit that is directly affected, the result may be sub-

optimal for the enterprise. This analysis must be the basis for routing

events for resolution.

A straightforward event resolution process receives an event and initiate

activities to address the concerns. From a process-modeling perspec-

tive, an event notice can be viewed as a “request” for a process. We

can take two alternative views. First, we define a continuously running

process that is waiting to receive event notices. When an event occurs,

the process determines what action to take and may invoke other pro-

cesses to take that action. Alternatively, we can define a particular event

as the start of a process. Different events may start the same process, or

specialized processes can be initiated for different categories of events.

The processes that are initiated could be manual or automated. In gen-

eral, we would expect that automated processes should be initiated
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even if the analysis, planning, decision-making, and response activities

are manual. An automated process can at least provide assurance that

the event notice does not fall through a crack.

These processes should be designed to deal with the various ambigu-

ities, redundancies, and credibility of the event notices they receive.

Generally speaking, the recipient of an event notice should perform

some form of correlation and filtering of events to avoid unjustified

or duplicated resolution activities.

It may be appropriate, given a certain magnitude of consequences and

business risk, to initiate a resolution process immediately, even with an

event notice of questionable credibility. However, such a process should

be designed to take into consideration later event notices or the absence

of supporting event notices at certain points in the subsequent activities.

These considerations cannot be programmed into a CEP but must be

part of the business logic of the resolution process.

Though each service unit and management chain has responsibility

for resolving events that are relevant to their capabilities, there must

be enterprise coordination to ensure that relevant events are recog-

nized and responsibility for every event notice is defined. This is an

appropriate responsibility for an Enterprise Intelligence.

In the next chapter we will examine the role of Enterprise Intelligence

in the broader context of enterprise governance, and we will see how

responses to disruptive events fit into the overall governance of the

enterprise, to achieve agility and promote competitive advantage.
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Agile Governance
The agile enterprise is described as the highest level of the SOA Matu-

rity Model introduced in Chapter 1. Many factors must converge to

achieve the agile enterprise level. SOA provides the basic architectural

pattern for defining, integrating, and managing the capabilities of the

enterprise—the service units. Other factors support integration, opti-

mization, security, accountability, and adaptation of those service

units. Governance is what pulls it all together and directs the efforts

to achieve enterprise agility and stockholder value.

Enterprise governance is defined as:

The set of responsibilities and practices exercised by the board and exec-

utive management with the goal of providing strategic direction, ensur-

ing that objectives are achieved, ascertaining that risks are managed

appropriately and verifying that the organization’s resources are used

responsibly. (Board Briefing on IT Governance, second edition,

#2003 ITGI; all rights reserved.)

This definition has also been adopted by the International Federation

of Accountants (IFA) as expressed in Enterprise Governance—Getting

the Balance Right, 2004.

This definition applies to the agile enterprise. Agile enterprise gover-

nance is enterprise governance extended to exploit the consistency, vis-

ibility, accountability, and flexibility provided by the architecture and

disciplines described in the previous chapters. This chapter describes

a governance framework as a basis for governance of an agile enter-

prise. Alignment with the governance framework gives the board of

directors and executive management improved oversight and control

of the enterprise operation—and much greater assurance that the

enterprise is doing the right thing and doing it well. It also empowers

231
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individual service units to optimize the value they contribute from an

enterprise perspective while holding them accountable for meeting

performance objectives and complying with enterprise directives and

government regulations.

Governance of IT is a byproduct of agile enterprise governance.

Enhancement of IT governance for SOA, as proposed by some ven-

dors, by itself does not meet the needs of the agile enterprise. The

IT organization must be driven by the business needs of the enter-

prise in the context of the business architecture, process optimization,

integration and support of service unit capabilities, and delivery of

customer value. In this chapter we include discussion of how the IT

organization contributes to agile enterprise governance and supports

optimization of enterprise operations.
BENEFITS
The following sections highlight the benefits of agile enterprise

governance.

Adaptation to New Business Pursuits
Management of the enterprise as a composition of service units

enables value chains to be quickly adapted or developed to address

new business pursuits. This adaptation exploits existing capabilities

while minimizing operational disruption and the need to develop

new information systems.

Improved Response to Change
Distributed responsibilities are explicitly defined for front-line

responses to disruptive events. For events of strategic significance,

assessment of impact and risk as well as relevant strengths and weak-

nesses drive consideration of appropriate actions.

Continuous Strategic Planning
Strategic planning is integrated into monitoring the enterprise ecosys-

tem and managing enterprise operations so that strategic planning is

not a periodic exercise but part of the continuous evolution of the

enterprise. The changing competitive landscape, new challenges and

opportunities, and product plans should be considered in the strate-

gic planning context to ensure that the course is right and the enter-

prise is on the right course.
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Enterprise Intelligence
Responsibility is defined for ensuring accessibility of timely and con-

sistent data, information, knowledge, and expertise for monitoring,

analysis, planning, and decision making throughout the enterprise.

Empowerment
Specification of service unit interfaces as distinct from the details of

service unit implementation enables service unit managers and

employees to use their creativity and initiative to improve their opera-

tions within the limits defined by interface specifications, budgets,

enterprise directives, and government regulations.

Accountability
Well-defined service unit capabilities and interfaces, along with cost-

based billing for service units, consolidation of redundant capabil-

ities, and defined contributions to value chains, provide clarity of

responsibility for performance and accountability for deviations.

Regulatory Compliance
Service units provide a structure, focus, and accountability for the

application of regulations and assessment of compliance.

Risk Management
The governance framework defines responsibility for risk assessment,

including security, business continuity, and cost control concerns as

well as accountability for elimination, mitigation, or acceptance of risks.

Economies of Scale
Consolidation of similar capabilities, along with incentives for con-

tinuous improvement, can achieve economies of scale, not only in

terms of improved service unit efficiency but in the ability to develop

and sustain higher levels of expertise.

Disciplined Enterprise Design
Centralized design of service unit requirements and the resulting

organization structure reflect consideration of enterprise objectives

through a disciplined analysis, design, configuration, and optimization

of the enterprise value chains and management structure.
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Orderly, Incremental Transformation
Transformation planning and management reflect consideration of

the full impact of changes to the business architecture, and the archi-

tecture enables a measured and orderly transformation with steps that

provide incremental business value.

Optimization of Performance
Service units and their management chains have responsibility for

optimizing their operations, whereas enterprise governance addresses

performance from a value-chain perspective and ensures optimization

at an enterprise level.

Optimization of Information Technology
The IT organization, like other service groups, is responsible for optimi-

zation of its operations. In addition, at an enterprise level, standards

and technology preferences minimize the diversity of information tech-

nology and enable optimization of application development and data-

processing operations.
AGILE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK
We now turn to consideration of the way governance of the enterprise

should change to implement, continuously evolve, and exploit an

agile enterprise architecture. Figure 9.1 depicts an agile governance

framework. An actual organization structure may have additional

activities and variations in structure, depending on the industry and

characteristics of the specific enterprise. The point of this diagram is

to identify the governance functions required and affected by trans-

formation to an agile enterprise.

It is important to note that agile governance is not intended to be some-

thing separate from governance of the enterprise nor governance of IT;

rather, it becomes a new approach to governance that adapts and

extends traditional governance to align with a new business paradigm.

That paradigm structures the enterprise as a composition of service

units, exploits information technology, andoptimizes businessprocesses

and the utilization of enterprise resources and capabilities.

In a fully mature agile enterprise, the entire enterprise is composed of

service units and supports a consistent design and governance disci-

pline. The primary organizational change for governance is the addi-

tion of service units at the executive staff level. Though a strategic
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planning activity is typical of current enterprises, strategic planning is

extended for the agile enterprise. The other five executive staff service

units shown in Figure 9.1 are, for the most part, new, or at least clari-

fied. Information technology services are peer to other support service

units such as finance and accounting, purchasing, and human

resources. Each of these contributes in some way to agile governance.

Finally, the product value chains represent the business operations that

deliver customer value and are primary targets for business change.

Enterprises should not expect to achieve agility in a single transforma-

tion. The capability must be developed in steps, and those steps should

each be designed to realize business value. The SOA Maturity Model

discussed in Chapter 1 provides guidance on the improvements

needed to advance to each level of maturity. An industry framework

such as eTOM, discussed in Chapter 2, provides guidance on the iden-

tification and relationships of service units in a particular industry.

Business objectives guide the selection of service units to be developed.

Many incremental steps achieve the goal, probably as quickly as would

a major transformation, and the cost and risk of the incremental
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approach are much lower. As the enterprise matures, executive manage-

ment can grow the executive staff service units that are needed to guide

and manage the transformation and improve enterprise governance.

The following sections discuss each of the elements of this gover-

nance framework, focusing on the changes introduced by SOA and

required for an agile enterprise.
STRATEGIC PLANNING
Strategic planning is a conventional executive management activity,

but it is extended for the agile enterprise to achieve a clear linkage

to the operation and future design of the enterprise.

Conventional Strategic Planning
Figure 9.2 depicts a high-level view of the Business Motivation Model

(BMM), a standard strategic planning model adopted by the Object

Management Group. This is a foundation for strategic planning

for an agile enterprise. The concepts are typical of common strategic

planning practices.
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Strategic planning is primarily the responsibility of the CEO with the

participation of his or her direct reports. At the same time, there is a

need for a support staff to gather information, support the analysis,

develop the work products of the strategic planning effort, and coor-

dinate with related activities. The leader of the strategic planning ser-

vice unit typically reports to the CEO. The following points briefly

describe each of the elements in Figure 9.2:

n Ends. Ends describe the ideal future state of the enterprise; they

include Vision, Goals, and Objectives.
n Vision. A Vision is a future, possibly unattainable state of the

enterprise. It may be a characterization of the way the enterprise

should be viewed by others, for example, as leader in a particu-

lar industry, preferred employer, innovator, etc.

n Goals. Goals are more specific aspirations for the enterprise,

but they tend to be ongoing rather than having a point of com-

pletion. Goals support the Vision.

n Objectives. Objectives are achievable, measurable results that

support goals with a defined time of completion.

n Means. Means are the mechanisms by which ends are pursued. The

components of Means are Mission, Strategy, Tactics, and Directives.

n Mission. The Mission is a general statement of the ongoing

purpose of the enterprise—a generalization of the value to be

produced.

n Strategy. Strategy is a plan or approach to supporting the Mis-

sion and achieving Ends, particularly with a focus on Goals.

n Tactics. Tactics are specific, near-term actions in support of a

Strategy. Tactics typically focus on achieving Objectives.

n Directives. Directives define restrictions or requirements on

how business is conducted. They include Policies and Rules.

Policies are high-level statements of intent. Rules are specific

constraints on business operations.

n Influencers. Influencers are sources of effects that must be consid-

ered in assessment and planning. Influencers can affect the conduct

of business, positive or negative, but do not have direct action

or control. The Influencers segment is not a normative part of

the BMM specification but is widely used. There are Internal and

External Influencers.
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n Internal Influencers. Internal Influencers are things within the

enterprise, such as culture, attitudes, thought leaders, infrastruc-

ture, beliefs, and capabilities, that influence how business is

approached or conducted. These are sources of internal disrup-

tive events, as discussed in Chapter 8.

n External Influencers. External Influencers come in a wide vari-

ety, such as competitors, customers, the economy, governments,

and technology. Changes in these Influencers may have a signif-

icant impact on business opportunities or the viability of the

enterprise or its undertakings. These are sources of external,

disruptive events, as discussed in Chapter 8.

n Assessment. Assessment deals with the evaluation of the impact

of specific current and changing factors that should be considered

in planning future pursuits or direction. Together these are often

referred to as SWOT, short for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,

and Threats. Strengths and Weaknesses are internal. Opportunities

and Threats typically come from the environment. Influencers, along

with strategies, tactics, and transformation plans, are inputs to assess-

ments. An assessment effort will determine potential impact.

n Strengths. Strengths are those factors that make the enterprise

competitive or give it competitive advantage. Strengths are

important in considering new undertakings.

n Weaknesses. Weaknesses are those factors that could put the

enterprise at a disadvantage with respect to competitors or the

capability to undertake a new pursuit.

n Opportunities. Opportunities represent potential growth or

improvement of value and include such things as new endea-

vors, new markets, and advanced technology that may create a

new market or provide competitive advantage.

n Threats. Threats are circumstances that could put the enterprise

at risk. These may include actions by competitors, economic,

political or social events, natural disasters, supplier failure,

shortage of resources, or lawsuits. They may include missed

opportunities that could impact market share.

n Potential Impact. Potential Impact captures the results of assess-

ments—potential gain or loss. Typically, the affects of these

impacts are relative to current or future business endeavors.
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Adaptations for the Agile Enterprise
Figure 9.3 depicts the BMM structure modified to support strategic

planning for an agile enterprise.

We have made five changes: (1) changed Influencers to Enterprise

Intelligence, (2) added Business Architecture, (3) replaced Potential

Impact with Risks within Assessment, (4) added Transformation to

Means, and (5) added Standards and Technology to Means.

These five changes not only connect strategic planning to the opera-

tion of the enterprise; they provide the means for insight and partici-

pation in governance by the board of directors. Along with Strategic

Planning, these changes align with the executive staff service units
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n FIGURE 9.3 Strategic Planning for an Agile Enterprise.
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in the governance framework described in the previous section and in

Figure 9.1. We discuss their roles in strategic planning activities in the

following list, and their broader service unit capabilities and respon-

sibilities in the sections that follow.

n Business Architecture. Adding this component makes the design

of the business architecture a key part of strategic planning.

It provides insight on both the current enterprise design and impli-

cations of potential designs of the future. Within the Strategic

Planning activities, Business Architecture is a component supported

by the Business Architecture service unit, discussed later. There are

three key components that support the strategic planning process:

Service Units, Organization, and the Value Chains.

n Service Units. The service units component is a model of the for-

mal, sharable capabilities of the enterprise, which support the

Means and are the basis of the Assessment. Resources for the ser-

vice units are managed and leveraged by the organization. Service

units are an addition to the standard model because they are the

building blocks for implementation of Strategies and Tactics,

and they are the focal point for assessing Strengths and Weak-

nesses as well as Risks. Specification, configuration, and imple-

mentation of service units become the realization of the strategic

plan.

Service units are also the targets of strategies and tactics. Strategies and

tactics are developed for service units when we address threats and

opportunities, possibly requiring some adaptation of existing service

units and occasionally requiring the development of a new service

unit. The investment required to implement strategies is lower and

more predictable with service unit building blocks. For the most part,

shared service units remain stable as the products or service units of

the enterprise change. This means that they continue to operate

effectively and potentially continue to improve.

n Organization. The organization structure defines responsibility for

management of operations, resources, and facilities to fulfill service

unit requirements. The business architecture must align organiza-

tional goals and incentives as well as other factors that achieve syn-

ergy, to promote optimal performance of service units. The

organization structure is not the service unit integration network

but instead represents the relationships between people that manage

service units, perform the work, and adapt the enterprise to changing

business needs. Organization design is discussed in Chapter 7. The
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organization structure also determines the responsibilities of man-

agers for compliance with rules and regulations and mitigation

of risks.

n Value Chains. The Enterprise Value Chain was introduced in Chapter 2

and is shown again in Figure 9.4. It defines the networks of service units

that contribute to the value produced by the enterprise. The enterprise

consists of a number of value chains. The primary value chains—the

product value chains—produce customer value and generate revenue

for profit-making enterprises. Other value chains produce value for

internal customers and stockholders.
D

Governance should, in general, seek to optimize the value delivered

by the enterprise value chain, which is the composite of value chains

that deliver internal and external value.

In many cases, the focus for strategic planning is on value chains

and the participating service units to deliver value, manage cost,

and ensure compliance with rules and regulations. Analysis of a

Production Value Chain reveals the contributions of cost, quality

and timeliness of individual service units in the delivery of results

to customers. This provides perspective on where to invest in

improvements.

In evaluating new products and assessing a line of business, the full

life cycle of products and service units should be considered in the

Product Value Chain. Analysis of a potential product value chain
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can reveal both the ability or inability to deliver value as well as the

direct impact on other operations and lines of business of the

enterprise, including the utilization of strengths and the need to

resolve weaknesses.

In the past, there has not been a direct linkage between the strategic

objectives and the design of business operations to achieve those

objectives. Generally, strategic planning has relied on the mental

models of executive leadership to identify required changes and

define initiatives for change. Initiatives can suffer from the lack of

a detailed and balanced understanding of the effort required and

the consequences to the rest of the enterprise.

In the agile enterprise, the Enterprise Value Chainmakes it all real. It

is the connection between change at a strategic, enterprise level and

the operation of the business, both in terms of current operations

and future plans. The Enterprise Value Chain and the service units

it uses are the linkages that enable continuous strategic planning.

n Enterprise Intelligence. As a component of strategic planning, this

provides visibility of the current state of the enterprise and provides

insights on forces for change—those influences both from inside

and outside the enterprise that affect the operation and future of

the enterprise. As a supporting component, Enterprise Intelligence

is the primary source of understanding of the enterprise ecosystem.

It also provides input to the formulation of Ends and the assessment

of Means. It gives an enterprise perspective on both the data

collected and the presentation of information for planning and deci-

sion making. An Enterprise Intelligence service unit, discussed

shortly, is responsible for the capabilities required to access and

analyze data from across the enterprise as well as external sources.

n Risks. Risks are the potential effects of opportunities and threats on

the success of the enterprise. Risks include latent risks in the design

and management of the enterprise as well as risks associated with

the pursuit of enterprise initiatives and noncompliance with regu-

lations. This is the assessment aspect of risk management. An Audit

and Risk Assessment service unit, discussed later, provides the cap-

abilities needed to assess compliance and risks.

n Transformation. Strategic initiatives require more than statements of

strategy, tactics, and directives. They require planning, coordination,

and accountability. The transformation component addresses the

broader scope of concerns associated with changing the enterprise
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to achieve strategic objectives. An Enterprise Transformation service

unit provides the capability to address this strategic planning compo-

nent and provide visibility into transformation plans and progress.

The Enterprise Transformation service unit is discussed in more detail

later in this chapter.

n Standards and Technology. This makes specification of standards and

the selection of technology a key component of strategic initiatives.

Standards and technology are important to both products of the enter-

prise and the internal operation of the enterprise. For organizational

agility, standards are essential to interoperability of service units, the

ability to combine and compare data from multiple sources, and the

efficiency, reliability, and flexibility of information systems. A Stan-

dards and Technology service unit, discussed later, provides the cap-

abilities needed to address this strategic planning component.

These additions to the strategic planning model are supported by corres-

ponding executive staff service units depicted in the Agile Governance

Framework illustrated in Figure 9.1. We will discuss each of these executive

staff service units aswell as theother units in the agile governance framework

of Figure 9.1 in the sections that follow.
Wisdom

Knowledge

Information

Data

n FIGURE 9.5 Intelligence Hierarchy.
ENTERPRISE INTELLIGENCE
We define enterprise intelligence as “obtaining, interpreting, and pre-

senting relevant information about the enterprise and its ecosystem.”

Here, the Enterprise Intelligence (EI) service unit addresses the need

for consistent information across the enterprise and regarding the

enterprise and its environment. EI is responsible for management of

information resources that support enterprise governance as well as

other activities related to analysis, planning, collaboration, and deci-

sion making from an enterprise perspective.

EI is not the only place in the enterprise where these capabilities

should be considered or developed, but EI should ensure that they

are addressed from an enterprise perspective and applied consistently

throughout the enterprise. Much of the actual development and sup-

port of intelligence capabilities are provided by the IT service units.

EI should address intelligence as represented in the framework of

Figure 9.5, sometimes called the DIKW hierarchy. The origin of the

information-knowledge-wisdom hierarchy is attributed to a 1934

poem by T.S. Elliot. Addition of the data layer and association with

information technology is attributed to Russell Ackoff in 1988.
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In the long term, the agile enterprise must take this broad view of

enterprise intelligence to optimize enterprise operation and agility

and to make most effective use of its intellectual assets.

We briefly discuss each of the levels from an agile enterprise perspec-

tive in the following subsections.

Data
Data are the records stored in databases and files and communicated

over networks. Data represent facts—attributes and relationships—

about people, places, and things. Data have no meaning to humans

until they are put into a context and presented in a form that associ-

ates the facts with the real-world entities they represent and describe.

Data are the foundation of the intelligence hierarchy. A critical chal-

lenge of SOA is to synthesize data from sources in many service

units—to realize relevant information, knowledge, and wisdom for

the success of the enterprise.

To ensure access to consistent and timely data about the enterprise

and its environment, EI should have ownership responsibility for

the following:

n Development and support of the enterprise logical data model

n Development and support of the Enterprise Information Integra-

tion (EII) schema and mapping to relevant databases based on

the enterprise logical data model

n Identification, capture, and routing of disruptive event notices as

discussed in Chapter 8 on event-driven agility

n Business intelligence systems [e.g., business activity monitoring

(BAM), operational data stores (ODS), and data warehouses]

n The enterprise data management plan that defines the sources of

master data and the mechanisms by which data sources are syn-

chronized and replicas are maintained.

Information
Information is data in context that has meaning to humans. Humans

require data to be presented in a way that reflects the meaning of the

numbers and letters. Information is captured, communicated, and

prepared by computers for interaction with humans. A human

expresses information when writing an email message or submitting

an order. The computer provides information when it produces a
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display or prints a report that presents the context and associated

descriptions with the data elements being displayed. So, though the

computer captures, stores, and communicates data, the systems are

designed to capture and present the data to humans as information—

meaningful information.

EI is responsible for ensuring that data are transformed and presented

as meaningful information with consistent semantics (meaning) to

support analysis, planning, and decision making. This may have a

variety of forms. For example:

n Browser-based presentation of enterprise information

n Reports and displays, both textual and graphical

n Human interfaces to interactive, analytical tools

n Management dashboards that highlight key operating parameters

and raise alarms

Knowledge
Knowledge is the expression of patterns, dependencies, and constraints

occurring in the enterprise and the world in which it operates. Knowl-

edge can be applied to understanding a situation or developing a

plan. EI should support the management of enterprise knowledge,

which may take a variety of forms:

n Business models

n Complex event-processing specifications

n Business rules

n Collaboration tools for sharing of knowledge

n Knowledge management and search capabilities for access to

unstructured documents

n Expertise directory for finding experts within the enterprise

Knowledge can be codified and applied by computers but within nar-

row domains. Rule-based systems, often called knowledge-based sys-

tems, operate on human knowledge in the form of rules and apply

the knowledge to specific problems.

Techniques such as case-based reasoning and neural networks enable

computers to “learn” from experience and apply that learning to spe-

cific situations. So a neural network (an artificial intelligence model

that simulates neurons receiving signals and adapting to feedback)

can learn which credit card charges are “normal” and which are ques-

tionable, to reduce credit-card fraud. The underlying data structures
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of a neural network link characteristics of the transaction through var-

ious weighted relationships to determine whether there is a signifi-

cant risk of fraud.

The knowledge and the applications for such solutions are narrowly

focused and require specialized development skills. On the other

hand, computers deal with massive amounts of knowledge on diverse

topics. This knowledge is produced and applied by humans for

humans but stored and communicated as computer data, most

often in the form of messages and documents. Unlike the records

described in the preceding “Data” section, these messages and

documents are not defined or structured for use by computers, so

they are often called unstructured data. They are typically the primary

subject matter of knowledge management.
Wisdom
Wisdom reflects consideration of values with an understanding of com-

plex causal relationships, behavior, and consequences. Wisdom yields

optimal solutions for design, problem-solving, planning and decision

making that goes beyond the application of computational algorithms.

Wisdom is usually viewed as a human quality. People apply wisdom to

problems and opportunities. Wisdom also implies the ability to con-

sider solutions “outside the box.” Computers don’t apply wisdom; they

only do what they are programmed to do, although computer scientists

continue to work toward giving computers more human capabilities.

Wisdom ismanaged by engaging the right people in analysis, planning,

and decision making and ensuring that they have appropriate access to

available knowledge, information, and data. The expertise directory,

created to support knowledge sharing, can also support engaging the

right people for their wisdom.

Though EI may not be directly responsible for bringing wisdom to

enterprise management, modeling tools help managers develop more

effective mental models of the business so that they can be better

prepared to exhibit wisdom in their plans and decisions. In particular

models of organization structure, costs, business processes, value

chains, and other enterprise design viewpoints will ensure consistency,

support consensus building, and enable management of complexity.

Creation and refinement of the models are as important as the result-

ing representation. Design of the model requires the development of

insights on the problem to produce a model that behaves in a way
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that is consistent with the real world. Simulation provides a valida-

tion of the model and can expose behavior that is not otherwise

expected. Business analytics involves computational and mathemati-

cal techniques for discovery of correlations and behavioral character-

istics in the enterprise ecosystem. These insights promote wisdom.

Wisdom is essential in an agile enterprise if decisions and business

changes are to be made quickly with appropriate results. Business

models are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 10.

BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE
The Business Architecture (BA) service unit is the focal point for design

of the enterprise. It is responsible for maintaining much of the Enter-

prise Business Model (EBM) that integrates models representing differ-

ent viewpoints of the enterprise. The EBM is discussed in Chapter 10.

We have used the term business architecture rather than enterprise archi-

tecture because the latter has been taken by the IT industry to refer to

the architecture of the information systems of an enterprise. Business

architecture refers to the architecture of the enterprise from a business

perspective—the way the components of the enterprise fit together to

fulfill the business purpose and strategic plans.

BA develops and evolves the design of the organization structure, ser-

vice units, and value chains as input to the strategic planning activity

and receives direction from the strategic planning activity for further

alignment with leadership objectives and insights.

BA should be a center of expertise for the design of the service-ori-

ented architecture. At the same time, BA must be a center for collab-

oration with specialists from various segments of the business, to

incorporate understanding of the effects of potential changes and

achieve appropriate enterprise optimization.

Phased improvements should be defined for the business architec-

ture, each of which realize business value and lead toward the desired

strategic architecture. Each phase of architecture improvement is

input to enterprise transformation.

BA is separate from the Strategic Planning service unit because the

participants are different, the workload is substantial, and special

skills are required. Development of the business architecture should

reflect consideration of operating capacity, economies of scale, busi-

ness continuity, security, outsourcing, compatibility of service units,

optimization of performance, efficiency, and agility. At the same
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time, BA should have liaisons with at least the major department heads

of the enterprise to ensure that the business architecture and transforma-

tion roadmap are realistic and feasible. In addition, Information Tech-

nology service units provide key capabilities in support of the BA efforts.

Figure 9.6 illustrates the BA responsibilities that produce and manage

the business architecture. The flow of these activities is generally

counter-clockwise, but it is not a strict sequence. Rather, the evolu-

tion of the business architecture is driven by business needs and

opportunities that are continually changing.

With support from IT, BA should leverage technology in development

of the business architecture. We discuss each of the areas of responsi-

bility of Figure 9.6 in the following sections.
Current Architecture
The current architecture is a depiction of the current state of the enter-

prise in a form that can be compared to the strategic architecture. For

the conventional enterprise, this focuses on current business applica-

tions and processes. In the more agile enterprise, it reflects the service

units, organization structure, and value chains. This defines the start-

ing point for transformation.
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Evolution of the architecture is influenced by current applications,

the capabilities of current technology, and the skills of IT staff. Con-

sequently, the IT organization has a significant role in these activities.

As part of this area of responsibility, BA is responsible for maintaining

the current applications portfolio, service unit portfolio, and value

chain models that provide insight into current enterprise operations.

Strategic Architecture
The strategic architecture is a potential future state, as currently envi-

sioned. It is an ideal state under current business circumstances. Of

course, business circumstances and thus the strategic architecture will

likely change before the ideal state can be achieved, but the strategic

architecture provides a valuable strategic perspective for implementa-

tion of plans and for consideration of operational and tactical changes.

Initially, the strategic architecture can be developed through a rigor-

ous service-oriented analysis, as described in Chapter 2, but more

likely it will be based on an industry best-practices framework that

defines service units, a logical data model, and business processes.

The fully developed agile architecture reflects the desired service units,

organization structure, and enterprise value chain.

The purpose of the strategic architecture is to assist in the identification

and development of sharable service units that will likely persist as the

enterprise continues to evolve. It also provides insight on opportunities

to improve cost or performance. In the long term, changes to the strate-

gic architecture are driven in large measure by the service unit require-

ments and business objectives of value chains for multiple products.

Gap Analysis
The gap analysis is a comparison of the current architecture with the

strategic architecture. The purpose of the gap analysis is to identify

the variances and support analysis of changes that could yield incre-

mental business value. The gap analysis should provide a general

assessment of the costs, benefits, risks, and time required to trans-

form current operations to conform to the requirements of service

units defined in the strategic architecture. Emphasis should be placed

on the transformations that have high potential business value.

A significant part of the gap analysis, particularly during the early

stages of transformation to SOA, is the mapping of existing business

applications to service units of the future architecture. Gap analysis
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helps identify both service units that are embedded in other activities

and service units to be considered for consolidation. This information

is an important factor in planning for incremental improvements.

Transformation Priorities
The gap analysis identifies potential transformations such as consolida-

tion of capabilities that could provide direct business value through

economies of scale, regulatory compliance, or improved product qual-

ity. These opportunities, along with current business priorities and the

cost, risk, and delay of service unit implementation, must be weighed

to determine an optimal course of action for the enterprise. Each trans-

formation should be designed to yield business benefit. Transforma-

tions that are large and complex increase risks and may not have the

anticipated business value by the time they are completed. If benefits

are not realized on a regular basis, there is a risk that the commitment

to SOA could be abandoned in favor of more immediate gains.

Next-Generation Architecture
The next-generation architecture is the next incremental improvement

of the current architecture that realizes meaningful business benefit

and is consistent with current business priorities. The planning horizon

for such an architecture might be on the order of a year or two, so it

represents significant change, but a target that is not likely to change

significantly before it is reached. In particular, a next-generation archi-

tecture might reflect adaptations to support a new product or line of

business. The next-generation architecture should not only include ser-

vice units, it should define associated organizational changes and

implement incremental infrastructure capabilities that support the

development, integration, and management of future service units.

BA must maintain specifications for next and future generations of

the business architecture. These align to a transformation roadmap

that defines phases of transformation that provide incremental value

and move the enterprise in the desired direction. Each phase of the

roadmap must achieve a fully operational business architecture that

realizes some level of return for the enterprise or supports a new busi-

ness strategy. Essentially, BA is charting the course of the enterprise to

transition from the current state to a strategic future state.

The transformation roadmap may include replacement or moderniza-

tion of current applications to support adaptation of service units or

to reduce operating costs. Information Technology should provide
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capabilities to support the planning and implementation of the tech-

nical transformation. The Transformation Management service unit

has responsibility for management of the business transformation,

ensuring a coordinated effort.
Service Unit and Organization Design
An approach to defining service units is outlined in Chapter 2, and an

approach to organization design is outlined in Chapter 7. The service

units and organization design activity is focused on the specification

of requirements for service unit capabilities, interfaces, and associated

service levels, along with placement of service units in the organiza-

tion structure.

Since the incremental transformation is based in part on expected ser-

vice unit implementation, BA must consider the alternatives of adap-

tation of legacy systems, the acquisition of commercial software, and

service unit outsourcing to determine the cost, risk, duration, and

business benefit of a service unit implementation and associated

transformation.

Implementation of service units also requires consideration of the

organizational context in which the service units are managed. A con-

solidated service unit must not favor one user over another as a result

of organizational history or proximity. Users of a new service unit

must be able to trust that their performance will not be jeopardized

because they have delegated responsibility to an unresponsive shared

service unit.
Role Authorization Specifications
Role-based access control (RBAC), discussed in Chapter 6, is an

important aspect of effective management of access control. Indivi-

duals require role assignments for access to service units and informa-

tion from across the enterprise. Managers cannot be expected to

know or specify the technical details behind an authorization they

grant. They must be able to grant authorization in terms of roles

and responsibilities that are related to the purpose of the authoriza-

tion. At the same time, there should be consistency in the semantics

and authorization of the roles from an enterprise perspective.

Thus the specification of role semantics should be the responsibility of

BA, whereas grants of authorization to individuals should be performed

by their managers and details of the access authorization of elementary
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roles should be defined by the managers of service units responsible for

protecting the resources. Changes to role definitions, assignments to

participants, and authorization specifications must be controlled by

appropriate specifications of grantor roles for authorization of role

assignments, along with role assignment approval processes.

Enterprise Rules and Assignments
Enterprise rules express constraints on the operation of the enterprise

based on enterprise policies and regulations (see Chapter 4). The busi-

ness architecture provides a framework for the appropriate application

of these rules. BA should manage the rule specifications and define the

assignment of rules to service units, thus delegating responsibility for

implementation of the rules to the specific service units. A rules repos-

itory must track the deployment of rules, to support verification of

their application and rapid deployment of future changes.

Transformation Oversight
BA requires a different discipline and skills from those required for

enterprise transformation. Consequently, the role of BA in transforma-

tion is one of specification of requirements and oversight of implemen-

tation to ensure adherence to the business architecture and make

adjustments as necessary. BA should be represented as part of a transfor-

mation steering committee and should participate in progress reviews.

Performance Assessment
BA must support performance assessment of service units and lines of

business and support evaluation of performance of the enterprise.

The Enterprise Value Chain is key to this evaluation. Operational rela-

tionships and performance metrics requirements for the service units

must be maintained by BA to support understanding and analysis of

value chains. Whereas individual service units are charged with

responsibility for continuous improvement of their internal opera-

tions, BA must address issues that go beyond the scope of individual

service units. Access to much of the data for this analysis should be

supported by the Enterprise Intelligence service unit.

Service Unit Improvements
Service unit improvements are changes to the interface, capabilities,

and levels of service of service units to more effectively meet service

unit users’ needs. Some of this should be done by the individual
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service units, but there are barriers or trade-offs that require an enter-

prise perspective. For example, a potential improvement may require

an investment. The investment would impact the cost of the service

unit, and improvement might benefit some users and not others.

The change in internal processes might improve timeliness but

increase costs, and timeliness might not be a concern for all users

of the service unit. BA should provide an enterprise perspective

to resolve these issues and support investment where appropriate.

BA should also review and approve all changes to service unit inter-

faces so that their impact on the architecture and other service units

is fully evaluated and so that business architecture records are kept

current.
Risk Mitigation
The Audit and Risk Assessment service unit, discussed later, is respon-

sible for identification and evaluation of risks. BA is responsible for

mitigation of risks from an architectural perspective.

Mitigation of risks resulting from practices within individual service

units is primarily the responsibility of the managers of those service

units. For example, in an application development service unit, devel-

opers might be allowed to informally accept new or modified require-

ments from service unit managers to maintain good relationships,

but such practices increase the risk of cost and schedule overruns.

This risk would be identified by the Audit and Risk Assessment ser-

vice unit, but resolution would be the responsibility of the applica-

tion development management.

On the other hand, reliance on application testing performed by the

same application development team creates a risk that the test results

may not be objective. BA should consider separation of an applica-

tion-testing service unit from application development to eliminate

this potential conflict of interest.

BA should also define requirements for event resolution services (i.e.,

process initiation) for each service unit that is identified as responsi-

ble for resolving disruptive events.
Future Value Network
When new products are being planned, an expected product value

chain should be modeled. This future product value chain may be a

change to the value chain of a current product or line of business
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or a significantly new product value chain. The product value chain

should be composed of current and potentially new service units.

Measurements for current service units should be obtained from

Enterprise Intelligence services. New service units may be variations

on the use of existing capabilities or capabilities that must be

acquired. BA must support the line of business manager to configure

the new product value chain and perform an appropriate evaluation

of the potential cost, quality, and timeliness of the new product or

service unit in collaboration with other affected service units.

In addition, the new product or service may require changes in exist-

ing service units such as increased capacity, alteration of service unit

interfaces, or changes in level of service—possibly resulting in cost

increases. These must be evaluated in support of strategic planning.

Implications to other lines of business may require evaluation to

anticipate the implications to the enterprise as a whole.
AUDIT AND RISK ASSESSMENT
Risk management is a topic of considerable concern given the

increased risks associated with government regulations, potential

liabilities associated with product defects, and breaches of security.

SOA has the potential to increase risks through broader exposure

of systems and the creation of consolidated service units that could

be single points of failure. Understanding and either eliminating,

mitigating, or deciding to tolerate risks is an important concern for

executive management as well as the board of directors.

Audit is combined with Risk Assessment because both are concerned

with identifying risks. Audits generally focus on compliance with

policies, regulations, or standard practices. This group may not per-

form all levels of audit, such as security and recoverability of systems,

but it should ensure that such audits are performed. Risk assessment

goes beyond consideration of deviations from expressed require-

ments and considers circumstances, practices, events, trends, and

enterprise design that create notable risks to the enterprise.

Audits and risk assessments are not intended to resolve risks. This

separation of duties is important so that those assessing the risks do

not become invested in the solutions. There are always risks. The pur-

pose of this service unit is to ensure that executive management and

the board of directors are aware of the risks and that they are at least

mitigated to an acceptable level.
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The following are examples of potential risks of interest:

n Overlooked threats and opportunities

n Single points of failure that could cripple the business

n Loss of enterprise assets

n Exposure of systems or confidential data

n Failure of programs or projects

n Regulations and legal liability

n Missed opportunities or loss of market share

n Risk to reputation

n Failure to meet or improve upon industry best practices

Each risk situation should be documented along with the level of risk.

Resulting corrective action or mitigation efforts should be documen-

ted and followed by reassessment to ensure that an acceptable level of

risk is achieved.
ENTERPRISE TRANSFORMATION
Enterprise Transformation (ET) is responsible for the implementation

of change. ET does not focus on the development of a new product

per se, but the ET responsibility includes coordination of enterprise

changes that are needed to develop and deliver a new product or

otherwise improve the operation of the enterprise.

Some changes occur within the scope of individual service units and

remain the responsibility of managers of those service units. Some

changes occur through the collaboration of service a unit with the

users of the service unit—particularly changes that would affect

the service unit interfaces, costs, or levels of service of the changing

service unit. Changes that have a potentially significant impact

on the enterprise, involve a number of service units, or have a risk

of adverse impact on customers should be reviewed by EA and

managed by ET.

Transformation to an agile enterprise is a major, enterprise-level

endeavor that may take a number of years. This transformation

must be managed by ET through a number of projects and phases.

After the transformation, the agile enterprise should anticipate con-

tinuous change to adapt to new business requirements or advances

in technology. In an agile enterprise, business operations no longer

exist in silos but are interconnected through a network of services.

There is a continuing need for enterprise-level management of

transformation.
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These transformations typically involve substantial investment as well

as risk for the enterprise. Plans, progress, and associated risks should

be recognized as important aspects of enterprise governance.

The ET service unit should have a permanent staff responsible for

program and project management as well as expertise in organiza-

tional transformation. Though transformations to address new or

changed products would require collaboration with the LOB manage-

ment organization, with SOA, changes for one LOB will likely affect

service units used by other LOBs. At the same time, most of the work

of a transformation is performed by way of other activities, particu-

larly those of the Information Technology organization. Planning

and coordination require participation by representatives of all the

affected organizations. This can take various forms, such as steering

committees, task forces to address particular issues, communities to

contribute input, and project teams to develop and deploy solutions.

For example, suppose there is an insurance enterprise initiative to

consolidate four claims-processing activities into one shared service

unit to achieve economies of scale. A new service unit will be formed

and positioned in the management hierarchy to be relatively inde-

pendent of the organizations currently managing claims processing.

The requirements for the new service unit, organizational implica-

tions, the impact on the related service units and lines of business,

and the expected investment and return on investment are developed

by BA in collaboration with affected organizations. Each of the four

organizations that have processed claims in the past are expected to

use the shared service unit.

The IT organization is required to adapt, acquire, or develop the auto-

mated business processes and application software for the consolidated

service unit. A steering committee chaired by ET might be formed with

representatives of the affected organizations, including IT, ET, and BA.

ET is responsible for a program plan that coordinates project plans,

including an application development project and an organization trans-

formation project. ET, along with the steering committee, is responsible

for requirements change control. Each project has a project team.

ET must also address, directly or indirectly, issues of training, cultural

change, alignment of goals and incentives, business process manage-

ment, and standards compliance. A community of affected personnel

might be formed to provide a forum for discussion and resolution of

personnel issues and concerns.
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STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY
The role of the Standards and Technology service unit is to develop

consensus on adoption of enterprise technical standards and identify

preferred purchased products for both products of the enterprise and

its internal operations. This includes leadership of a standards and

technology committee representing diverse enterprise interests, which

approves standards and preferred technology and authorizes devia-

tions when appropriate. The purpose is to achieve consistency,

economies of scale, adaptability, extensibility, manageability, and

compatibility of enterprise capabilities.

For information technology, the objective is to (1) ensure compati-

bility for exchange of information between service units, (2) ensure

compatibility of data for cross-enterprise access and integration of

information, and (3) promote economies of scale in information tech-

nology service units by avoiding unnecessary technology diversity.

Standards and Technology should have an enterprise perspective

on the needs of the enterprise for standards and may be the focal

point for participation of the enterprise in the development of

industry standards. Standards and Technology should fund initia-

tives to evaluate and select preferred products, using the expertise

of other service units, particularly the IT organization, to perform

evaluations.

Standards and technology selections for information systems should

include:

n Personal computer configurations and software

n Integration infrastructure

n Enterprise logical data model

n Business modeling and analysis tools

n Business process management systems

n Application development tools, languages, Web server, middleware,

database manager, and operating system

n Security authentication, authorization, encryption, and signature

mechanisms

Figure 9.7 depicts potential technical diversity in a service-oriented

architecture. As long as the service units comply with the interface

standards for the integration infrastructure and the data exchange is

compatible with the enterprise logical data model or can be trans-

lated to be compatible, the service units can interoperate.
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However, diversity of technology within the service units increases

costs and risks. Development and support of applications using

diverse technologies require that a staff be maintained with skills in

each of the technologies. The internal technologies of outsourced ser-

vice providers and business partners are of minimal concern. The pri-

mary concerns are legacy systems and commercial off-the-shelf

(COTS) software products that must be supported by the IT organiza-

tion. Each of the technologies has its own problems and risks as well

as different solutions to shared risks.

In the long term, the availability of skilled personnel for legacy sys-

tems diminishes, resulting in a limited ability to resolve problems

and adapt to new requirements for those legacy systems. Transforma-

tion of the applications to shared technologies should be considered

in enterprise transformation planning to reduce the costs and risks of

diversity.

Product acquisition and application development processes must

include review by the Standards and Technology service unit, and

deviations from standards should be authorized only if there is a clear

business case for the deviation. This consideration must reflect the like-

lihood that the loss of economies of scale experienced by the IT service

units will persist many years into the future, whereas the benefits of

using a noncompliant solution may be only temporary, since equiva-

lent, compliant solutions may become available in the future.

The IT services organization has primary responsibility for recom-

mending standards and preferred products. The Standards and Tech-

nology service unit is responsible for determining which standards

and product preferences are appropriate from an enterprise perspec-

tive. Representatives from the various departments of the enterprise

must be involved in these decisions as well as decisions regarding

deviations from the standards and preferred products.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICE UNITS
Information Technology (IT) is responsible for management of the

service units that support effective exploitation of information tech-

nology by the enterprise. We view the CIO as the top management

leader of Information Technology services. The CIO is responsible

for optimizing the use of information technology by the enterprise.

IT services fulfill three primary roles:

n Executive staff support

n Service unit automation

n Infrastructure management
Executive Staff Support
IT brings technical expertise and insights to the executive staff. It pro-

vides development and support of modeling capabilities and may

provide modeling expertise. At the same time it has different roles

in support of each of the executive staff service units:

n Strategic Planning. The CIO should be a member of the strategic

planning team, the same as other enterprise executives. The CIO

brings a perspective on changes in technology and the application

of technology to optimize the operation of the enterprise.

n Business Architecture. Business Architecture requires technical sup-

port for a number of its responsibilities. In particular, it requires

support for service-oriented analysis, design and modeling, capture

and management of business rules, gap analysis, and transforma-

tion planning. BA provides the enterprise perspective on transfor-

mation planning and optimization of service units, but IT

personnel are needed to understand the details of the systems

and processes involved and to develop and support the business

models.

n Enterprise Intelligence. IT provides technical support for the planning

and implementation of EI capabilities. In particular, IT provides the

technical expertise associated with development of the enterprise

logical data model, development of business activity monitoring

(BAM), data warehouses, and Enterprise Information Integration

(EII). IT also supports modeling tools, collaboration facilities, and

knowledge management facilities.

n Enterprise Transformation. IT must provide the technical capability to

develop and deploy detailed business processes and applications;
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integrate service units, applications, and business rules; transform

legacy applications; and implement appropriate security facilities.

n Standards and Technology. IT provides the primary input for defining

information systems standards and technology selections driven by

a need to minimize diversity and achieve economies of scale in IT

service units. This must be balanced against potential business

opportunities or improvements in other service units that would

suggest the need for deviations. IT must request deviations or pro-

posals for changes to standards where appropriate for adoption of

new technologies or alignment with industry trends. Standards

and Technology should also address standards for products driven

by product development and standards for business practices in the

various business disciplines such as accounting and human

resource management.
Service Unit Automation
IT service units support automation of business service units. This

includes development of automated business processes, development

of supporting computer applications, implementation of commercial

software, transformation of legacy systems, systems integration, prob-

lem resolution, and technical support. These are solutions owned and

funded by the service units. Consequently, the basic requirements are

determined by the service unit interface, the interfaces of other service

units used, and capability requirements of the service unit.
Infrastructure Management
IT is responsible for management and operation of the technical

infrastructure, including computers, communications, and data stor-

age. The SOA infrastructure, described in Chapter 2, includes the

following:

n Reliable messaging

n Event notification

n Security

n Message transformation

n Service unit registry

n Business process management system

n Service unit portals

n Service unit performance monitoring

n Billing for services
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In addition to these capabilities, IT must provide shared facilities for

human communication, collaboration, and knowledge management.

This includes telephone, email, teleconferencing facilities, group/

community servers, and other technical capabilities that support

information sharing and collaboration. EI should be viewed as the

business owner of these enterprise facilities.
FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE UNITS
Within the Finance and Accounting services, SOA has a significant

impact on cost accounting. The cost of every service unit must be

determined both with and without the costs of services it uses. The

total cost must be allocated to the units of service it provides for cost

recovery in a way that achieves a reasonable representation of the

actual cost of each unit of service.

Accurate cost accounting is essential for four purposes: pricing, per-

formance evaluation, billing for services, and enterprise design. Cost

determines the profit margin on products and services. Without accu-

rate costing, it is difficult to determine an appropriate price or even

whether a product or option should be continued.

Cost is an indicator of the efficiency of a service unit. Costs provide a

basis for accountability of service unit managers, planning for process

improvements, investment in new methods, service unit redesign,

organizational changes, consolidations, outsourcing, and technology

upgrades. Billing can influence users with respect to the utilization

of a service, and it may influence the behavior of the service unit

personnel in attempts to reduce costs.

Determination of the cost of a unit of service is not trivial, since there

are both costs directly attributable to the particular service and costs

that are shared. For example, the service unit incurs the cost of an

employee even if the total work of providing all services does not

require the employee 100% of the time. Since much of the work of

a service unit may be automated, considerable employee time may

be allocated to problem resolution and process improvement. From

time to time, these employees may engage in projects funded by

outside initiatives so that the service unit cost may go down, but then

local projects may be delayed.

The costs of support services and facilities may not be associated with

the delivery of specific services, but the costs are, nevertheless, a nec-

essary part of providing the services. Consequently, the costs for each
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Assembly Service Operations

Product 123 A B C
All Operations
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Base 400 4000 10 100 4 40 414 4140 $7,419.35 $11,559.35

V 200 40 3 30 1 10 204 80 $143.37 $223.37

W 150 45 2 40 2 2 154 87 $155.91 $242.91

X 130 26 5 5 1 1 136 32 $57.35 $89.35

Y 10 50 0 0 0 0 10 50 $89.61 $139.61

Z 25 75 0 0 0 0 25 75 $134.41 $209.41

Total 915 4236 20 175 8 53 928 4464 $8000 $12,464.00
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unit of service are always approximations and vary as a result of the

mix of services provided during a particular period of time.

Table 9.1 illustrates a hypothetical cost allocation for the Assembly

Service applied to Product 123. This example illustrates the nature

of cost accounting and some of the difficulty in defining reasonable

cost for individual services. The example service provides three opera-

tions, A, B, and C. Operation A is the primary service. The rows rep-

resent variations in the request options where the first row, Base,

represents the product without options. The Fixed Cost column is

allocation of the total fixed cost of $8,000 based on the variable costs

in the column to the left. Different ways of allocating fixed costs may

be more appropriate for different types of service units; for example,

the option cost variances may be only associated with the cost of pur-

chased material and not the costs incurred in performing the opera-

tions in this service unit. It may also be important to divide costs

between labor and material so that sources of costs of a service and

total product cost can be better understood.

This cost model represents costs for a time period—for example,

a week—and the product mix that occurred during that week is indi-

cated in the Volume column. For some analyses, it may be sufficient

to consider the average cost contribution of this service based on a

typical product mix. For other types of analysis, such as pricing, it is
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important to understand the costs of the various options as well as

the typical volumes, since marketing strategy should reflect profitabil-

ity of different products and product options. A robust cost analysis

model would support consideration of costs and pricing under

simulated variations of product mix.

Note that the total cost of a particular product configuration in a time

period (i.e., based on a specific mix) is computed here by adding the

associated marginal costs of all the operations that contribute to that

product. In the example, this would include the product base cost

and the cost for any associated options. It must also include the cost

of components produced by services that are not performed in direct

response to a customer order, as where orders are filled from inventories.

These may be included as cost of materials in the primary production

process.

Consequently, billing rates for service units are approximations based

on expected workload, product or service option mix, and use of sup-

port service units. If the workload goes down, the cost per unit goes

up because there are fixed costs involved. Nevertheless, users of a ser-

vice unit need to be able to plan for the costs they will incur as a basis

for planning and decisions that may affect their operations as well as

when and how this service unit is used.
PURCHASING SERVICE UNITS
Purchasing service units are affected by SOA in two ways: (1) pur-

chasing services are part of the product value chain for acquisition

of products and services that support product development and pro-

duction capabilities and (2) purchasing must manage the acquisition

of outsourced business services.

Purchasing is generally viewed as a support service, only indirectly

involved in the delivery of customer value. In SOA, the impact of

the cost, quality, and timeliness of purchasing service units has an

impact on both product development and production operations.

Delays in purchases can affect the timely introduction of new pro-

ducts and their success in the marketplace. The cost, quality, and

timeliness of production components and services have a direct

impact on production value chains. Purchasing is responsible for

managing the performance of suppliers and therefore is responsible

for supplier performance and its impact on customer value. Similarly,

purchased products and services impact other value chains.
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Requirements for outsourced business services should be developed

by the Business Architecture service unit, but the purchasing service

unit must obtain outsourcing bids, provide information to support

the outsourcing and selection decisions, and establish a contract with

appropriate service requirements and levels of service specifications.

Purchasing has an ongoing responsibility for managing the contract

relationship, but day-to-day monitoring and problem resolution

may be managed by a branch of the organization equipped to assess

performance, understand the context and technology of problems,

and work with service users and providers both to resolve problems

and respond to changing business needs.

In both cases, a supplier should have a single point of contact within

the enterprise that assesses supplier performance and takes responsi-

bility for its impact on associated enterprise value chains.
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SERVICE UNITS
The fundamental role of the Human Resources (HR) services does not

change, but to support an agile, service-oriented enterprise, it should

focus particular attention on the impact of service unit autonomy,

the challenges of continuous change, and the need for appropriate

incentives. This may involve the services of industrial psychologists,

particularly during periods of substantial transition, but also where

employee dissatisfaction or turnover are high.

Service Unit Autonomy
Service units expose interfaces but limit exposure of implementation.

They serve multiple users, so they must not adapt to the unique

requirements of particular users at the expense of others. These charac-

teristics can isolate service unit employees from the rest of the enter-

prise. Where employees do have direct involvement with service unit

users, they must limit their activities to the terms of the service unit

agreement or they will inflate the time and cost to deliver services.

For example, an information systems application development service

unit must provide a solution to a customer requirement, but as the

solution unfolds, the customer realizes the need for additional features.

The application developer must resist the temptation to continually

improve the solution or the cost of the application will increase and

the project cost and delivery schedule will not be met. Instead, the

application developer must enforce a change control process that

involves assessment of the impact of each new requirement and
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establishes an agreement regarding increased cost and delayed delivery.

This can interfere with interpersonal relationships and may frustrate

both the application developer and the customer until they accept the

necessary user/provider relationship discipline.

HR must help employees adjust to these customer/supplier relation-

ships. This is not a concern only for service units like application devel-

opment; it affects the entire enterprise as it is transformed to an SOA.

Continuous Change
In addition to changing relationships, employees will experience sig-

nificant organizational transformations and changes in job responsibil-

ities as the enterprise implements a service-oriented architecture and as

it develops a culture of continuous change as an agile enterprise. This

may affect both employee motivation and skill requirements.

To become comfortable with continuous change, employees must see

change as an opportunity rather than a threat. They must see changes

in their jobs and the need for new skills as opportunities for growth.

They need to see the enterprise as supporting growth so that people

advance into new roles rather than being replaced.

HR should work with Enterprise Transformation to support employee

transitions and ensure that employees have the necessary skills and

understanding to perform in their changing roles.

Incentives
HR should work with Business Architecture to bring consideration of

employee capabilities and attitudes into the design of the enterprise.

HR should give particular attention to alignment of organizational goals

and development of appropriate incentives to promote employee satis-

faction and productivity.

For example, collaboration should be recognized as an opportunity

for personal recognition along with career growth and greater self-

esteem for the participants. However, unless there is clear benefit to

the participating service unit, the manager may view this as compet-

ing for resources that are needed to maintain or improve the perfor-

mance of the service unit he or she manages. At a minimum, the

service unit should bill for the participant’s services. This offsets the

disincentive and also ensures that the cost of the collaboration activ-

ities is understood and properly authorized. Additional motivation

for manager support should be considered.
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HR must work with top management to define appropriate incentive

programs. Some choices of incentives may be affected by government

regulations. Incentives should address both the motivation of indivi-

duals and the motivation of managers and should recognize the dif-

ference between contributions that improve a service unit and those

that achieve improvements on a broader scale. There may be a need

for different types of incentives for employees of different service unit

types, and some may be specific to individual service units.

In many cases, financial incentives cannot be based on measurable

criteria but must be at the discretion of managers and project leaders.

The funding for incentives should be based on identifiable improve-

ments that directly or indirectly improve customer value or reduce

identified risks to acceptable levels.
VALUE NETWORK SERVICES
In the Agile Governance Framework of Figure 9.1, Value Network Ser-

vices represents the organization structure responsible for the service

units that contribute to product value chains.

Product value chains are composed of the service units that contrib-

ute directly to value delivered to customers. Elements of the enter-

prise value chain were introduced in Chapter 2 and discussed

earlier in this chapter. The product value chain segment is depicted

again in Figure 9.8. A product value chain comprehends the full life

cycle of a product, from concept through production and customer

support. A production value chain identifies the value contributed

to individual units of production for delivery to customers.

An enterprise can have multiple product value chains that may be

managed in groups as lines of business based on the nature of the
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product and market. Product value chains and lines of business are

the primary focus for strategic planning because they generally are

primary sources of expenses and revenue aes ssssnd they have direct

impact on customer satisfaction and enterprise profit.

Value chains are a primary basis for top management analysis,

planning, improvement, and control of the operation of the enter-

prise. Value chain modeling is essential for understanding the contri-

butions of service units and for understanding the sources and impact

of service unit problems and potential changes. In the next chapter

we will see how value chain models, along with other forms of mod-

els, represent different viewpoints of a more comprehensive model of

the enterprise that supports more effective planning, decision

making, and governance.
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Model-Based Management
In the past, enterprise organizations remained relatively stable for dec-

ades. Changes, for the most part, shifted some responsibilities among

managers, brought new products to market. or introduced a new tech-

nology, but the basic business model remained fundamentally the

same. Occasionally, various forces caused a significant change to the

organization structure to streamline or consolidate. These changes, if

significant, had ripple effects for several years as unanticipated conse-

quences emerged. But even with significant changes, executives could

often focus on certain aspects of the enterprise and assume the rest

of the enterprise would be relatively unaffected.

That time is gone. The world is a dynamic place, and enterprises must

be able to make significant changes on a regular basis, doing it right

the first time. Enterprises are finely tuned to remain competitive,

requiring special skills and resulting in greater complexity. There is

less margin for error and less tolerance for inefficiency. SOA supports

specialization through consolidation of capabilities, but the granular-

ity of service units and the interconnections resulting from sharing

services increases complexity. Managers need computer-based busi-

ness models to manage this complexity and make optimal plans

and decisions. Toward that end, model-based management (MBM)

positions business models as a critical means for management under-

standing and control of the enterprise.

Business is undergoing a paradigm shift similar to that experienced

by the U.S. automobile industry in the 1970s. Prior to that time, auto-

mobiles were designed by development and refinements of physical

prototypes. Design of a new model could take five years. In the 1970s

the U.S. automobile industry moved to the use of computer-based

models to develop and validate the automobile design. Today, a virtual

269
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automobile is developed as a set of computer-based models. The auto-

mobile is crash-tested by computer. Various other forms of testing such

as stress testing, vibration testing, and heat-transfer testing are conducted

with computer models. Interactions and potential interference between

parts are evaluated by computer. The time to develop a new vehicle

model has been drastically reduced, and the quality of today’s automo-

biles could never be achieved with the old prototyping methods.

Business organizations are faced with fundamentally the same pro-

blems. Organizations must be able to change to keep up with advances

in technology and changes in the marketplace. Those that are not agile

will fall behind. The changes cannot be trial and error like the automo-

bile prototypes; they must be well designed and analyzed, considering

many dimensions of effects, and they must be highly refined to achieve

the necessary efficiency and quality of performance. This can only be

done with the support of computer-based models.

SOA and BPM provide the basis of a consistent business architecture to

enable more robust models to be developed. Models are abstractions.

To be valid abstractions, they must be able to make certain assump-

tions about the consistency of the problem space. Business models will

build on the concepts developed in the preceding chapters to provide

increasingly powerful models for managing, optimizing, and trans-

forming the enterprise. Service units are persistent components of the

business with consistent mechanisms for their interaction. An agile

enterprise based on SOA and BPM preserves most of the operational

units and their optimized capabilities as the business changes, even

though the management hierarchy may change dramatically and new

lines of business may require significantly new value chains.

The development and support of business models falls under the

responsibility of the Enterprise Intelligence service unit discussed in

the last chapter. Business models support knowledge management,

collaboration, insight, and innovation by capturing knowledge about

how the enterprise operates, integrating current business data, and

enabling managers and specialists to understand interdependencies

and explore plans and solutions. A comprehensive solution must

support a number of viewpoints based on a consistent metamodel

(specification of modeling elements) so that the various viewpoints

have a common, underlying representation of the design of the

enterprise.

In this chapter we examine requirements for business modeling,

particularly those requirements related to business design and the
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agile enterprise. This is an emerging technology, so some of the

capabilities are supported by modeling tools and some needs are just

gaining recognition. We look at current modeling technology and

examine some enhanced modeling capabilities that should be

integrated into modeling tools in the future. Finally, we consider tac-

tical approaches that use currently available tools and technology.
BUSINESS-MODELING VIEWPOINTS
Figure 10.1 depicts a number of business-modeling viewpoints that

support the management of an agile enterprise, particularly the needs

of executive management and the executive staff. Each viewpoint

addresses an area of concern regarding the design of the enterprise.

Managers also will deal with other models, such as financial models,

product models, and distribution models, that are not included here.

A human cannot consider all these factors together, and individuals

with different areas of expertise need to be able to view different

aspects of the business. In addressing a particular business concern,

a team might collaborate, developing consensus around a solution

while each views the solution from different viewpoints. The solution

is consistent because the viewpoints are all related in various ways
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through a shared enterprise business model (EBM). Some models

include data from business operations or records such as cost and

performance data.

Each of these viewpoints could exist, independent of an EBM. The

enterprise itself defines the current attributes and relationships of

the concepts being modeled. These viewpoints could be supported

by deriving supporting data from current enterprise systems. How-

ever, these viewpoints would only reflect the current state of the

enterprise. The value of the EBM is to explore future states of the

enterprise and ensure that the various viewpoints are consistent with

a particular future state. This is how we rapidly design quality auto-

mobiles, and it is the way we must learn to design enterprises.

We briefly discuss each of the viewpoints, clockwise from the top of

Figure 10.1, in the following subsections.

Management Dashboards
Management dashboards typically provide monitoring of key process

variables derived frombusiness activitymonitoring (BAM) andmay raise

alerts for specific events of interest. These should be presented in the con-

text of the enterprise organization, value chains, and service units so that

themanager can go deeper, select events or variables tomonitor, examine

the relationships, and consider related information and implications.

Existing management dashboards require extensions to reflect the

broader aspects of the EBM and to open the door to exercise of man-

agement control through the dashboard.

Service Unit Performance
Service unit performance is supported by BAM but should also

include cost data as well as timeliness, quality, and user satisfaction.

These should be considered in the context of the organization struc-

ture responsible for the service unit(s).

Though service unit performance can leverage BAM capabilities,

extensions are required to appropriately track and present costs and

performance of services against level of service specifications.

Service Unit Specifications
Service unit specification focus primarily on the business capability

and interface specifications. Service units responsible for master data

management should be identified and the scope of their responsibility
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defined. The specifications should provide access to other aspects such

as business processes, costs, organization structure, and use of support-

ing services.

Elements of this viewpoint exist for tracing value chains and develop-

ment of software to implement services, but integrated models are

needed. Additional content is needed to depict the use of the services.

Organization Structure
The organization structure represents the people and their positions

and relationships in the organization. This includes both the manage-

ment hierarchy and other working relationships that may be more

temporary, such as participation on committees, task forces, and proj-

ect teams. The organization structure should identify service unit

organizations and chains of command, for purposes of different types

of approval. It should also provide a linkage to role assignments for

role-based access control (RBAC).

Existing organization modeling tools require modification and exten-

sions to address the needs of the agile enterprise. An Organization

Structure Metamodel (OSM) specification to address this need is

under development at OMG.

Role-Based Access Control
RBAC defines the access authorization associated with various roles

and the assignment of roles to people. People are associated with

the organization structure, and authorizations may be associated with

positions in the organization and with the context of particular busi-

ness activities that require references to business documents or ser-

vices. RBAC is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.

Development of a standard metamodel (modeling language) for

business modeling of RBAC has been initiated at OMG.

Enterprise Logical Data Model
The enterprise logical data model (ELDM) includes specifications for

all concepts, attributes, and relationships of the EBM modeling ele-

ments as well as for all data exchanged between service units. Existing

data modeling tools provide the basic capability, but the logical data

model should be extended to support alternative vocabularies and

semantics—representation of the meaning of concepts, attributes,

and relationships.
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Business Rules and Regulations
Business rules and regulations that define constraints on business

operations must be captured in a formal syntax using terminology

and semantics that are consistent with the ELDM. The rules and reg-

ulations are linked to the service units affected and should be linked

to specific activities of business processes for traceability.

Tools that implement Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules

(SBVR), the OMG standard, provide capture and presentation of

enterprise rules in a business-friendly form.

Strategic Planning
The strategic planning model captures strategic plans and draws on a

number of other models that define service units, the organization

structure, value chains, and enterprise directives as well as other sup-

porting information sources established by enterprise intelligence.

Tools are available that support the OMG Business Motivation Model

(BMM) that is the basis of the strategic planning model presented in

Chapter 9. The extensions discussed in Chapter 9 are needed for inte-

gration with the other viewpoints and full support of continuous stra-

tegic planning.

Electronic Documents
Electronic documents are specified with XML schemas. Electronic docu-

ments are exchanged between service units as well as with external enti-

ties such as customers and suppliers. Some of the same documents may

be used by different services, so each document is associated with the

service units, choreographies, and operations in which it is employed.

The ELDM modeling tool should be able to represent the content of

electronic documents as views of the ELDM but not the actual struc-

ture of the XML documents. The Information Management Metamo-

del (IMM) specification under development at OMG will support

specification of the XML structures as well as the transformation

between the ELDM and the XML representations.

Business Processes
Business processes define how the capabilities of a service unit

are applied to respond to service requests and deliver value. These

business processes also define the use of other service units to fulfill

the requests. Thus business processes are an essential link in the
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integration of services and analysis of value chains. The business pro-

cesses should also identify the choreographies they support and the

electronic documents they use in exchanges.

These models should include representations of both automated and

manual processes as well as those processes embedded in legacy

applications.

At the enterprise level, these process models may be expressed as

abstract business processes that specify the linkage between service

requests and the participation of people or other service units. An

abstract business process does not include details of flow control and

internal, service unit activity but includes uses of people and other

service units in a particular situation—a use case. Typically this will

appear as a network of services using other services and people to

achieve the top-level objective.

There are many tools that support business process modeling; some

support both the BPMN standard with the integration of choreogra-

phy provided by BPDM (both from OMG). A BPMN 2.0 standard,

currently under development. will combine BPMN and BPDM into

a single language with a metamodel and graphics.
Choreographies
Choreographies specify the sequence, content, and constraints of

exchanges between business processes of participating service units.

A choreography becomes a requirements specification for new partici-

pants who want to participate in similar exchanges. Choreographies

may be modeled with related business processes, but they are distinct

components because the same choreography may be used in exchanges

between different participating service units and business partners. So a

choreography used between service units (or companies) A and B may

also be used between A and C or between D and C. Different partici-

pants can design their processes to be compliant with the choreography

and, consequently, will be able to interact with any participant that is

compliant with the complementary role(s).

Standards for XML specification of choreography have been

developed—ebBP by Organization for Advancement of Structured

Information Standards (OASIS) and WS-CDL by World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C), but these are not integrated with business pro-

cess models. The BPDM specification provides this integration along

with a modeling capability appropriate for businesspeople.
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Service Unit Cost Models
The cost elements of operating a service unit must be defined and allo-

cated to the services provided, to define billing rates for services. This

includes the costs of services used, both direct (value chain) services

and supporting services. Consequently costs are linked into service

unit specifications and value chains.

Generally, costs depend on the parameters of the requests. For

example, the cost of a particular automobile engine will depend

on the configuration of the engine, such as different carburetion

and support for air conditioning, power steering, or cruise control.

Consequently, the cost of contribution to a value chain will depend

on the product mix that is described for that value chain (in other

words, the particular use cases). The cost model should support

these cost computations.

Other than spreadsheet applications, there are no standard tools appro-

priate for modeling service unit costs as part of the EBM. Spreadsheets

are an appropriate interim solution, but rule-based computations may

be the most flexible and accurate solution.
Value Chains
Value chains define the services directly engaged to produce busi-

ness value for an internal user or external customer. A production

value chain begins with a customer order and involves each service

that contributes to fulfillment of the customer order. Internal value

chains begin with a requirement for support of a capability of

another service unit. These indirectly impact value chains that pro-

duce value for customers. Value chains are derived from service

and business process relationships, and analysis should include

links to costs, quality, timeliness, and capacity data that impact

the value chain.

In general, value chain models deal with an abstraction of business

activities. The analysis of service unit relationships—and their value

chain contributions of cost, quality, and timeliness—requires new

modeling and analysis tools. Much of the supporting information

for a value chain model is built on the service unit specifications

and business process models.

Development of a modeling standard for value chains is currently

under discussion at OMG.
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Disruptive Event Notices
Disruptive events must be identified and associated with sources, filters,

or complex event processing for recognition. Each event notice of inter-

est must be directed to the attention of a responsible person in the orga-

nization or to a process that causes appropriate action to be taken.

There has been considerable industry discussion of event-driven

architectures, but this discipline is still emerging. OMG is considering

specification of event modeling as an extension to UML to include

complex event processing. This does not address the business aspects

of establishing event sources and responsibilities for resolution.

Enhanced complex event processing should include capture of pre-

cursor events to support analysis of the context in which a disruptive

event has occurred.

Applications Portfolio
The applications portfolio must be managed as a record of existing and

future business applications, the responsible organizations, the asso-

ciated service units, the costs, and the technologies involved. Business

applications are components of service unit capabilities. The applica-

tion information and association of applications to service units is

important, both for management of the application portfolio and for

planning business transformations or technology upgrades. Some

applications have embedded business processes that should be repre-

sented as abstract business processes to identify the links between ser-

vice requests and services used for value chain analysis.

Some tools exist for management of an applications portfolio from

an IT perspective, but they are not designed to address the relation-

ship of applications to service units and business processes.

Business Dynamics
Business dynamics modeling is a technique for modeling systems

behavior and trends using the abstract concepts of stocks,flows, and

feedback. It has been used for analysis of performance of major con-

struction projects, automobile marketing strategy, effectiveness of

strategies in the war on drugs, and production capacity planning.

For example, in his book Business Dynamics, John Sterman describes

the application of business dynamics modeling by General Motors

to analyze the impact of used-car superstores on the automobile mar-

ketplace. The concern was that the availability of relatively new used
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vehicles was increasing price competition in the new vehicle market.

The analysis revealed that the short-term leases offered by automakers

were the source of a large volume of relatively new used cars. The

superstores were a symptom, not the underlying problem. Leasing

brings relatively new vehicles back into the marketplace, drawing cus-

tomers away from new vehicles. Further analysis established that lon-

ger lease terms, such as four years, reduce competition with new

vehicles and also improve the resale value of returned lease vehicles,

thus reducing losses at lease end.

The automobile market model represents stocks of new vehicle inven-

tory, late model vehicles in service, late model used car inventory,

and older cars on the road. Stocks are increased and depleted by flows

of new vehicle production, trade-ins, sales, and aging or scrapping of

cars. Various feedback factors affect the flow rates.

Business dynamics models should be used to better understand the

dynamics of the business ecosystem. In this context, applications of

business dynamics may draw on service unit performance and capacity

data, data warehouse data on product trends and relationships, and

other, external sources of economic and market data. Historical data

will be important for validating a model. If these data can predict past

trends, they are more likely to be able to predict future trends.
MODELING TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS
The OMG is the leading organization for development of modeling

standards. OMG adopted the Unified Modeling Language (UML) for

design of object-oriented programming applications in the late 1990s.

Shortly thereafter OMG adopted Meta Object Facility (MOF) as the data

model for storing and exchanging models. MOF with UML notation

(graphics) has become the specification of a language for specification

of modeling languages—in other words, a meta-language. MOF is essen-

tially a subset of UML. It can model itself as well as UML.

Now all modeling languages developed by OMG are either UML pro-

files, i.e., extensions to UML or languages specified with MOF. A UML

profile uses standard extension mechanisms of UML called stereotypes

and tagged values to redefine standard elements of UML. This allows a

user of a UML tool to apply a profile using an existing tool. A MOF

model, on the other hand, represents the modeling concepts without

the baggage of the existing UML specification. There are some things

that a UML profile simply can’t do because of UML restrictions—it’s
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designed to model applications. In addition, a tool vendor that just

wants to implement a specific OMG modeling language does not

want to be required to implement UML first.

XML for Metadata Interchange (XMI) was developed for exchange of

models between tools and repositories. XMI defines the way a MOF-

based model is expressed in XML. Thus any modeling language that is

MOF compatible automatically has a model exchange specification

using XMI.

Around the turn of the 21stcentury, OMG recognized that the stan-

dards it had developed based on the Common Object Request Broker

Architecture (CORBA) middleware standards were limited to that par-

ticular middleware technology. At the same time, UML was gaining

momentum. Some earlier work had introduced the concept of gener-

ating application code from UML models to improve application

development productivity and quality. Driven by these factors, the

model-driven architecture (MDA) was developed.

Under MDA, OMG develops specifications in the form of models that

are independent of specific implementation technologies. This enables

standards for services and applications to be implemented in different

technologies and survive market shifts in technology preferences. At

the same time, with code generation, it enables users of computer tech-

nology to develop applications independent of current technology so

that their investment can be preserved. When the technology changes,

the application code can be regenerated. There were technical challenges

to MDA, so it took some time before UML tools were able to demon-

strate MDA capabilities, but this technology is well established today.

The foundation established by UML, MOF, and XMI was extended with

Query, View, Transformation (QVT). QVT is a language for operating

on MOF-based models. The primary importance of QVT is for transfor-

mation of models from one modeling language to another. In early

MDA efforts, the focus of QVT was on transformation of platform-

independent models (PIM) to platform-specific models (PSM), as

depicted in Figure 10.2.

The PSM is more technology specific, and the associated language is

expected to support the addition of features and tuning factors to tailor

an application design to a particular technology. In some cases a PIM

may be executed interpretively or translated directly to a computer pro-

gramming language, but the transformation to a PSM provides the

opportunity to optimize the executable design for the target technology.
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MOF Model to Text specifies the transformation of a model to pro-

gram code or other textual form. This can be used to produce text

for documenting a model.

QVT can also be used for transformations of other models that can be

expressed as MOF models and exchanged as XMI. It could be applied,

for example, to transformation of a business process model in a pro-

prietary language to a business process definition metamodel (BPDM)

process model, as described in Chapter 3. In that case the transforma-

tion would be from a platform-specific language to a platform-

independent language (BPDM).

OMG, particularly the Business Modeling and Integration (BMI) task

force, has developed modeling languages for business. Though some

models ultimately may be used to generate programming language

code, the emphasis of the BMI effort is on development of models

to help managers and consultants manage complexity and adapt the

enterprise.

Currently, OMG business-modeling languages tend to be focused on

separate aspects of the enterprise. As they evolve and as new model-

ing capabilities are developed, they should complete an array of view-

points as proposed earlier. The standard OMG modeling technology

supports the consistent representation of concepts shared among

the viewpoints and provides the foundation for development of

integrated specifications for a shared EBM.
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ENHANCED MODELING CAPABILITIES
Current modeling tools tend to focus on the use of diagrams to depict

concepts and relationships. However, diagrams, with some support-

ing notes and attributes, are not enough to address some complex

problems. Modeling tools that implement these standards should

incorporate simulation, multiple vocabularies, and semantics.

Simulation
Most of our current modeling capabilities are static representations of

a situation. For complex systems such as an enterprise, it can be very

difficult to comprehend all the consequences and dynamic interac-

tions of a change. It must be possible to explore the implications of

change with models before betting the business on a new strategy.

Simulation requires the ability to perform some form of execution of

a model. There are tools that provide “executable UML” that might be

considered a form of simulation. However, simulation requires an

environment in which the effects of changes in inputs, outputs, and

variables can be explored. This is more than testing a solution; it

requires functions to simulate business activity and additional dis-

plays or reports for analysis.

There are narrowly focused business simulation models today. Simu-

lation of product distribution and production scheduling are well

established. These tend to be mathematical models for optimization.

There is a multitude of modeling technologies in product design. No

manufacturer of airplanes or automobiles would consider going into

production without first doing extensive modeling and simulation on

all aspects of its products.

There are some products that provide support for simulation of busi-

ness processes. This can be characterized as discrete event simulation,

where simulated business transactions flow through the processes.

This can be particularly valuable for recognition of potential bottle-

necks. Business dynamics modeling tools (discussed earlier) provide

another form of simulation.

In SOA, the relationships between business processes becomemore com-

plex, so simulation is neededon a larger scale and the effects of exceptions

and failures become more important because one process can adversely

affect many other business functions. It should also be possible to simu-

late the effects of changes in business rules. This enterprise scope simula-

tion requires that business processes be analyzed and the associated
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operating data be captured or imported into a single process simulation

tool, thus reinforcing the importance of standards for the exchange of

models as well as standards for exchange of performance data.

Multiple Vocabularies
The use of multiple vocabularies has been discussed briefly in earlier

chapters and has been addressed in the OMG Semantics of Business

Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) specification. Alternative vocabularies

can be defined for amodel so that its concepts can be expressed in a par-

ticular vocabulary for one community and in another vocabulary for

another community.

The fundamental idea is quite simple. The words (that is, the vocabulary)

used to express concepts are represented separately from the representa-

tion of the concepts, so there can be words for different vocabularies

associated with the same concept. Presentation of the model is asso-

ciated with a particular vocabulary, so when the concepts are presented,

the associated words come from the designated vocabulary.

This is a powerful concept, particularly for global enterprises and sys-

tems integrators. Much of the effort involved in development of a

common logical data model is devoted to developing consensus on

terminology. If different communities were allowed to use their

own vocabularies for semantically identical concepts, some of this

effort might be reduced. Furthermore, this could promote acceptance

of an industrywide common data model. The concepts and the form

of the data associated with those concepts could be common,

whereas the terms used to reference and display the data elements

might be in vocabularies tailored to each community of users.

OMG is exploring the application of this concept to other specifications.

However, there is a risk that including this capability in a standard could

deter acceptance of the standard because it places an additional burden

on the modeling tool vendor that must implement the standard. The

absence of a standard does not need to prevent vendors from imple-

menting this capability, but, of course, a standards-based exchange of

models would not include the alternative vocabularies.

Semantics
The meanings of modeling elements are generally defined in natural

language text and implied in the names given to the elements. This

is often not very precise, and it does not provide characteristics in a

form that a computer can use for computations or validation.
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For example, semantics has become a hot topic for Internet search

because the user would like to be able to express search criteria in

familiar terms and have the search engine look for items that incor-

porate the ideas of interest without being limited to the specific terms

in the user’s search request.

SBVR also provides support for capture of semantics. The semantics are

expressed in terms of attributes, relationships, and rules that define

concepts in terms of other concepts. Like multiple vocabularies, this

is a desirable feature for other models, but it adds to the complexity

of the modeling tools.
TACTICAL SOLUTIONS
Standards and tools for business modeling are still emerging in the mar-

ketplace. In spite of the limited tooling support, enterprise leadership

should not wait for generally available solutions to pursue the benefits

of an agile enterprise. An enterprise with appropriately skilled personnel

could implement the essential models as database applications in lieu

of commercially available tools. These models might later be trans-

formed for input to commercial tools.

The full EBM capability discussed in this chapter is certainly not

required to start development of the agile enterprise. The SOA Matu-

rity Model provides insight on the capabilities that are needed as the

enterprise advances. The following are fundamental viewpoints for

beginning the transformation:

n Enterprise logical data model (ELDM)

n Business process models

n Business rules

n Service unit specifications

n Application portfolio

The ELDM can be captured and managed with existing data modeling

tools. Business processes can be modeled with existing modeling tools.

Tools are also available for business rules modeling. Integration of the

ELDM, business process models, and business rules models with the

EBM can come later; dependencies with other models can be managed

manually in the short term. Management of service unit specifications

and the application portfolio can be addressed as conventional database

applications, or they canbe implementedwith generalizedmodeling tools

that support the specification of custom modeling languages. Such tools

are currently being used for modeling aspects of enterprise architectures.
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The business modeling marketplace will develop over time, most likely

with development of tools focused on particular viewpoints. If these

tools implement MDA modeling technology, there will be technical

compatibility. However, this alone will not achieve unification into

an EBM. The viewpoints share concepts that must be represented in a

consistent way for all the viewpoints in which they appear, even when

the specifications for these models expand and change over time. As

the scope of adoption of SOA and the level of maturity increase, recon-

ciliation of the viewpoints will become more complex. Modeling tool

customers should express their requirements for standards compliance

and additional product features to their tool vendors.

At level 3 maturity, the enterprise should develop an initial EBM in a

shared database to integrate the viewpoint models of interest at that

point. This should add the following viewpoints:

n Organization structure model

n Strategic planning model

n Service unit costs model

n Role-based access control model

The EBM database may be a conventional database or it may be a

MOF repository product that is designed for management of MOF-

based models. A MOF repository would not require transformation

of the models to a database schema (e.g., a relational structure).

The modeling applications may update the database directly, or views

of the consolidated model can be exported for modeling a particular

viewpoint and then imported to apply updates. The latter approach

enables the modeler to explore alternatives without affecting other

viewpoints until a final approach is defined. This also supports the

acquisition and integration of modeling tool products that provide

more robust modeling and analysis capabilities.

To maintain consistency in the EBM, there must be agreement on the

segments of the model that each viewpoint can change as opposed to

those elements that it can view (read only). As an analogy with enter-

prise master data records, only the human resources organization can

create an employee record or change an employee’s status, only the

finance and accounting organization can create and update account

records, and only the engineering organization can define and revise

part specifications. Eventually the EBM must become a database of

master data records that are coordinated with the business activity

master data records to maintain a consistent representation of the
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state of the enterprise. Management of the EBM and support for the

viewpoint models should be the responsibility of the Enterprise Intel-

ligence service unit.

As the scope of modeling expands, development and maintenance of

an integrated EBM become similar to the development and revisions

of a complex product design involving multiple engineering disci-

plines. The agile enterprise has an EBM that represents the current

design of the enterprise and one or more future versions that repre-

sent planned transformations.

Eventually, the EBM is a primary source of enterprise information,

a context for planning, and a basis for performance evaluation,

accountability, and control. Associated modeling tools enable top

management to explore changes and simulate effects before commit-

ting to transformation initiatives. The models then support tracking

of progress of the transformation, compliance with directives, and

achievement of enterprise goals. That is the ultimate objective of MBM.

The agile enterprise is an enterprise in which managers are enterprise

designers. They do not design, produce, sell, or deliver products them-

selves; they are responsible for creating and maintaining the enterprise

system in which products are designed, produced, sold, and delivered.

They must ensure that everyone knows their responsibilities and is

accountable for results, and they must ensure that activities are coordi-

nated and people have the tools they need to do their jobs.

In the past, managers could design the enterprise with paper and pen-

cil, trial and error, based on experience and intuition. These tools are

no longer good enough. Just as the automobile industry could not

meet today’s market demands without computer models, so managers

cannot meet the competitive demands of today’s emerging markets

without computer-based models to design and adapt the enterprise.

Not all the needed tools are available today, but a general approach to

design of an agile enterprise, as described in this book, provides a basis

for development of more robust modeling capabilities. The tools are

coming. At the same time, the limitations of current tools are no rea-

son to delay the journey up the maturity model. The greatest challenge

is not the current lack of tools, but the need to change the way people

think about the design of the enterprise and the role of information

technology. The time to start the transformation is now.
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Glossary
This glossary defines the meanings of terms as used in the context of this book.
Activity. A unit of work. In a business process model, a
unit of work within a business process that may
engage a human or other business process or service
unit. In a value chain, the unit of work contributed
by a service unit toward the delivery of value, or an
abstraction that represents an aggregation of related
activities.

Agile enterprise. An agile enterprise is capable of recog-
nizing and adapting quickly to changing business
threats and opportunities. In the SOA Maturity
Model, it is the highest level of maturity reflecting
adoption of SOA, BPM, MBM and related governance
and operating practices.

Asserting party. The party in an interaction relationship
that is asserting an identity or credentials.

Authentication. A process by which the identity of a sub-
ject (for example, person or system) is validated.

Authorization. A process by which a subject (for exam-
ple, person or system) is given authority to perform
an action or access a resource, or the process by which
access authority is determined.

Backtracking. A mechanism in logic programming, or in
the application of diagnostic rules, where the search
for a solution has reached an unsuccessful result
down one path and is able to back up and proceed
down another branch of the search.

Backward chaining. A search strategy where a condition
is evaluated by reference to supporting facts or condi-
tions, so that success is achieved by finding a set of
supporting facts or conditions that are true. The strat-
egy is to assume the truth of a statement and attempt
to substantiate it by finding supporting facts. This
mode is typically applied to diagnostic or proof pro-
blems (for example, theorem proving).

BAM (Business Activity Monitoring). Information pro-
cessing facilities that capture and report on business
process events in real time for the purpose of moni-
toring performance and recognizing exceptions.

BI (Business Intelligence). Information processing facil-
ities for capturing, analyzing storing and presenting
data, typically through periodic extraction and inte-
gration of data from multiple production databases.
BMM (Business Motivation Model). An OMG standard
that defines the modeling elements for business stra-
tegic planning.

BPDM (Business Process Definition Metamodel). An
OMG standard that defines the modeling elements
and relationships (that is, a metamodel) for modeling
business processes including orchestration and
choreography.

BPEL (Business Process Execution Language). An
OASIS specification for an XML-based language to
define automated business processes. Processes
defined in BPEL reflect the nested element structure
of XML. As of this writing, BPEL does not address
the specification of choreography nor the participa-
tion of humans in business processes.

BPM (Business Process Management). A management
discipline for defining, continuously improving and
optimizing business processes.

BPMM (Business Process Maturity Model). An OMG
specification of criteria for assessing the maturity of
an enterprise with respect to business process man-
agement. The five maturity levels correspond to the
five levels of the SOA Maturity Model, but with a
business process management focus.

BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation). An OMG
specification of graphical elements for modeling busi-
ness processes. BPMN 2.0 (Business Process Model
and Notation) combines BPMN and BPDM as a sin-
gle modeling specification.

Business dynamics. A technique for modeling dynamic,
real-world systems using the abstract concepts of
“stocks” and “flows.” The model reflects behavior of
the system over time based on accumulation or deple-
tion of units in stocks as a result of flows in and out
of the system and its stocks mediated by control func-
tions and parameters.

Business metadata. Data about data that describes aspects
of interest to business people such as the source, pre-
cision, timeliness and reliability of the data. Distin-
guished from technical metadata that describes the
definitions, structure and relationships of data ele-
ments as in a database or exchange of records.
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Business Process Management System (BPMS). An
information system that automates the execution of
business processes.

Business process. An orderly execution of activities to
achieve a desired business result in response to a
request or event. A process defines what work is to
be done, who does the work, when the work is done
in relation to others activities and events.

Business rule. A declarative expression of business intent.
There are a variety of types of business rules. See also
enterprise rule, production rule, diagnostic rule, event
rule, qualification rule, and data integrity rule.

Business unit. An organizational element that has a
designated leader and subordinates and may include
subordinate business units (for example, department,
division, group, team).

Capability. Service capability: an assemblage of people,
processes, resources, facilities, skills, knowledge and
motivation that can be applied to produce a desired
result.

Case management. A process in which a number of rela-
tively independent sub-processes are initiated and
monitored as required to achieve a desired result for
a particular instance (case) of the process.

CEP (Complex Event Processing). Processing of event
notices that identifies relationships between separates
events and infers the occurrence of other events.

Certification authority (CA). A trusted service that issues
signed digital certificates that include the identity of
the certificate owner and the owner’s public key. The
certificate provides the basis for authentication,
encryption and non-repudiation. A CA maintains a
Certificate Revocation List (CRL) for those certificates
that have been compromised (for example, the
corresponding private key has been exposed).

Choreography. A specification of the interactions
between two or more participants to achieve mutual
benefit. Choreography is not executed by a
controlling entity, but describes the agreed-upon, col-
laborative behavior of the participants.

Class. For a logical data model, a computational repre-
sentation of the attributes and relationships of similar
entities. A specialized class may be defined by inherit-
ing and extending the specification of an existing
class.

Collaboration. An interaction between peers to achieve a
result with mutual benefit.

Configuration Management Database (CMDB). A facil-
ity for management of hardware, software and
application components and their relationships in a
data processing center.

Consumer. A user of a service; the exchange participant
that defines the context of the exchange, usually the
participant that initiates the exchange.

COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf software). Refers to a
commercially available software product in contrast
to a custom application developed by or for an
enterprise.

CWM (Common Warehouse Metamodel). An OMG
specification for representation and transformation
of data in different formats. Originally intended for
specification of data transformations from various
sources to feed a data warehouse. It has also been
applied to Enterprise Information Integration (EII).
It is expected to be superseded by IMM (Information
Management Metamodel), a pending specification
from OMG.

Data integrity rule. A rule that defines constraints on
attribute values and relationships in a database in
order to ensure that the database is consistent with
the real-world concepts it is intended to represent.

Diagnostic rule. A rule used in the diagnosis of a prob-
lem, typically a logic programming rule or a rule exe-
cuted by a backward-chaining inference engine.

Disruptive event. An event that indicates the occurrence
of a change that has a disruptive effect on an enter-
prise or some unit of the enterprise and may require
an adaptation in the way the enterprise operates or
in the products and services it delivers.

ebBP (ebXML Business Process specification schema).
A component of the ebXML (electronic business
XML) family of specifications from OASIS that
defines an XML-based language for specification of
choreography.

ECA (Event Condition Action) rule. A rule that is acti-
vated by the occurrence of an event (that is, a change
of state) and will perform a defined action if its con-
ditional expression evaluates to true.

EDA (Event Driven Architecture). An information sys-
tems architectural perspective in which events
(changes of state in the enterprise ecosystem) are
monitored and trigger processes to perform conse-
quential business functions or resolve concerns,
threats or opportunities inferred from the events.

EIM (Enterprise Information Management). The infor-
mation technology discipline for organizing and
managing data in an enterprise. This involves data
modeling and various techniques for the capture,
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communication, storage, retrieval and presentation of
data in support of enterprise objectives.

Electronic signature. Data elements associated with an
electronic record or document that establish that the
signer has endorsed the content of the document
and is accountable for it. See also XML Signature.

Embedded sub-process. A process contained in an activ-
ity of another process. An embedded sub-process is
not shared.

Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). A discipline
for adapting applications and exchanging and trans-
forming asynchronous messages to achieve the inte-
gration of enterprise applications.

Enterprise architecture. The design characteristics of an
enterprise. Depending on the context, the architecture
may refer to the design and integration of informa-
tion systems or the design of the enterprise including
the people, processes, facilities, and organization.

Enterprise Business Model (EBM). A comprehensive,
living model of the design of an enterprise that sup-
ports a number of different viewpoints or abstractions
of the enterprise to enable Model Based Management
(MBM).

Enterprise business rule. A business rule that expresses a
management constraint on the operation of the enter-
prise. The enterprise business rule may apply to a
number of contexts where an action could occur to
violate the rule. In the event of a rule violation the
action to be taken depends on the context and
may be expressed as a production rule or an event-
condition-action rule.

Enterprise Information Integration (EII). An informa-
tion systems facility in which a database query is sub-
mitted with respect to a virtual database, the query is
transformed as required to retrieve the desired data
from one or more operational databases, and the
responses are integrated to produce a response consis-
tent with the virtual database and the original query.

Enterprise intelligence. A business discipline for the cap-
ture. storage and presentation of data, information
and knowledge related to the enterprise ecosystem
in support of enterprise analysis, planning and deci-
sion-making.

Enterprise logical data model (ELDM). A logical data
model that encompasses the scope of the enterprise
and defines consistent enterprise concepts, attributes
and relationships as the basis for integrated views of
the state of the enterprise and the exchange of data
between business units, suppliers and customers.
Enterprise rule. See enterprise business rule.

Enterprise Services Bus (ESB). Middleware that imple-
ments web services integration standards to support
a service oriented architecture.

Enterprise value chain. A composite value chain that
incorporates all of the value chains that deliver enter-
prise value. It includes production value chains, prod-
uct (lifecycle) value chains, supporting value chains,
executive staff value chains, and other contributions
to value that enable the enterprise to function and
evolve.

ETL (Extract-Transform-Load). A capability in support of
an operational data store (ODS) or data warehouse
where data is collected from a number of sources,
transformed and reconciled for consistency and
loaded into the target storage facility for analysis
and reporting.

eTOM. (extended Telecomm Operations Map). An indus-
try framework developed by the TeleManagement
Forum.

Event. A change of state of the enterprise or its environ-
ment. Usually restricted to changes of state that are
of interest for various purposes. Information about
an event may be communicated by an event notice.
An event in BPMN is a graphic that represents the ini-
tiation, resumption or termination of a process flow
as a result of the receipt of an event notice.

Event Notice. A message or record that communicates the
occurrence of an event. In a publish-and-subscribe
environment, an event notice is published by a sys-
tem that observes or causes an event. The event notice
is communicated by an event broker to subscribers
who have submitted requests to receive events
that meet certain qualifications as specified in their
subscriptions.

Event rule. A rule that filters event notices for publica-
tion, distribution or processing.

Forward chaining. A rules execution mode where the
condition expressions of rules are evaluated against
a model of the problem domain, a rule is selected
from among those that have true conditions, and
the action of that rule is executed, typically causing
the model of the problem domain to change. The
change potentially changes the set of rules with true
conditions, and another rule is selected from the
set and executed. The execution chains forward as it
drives the evaluation of selected rules. This mode is
typically applied to configuration and planning
problems.
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Gateway. A diamond-shaped graphical symbol in BPMN
that indicates a convergence or divergence of process
flow. There are several icons that may appear in the
gateway graphic that further define the action to be
taken.

Governance. The set of responsibilities and practices
exercised by the board of directors and executive
management with the goal of providing strategic
direction, ensuring that objectives are achieved, ascer-
taining that risks are managed appropriately and ver-
ifying that the organization’s resources are used
responsibility. (Information Systems Audit and Con-
trol Foundation, 2001).

HR-XML. A consortium for the development of standards
for exchange of human resources-related data based
on XML.

HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language). A character
based language designed for specification of displays
for Internet browsers, and for input and communica-
tion of data submitted through web page displays.

HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol). An internet proto-
col designed for the exchange of HTML in support of
the World Wide Web.

HTTPS (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure). An exten-
sion of HTTP designed for secure (encrypted)
exchange of HTML data on the world wide web.

IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). An interna-
tional standards organization focused on the techni-
cal standards and protocols of the Internet.

IMM (Information Management Metamodel). A pend-
ing OMG specification for specification of data struc-
tures of various forms and the transformation of data
between those different forms.

Industry framework. A best practices model that repre-
sents the business processes and potentially an infor-
mation model and other aspects that are characteristic
of enterprises in a particular industry. eTOM is an
industry framework.

Inheritance. In information or object modeling, a rela-
tionship between classes by which one class may
incorporate (inherit) the characteristics of another
and extend the specification to address a more
specialized category of entities represented by the
inheriting class.

Interface specification. For a service unit, it is the specifi-
cation of message types or requests that will be recog-
nized, the restrictions on the interactions, and the
levels of service that are to be expected when interact-
ing with the service unit.
Interface. The interaction boundary of an organization,
device, system, organism or service unit.

Job shop. An enterprise that specializes in the manufac-
ture of custom products through performing pro-
cesses (also known as routings) and operations
specified to produce each particular product.

Lane. In BPMN, a segment of a pool. The pool represents
a business entity performing a process. The lane
defines a responsibility within the entity that is
responsible for performing the activities drawn within
the lane.

Line of business. A product or group of similar products
produced by an enterprise generally associated with
business activities engaged in developing, marketing,
producing and supporting the product.

Logical data model (LDM). A data model expressed at a
level of abstraction suitable for discussions that are
independent of particular technologies or media used
to store, communicate or process the data. See also
Enterprise Logical Data Model (ELDM).

Loose coupling. A form of integration where the interde-
pendence of participants is minimized to promote
autonomy. Typically, this is accomplished by store-
and-forward message exchanges with no shared
resources and with minimal interactions that might
require synchronization of their activities.

Master data management. Management of the data stor-
age facilities that together represent the single version
of the truth about the state of the enterprise. Master
data is not limited to stable, reference data.

Maturity model. The SOA Maturity Model from EDS and
Oracle describes criteria for assessment of the techni-
cal and business maturity of an enterprise with
respect to adopting a service oriented architecture
and related strategies and capabilities leading to an
agile enterprise capability. Other business maturity
models have similar levels of maturity but address
different aspects of the organization. See also BPMM.

Message flow. In BPMN, a dashed arrow that specifies
the transfer of a message from one business entity to
another.

Metadata. Data that describes data. A database schema is
metadata. A blank paper form with identified fields
expresses metadata.

Metamodel. A specification of a modeling language. A
MOF metamodel specifies the concepts and relation-
ships for modeling a particular problem domain.

Model Based Management (MBM). An OMG strategy for
the use of business models as viewpoints on the
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design and operation of the enterprise for manage-
ment monitoring, analysis, planning and decision-
making.

Model Driven Architecture (MDA). An OMG strategy for
design of solutions using models supported by the
ability to transform models and exchange them
between different modeling environments.

MOF (Meta Object Facility). An OMG specification for
the elements that represent the concepts of a model-
ing language for expression of models, storage of
models and exchange of models. MOF is used for
specification of modeling languages.

Non-repudiation. A principle regarding assertions or
agreements that prevents a party from denying their
assertion or agreement. For a record or electronic doc-
ument the content can be reliably attributed to its
submitter and cannot be repudiated. Potentially
achieved through the use of an electronic signature.

OAGi (Open Applications Group, incorporated). An
international standards organization focused on spec-
ification of records/documents exchanged between
information systems.

OASIS (Organization for Advancement of Structured
Information Systems). An international standards
organization with primary contributions related to
the application of XML.

OMG (Object Management Group). An international
standards organization focused on information sys-
tems interoperability and modeling standards.

Orchestration. An executable business process; a busi-
ness process that performs work as compared to a
choreography that describes an exchange between
participants engaged in a collaborative relationship.

Outsourcing. The practice of contracting for an external
organization to own and operate a segment of the
enterprise business. Outsourcing of information sys-
tems, accounting and human relations services are
examples.

PIM (Platform Independent Model). In the OMG Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) strategy, a model of a
solution that is independent of particular implemen-
tation technology and thus is focused on modeling
the solution rather than the implementation.

PKI (Public Key Infrastructure). The services and facil-
ities associated with the use of public key encryption
along with digital certificates for identification and
authentication.

Policy. A statement of intent to influence or determine
decisions, actions or other matters. For business, a
policy is a statement of business practice intent which
may be expressed more precisely as business rules. For
XACML security access control, a policy is a set of
access control rules. For WS-Policy, a policy is a ser-
vice specification that expresses capabilities and
requirements that are the basis for forming a collabo-
rative relationship.

Pool. A stand-alone box that expresses the boundaries of
a business entity around a business process model.
Business processes are confined by the pool bound-
aries except that messages may be exchanged with
other pools (that is, business entities).

Portal. A point of access to enterprise capabilities and ser-
vices, usually designed to address the interests of a
particular community such as employees, stock-
holders, customers or suppliers. Often associated with
a collection of web pages but potentially extending to
other services such as a call center.

Process context. The data and circumstances surrounding
the execution of a process. The context is represented
by data, such as an order record, associated with the
execution.

Process instance. A single execution of a process specifi-
cation. A process instance is often identified by the
identifier of the request that initiated the execution,
for example, a customer order number.

Process. See business process.

Product value chain. The chain (or network) of services
that each contribute value to the lifecycle of a product
including development, marketing, production and
support.

Production line process mode. A type of process where
the objects of production (for example, an automo-
bile on a production line) move one at a time
through a sequence of operations or stations where
work is performed. All units go through the same
stations, but the work at each station may vary
depending on the requirements of the particular unit.

Production rule. A rule managed by a rules engine that
performs forward chaining. The execution of the rules
produces a result such as a product configuration or a
travel plan. See also forward chaining.

Production value chain. The chain (or network) of ser-
vices that each contribute value to individual units
of production to achieve value for a customer.

Provider. A service unit in a role (or relationship) where
it provides a service.

PSM (Platform Specific Model). In the OMG Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) strategy, a model of a
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solution that is tailored for implementation in a par-
ticular technology. A PSM may be the result of a
transformation of a PIM and be the basis for generat-
ing application code for execution.

Publish and subscribe. An integration approach where
sources of event notices register with a broker and
publish event notices to the broker as they occur.
Entities interested in the events subscribe to event
notices from the broker and the notices are forwarded
by the broker as they occur. Rules can constrain
which notices are published, forwarded or processed.

Publish. The act of issuing an event notice in a publish
and subscribe environment.

Qualification rule. An expression that defines qualifica-
tions for fulfilling a process role, accessing a resource
or being assigned to an organizational position.

QVT (Query View Transformation). An OMG specifica-
tion for a language that specifies the transformation
of models that are expressed in the Meta Object Facil-
ity (MOF) metamodeling language. It is designed, for
example, for transformation of a PIM to a PSM.

RBAC (Role Based Access Control). An approach to
access control specification where access authoriza-
tion is specified for roles, and roles are assigned to
people. This enables separation of responsibility
between control of resources and authorization of
people.

Registry. See service registry.

Relay process mode. A process structure where each pro-
cess completes its work and passes responsibility to
the next process, retaining no continuing responsibil-
ity for the completed transaction. A relay process
mode is distinguished from a production line mode
because here a transfer of responsibility may come
from alternative sources and/or be passed to alterna-
tive destinations.

Reliable messaging. A message exchange protocol where
message senders are assured that each message will be
delivered once and only once.

Relying party. The party in an interactive relationship
that relies on the identification or credentials of an
asserting party.

Rete algorithm. An algorithm for processing production
(forward chaining) rules where the rule conditions
are linked to the model of the problem domain
(working storage) through a network so that changes
in the domain model propagate to the affected rules.

Role. The characteristics and/or behavior of an entity in a
particular context. A person performs a role in an
organization (a position or assignment) or a role in
a process (as a participant/contributor) or a role that
defines authorization to access resources. A business
entity fills a role in a choreography that specifies
exchanges in a business collaboration. A role gener-
ally has specifications that restrict selection from
potential participants, and the role or its relationships
may restrict the behavior of the participant in the
role.

Rule driven process. A process where the activities are
performed when enabled by an associated rule or
rules. Activities do not occur in predefined sequences
but occur based on the state of the process, its context
and associated entities.

Rules engine. A software application/product that evalu-
ates and executes rules according to a defined
algorithm.

SAML (Security Attribute Markup Language). An OASIS
specification for the exchange of participant creden-
tials and authorizations for access control.

SBVR (Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules).
An OMG specification for a language that combines
a structured representation of rules, with a capture
of semantics and the ability to express the concepts
and rules in alternative vocabularies.

Semantic. A specification of meaning. In language, the
meanings of words or expressions. In modeling,
semantics are the meanings of the modeling
elements.

Sequence flow. In BPMN, an arrow that specifies the
order of execution or evaluation of flow elements
such as gateways and activities.

Service. The application of a capability by a business
entity to provide a business value that addresses the
needs of a community of service users.

Service consumer. A business entity that uses a service—a
service user. In a service oriented architecture, a ser-
vice consumer defines the context for an exchange
of value.

Service group. An organization that offers multiple ser-
vices based on multiple business capabilities or a gen-
eral capability that may or may not be implemented
as multiple service units. An outsourcing provider
that offers a number of related services without expos-
ing the implementation of those services can be char-
acterized as a service group.

Service oriented enterprise. An enterprise that has imple-
mented a service oriented architecture as a business
paradigm.
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Service provider. A business entity that offers a service.

Service registry. A database or directory, accessible at
runtime, that provides information on the current
versions and locations of services. The registry sup-
ports selection of alternative services and provides
support for management of IT functions of service
units at runtime. Complements the Configuration
Management Database (CMDB).

Service repository. A facility for storage of specifications
for service units including versions in different stages
of the lifecycle. Supports the design and integration of
service units.

Service unit. A business organization unit that manages
capabilities—processes, resources, facilities, intellec-
tual property, personnel—to offer one ormore services
through a well-defined interface in order to address a
business need of a community of potential users.

Shared Information Data (SID). An enterprise logical
data model for the telecommunications industry
developed by the TeleManagement Forum (TMF).

Single sign-on. An information technology industry
infrastructure capability that enables a user to log on
to a network environment once and subsequently
access a number of different systems based on the sin-
gle authentication. There are various strategies. For
SOA, digital certificates and public-key encryption
are recommended for single sign-on.

SOA (Service Oriented Architecture). An approach to
design of an enterprise where distinct business cap-
abilities are offered through well-defined mechanisms
and media of exchange so that the capabilities can be
used in multiple business endeavors both currently
and in the future.

Subject. In security protocols or policies, a party being
authenticated or authorized may be described as a
subject that may be a person or system.

Sub-process. A process that is invoked by another pro-
cess. An independent sub-process is accessible (may
be invoked) from multiple processes and may be
designed and deployed independently. An embedded
sub-process must be deployed with and can only be
invoked by one activity in one process. It is essentially
an expansion of an activity with its own start and end.

Subscribe. The action of submitting a request to receive
events. A publisher publishes events that are delivered
to subscribers.

Task. An activity within a business process that is per-
formed by a human. There is no further specification
of the operation of a task.
UN/CEFACT (United Nations Center for Trade Facilita-
tion and Electronic Business). A standards organiza-
tion within the United Nations that deals with
specifications for electronic commerce.

Unified Modeling Language (UML). The OMG (Object
Management Group) specification for an object-
oriented, application analysis and design language.
The general nature of UML has resulted in its use for
a number of system design applications outside
object-oriented programming.

Value chain. The chain (or network) of services that con-
tribute value to a result. A value chain may produce
value for an external customer or internal business
activities.

W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). An international
standards organization that focuses on languages
and protocols for communications over the Internet.

WfMC (Workflow Management Coalition). An interna-
tional standards organization focused on the develop-
ment of standards related to workflow management,
which includes business process management
technology.

Workflow. Business processes that move work through
sequences of activities in predefined paths. Workflow
often implies business processes that are focused on
human activities where the performance of activities
is driven by the movement of a business transaction
or work order to various persons or work stations.
Most BPMS (Business Process Management Systems)
implement this process model with some variations.

WS-CDL (Web Services Choreography Definition Lan-
guage). An XML-based language of the W3C for spec-
ification of the exchange of electronic documents
between participants in a business exchange.

WS-Federation (Web Services Federation). A draft spec-
ification of OASIS for the federation of identification
and authentication among independently managed
security domains.

WS-Policy (Web Services Policy). An XML-based lan-
guage of W3C for specification of the requirements
and capabilities of a web services participant as a
basis for establishing compatibility for an exchange.

WS-Security (Web Services Security). A specification
from OASIS that defines message structure and ele-
ments for secure message exchanges.

XACML (XML Access Control Markup Language). An
OASIS specification for expression of access control/
authorization policies regarding access to a specified
resource (for example, data or operation).
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XBRL (XML Business Reporting Language). An XML-
based language from XBRL International, for report-
ing of business and financial data.

XML (eXtensible Markup Language). A language defined
by W3C. XML is a character-based data format that
uses name tags to identify data elements that are vari-
able in length and form a nested hierarchy. XML is,
for the most part, technology independent so that
senders and receivers may use different technologies,
and the structure provides flexibility enabling recipi-
ents to ignore elements in which they have no inter-
est. A number of related technologies have been
built on XML including parsing techniques, electronic
signatures, specification of XML documents using
XML, and so on.

XML Schema. An XML-based language from W3C that is
used to specify the structure of XML documents.

XML Signature. A W3C specification for electronic signa-
tures in XML documents.

XPDL (XML Process Definition Language). An XML-
based language from WfMC for exchange of BPMN
process models.
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